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ABSTRACT
This is an historical ethnography undertaken with the aid of computer methods. It
focuses on Biddenden, a rural parish in the Weald of Kent, an area of wood-pasture
fanning and of declining rural manufactureduring the period of study, 1566-1660. The
theme is the reproduction of social relations, in particular those of inequality.
The sourcesemployed ranged from the highly structured parish registers to narrative
accounts in court records. To deal adequatelywith this a variety of computing methods
involving both existing tools and purpose written programs were used. The computer
methods have relevance beyond this specific application, to more conventional ethnographic studies.
Death and marriage are examined, focusing on the fragmentation and the creation of
relationships. Honour ranking is found in the Weald but, unlike southern Europe,
women were evaluated more as wives than as daughters. Affinal relations were import, especially among the elite, but were not closer than those with siblings. The nature
of migration to and from Biddenden is also examined and draws attention to themes
rarely studied in anthropology.
The parish was controlled by a limited group consisting of wealthier adult men. This
elective hegemony was able to use the evaluation of reputation within an ideology of
household order to maintain its power. During the years of prosperity they displayed
greater competition with one another in the context of limited social mobility. Cloth
making allowed greater expansion than the land itself would permit. As decline set in
there was a move from partible transmission of land to unequal forms, increased outmigration and greater social differentiation. The wealthier became more secure, while
small farmers, who had relied on income from work in cloth making, faced greater
uncertainty. The honour of the wealthy was decreasingly challenged by their peers, but
middling people becameless secure.
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1: Introduction

A few anthropologists would probably agree that, like Tawney, I should begin this work with an apology
because the "... subject is historical" [Tawny, 1938,21). I believe that the need for such apologies is
past. Historical anthropology is now a well establishedpart of the discipline. The other component of my
study, the use of computers, is less so. This is due to many factors varying from lack of information about
using such objects to romantic dislike of that strangeassortmentof artefactspopularly known as 'technology'. Two of the themes of this project are methodological; the construction of an historical ethnography
and the use of computers in ethnographic work. There are differences between the study of a presentday
locale through participant observation and researching a past society through documents. I believe that
there are enough elements in common, however, to make some of the ideas involving computer use
relevant beyond this one application. The third theme is the reproduction of social relations, in particular
those of inequality. It is important that a project which seeks to demonstrate the utility of computers in
any chosen area does not limit itself to a small set of 'test data'. For this reason,I have attempteda substantive anthropological project, albeit one that could be realised within the time constraints of current
doctoral research.
This first chapter situates the study in concerns about the nature of historical researchin anthropology,
about the relationship betweenpower and ideology and about the use of computers in anthropology. The
second chapter examines the sources employed and the use of computer methods. A third chapter gives a
general overview of aspects of society in early modem Biddenden. Two further chapters examine death
and marriage, focusing on the fragmentation and the creation of social relations within the context of inequality. The final chapter draws together themes of status, power and reputation from earlier chapters and
concludes with a discussion of historical ethnography and of the use of computer methods in anthropology.

The possibility of 'historical ethnography'
Later in this Chapter define historical ethnography as a study combining the temporal distance of an his.I
torical study with the connectivenessand locational specificity of conventional ethnography. Three projects may be examined as attempting to undertakesuch a study.
Emmanuel le Roy Ladurie based his now famous study of Montaillou on one rich, closely inter-related
source [le Roy Ladurie, 1980]. The village contained a small population (about 100 persons) and was studied for a short time period
-

1318-25. Although a village study located both in place and time, this

work has similarities to the Evenementielletype studies of Natalie Z. Davis and Carlo Ginzburg [Davis,
1985; Ginzburg, 1980]. From theseworks comesthe clear messagethat a rich textual source is neededto
understand mentalstes of the past in any way. For Ladurie and Ginzburg the only external referent for
such a source need be the general history of politics, religion and ideas of the period (though with reference to the region). Davis uses a larger and more diverse set of documents, as well as other secondary
works, to locate and interpret her main sources.

The researchof David Rheubottomconcentrateson the elite of the fifteenth centurycity-stateof
Ragusa(now Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia). The records of this state are very full and lend themselvesto holistic research
Not only are these series very extensive for the mid-fifteenth century, but the fact that there are so
many different series about almost all aspects of political and economic life makes it possible to study
this community 'as a whole' [Rheubottotn, 1987a 126).

The population studied centres on about 400 men forming an easily defined elite and involves about
3000 persons in all. Rheubottom had previously undertaken anthropological fieldwork in the Balkans
which provided a generalknowledge of social structure for this region. The main focus of the researchis
on the structure of politics and the place of links through kinship and marriage in building and maintaining this. The richness of the archives also allows examination of the individual life course, of economic
factors and marriage processes[Rheubottom, 1988]. As well as structural information (who married who
etc.) the sourcesmay also contain information relating to the way the relationship was viewed [ibid, 370].
The processesrevealed by analysis of this information can be situated in the context of meditemaneanethnography and provide a critique of simplistic monocausal explanation of the type to often found in history. A historical ethnography needs not only structural data, but ideological context In the process of
building one
for ideas about patricians and commoners, notions about the disposability of per...we needto account
sonsand wealth, as well as conceptsof hierarchy, honor, and patronage. [ibid, 371].

This introduces one of the main characteristicsof historical ethnographythat distinguishes it from local
history; the integration of ideas and stmctural/processualstudy. In this way it is linked to the process of
fieldwork and the writing of an ethnographyof a modem context.
An early statement of the possibility of an historical ethnography, outlining some of methods needed
and maleng a direct comparison with fieldwork, was made by Alan Macfarlane in the early 1970s
[Macfarlane, 1976]. He had already undertaken what be described as "An essay in historical anthropology" before this, examining the life, attitudes and relationships of a seventeenthcentury clergyman from
the man's diary, supported by other sources [Macfarlane, 1970]. Having thus explored the possibility, he
began a large project involving the study of two populations of reasonablesize (Earls Colne, Essex -

1200 persons and Kirby Lonsdale, Lancashire -

2400 persons) over more than three centuries. In com-

paring the task of historical ethnography with its more conventional, presentday counterpart the number
of personsstudied were discussed.As an historical study would include all people who lived at that location during the time span (at least in theory) the number would clearly be many times greater than with
fieldwork [Macfarlane, 1976,10-11]. He also attempts to indicate that knowledge about historical subjects can be as full as that for people interviewed in fieldwork, and that this amount of information would
be the same for their fathers and their sons [ibid 12-13). Similarly he suggeststhat historical studies of a
thematic topic would produce a greater quantity of information [ibid, 13-15].
However, there are problems with this. In fieldwork, it is not normally possible to interview every person to the same degree so that "Most ethnographic research characteristically relies heavily on keyinformants... " [Cohen, 1984,224). It is equally unlikely that every person in an historical population
would have an equal amount of information about them either recorded or surviving. Therefore claims of
total coverage in either context can be discounted, while retaining the similarity. On the question of
thematic study, this is very dependenton the period/location of research.Macfarlane usesthe example of
pre-marital pregnancy, finding much English historical data and very little information from fieldwork in
Nepal [Macfarlane, 1976,13-141. In Fontelas, Portugal this would clearly have been otherwise [O'Neill,
1987]. To be fair, Macfarlane was making out a case for historical anthropology at a time when it was
virtually unimagined by most anthropologists and so can be allowed to have over-emphasisedthe advantages. He seesadvantagesto both history and anthropology arising from this exercise. Anthropological
models are needed to understand the past better, but that past is equally necessaryfor the building of
better models in anthropology. This is not to say that all anthropologists should take on historical study,
or that all historians ought to use anthropological explanations. In the first place both disciplines benefit
by their diversity, and in the second the relationship is dialectical rather than being a matter of borrowing
information or ideas.
Clearly, a number of anthropologists and historians appear to believe that an historical ethnography is
possible. There are obvious disadvantagesto working solely from archival material. Rather than the confrontation between the anthropologist and 'the other' there is a more complex relationship involving the
researcher,the historical subject and all of the intervening persons who wrote the sources,askedthe original questions and decided which pieces of paper to keep. Marc Bloch said of documents "... we decide to
force them to speak, even against their will... " and called history "... a glorious victory of mind over its
material" [Bloch, 1954,64]. The task is laborious, involving piecing together information from many
sources; even the basic data that an anthropologist may gather in her initial census may be scattered
through many documents. Sitting in an archive office is not living in the society which produced the
documents; that is impossible. By this means one important dimension of anthropology is lost.

Given these constraints, and realising that conventional ethnography is also a matter of interpietation,
with living people as obscure and evasive as any historical text, advantagescan also be found. Firstly
there is the important dimension of time. Secondly the historical situation may be chosen with regard to
particular conditions which might be difficult to find in a contemporary context. What distinguishes historical ethnography from local history is that, being essentially holistic, it takes more aspectsof life into
account, building a more complete view of the society.

Power relations and ideological discourse
During the 1980s, one common themehas emerged in anthropology and history which has to some extent
united the attentions of many researchersfrom both disciplines. This theme is the role of ideology in the
reproduction of power relations. Of course this is not a new locus for academic discussion and owes much
to the revival of interest in the writings of Max Weber (Weber, 1958) and Antonio Gramsci [Gramsci,
1971] in history. The anthropological interest has its roots in the re-orientation towards symbolic anthropology through the influence of Turner, Leach, Sperber, Geertz and Bourdieu among others (e.g. Bourdieu, 1977; Geertz, 1971; Leach, 1976; Sperber, 1975; Turner, 1967). Three works will be considered
here as particularly relevant to the interpretative process of this researchproject because of their discussion of ideology in relation to process.
David Sabean's study of relations between villagers, church and state in early modem Germany
[Sabean, 1984) deals with issues of power and neighbourly relations which are relevant to my research.
There are problems however with the way in which ideology is conceptualised.It appears to come from
the church and state, to be designed for their uses and is reacted to by villagers. Sabeanis particularly
concerned with "... the dialogue over the nature of the individual carried on between state officials and
rural village inhabitants..." [ibid, 199]. He criticises Burke's view of rural culture acting as a filter for
ideas from elite culture [Burke, 1978] and allows for innovation by villagers, but the process is seen as a
dialectic between the ideological impositions of the state and their interpretation at village level [Sabean,
1984,214-5]. In discussing the seventeenthcentury witch crazehe says
developedby churchand stateofficials and becamea mauer of everydaypractice...
...a theorywas
[ibid. 2111.
This view has similarities with that put forward by Wrightson and Levine for Terling and by other historians, in reference to Puritan ideology and power [Wrightson, 19791.There is conflict between the
ideology of an elite (located inside or outside the village) and that of the rest of the people. Sabean
attempts to overcome the problem of the nature of the non-elite culture by viewing it as being created
through a dialectical relationship with the elite one. However this implies that the villagers had some form
of culture of their own from which to argue in the first place, but its nature is unclear. The problem seems
to lie in dividing culture between the elite and the masses. Such an idea has similarities to that put
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forward in the 1970s which proposed that men and women had separatemodels of the world, an idea
refuted by Strathem and Moore [Moore, 1986; Strathem, 1981]. It is only when ideologies are seen as
rooted in everyday life, available to those unequal in power or wealth, that their importance for providing
the locus of discourse about power and of the reproduction of power relations can be appreciated [Bledsoe, 1984].
Gerald Sider has also focused on the relationship betweenideology and power relations in his study of
Newfoundland settlementsdependent upon fishing over three centuries (Sider, 1986]. Those with power
(the merchants) lived in totally separatesettlements from those without (the fishing families) creating a
clear division of class. He borrows the term `hegemony' from Gramsci to express the nature of merchants' power, but questions its status as a concept derivative from class whereby dominance is achieved
through control of culture [ibid, 119-20]. By culture he means "... values, beliefs, ideologies, and worldview, and the associatedrituals, practices and symbols... " but seesit as an active force in social life [ibid,
7]. He views dass and culture as inextricably linked, "... simply abstractions from the same tissue of
social life... " rejecting the determining position given to 'base' by manäsm [ibid, 6].
In examining how culture is created, Sider refers to ideology which he defines as "... a set of symbols or
values..." which explain and at the same time allow discussion of inequality [ibid, 153). Whereas cultures
contain contradictions in that they are expressions of social relations and the tensions within such relations, "... ideologies have no contradictions..." [ibid, 154]. Culture is therefore the point at which ideology and social relations meet. It both makes and is made by this confrontation. In essence,then Sider's
argument is similar to that put forward by Sabean,that culture is made and transformed through confrontation. But for Sider this confrontation takes place between ideology and the social relations of every-day
life, rather than between two opposedideologies.
Henrietta Moore examines the discursive use made of the organisation of spacein her ethnography of
the Marakwet of Kenya and its relationship to power and change [Moore, 1986]. She uses the image of
text to describe the way in which spacemay be read with differing, conflicting and creative interpretations
by those using, making and observing its organisation. Shelocates ideology in every-day 'common sense'
which makes it widely available as a locus of discourse.
Thus, ideology is not just a passive and 'imaginary' representation of social and economic conditions,
nor is it some sort of independent illusion; rather, it is a mode of discourse, a way of understanding,
which constitutes the way people live out the objective conditions of their existence. (ibid, 192].

This is becauseit "... takesasits ultimatesourceandreferentthematerialconditionsof existencethemselves..." [ibid]. It is the availability of ideology through its grounding in the conditions of every-day life
which makes possible the reproduction of power relations. Becausepower relations are social relations,
they are part of those material conditions. In this way not only the powerful, but also the powerless are
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involved in the reproduction of those relations.
Ultimately, the dominated are as involved in the use and maintenance of power as the dominant,
because there are no available forms of discourse which do not appealto the given categories, divisions
and values which simultaneously produce and exposethe relations of power. [ibid, 194].

This does not however involve a direct equation between material conditions and ideological representations. The reference of ideology to such conditions limits and contains the interpretations that may be
put forward concerning such representations. However, that differing interpretations can be made, provides one possibility of change and Moore sees this being effected through "... a cumulative shift in
interpretations..." [ibid, 195]. She also seeschange as possibly arising through alterations in material
conditions, though this is complex becauseideologies do not literally describe every-day life but take
their referencesfrom it [ibid, 153).
Some of the differences in emphasis in these three works are due to the clear differences between the
societiesexamined. Both Sabeanand Sider are concernedwith situations where ipequality can be seen in
terms of class relations. Neither are explicitly concerned with gender relations although these may be
implicit, especially in the German case. For the Marakwet, on the other hand, inequalities of wealth are
not of great importance, and the major divisions are through age and gender. In the German and
Newfoundland cases,power is held by persons outside of the villages studied and those inside are seenas
relatively undifferentiated This may lead to ideological dispute taking more confrontational forms and to
the creation of discrete cultures as opposed to the Marakwet case where interpretations are relatively
bounded by reference to a common set of conditions. Sider does however share with Moore the location

of discoursein the 'every-day'althoughhe seesideologiesas createdboth within and without the fishing
settlements.All threeworks indicatethat thereis a relationshipbetweenideologyandthereproductionof
power relations,but differ as to the natureof this relationship,and thereforeas to how changecomes
about.

Anthropology and History
The beginnings of the ahistorical tendency in British social anthropology lie in a reaction to the conjectural history of the type largely associatedwith evolutionary theory. The new revolution was connectedwith
the development of the method of long term participant observation advocated principally by
Malanowski. Conjectural history involved the arrangement of observations about past, or present-day
non-European, societiesinto a developmental,usually evolutionary, schema.The `primitive' societies that
were the subject of anthropological investigation were seen as being nearer to one end of an evolutionary
process and contemporary Western society at the other. The early or distant societies were seen as containing elements that were survivals from an earlier, totally theoretical social order (e.g. McLennan, Morgan). However time does exist, however measured,and the ahistorical anthropology which was to find its
fullest expression in Radcliffe-Brown's structural-functionalism had to take account of it even though
wishing to ignore it. This led to the view that the societiesstudied by social anthropologists were in some
way timeless, the assumptionas Geiner has said "... that the past was similar to the present,and hence the
view that stability does indeed prevail" [Geliner, 1981, xx]. The reason why these societies had supposedly never changed while others (such as thosefrom which the anthropologists came) most manifestly
had, does not seemto have been seriously considered. This may be due to the persistenceof an overarching evolutionary model which still placed the observedsocieties as in some way developmentally inferior
to those of the observers.L4vi-Strauss characterisedthe 'timeless' societies as 'cold', the `historical' so-

cietiessuchas his own as `hot' [Uvi-Strauss,1978,29].
However, it was becoming apparent that the societies studied were changing even as they were being
studied. Most of this change was due to colonial and post-colonial interference, introducing new types
and methods of farming or industry. The 'Manchester School' were interested in change and undertook
research on topics such as migration to towns and industrial work in Africa [Epstein, 1958; Mitchell,
1968). However, there was still a tendency for change to be viewed as sustaining an otherwise timeless
structure. Some other attempts to incorporate change returned to evolutionary models either through
ecolological mechanisms (Sahlins, 1960) or through marxism [Terray, 1972]. Although both approaches
had temporary fashionability, such models were perhaps more important in re-orientating thought towards
examination of the relationship between population and resources, and towards inequalities of power and
material wealth than for providing any overall schemeof change.
Evans-Pritchard in 1950 called for a re-orientation of anthropology away from Radcliffe-Brown's
universalising science towaids a humanistic perspective (Evans-Pritchard, 1964]. He saw history and
anthropology as similar in many ways though differing in method and encouraged the incorporation of
historical information into ethnography. How this might be done was left rather vague. Davis, in
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examining mediterranean anthropology, found that in most cases (up to the early 1970s) history only
appeared as part of the ".. landscape..." setting before the real 'timeless' ethnography begins [Davis,
1977,242-5). So even in societies with whose histories anthropologists must have been familiar, in general if not always in detail, no attempt was made to seriously incorporate this knowledge into the analysis.
Davis' own ethnography of a southern Italian village did however give greater importance to historical
information, examining changesin landholding and inheritance over the past century and a half and relating this to aspectsof social relations [Davis, 1973,73-91]. Since that time studies incorporating historical
information have become more common (e.g. Cole, 1974; Douglass, 1975; O'Neill, 1987). At the same
time the use of historical information by anthropologists has moved beyond the original mediterranean
locus [Peters, 1983; Sablins, 1985].

History and Anthropology
At the same time as anthropologists have started taking an increasing interest in_history, historians have
begun to show an corresponding interest in anthropology. This partly stems from a growing disenchantment with the way in which social history was being practised with a tendency toward obsessional
quantification (see Stone, 1987 32ff for a critique). At the sametime there was a desire to examine those
people and areas of life which history had previously ignored. The history of what the French call
mentalites. The most famous early examples were Aries Centuries of childhood and Thomas' Religion
and the decline of magic [Aries, 1962; Thomas, 1973]. Aries, however, owed little to anthropology
but Thomas made a break with the past by attempting to view magic and religion as systemsof explana-

tion of equalimportance
Religion, astrology and magic all purported to help men with their daily problems by teaching them
how to avoid misfortune and how to account for it when it struck [Thomas, 1973,761).

During the 1970s interest developed in a whole range of neglected issues such as popular culture and
inheritance [Burke, 1978; Goody, 1976] but most issues were outweighed by one particular topic: 'the
family'. The origin of the concern with family life lies both in the work of Aries and other writers on
muualitis and also in the growth of historical demography (Wrigley, 1966]. The findings of demographers were beginning to challenge the accepted views on the social past deriving from Parsonian sociology, in particular modemisation theory. The demolition of the conjectural history upon which such
theories were based became one of the favourite sports for historians in that decade. Wrigley demonstrated that pre-industrial societiesdid not have unrestricted fertility [Wrigley, 1966] while Laslett looked
at listings of inhabitants from the sixteenth to nineteenth century to show that the early modem household
was fairly small and rarely contained relatives beyond the nuclear family [Laslett, 1972]. Others
attempted to prove that kin were unimportant in peoples lives at that time [Wrightson, 1979]. So, by 1980
the transition from close knit communities with extended family households and a 'natural' demographic
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regime, to socially isolated nuclear families with family planning could no longer be linked with industrialisation and was indeed being questioned in spaceas well as time. With the overthrow of this outworn
theory from sociology some historians began to turn towards more anthropological approachessuch as
thosepioneered by Thomas and Burke while others continued to fight the modernisation demon.
During the 1980s there has been a tendency for historical studies of this type to become more specific,
following the earlier trend in anthropology towards detailed, heimeneutical studies characterised by
Geertz [Geertz, 1975]. Indeed if the first major influence from anthropology was undoubtedly EvansPritchard, Geertz was probably the next. This new development however, must be seen in the broader
context of a general dissatisfaction with `scientific' models (as representedby functionalism and structuralism in anthropology and cliometrics in history) and a move towards a more humanistic researchwhich
is linked to various other works such as those of Foucault, Derrida and Bourdieu. 'There is however a
problem with detailed, specific studies (such as the well ]mown one by Ginzburg and the less famous one
by Davis [Davis, 1985; Ginzburg, 1980]. While they have a depth and a critical awarenessoften lacking
in more generalising works, there is a need to integrate the findings of this type of study about the production of culture and the ambiguity of discourse into more generalconsiderationsof change.The main problem with detailed studies is that they are fixed in time, and so to somedegreetimeless.

Convergenceand Discordance
On the surface there seemsto be a convergence of problems. How should history be written now that the
superhumanprops of progress, modernisation or historical determinism have been licked away? What is
an historical anthropology? Within this convergencelie discordances.
As anthropologists abandoned the search for structure in favour of looking at discourse and strategy,
historians began to look for structure within their serially organised material. The move toward `thick
description' has lead to powerful detailed studies but without providing an acceptable new way of articulating them into an anthropological or historical whole. Such studies in anthropology are often no more
historical than were the stnrcn ralisms, while in history they are specific to a time and place, relating with
difficulty to other forms of knowledge about the past.
Several types of work combining anthropology and history can be identified..
Historical research in the context of a conventional ethnographic study (Davis, 1973; Netting,
1981; O'Neill, 1987). Such studies are becoming quite common now, especially for Europe but
also for other parts of the world. In most casesthey are done by anthropologists, for anthropologists.
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2.

The study of particular, historically situated populations [Bourdieu, 1972; le Roy Ladurie, 1980;
Macfarlane, 1981; Rheubottom, 1988]. Such research had long been common in history but
was rarely influenced by anthropology. It may be described as a form of `historical ethnography'
undertakenby both anthropologists and historians.

3.

The examination by meansof `thick description' of particular events or series of events within a
framework of limited time and place [Davis, 1985; Sabean, 1984]. When located in the past
such work has mostly been done by historians.

4.

The study of the process by which history is made. This has long been done by historians who
have studied one another's work, calling this enterprise historiography [Marwick, 1970; Stone,
1987]. A peculiarly anthropological contribution has sought to examine not so much the creation
of professional history but the making of popular history - that which historians might call
myth - particularly in relation to ethnicity. This topic was the subject of the annual ASA meeting in 1987.

5.

The study of concepts of interest to anthropologists through time. A classic work of this type is
that by Goody on marriage in Europe [Goody, 1983]. Such work at its best combines the historically particular into a general theory. It can however be little more than a restatement of old
'conjectural' history [Gough, 1975]. Studies of this type by historians are usually less wide ranging through time [Hobsbawm, 1971; Thomas, 1973].
Historical anthropology clearly takes a number of forms. It must also be seen against a wider historical

field which has been of relevance. Demographic history has been of importance to historical anthropology
[Netting, 1981; O'Neill, 19871 but has not been greatly influenced by it. Works of conventional history
have also beenof use to anthropologists both in particular situations and in developing ideas and critique
[Braudel, 1972-3; Davis, 1977]. Although among the types of anthropological history noted above one
was thematic and generalising, the hallmark of most studies, as with anthropology itself, has been the
prominence of locale as a defining characteristic. With the detailed and ethnographic studies this is obvious but it is also taue of many studies of the production of history, which are usually set in a national or
regional context. Such concern for place puts this type of work very much in a long anthropological tradition for good or ill [Appadurai, 1986].
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Historical anthropology and place
The tradition of studying one location in depth through participant observation is integral to the anthropological method. Such research, at least in theory, allows the anthropologist to gain a holistic view of the
place, the people and what they do and think. One of the characteristics of such researchis that it is somewhat undirected in terms of a definite goal, although the researcherobviously must have some questions
in mind in order to gather any information at all. Holy has suggestedthat this vaguenessof direction is
what has allowed the preservation of a stable researchmethod despite the changeswhich have taken place
in the orientation of the discipline (Holy, 1984]. The localism which is paramount in anthropological
researchis by contrast marginal to history (except perhapsin France).
One reason for this is that history was long seen as being about `important' people (rulers and administrators) and great movements (the reformation, feudalism, grain prices) rather than about the people who
lived in towns and villages. Such persons, if considered at all, were viewed en masse, affected by and
mysteriously shaping greater things. If they were very lucky they might even appearas statistics. Local
history was seen as the province of the antiquarian, with no relevanceto 'real' history. Through the work
of a number of historians such as Hoskins and Spufford, the researchesof historical demographerssuch as
Henry and Wrigley and the influence of some aspectsof French social history, this view has changed
[Goubert, 1960; Henry, 1958; Hoskins, 1957; Spufford, 1974; Wrigley, 1966].
Different traditions have emerged. French historians have often been interested in the 'region' -a
geographically and historically defined area which is also seen as having some social and cultural coherence (e.g. le Roy Ladurie, 1974). English and American researchers on the other hand have tended to
study individual towns and villages - perhaps owing to the antiquarian traditions of local study [Demos,
1970; Hey, 1974; Wrightson, 1979]. Work at, say county level, has usually been more thematic [Clark,
1977). Both local and larger scale studies have their advantagesand problems. The region has a tendency
to resemble the nation state writ small and may lack the depth and holistic coverage possible in a more
localised study. The town or village, however, may tend to reify the settlement boundaries, creating an
illusion of 'community' and isolating the location from surrounding settlements. This latter problem is
also common to ethnographic study. While it is widely recognisedthat villages
links (political, economic and social) with other villages and
...exist as part of a wider society with
locality,
district,
the
with
wider
the
even the whole nation-state [Qammer, 1984,67),

many ethnographers continue to view the locality studied as if it were somehow isolated in space. One
solution might be to study a number of settlements, either comparatively [Bell, 1979; Cole, 1974; Spufford, 1974) or as a group [Stripp, 1978]. Such researchhowever requires a great deal of time. Cole, Wolf
and Bell did their fieldwork over many years (both studies requiring person-to-person and archival
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research). Spufford's study was also the result of many years work, while Skipp's research involved a
number of people as well as years. Clearly, such resources are rarely available to the lone ethnographer
working within a restricted timescale (especially in these 'cost-conscious' times). The sameis true for an
archival researcher.Therefore in the majority of cases,the single village or town must still be the locus of
research, for practical reasons. In this case, an effort must be made to avoid viewing the locality in isolation, paying attention to links with the wider world and to movementinto and out of the settlement.

The problem of time
If the dimension of place is a limiting and limited factor in research,so also is the problem of time. At the
simplest level this is a matter of the chronological depth of the study. In other words, over how many
years should the chosen location be examined. This may depend on a number of factors. As with place
there are of course practical considerations. Time may be limited and accessto archives may be difficult
and restricted. Some periods may be better documentedthan others. For instance, in Britain the availability of detailed census returns for the mid to late nineteenth century makes comparison of various factors
possible within a locality. Such information is only available (in 1989) in aggregateform since 1881 due
to a hundred year secrecyrule on these documents, so that comparison is only possible between localities
for many pieces of information and some, such as household composition, cannot be recovered. Certain
types of question could be asked of the earlier data which would be impossible for later material. Using
this source it would thus be possible to compare modem household composition with 1861 but not with
1901.

When researchis carried out in historical anthropology,the chronologicalspan should always be
specified.The periodover which materialis examineddoesnot haveto be extremelylong. Many ethnographershavefoundthat aboutone centuryor a centuryanda half areadequateto answertheir questions,
which after all are usually groundedin the present[Davis, 1973; O'Neill, 1987].The natureof change
must howeverberealised.Thereis alwaysthedangerof constructinganahistorical'traditional' past[Netting, 1981; Netting, 1984].
Where a totally historical period is chosen, chronological limits are usually clearly specified much as
with conventional history. Although it might be valuable to examine the period before and after this
'time-slice', though in less dew7, this should not be carried too far. Macfarlane, in examining the question of peasantsin England, limits his detailed discussion'to the period 1200-1750 and refuses to push his
argument back beyond his evidence [Macfarlane, 1978]. One should always be wary and take note of the
wise remarks of Marc Bloch about origins in the senseof beginnings; "for most historical realities the
very notion of a starting-point remains singularly elusive" [Bloch, 1954,29]. In making this point, I am
not trying to be excessively positivist It is a matter of the limits of historical inference. Information may
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be interpreted in many ways and silences can convey a great deal. But there must be information of some
kind to be subject to such interpretation. Similarly, there should be a great deal of wariness about attempting to bridge too great a gap in time. Something which is evidenced in the fourteenth century cannot be
assumed in the eighteenth, though it could be investigated in the later period or compared with it. The
limits of such assumption are dependenton what it is that is being assumed.
The purpose of the historical dimension of the study is one of the most important considerations as
regards time. Where change is being sought, the nature of the entity or set of entities in which such altera-

tion might occurmust be considered.This is becausethereis no singlescaleof time. Ratherthereare
many. Important ideas about different types of time can be found in the work of Fernand Braudel [Braudel, 1980]. The longue durie, perhaps Braudel's most well known form of time, refers to those sets of
relationships between entities which endure for a very long time. He gives the example of "... geographical constraint..." such as "... the favourable conditions wrought by particular coastal configurations" or
"... the persistence of trade routes..." [Braudel, 1980,31]. This stands in particular contrast to l'histoire
fvfnementielle, the "... explosive... " and ephemeralmoment in time [ibid, 27]. But on closer examination,
Braudel's writings appear more ambiguous.
The long term (or tongue durie) is seen to be appropriate not only for the constantsof geography but
for other relationships for which he borrows the word structure from anthropology. In fact so many things
appearto be swallowed up into the long term that it is difficult to see what remains outside other than the
ephemeral event. Because of this the long term is seen as conformable with the ahistorical structuralism
of L4vi-Strauss [ibid, 43-46). The structures of the long term are sometimes said to have a familiar stability for "This great structure travels through vast tracts of time without changing" [ibid, 75). However,
elsewhere he speaks of "... the diversity of life - the movements, the different time spans, the rifts and
variations" [ibid, 47). The ambiguity lies in the plasticity of the concept of the longue durie. To be fair to
Braudel, the essayscontained in the book On History were all written at the end of the 1950s, at a time
when history was looking to become scientific by establishing relations with an ahistorical social science.
Since that time 'scientism' has been called seriously into question in anthropology and history alike.
What does emerge from the work of Braudel, is the idea of different types of time, different rates of
change but also the need to view these differences as in some complex way interconnected. The caution
must be in not attempting to view too many 'structures' as enduring and in questioning what exactly a
'structure' might be.
Bmudel is not the only writer to have indicated the possibility of there being more than one type of
time. Tamara Hareven attempted to make a distinction between `historical time' (linear chronological
time), 'family time' (the timing of events such as marriages and births) and 'individual time' (the timing
of events in an individual life course) [Hareven, 1982,591. She views 'family time' as differing between
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historical periods and between groups within these periods (for example Irish, French-Canadian and
American families). Her discussion of the relationship between these types of time is in terms of roles
and transitions between them. Individuals are said to move between roles in families; `the family' is said
to have different roles relating to various historical processes[ibid, 58]. The limitations of this view lie
both in the concept of role and in that of 'the family'. Role is not defined but seems to be a conflation of
the constellation of relationships between one person and others in a family and an ideological construction concerning that situation. By 'the family' she seemsto mean both the total sum of such relationships
within a family and the ideas surrounding such a grouping (see Gittins, 1985 on the difference between
families and 'the family'). 'Family time' therefore appearsto refer to both generalideas concerning families and family members and to the specific instances of these persons and groupings. It may not be
surprising therefore that 'family time' is discordant with the more concrete concept of historical time.
'Individual time' is also probably of limited use as it conflates ideology and specific casesin the same
way. Both are probably more usefully seenas ideological divisions contrastedwith historical time.
Two other ways of examining time are worthy of note. Thompson has discussedthe effect of the introduction of factory labour on people used to managing their working lives themselves [Thompson,
1968,337-8]. Hand-loom weavers were hostile to the imposition of strict factory hours which disrupted
patterns of work other than weaving (labouring, farming) and also those of social relations. Numerous
anthropologists have paid attention to divisions of time, their inter-relation and metaphoric qualities (e. g.
Bourdieu, 1977,143ff) but, due to the limitations of fieldwork, are rarely able to examine the effect that
changes (say from farming to factory work) might have. Another method of viewing time is used by
Lison-Tolosana to elucidate differences in attitudes in an Aragonese village during the twentieth century
[Lison-Tolosana, 1983,180ff]. He seesattitudes as being related to different generationsmeaning by the
term sets of people sharing a common image of the world, a common set of aspirations and coinciding in
time. However, such generations are not co-extensive with those defined by biology (ie. all men bom in
one year). Lison-Tolosana defines three elements conditioning the attitudes of a generation: the legacy of
previous generations, the historical circumstances affecting it, and the contribution of its members in
actions and ideas [ibid, 181]. This gives the generational model not only the power to divide up historical
time but also provides a model of change, and by locating generations in their relationship to power,
relates this change to social relations in the village.
By further relating this model of time to one of 'structural' time which locates an individual to a
classification in the life-course, the possibility arisesof a way to bring together different types of time.
While 'structural time' implies stability, permanence,enduring qualities, 'generational time' is accompanied by innovation and change. [ibid, 201).

In this way the longer term (the permanence should not be pushed too far) can be related to l'histoire
Evinementielle. The practical problem with this model is that it requires an eveness of information
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throughout time, to allow the circumstances of each generation to be understood. It is difficult to achieve
this with historical sources,though a rough outline could be attempted.
This discussion of the problem of time indicates that the concept is a complex one and that dealing with
it is bounded by difficulties of interpretation and of resources.Because the making of social relations is
rarely examined over time in any serious way, it is difficult to know how changesmight relate to chronological time and to other aspectsof change.This makes it difficult to set a definite time frame over which
change might be viewed. Therefore it is only possible to proceed by finding other changes,and examining
social relations for any concomitant alteration. This is not ideal, but must be of greater benefit than either
assuming stability or assuming a relationship betweentypes of change as with `modernisation' theory.

Research problems and the research process
The writings of Macfarlane have posed problems in understanding social relations. In his book conceming crime and violence in early modem England, be posesthe question as to whether villages at that time
were full of hate, malice and violence or fairly peaceful. He reachesthe conclusion that they were peaceful and largely self-regulating with a respect for national law and by thesecharacteristicsnotes them to be
different to `other peasantsocieties' [Macfarlane, 1981]. In his discussion of individualism, he develops
this theme concerning the difference of English society, concluding that social relations were individualistic in England over a long period of time [Macfarlane, 1978). These works and others, such as Wrightson and Levine on Terling, have put forward a particular model of social relations in early modem England. The relative isolation of households is stressed,the unimportance of kin, the primacy of relationships with neighbours and the lack of envy and hate.
Macfarlane contrasted English society with a theoretical model of a peasantry based on eastern European and Russian evidence [ibis). Differences were clearly apparent, but bow does this society compare
with present day southern Europe where some people are described by anthropologists by the term
`peasant' [Davis, 1977, Soff) but do not necessarily fit Macfarlane's model? There will obviously be
differences, those of place and those of time. If the new model of early modern social relations in England
holds true, then it should be different to mediterranean societies in several ways. Ethnographers have
often stressedcompetition and malice in social relations, between kin and between neighbours [ibid. 188
and 221). Kin relations, whether good or bad axe usually seen to be of importance, though they do not
structure all social relations [ibid, 220]. Mme is a problem with such comparison fmm current historical
work. Most work on social relations in England for this period has been vague to say the least. For Terling, several 'measures' are given which are supposedto characterisesocial relations, but there is no clear
model of relationships [Wrightson, 1979]. It is difficult to find any clear model of kinship; merely statements that it was not important but nothing as to what it should have beenimportant for or in what way.
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Another aspect of the conceptualisation of social relations is that in some circumstances they are
viewed as unproblematic; neighbours living harmoniously. On the other hand the inequalities of wealth
and power in this society are harrt to ignore [Wrightson, 1986]. Many social relations are power relations.
Wrightson considers the question as to whether relations between unequals were based on vertical,
patronage relationships or on conflicting relations betweenhorizontally identified classes[ibid, 192]. Others have considered gender relations [Anrussen, 1985] finding links with the problem of order and with
inequalities of power and wealth Ideologies tend to be seen as a matter of imposing social control
[Wrightson, 1979] but are clearly more than this.
Out of all this several problems arise. What was the relationship between the groups of harmonious
neighbours, and the unequal ranking of persons clearly laid out by Wrightson [Wrightson, 1986,1991?
Power relations involved relationships within the household and family and these were seen as in some
way linked to other aspectsof social order, but how? Having decided what kinship was not, the question
remains as to what it was. Several problems seem to lie in the fact that social relations rarely seem to be
conceptualisedin the way that anthropologists think about these questions. There is too much emphasis
on the realisation that kinship was not an over-arching structure of primary significance and too little
examination of the way it was used which might allow comparison with other Europeansocieties [Davis,
1977,220-1]. Again with power relations, there appearsto be more interest in what was than in bow inequalities were maintained. Macfarlane's work has been very strong on what might be called the 'structural' aspectsof society (inheritance, mobility) illustrating what early modem England was not [Macfarlane, 1978]. The picture however lacks thoseideas which gave it form and within the context of which it
might change or remain the same. Those ideas which Rheubottom seesas an essential part of historical
ethnography.
This researchproject is then an attempt to undertakeat least a partial historical ethnography of an early
modem English village. My project was limited by two constraints. Firstly there was the matter of time.
The Doctoral Programme reducesthe amount of researchtime available to the student by one year. Themfort clear limits would have to be set. Secondly becauseof the importance of the computing component,
constant accessto academic computing facilities was necessary.The first constraint imposed both temporal and locational limits. The study would be of one location and cover a reasonable chronological
period. The second constraint was geographic, the main archives for studying that location must be within
fairly easy accessof my academicbase.Finding a suitable,village in Kent would meet the secondrequiremeat and a limit of about one century should provide an adequatetime scale.

The areaknown astheWeald appeared
to be well suitedto theinvestigationof theproblemsthat I was
interestedin. It wasan areaof small farins andfew majorgentryor aristocraticlandlords.This implied a
narrowerrangeof inequality,with socialrelationsunlikely to bedominatedby a majorlandowner.These
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factors appearedto make the area more comparable with those described in some southernEuropean ethnographies. Because historical anthropology is interested in change, some clear alteration in circumstanceswas needed in the place and time chosen. Many Wealden parishes in the sixteenth century
were involved in the manufacture of woollen cloth, with clothiers (small entrepreneursorganising the
work and acting as middle men) living side-by-side with domestically based workers [Chalklin,
1965,118-19]. This `proto-industrial' [Medick, 1976] situation changedduring the first part of the seventeenth century due to a serious decline in cloth manufacture [ibid, 122]. Sider described this situation as
deindustrialization, which "... destroys the putting-out system, leaving behind the remnants of a subsistence or market agriculture and widespread pauperization..." [Sider, 1986,190]. In contrast most studies of villages of the period had focused on placesinvolved in agriculture (e.g. Spuffond, 1974; Wrightson, 1979).
Two other factors made this area interesting. The main inheritance custom in Kent was partible division [Chalklin, 1965,55]. This practice was falling out of favour in the sixteenth century among the major
gentry, but the situation among the less wealthy is more uncertain. Partible inheritance is sometimes seen
by anthropologists as a potential causeof conflict among kin [Davis, 1977,179-80). The Weald itself was
a wood-pasture area as well as being a centre of manufacture. Such areasare generally seen by historians
as being somewhat disorderly; the people "... had the reputation of being more stubborn and uncivil than
the people of corn-growing regions" [Cbalklin, 1965,229]. In the seventeenthcentury the Weald became
a centre of rural non-conformity in religion: "... the receptacleof all schism and rebellion" [ibid, 228].

Not only are thereinterestingfactorsthat might affectsocialrelationsin the Wealdas well as a major
economic dislocation, but also the area has some degreeof coherenceas a region. The parish of Biddenden was a centre of cloth manufacture but of reasonablesize in terms of population (roughly 700-1200
persons) and it is fairly well representedin the types of documentary source that were to be examined.
Although he did not study the parish himself, Zell saw Biddenden as a typical Wealden clothing settlement [Zell, 1985,239]. There was no `special' source of the type often used in detailed historical studies
(e.g. le Roy Ladurie, 1980; Macfarlane, 1970). This accorded well with my methodological interest in
woing

from more typical sources,examining ways to use a computer to help relate pieces of informa-

tion.
In order to examine social relations, two life events when relationships are important and in some ways
change were selected for greater emphasis; maniage and death. In early modern England marriage
implied the setting up of a new independent household whereasdeath meant the end of an old one. The
explicitly material aspectsof both events were examined at the sametime as those which might be viewed
as 'symbolic'. Such a division of course is purely analytical. Both death and marriage are viewed as
processesrather than `explosive' events. The main question was 'what does information concerning these
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events say about relations within and betweenhouseholdsand betweenpeople?'
Social relations are seen as those relationships which appearto be important to an individual over time,
though not only implying those experienced every day. Within this broad category are relations within
households, kinship, relationships with friends and neighbours, with dependants,superiors and equals,
both in the village and elsewhere; both relations of what Wrightson calls identification (such as friends)
and power relations -

though this division is itself problematic [Wrightson, 1986,199]. The relationship

between individual and household was seen as and remains problematic. Its ambiguity is I believe very
important to understanding social relations in early modern England.
The contemporary definition of household is employed -a

whole, partial or complex nuclear family

with resident servants and any other dependants [Perkins, 1970). A partial nuclear family here means
those remaining after one spousehas died or left; it complex one is where one spousehas remarried, so
that children of more than one set of parents may be present. Neighbours is a term used to refer to persons from different householdswithin the same parish. This appears to accord with early modem usage.
As there is no spatial information available, the interesting concept of neighbourhood [Davis, 1973,66ff]
cannot be examined, but the use of the phrase 'near neighbour' and other work on early modem settlements [Boyer, 1974,83] do indicate possibilities. Friend is used in the presentday senseof a close associate in my text, but in quotes from documents may also refer to kin. Kinship is seen as bilateral, flexible
and optative.
As I worked on these themes, others emerged which had implications for the understanding of the original problems. The importance of migration had been realised from the statt in the senseof the fallacy of
viewing a location as in any way isolated. But it appearedto have greater implications. Firstly the process
of migration was an area in which certain types of social relations seemedto be important, in particular
kin relations. Secondly, types of migration appeared to be related to inequalities of wealth and status.
Thirdly, much of the migratory behaviour which seemedto be occurring was neither of the rural-man
type, seasonalor circulatory but rural-rural, usually permanent and fairly local. These factors had implications for the use of social relations and for ideas about the local availability of kin. The other emergent
theme was the importance which appearedto be given to reputation or 'credit'. This related my work to
one of the traditional concerns of mediterranean anthropology. It also contributed towards understanding
social relations and power relations.
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Computing and Anthropology
The use of computers in Social Anthropology is not an established field. It is not widespreadamong practitioners and is in some ways both disparate and specialised. Interest developed in the 1960s and early
work is reflected in the volume edited by Hymes [Hymes, 1965]. From this book some idea of the types
of applications that were of interest to anthropologists at that time can be gained. There appearsto have
beenmuch interest in statistical techniques, especially in clustering methods which enjoyed a fashionability at this time but has since evaporated. Simulation also appearsto have been an important concern and
there was some interest in computer storage of anthropological literature. Other forms of data modelling
evoked some interest especially from the French. In general the atmosphere was one of great optimism
mixed with a certain amount of trepidation.
After this initial enthusiasm, interest was uneven. A seminar organised at Kent in 1983 indicated some
of the problems but also drew attention to areasof potential. In his report Professor Davis commented on
the "... enthusiasm and excitement among a restricted category of users..." [Davis, 1984a, 1]. Attention
was drawn to the limited communication among anthropologists using computers and a lack of information about how they could be used. The same mixture of interest and uncertainty was evident that bad
been seenin the 1960s,but this was now temperedby the fact that people were more usedto applied computing outside of the natural sciences and mathematics. The development of micro-computers, interactive
systemsand word-processing also may have influenced a greater acceptanceof computersfor limited purposes at least.
Some common areas of interest were found, especially using computers during fieldwork, general
mathematical modelling and expert systems. Caution, however, was raised about the possible fetishisation
of computer-derived information and also in the area of using machines to makejudgements. It is difficult
to assesswhat has happened since 1983 becausethe majority of words, both verbal and printed, have originated from the 'converted'. Personal impressions are that interest is definitely increasing but not at an
overwhelming rate. A certain amount of the growth relatesto general use of machines common to all studies, such as word-processing, rather than anything directly concerned with the content and practice of
research.
The traditional area of general mathematical modelling has continued to be a focus of much interest in
computer use as well as in methodological discussion [Rage, 1983]. Expert systems, a much newer field
in both anthropology and computing, has also become an important area of work [Fischer, 1986]. They
represent in fact a particular form of modelling but to some extent their acceptancesuffers from a popular
mystique created by wild claims about their abilities to simulate human reasoning. In a guide to researchers in 1984 Davis consideredthat
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Computers are useful for manipulating data, for testing arguments and for writing text [Davis, 1984b,
308]

Within the machine and software constraints of the early 1980s,the advice covers a wide range of possible applications. Of particular interest are the mention of indexing and searchingnotes and the possibility of using map related information.
Perhaps the most significant recent development is that anthropologists are beginning to take small,
portable micro-computers into the field This opens up new areas of concern as well as possibilities.
Firstly, there is the problem of the direct entering of information and its secure physical storage.
Secondly, the nature of any software (beyond that for simply entering text) must be considered.Thirdly,
practical considerations both as concerns hardware and the legal implications of computer use are raised
(seeEllen, 1987; Ellen, 1989 for a useful outline and somereferences).
Becauseof the diverse nature of the sources and the explicit nature of model building involved, two of
the historical ethnography projects discussed above have made the use of computers a central part of the
research process [Harrison, 1970; Rheubottom, 1987b]. Macfarlane's research was closely integrated
with the development of an early relational database(King, 1983). He was clearly enthusiastic about what
he perceived to be the possibilities of computer use.
One could envisage a situation where everything that could be discovered about a part society would be
placed in a disc pack [Macfarlane, 1976,8].

The aim was to use the computer to attempt some form of `total history', a concept associatedwith the
Annales historians, in particular Febvre. His statementsabout what a computer could do were limited by
the computing practices and technology of the time.
It can only process information which is at a statistical or behavioural level Unlike an informant is can
make no remarks at the normative leveL.. (ibid, 7]

Of course computers are unable to make remarks of any kind, but the information entered into them can
include such remarks whether spoken by the living or written down by the dead. The great contribution of
this work was however the recognition that multi-source linkage could be realised. For anthropology this
indicated that computing could become a more integral part of the researchprocess rather than a special
type of further analysis.
The concept of totality used by Rbeubottom is different to that of Macfarlane.
The methodological goal was to test the feasibility of using very rich archival sources, and the data processing capabilities of the computer, to 'reconstruct' a total governing class (Rheubottom, 1987b, 1].

The aim is not therefore total history in the sense of Macfarlane or the Annales historians but an
attempt to identify all members of a particular group at one location during an historical period In this
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way the project has similarities to what is called 'prosopography' in history but goes beyond it becauseof
the idea of studying "... this community 'as a whole"' [ibid]. Part of the difference to Macfarlane's study
is that the Ragusan archives are more rich and inter-related than those available for English villages.
Therefore a more limited population can be examined but a greater degreeof connectivity expected. The
approach again used the relational model, but this time implemented upon a commercially available
micro-computer system. Another difference to Macfarlane's project was that the researcherwas also the
programmer. It is unlikely that a large number of anthropologists will wish to acquire such skills, but a
certain amount of basic knowledge about computing could be a great advantageto using machines successfully. The information in this databasehas not only beenused as ethnographic data but has also provided the basis for further work using the computer in simulation exercises [Rheubottom, 1988].
Other wodc has been done in historical anthropology, using a computer which does not take the form of
historical ethnography. The study of marriage and kinship in Brittany over two hundred and fifty years by
Martine Segalenand Philipe Richard is an example of more limited questions being examined using computer methods. The problems investigated by this researchrelate to questions about the application of
ideas concerning marriage rules developed by Livi-Strauss in 'complex' societies [Ikvi-Strauss, 1969;
Segalea, 1986]. Unfortunately, little is said about the methods used. Other significant work in historical
anthropology has been the large demographic simulations undertakenat Berkeley, investigating the availability of kin in past populations among other questions [Hammel, 1978]. These more general usesof
computersparallel interests from more conventional anthropology.

Computing and History
Although computers have not really been used in history any longer than in anthropology, the level of interest appearsto have been greater.Much of this is obviously due to the difference in the number of practitioners of each discipline. Other elements are related to movements within the discipline which have
seen computing as both necessaryto and to someextent symbolic of the type of researchthat they undertake.
The major influence has been large scale, quantitative history. This enterprisewas seen to depend upon
the utilisation of computing resourcesand continues to be an important element in the field. Much attention in this area is paid to the large size of datasets.Ladurie proudly mentions the analysis of 10,000 conscript records of the nineteenth century French army [le Roy Ladurie, 1979). Another writer thought that
"... the computer offers us an inestimable service" in being able to store "... 400,000 dead monks... "
[Bulst, 1989,15]. Often the number of cases is wondered at but the purpose of examining them left
unstatedin the marvel of their existence. Such problems are less likely to occur in anthropology. It is very
difficult to imagine studying hundreds of thousandsof living people in any depth. Historical anthropology
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does raise the possibility of large populations, but this should be seen as a problem rather than an end in
itself.
Another important area which has more relevanceto anthropology is that of record linkage. This is the
method by which different pieces of information concerning an entity, usually an individual, are linked
together. Such data may be found in different parts of one source or in a number of sources. Early
pioneers of the application of this method to documents from the past were historical demographers,in
particular Anthony Wrigley and Roger Schofield [Wrigley, 1973b). Although working with parish registers, Wrigley saw the potential of applying this method to other forms of document such as tax lists, wills
or leases [Wrigley, 1973a].
As well as proving of great interest to historians, this method has also been of use to historical anthropologists [Harrison, 1970; Rheubottom, 1987a]. It has the advantageof being able to provide information about a person, a location or whatever which indicates the inter-relationship of different aspectsof
data. This ability to relate different types of information is important in its anthropological applications.
Although used mainly by people studying the past, there is no reasonwhy it should not have applications
in conventional ethnographicresearch where the sourcesmight equally be documents or the researcher's
field notes.
Cu rently, much work in this area is undertakenby means of purpose written computer programs (for
instance those developed for demographic purposes at Cambridge) or through the use of database
management systems. There are problems with both approaches. Special programs are usually very
closely related to the purpose at hand and are therefore not always appropriate to the needs of other
researchers.They are expensive to produce and maintain in terms of time and personnel and require an
expertise in their development not usually available to most researchers.Databasemanagement systems
are more readily available, at least in an academic environment, but are also problematic. The quality of
the many products commercially available varies enormously. Some DBMS (Database Managment Systems) designed for micro-computers may be well known and widely available, but they may well not perform readily all of the tasksrequired.
Most databasesystemsare intended for use in situations where they will model a bounded, fairly static
and relatively simple universe, as in most administrative situations. Where, as in most academic research,
the interest is in exploring the nature of a less dearly bounded universe which is both complex and subject to change,this may causeproblems. Tbafer has criticised the way in which many historians view the
relational model as the only one appropriate for the subject [Thaller, 1989). He draws attention to the fuzziness of historical information, the relationship of data to particular spatial and temporal contexts. However, much of his argument suggests that the limitations come more often from the available query
languagesthan from the underlying model.
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The time dimension inherent in such information is not just a matter of updating, as in a commercial
situation, but part and parcel of the interest. It is not enough to maintain `snapshots' of previous statesof
the database;instead the databasemay need to representmultiple statesof the data. This problem is not
unique to historical research and it is now appreciatedthat in many commercial databaseapplications it
may be necessary to maintain a model of the history of an organisation rather than one which merely
reflects its current state [Gadia, 1988).
This may seema long way from conventional anthropology, but it must be rememberedthat even there
information is acquired over time, may well not fit pie-defined categoriesand has to be fitted together by
some model in order to make any sense.When such information is derived from more than one period of
fieldwork, it becomes in many senseshistorical. As stated above, special software is likely to be of limited application and expensive. Widely available DBMS are however not always ideally suited to the task
in hand. Many of the problems outlined above have proved of interest to computer scientists and some
attempt is being made to deal with them. There are two main solutions to the problem of linking the
record linkage process to the retrieval power of a DBMS. Füstly, interactive software may be written
which will allow record linkage to be performed while using a DBMS to organise the resulting sets of
information. This is best performed by writing interface software in one of the host languagesallowed by
the DBMS. Secondly, a expert-systemsapproach may be used to allow the rules by which links are made
to be decided by the user and modified during the process [Carvalho, 1989]. This again involves the
building of an interface to a conventional databaseusing a language such as Prolog to build in deductive
capabilities. However, the necessarytools for this arenot yet widely available.
There has also been interest in using computers for work with texts. Some of this work has been in producing editions of historical texts and is largely concernedwith specialisedword-processing or typesetting [Reuter, 1987]. Such matters are in many ways common to a large number of academic subjects.
Another area of interest has been the extraction of structured information from texts which can then be

storedin it DBMS or usedby statisticalsoftware.Thework of Alan Macfarlaneandthat of theDomesday
project are examples of this, though many more may be found (Ayton, 1987; King, 1981]. Attempts to
use a computer to aid examination of texts as a whole, in particular those with a narrative quality have
been much less common. Some use has been made of lexicometric methods following more traditional
lines associatedwith computing in literary studies, such as determining authorship. Other work has indicated ways of examining narrative texts that do not involve abstraction (either human or automatic) nor
simply report statistics [Rowland, 1988]. All of these methods, extractive, metrical and specialised
retrieval, have applications in anthropology. As well as retrieving and extracting information from fieldnotes, and use in historical anthropology there are potential applications with specialised texts such as
life-histories, myths and songs.
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Models of computing, models for computers
It is a truism that all reseazcbinvolves modelling, but using a computer can make the researchermuch
more explicitly aware of this process than otherwise might be the case. This doesnot, however, mean that
such modelling must be undertaken in terms of obscuremathematical formulae. Such models may be formal, such as those derived from graph theory [Hage, 1983], databasemodels [Date, 1986; Oxborrow,
19861or those underlying expert systems (Fischer, 1986]. Other more informal seeming models underlie
methods of dividing up text to allow retrieval of particular pieces of information.
Anthropology is fortunate in that it has largely escapedthe obsessivequantification which dominated
some areasof history and archaeology in the 1960s and 1970s [Herlihy, 1981; Ryan, 1986]. This may be
becausequantitative studies becameunfashionable in anthropology at the same time that computing facilities that would make it realistically achievable becameavailable. In history at this time computing and
quantitative analysis were used as largely interchangeableterms. Ladurie stated in 1973that in the 1980's
historians would "... have to be able to programme (sic) a computer in order to survive" [le Roy Ladurie,
1979,6]. Computers were definitely for counting. This interest in quantification was reinforced by the
nature of available hardware and software. The major languagefor applications was Fortran N and both
programs and information bad to be entered by punched cards. Computers retained a certain mystique.
Users rarely, if ever, went near the machines. Data entered at one end, was processedand results came
out, after some delay, in a more or less understandableform.
By the late 1980s both technology and methodology have changed somewhat. There has been a reaction to the way in which quantification had been used in the 1970s.In some casesthis has been constructive, calling for better integration into the discipline (see Read, 1989 for archaeology). In othersit has criticised but offered few solutions [Stone, 1987]. Users can enter information interactively, perhaps on a
micro, making use of networking facilities. The very important growth of word-processing facilities has
helped to erode fear of computers as more and more people do everyday administrative and academic
writing in this way. However, a view linking computersto quantification still has currency.
Modelling too is problematic in this way. In a humanistic subject such as anthropology, there is an
understandable reaction to formal analysis of problems, especially where this is seen to involve
mathematics and to be deterministic. Statistical analysis for certain types of information has long been
acceptedhowever.
Most work in anthropology, in contrast to that in history, has used computers in a secondary stage of
research. This has often taken the form of simulation involving problems and information encountered
while pursuing research by other methods. The difference is probably due to the difficulty of using a
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computer in the field, which is where an anthropologist gains information. Historians often have much
closer accessto sources of information.
Another major difference is the type of information used in the two subjects and the way that it is
recorded. Fieldwork usually involves entering information both of a structured and less structured nature
into notebooks. These are often supplemented by tape recordings which are later transcribed by hand.
Structured information (a census or genealogy) is not always physically separatedfrom lessstrictly organised information (comments, stories). It may not necessarily be an unmitigated good were it to be so.
Ideas and comments by the researchermay also be mixed up with information related by people interviewed.
Historical information can be very much like the anthropological notebook. Early modern account
books are an example of this as are court records. Other types of information appearmore structured, for
instance parish registers and censuses.It is this latter type of material which was the first to be viewed as
`suitable' for using with a computer and more or less easily transformable into a format for statistical
analysis. More recently attempts have beenmade to use computersto examine less highly structured data.
One method used in several projects allows pieces of information to be extracted from less structured
texts by inserting special markers to denote particular types of information. It is gearedtowards the breaking down of such texts into small componentssuitable for a databasemanagement system.The method is
more suitable for texts with a standard format and repeating items of data (for instance wills and leases).
It is less suited to unique, narrative texts (many court records, stories).
A further method is to use facilities developed for use with narrative texts. These include information
retrieval techniques and building concordances.The malting of concordancesis certainly not new in computing terms and Hymes notes their possible value to anthropologists [Hymes, 1965]. More sophisticated
forms of text retrieval have been developed but are not yet widely used [Ashford, 1988].
Historians working with computers tend to examine a major 'source' backed up with more general
information exterior to the computing task (e.g. Overton, 1987). The more holistic approach of anthropology and the importance of being able to inter-relate many different types of information, may lead to
different requirements. 'Structural' information and narrative text are not so separable. There is not a single solution to computing problems in anthropology but many. A combination of methods may be
neededfor one researchproject. The words of Hyrnes in 1965 are still true
What is essential is a conception of the useof the computer in anthropology which is flexible enough to
start from where anthropology, its data and analyses,now are... [Hymes, 1965,18]

This project uses historical sources but attempts to investigate ways of using computers that might be
more widely applicable in anthropology. More clearly structured information is used alongside less
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structured material. A combination of existing tools and new, specialised software has been used. No
attempt has been made to fully integrate all aspectsof computer use, but the possibility, and advisability,
of doing so has been considered.In the next chapter the sources and computing methods used in this project are introduced.
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2: The Sourcesand the Computer

This chapteris concernedwith the use of computingfacilities in the researchand the documentary
sourcesexamined.Becauseof the closeconnectionbetweenthecomputingand the useof sourcesthese
two aspectsof the researchmustbe consideredtogether.However,this doesnot meanthat theapproaches
usedare extremelyparticularistic.A varietyof methodsare exploredand a numberof differenttypesof
sourcesexamined.Each of these have similarities to information acquiredin fieldwork, and the
approachesused are viewed as capableof being generalised.
In the first place parish registers in England are discussedin a general senseand their use by researchers of different kinds examined. The registers of Biddenden are then looked at in detail noting the structure of information and the deficiencies of the source. A model building program written for use with this
and similar information, but with applications beyond documentary sources, is described. A discussion
follows of the use of a databaseapproach and problems and future developmentsenvisaged with this program. Some other ways of exploring the information within this model are then examined.

Lessstructuredsourcesare examinednext. Theseare wills and probateinventories.The problemsof
usingdocumentswhich at the sametime involve elementsof structuredinformationbut arealsousefulas
texts to some degree, are discussed.My reasonsfor limiting the amount of information used from these
sources are stated and the databaseimplementations described. A set of documents in which narrative text
predominates, the records of the church courts are then examined. The way in which this source was
viewed and its increasing importance as researchprogressedare explained. Methods used to examine the
texts and the benefits derived from using a portable computer to enter the information directly in the
archives are examined. Finally other minor sources used in this researchare described along with the
degree to which they were and could be integrated into the existing computer models.
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Parish Registers
The practice of keeping registers of baptisms, marriagesand burials by local cburcbesin England was initiated by Thomas Cromwell, statesman and viceregent to King Henry VDI in spiritual matters, in 1538.
Few registers survive from so early a date, and given that the injunction to keep such records was frequently re-issued, some may have beenslow in starting. Opinions differ as to the intended purpose of the
records, Cox thinking that an associated tax may have been envisaged and Maitland that the purposes
were to provide statistical information. Other uses may have been to help keep a check on marriages
within the prohibited degrees,a problem much in the political limelight at this time, and to provide a general source of reference information for a population containing an increasingly large literate minority. An
example of the uses of registers in Biddenden is the reference in the churchwardens accounts to
"... searching the Register for the name of the wyfe of Stringer" [KAO: P26/5/1].
In 1597 an order was made by the higher clergy that registers were to be henceforth kept on parchment,
and that former registers, usually kept on paper, were to be copied over to them. Copies of the years
entries were also to be sent to the episcopal registry each year and stored in the archives there. These
'Bishops Transcripts' had been made in some dioceses,such as Canterbury, for sometime before this new
order, though survival for most dioceses is poor.
A small number of registers survive starting in 1538 or within five years, a further number begin at the
start of the reign of Elizabeth 1558-9, but a greaternumber date from the 1597injunctions, with no earlier
entries having been copied in.
The amount of detail given for each entry varies considerably both through time and between different
parishes. For long periods merely the name of the person baptised or buried was recorded along with the
date. Fuller entries may give the namesof one or both parentsat baptism or the burial of a child, the name
of the husband at the burial of a wife or some individuating marker attachedto the name of an adult male,
such as main occupation, status or abode. Marriages give the names of both parties as minimal information but may also give further detail such as their parish of origin or the name of one or both parents.
Sometimesmuch more detail is given, such as the namesof godparentsat baptism, date or time of birth or
approximate age at death, though this is usually only for short periods of time or for particular entries,
such as local gentry, the parsons family or people consideredtobe particularly old when they died. Occasional entries may have a few words by the parish clerk or parson appendedcommenting on the character
of a deceasedperson. The baptism records of illegitimate children may give the name of the reputed
father, especially in the last decadesof, the sixteenth and early decadesof the seventeenthcentury. This.
information had usesin any attempt to make a father pay towards the keeping of the child.
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As well as the variation in the way individual entries were recorded, there is great unevenessin the
coverage of the records. Sometimes gaps, from a few months to several years, are found in registers.
These may reflect illness on the part of the record keeper, poor record keeping or sometimes the loss of
pages from a book through decay, fire, vermin or cutting out. Where records are kept for any year they
may not be an accuratereflection of the life events taking place in the parish. In some casesa proportion
of the events may never have reachedthe registers due to lapsesof memory, but most under-registration is
probably due to events taking place outside of the normal jurisdiction of the local church.
Members of early nonconformist sectswhich challenged the establishedchurch monopoly on life event
rites, such as Quakers, or the form of these rites, such as Baptists, might not appearin the parish registers.
These groups may have performed their own rites and kept their own records, but thesedo not always survive from an early date, (early nonconformist groups generally begin to appear in the mid seventeenth
century). Alongside this there may have been people other than members of other religious groups who
for one reason or another did not bring their children to be baptised. Marriages too may not always have
been recorded.From the mid-seventeenth century there seemto have been an increasing number of clandestine marriages, performed by unbenificed clergy outside normal church jurisdiction for couples wishing their union to be kept secret from kin or neighbours [Houlbrooke, 1984).
Beyond this, the exact nature of marriage was a matter of dispute during this period. Many casesbefore
the church courts for bridal pregnancy and breach of promise, hinge on whether a marriage was constitoted by the church ceremony or by a private promise to marry (usually called a 'pre-contract'. Some people may have considered the pre-contract sufficient, and never gone to church. All in all, the most accu.
rate records are likely to be those of burial, as there was little alternative at this period to interment in the
churchyard. Even here the burial of unbaptisedchildren is often poorly recorded, or not registered at all.
In chronological terms, registration is generally considered to have been fairly good in terms of coverage for the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Deterioration sets in during the mid seventeenth
century, due to increasingly organised nonconformist activity, clandestine marriage and the confusion
brought about by changesin registration practise during the Commonwealth. In 1653 it was ordered that
laymen should be elected in each parish to act as register and to keep the books, whereas before the
responsibility, if not the practise, had lain with the clergy. Marriages were also to be performed by civil
ceremony, before a justice of the peace. The period is notorious among researchersusing parish registers
for poor registration, in many casesrecords ceasing altogether for a decade or more. Further problems
were created by the many changesthat took place in someparishes of ministers, as some were deprived,
others appointed, leading to uncertainty, disputes and very poor pastoral care. Such disruptions may contribute to the general poor quality of registration from the mid to late 1640sto early 1660s.An example of
how bad things might be is given by a statement in an episcopal survey concerning the parish of
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Cranbrook (adjacent to Biddenden) in 1663, where there are said to be "500 unbaptised" [Lambeth ms
1126].

Useof Parish Registers
Although parish registers have been used in some forms of researchfor centuries,their use in mainstream
historical, demographic and anthropological studies has been relatively recent. A certain amount of use of
these sources was made by antiquaries and genealogists from the seventeenthcentury for checking the
dates of vital events in aristocratic and gentry families. From the later nineteenthcentury, and particularly
in recent years there has been a considerable growth in popular family history, 'tracing your ancestors',
which has led to frequent usage of the records and has encouragedthe transcription and indexing of registers by local people. The employment of thesesources in academic studies has come about for a number
of reasons. Firstly there are the changes in the nature of the disciplines themselves. history was no
longer confined to the recounting of the deeds of the powerful or constitutional studies, but expanding to
include local studies and understanding aspectsof the lives of the less powerful and powerless. Demographers found interest in looking at the behaviours of populations over time, and in local and regional variations in patterns.
More recently anthropology has abandoned the temporal restrictions of its former paradigms, and
increased its scope to take in historical studies, one form of thesehaving some similarities to local studies
in academic history. Along with these changesin emphasis have of course come methodological changes.
The most significant one involving parish registers being the method of family reconstitution developed
by demographer Louis Henry [Henry, 1958]. Advances in automatic and computer aided record linkage,
have made Henry's method more practicable. Local studies in historical demography are now commonplace and form an essential part of many other forms of investigation.
Other uses, such as investigating marriage patterns, can open up new ways of using the same type of
records. Not least important for the increased use of registers is their greater availability to researchers.
Before the large scale bureaucratisation and centralisation of historical archives, most parish registers
were kept by local clergy. This made it difficult to gain accessto them, especially for large volume studies, and could lead to physical deterioration of the documents which might be stored in less than ideal
conditions. Most registers are now easily accessibleto researchersin local archive offices and often in
transcript or on microfilm.
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The Parish Registers of Biddenden
The registers of Biddenden start in September 1538, and are therefore among the small group of such
records in England dating approximately from the time of the original injunction. The earliest book was
made of paper and contains events up to the order to keep records in a parchment book in 1597. The
second register has a copy of events from 1558 until 1597 made from the old register and then continues
until the end of 1687 (old style year).
In both registers baptism, burial and marriage records are set down in chronological order, but not
separatedaccording to event type. Each type of event is distinguished by a letter, C for christening or baptism, B for burial and M for marriage, placed before the text and also by the wording of the entry. The
pattern can be seen from a brief extract from the Bishop's Transcript of the Biddenden registers for June
1600

B George Leeds Houskeeper buried the 8th day
M John Hoiden & Dorortbie Barr marled the 9th day
M John Wacher & Ruth Swane marled the 10th day

C Tbomasynthedaughtorof William Stokesbaptisedthe 15thday
It is unclear whether this `mixed' system would have enabledmore accuraterecord keeping or not, but it
is probably more difficult for the researcherto use than a register with separatesections for each type of
entry. A great deal of care must be taken to ensure that each entry is transcribed as the correct type of
event, and more thorough checking must be done.
Baptisms invariably give the child's forename. In addition they generally give the father's name, but
between early 1542 and late 1546, and again between the end of 1548and mid 1552, the name of a parent
is rarely given. From the end of March 1634 mother's namesare usually set down as well as father's until
the beginning of March 1644 from when most entries again give only the paternal name, the maternal
identity reappearingearly in 1661 for almost all cases.This final situation persiststo the end of the second
register. Occasionally the father's occupation or status may be specified though this is far less common
than the use of such qualifiers for persons mentioned in burial records. Illegitimate children are usually
noted as such and the mother's name given, often with that of the reputed father.
Most burial records give at least first name and surname of the deceased. Burials always give the name
of the husband in the caseof a wife's burial, though not always her first name, and the father's name for
the burial of a child still under parental jurisdiction. A young person in their twenties who is unmarried,
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but whose father is alive may be buried as 'son of' or 'daughter of'. If the father is dead his name may
still be attached to that of the child, though sometimes qualified as 'deceased'. The namesof adult males
are not given any relationship qualifier, but the person may be described as 'Householder' or 'Housekeeper' and sometimes by an occupation or status maskersuch as 'clothier', 'gent' or 'poor'. Where more
than one adult male of the same name exists at the sametime, they will usually be distinguished by their
relative ages as 'senior' and 'junior', or by an occupational marker.
Single adult women likewise do not receive a relationship qualifier, but may be distinguished by the
marker'singlewoman', the female counterpart of 'bachelor' sometimes used for unmarried adult males. In
the case of widows, usually the woman's surnameplus the marker 'widow' is used, sometimes qualified
by age markers as for adult males where more than one widow is alive in the same family, but in some
casesthe name of the late husband is set down. A small number of names are qualified by a relationship
of service, 'servant to' or `apprentice to' with the master's or mistress' (for widowed women) name. Kin
relationships beyond the family of procreation are very rarely used. A small number of burials are those
of persons passing through Biddenden for some reason, often poor homeless people or ex-soldiers on
their way home from continental Europe. In such casesfull names are rarely given, but a short description
may be written, and perhaps a first name or surname.

As with baptisms,the amountof detail givenin burial entriesis very variablefrom 1538until in this
casethe end of 1553. Frequently a person is marked as 'son of etc but the name of the related person has
not been setdown. During July, August and most of September 1551, no relationships are given at all, the
record keeping perhaps thrown into disarray by the very high mortality evident from the 37 burials
between 17th and 22nd of July of that year. As with baptisms, the name of the mother of a buried child is
recorded along with that of the father in most casesfrom May 1634 until July 1636 but is only rarely set
down thereafter. Burials of illegitimate children sometimes give the name of the reputed father. From
November 1682 until the end of the second register in early 1688 entries becomeincreasingly less likely
to give a relationship but are marked by a description such as 'a child' or 'a young maid'.
One advantageof the Biddenden registers is the regularity for a considerablelength of time, with which
the burials of unbaptised children are recorded. No name is usually recorded for the infant. as this was
not officially conferred until baptism, but the name of the hiher and in some casesthe sex of the child are
set down.
Marriage records follow a fairly consistent pattern from 1538 until 1653, and from 1681 onwards, with
no information beyond the namesof the two parties given in most cases.Occasionally a woman is noted
as being a widow, or (in fewer cases) a man as a widower, and a number of marriages are noted as being
'by licence. ' The noting of these details is not consistent.Parish of origin of either party is rarely given,
though it is slightly more frequent in 1612-1621 and 1663-1680, and only common in 1654-1657. The
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latter is part of an exceptional period for marriage recording from 1653 until 1657, corresponding to the
introduction of the civil ceremony and new orders for record keeping. The Biddenden register however
gives less consistently full information at this period than do others in nearby parishes (for instance Cranbrook). Parish of origin is recorded for both parties in almost all casesfrom March 1654 until November
1657, but occupation, marital status and name of a parent are set down in only a few cases.The Biddenden registers alone can therefore provide little usableinformation on the geography of marriage.
Having detailed the type of information given for entries, it is also very important to consider the consistency and chronological coverage of the registers. Some years produce more events than others for
demographic or perhaps other reasons,which makes it difficult to determinewhether an individual year or
part of a year may suffer under-recording. There am however a few short periods when no events were
written down in the registers:

Baptisms

August 1558 to March 1559
September1562 to early May 1563
late March 1564 to late May 1565
end of December 1565 to early June 1566
November to December 1662

Mar iages

Mid October 1557 to early April 1559
late January 1562 to September 1562
end of September 1562 to July 1563
mid January 1564 to May 1565
mid January 1566 to May 1566
January 1658 to April 1659
February 1662 to April 1663
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Burials

end of June 1558 to early March 1559
end of September 1562 to mid May 1563
end of April 1564 to end of May 1565
early December 1565 to late April 1566
end of October 1661 to May 1662
August 1662 to early January 1663

From this list it is clear that there were two main periods at which record keeping was defective, a long
one from 1557 until 1566 and a brief one around 1662. The effect seemsto have varied according to the
type of event and may mean that a real dearth of some types of event may have occurred while others
continued, or that temporary records for a single type of event may have beenlost before writing up in the
register. The absenceof marriages in the late 1650smay be genuine as baptism and burials continue as
normal and this was a period of great uncertainty concerningmarriage.
Some gaps may be explained by mortality crises, such as the national one of 1558 (Wrigley, 1981],
which may have resulted in the loss of recording personnel and a situation too uncertain to appoint a new
recorder. Poor parochial administration and weak control by the clergy may also be to blame for some
Saps.Because the early defective period overlaps with the earliest transcripts of entries kept in the diocesan archives, it is possible to make good some of the missing entries for 1563,1564 and 1565. This is not
the case for 1557-9,1562 and early 1566, as no transcripts exist for those periods. Although there are
transcripts covering the period of the 1662 gap, it is also found in those documents. This implies that
some of the earlier gaps in the register may be due to loss of notes of events before making the register
copy, but after making the copy for the diocesan archives.A further implication is that at this time entries
were written up in the register several months at a time, though this would be difficult to ascertain for
other periods when time are no gaps.
Because of the lacunae in entries from 1557 until 1566 I decided to commence my period of study at
the resumption of register entries in 1566. The choice of 1660 as a terminal date was more arbitra y.
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Using structured sources: the model building program
The parish registers provided a basis from which a population for the study could be defined. The data
neededto be organised in a way that would allow a model of the relationships between the personsindicated by the sources to be built. I neededa model which would link identified individuals through their relationships to other individuals, and the primary kin relations given in the parish registers would form a
start and an ideal proving ground. The model would provide a meansof tracing the relationships of any
person within the population. It is important to have a model of genealogy constructed from social parentage with which to compare information contained in other sources such as wills. Two principal uses are
the examination of ego centeredkin networks and the resolution of ambiguity in kinship terminology.
Baptism entries gave the relationship between a child and its father, and in a few cases its mother.
Burial entries might give similar details, or describea person as the wife of another, or just give a name.
Marriage entries generally give only the names of the couple, with no further relationships. In a small
number of cases other relationships may be stated such as 'x mother in law of y'. The model would be
basedon two entities, individual persons,and relationships. Individuals would be linked to one another by
relationships in the conceptual form of a graph. Although initially to be built according to the life-event
data, this model is also appropriate to other types of relationship, such as tenancy or obligations
Obviously there is no direct relationship between a register entry and a person. An entry may provide
information on more than one previously unknown person or may add further details to already identified
individuals. In many cases a single entry might provide both types of information. Essentially, model
building consists of locating unique individuals and their relationships to others. Each person is given a
unique identity number together with date and place of baptism and burial - attributes that can have at
most one value per person. Typically this information is derived from at least two distinct register entries.
Each relationship may be constructed as the identity numbers of the two related personstogether with the
type of the relationship (mother, son, etc). A single register entry might provide several instancesof relationships, and the set of known relationships of an individual person may be derived from a large number
of different register entries.

Marriagescreatea specialproblemas they refer to both relationshipsand events.A personmayhave
severalmarriagesso the marriagedateand placecannotbe recordedas attributesof theperson.Onesolution (fig 2.1) to this problemis simply to add thesetwo attributesto the relationshipentity, but to leave
themblankin all casesotherthanhusband,wife or spouserelationships.This simplifiesthe modelat the
possibleexpenseof storagespaceand processingtime. Suchproblemswould be at their worst with fixed
length recordsand sequentialfile storage,but can be minimisedby the use of variablelengthrecords
and/orindexes.An alternativesolution, moresuitedto a database
approach,is shownin fig 2.2. Here,a
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marriage event entity, linked to the corresponding relationship by the identifiers of the partners, is used to
record this additional information. Using this approach the number of empty or null fields would be
minimised.
Marginal notes and information on a person's occupationsmay be derived from many different register
entries. A given person may have many such notes, although many have none. If a variable length field is
used for the notes, then this may be added to the attributes of the person entity. As further notes for the
same person are found in the registers they are simply appendedto the existing text. Alternatively, this
information may be recorded as instances of a separatenote entity, linked to the person by the latter's
identity number. In this case the date and source of the note are added as further attributes of the note
entity rather than being entered as part of the text field. In a more general caseit might be necessaryto
have some form of notes associatedwith the marriage event, but this has not been neededin this project.
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Basic data structure of the persontrelationship model. This model is suited to processing using indexed files with variable length records.

Central to the model building process is `record linkage', the identification and linkage of separaterecords
referring to the same individual. This is an area of concern beyond its applications to historical, demographic and anthropological iesearrh Indeed much of the work on record linkage has been carried out in
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Alternative data structure of the person/relationship model. This model is suited to use with
a relational DBMS or conventional processing using fixed length records.

connection with health servicesand other aspectsof public administration (for a review of techniques and
select bibliography, seeNewcombe, 1988). The problems are similar, but often more extreme in historical
contexts where there is often greater variance in name spelling and considerable uncertainty about the dating of many vital events.
The application of methods of automated record-linkage to historical demography were pioneered by
Wrigley and Schofield [Wrigley, 1973) with significant epistemological contributions by Winchester
[Winchester, 1973a; Winchester, 1973b]. These methods were derived from the manual approach introduced by Louis Henry [Henry, 1956]. The refinement of these techniques has been the subject of considerable activity in this area (e.g. Boot, 1983; Desjardins, 1978). However, most of this work has been
towards specifically demographic needs. Most of the methods and programs developed have been
designed specifically for family reconstitution. This entails building the group of parents and offspring,
known to demographersas the 'Conjugal Family Unit' or CFU. These techniques would not be suitable
for the much broader model of relationships envisaged in this research.
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Most previous systems have concentrated on building this minimal unit by automatically assigning
children to parents on the basesof probability scoring. The initial event is taken to be a marriage and the
family built from there. However, I wished to build a model of relationships that went beyond the
demographer's CFU, linking between generations and through multiple marriages. Personsappearing as
parents may also be children of the previous generation, therefore indicating a further set of identifications
to be made. Taking into consideration the experiences of those working on problems more like my own,
such as the Laredo project [Schwartz, 1984], and also wishing to incorporate contemporary practices in
computing rather than the batch oriented philosophy behind Wrigleys program, I opted to use a semiautomated,interactive approach.
In the process of reconstitution the computer based record linkage has typically been viewed as one
stage of a linear researchprocess. First the data is entered into the machine in some form. This is followed by the linkage stage and the production of printed lists, indexes and tablesof statistical data which
are to be used in the subsequent research.Rather than adopting this batch oriented method, I decided to
incorporate the computing into an iterative researchprocess.In this way, although the model grew in size
as data was collected it was possible at any time to ask questions of the data and thus influence the progressof the research. Of coursethe analysis discussedhere has been basedon the final form of the model,
but the continuous interaction with the data during the earlier phasesensured a greater familiarity than
would be possible using the 'batch' approach.
A prototype for the program had already been developed in my end of first year project called 'cols'.
This was an interactive model building program for recording relationship information. It was designed
for anthropological use in the field and did not attempt to incorporate calendar time or to provide a means
of adding notes. It was therefore much simpler and more limited in concept than the requirementsof this
research. The program was my first major exercise in the C languagewhich I have adopted for all subsequent original programs associatedwith this project.
This program requestedthe user to enter the name of one person in the relationship and then searched
the databasebuilt so far for persons with matching names.These were presentedto the user as possibilities for identification, along with information on any relationships already known for that individuaL If
one were chosen, the user was requestedto enter the type of relationship to be representedand the name
of the second person. This name was searchedfor as above, and if successfully identified to a person, a
relationship record was createdlinking the person records in both directions, eg. A mother B, B son A. By
this meaaistwo files were created. One consisted of recordswith information about eachperson identified,
each record having a unique identity number. The other was made up of pairs of identity numbers linked
by a relationship type. Output was in the form of lists the relationships for each person. The data files
could also be used as the basis for input to a graphical display program being developed at Kent [Ryan,
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19883.
This general approach was retained in the program for building the initial model from the registers.
However the new program was completely redesigned in the light of experience with the intention of
increasing its generality. There would be two files for people and relationship data using the simpler of
the two data models discussedabove (fig 2.1), and the user would identify individuals through possible
choices presented on the screen. There were two main problems to be dealt with initially that differed
from the problem tackled by the 'reis' program. These were the incorporation of date information, with
its associateduses and implications, and also the problem of dealing with names from a written source
createdby a society that did not use standardisedspelling.
With date information available it was possible to introduce further selection criteria for individuals,

beyondthe namematchingusedpreviously.A set of simple demographicrules was developedwhich
beforetheywerepresentedon thescreen.Thesewere
wouldremovetotally unsuitablecandidates
1.

No personto marry or havea child beforetheageof fifteen.

2.

No person to be presented as a candidate for linkage more than ten years after their recorded
burial.

The secondrule may seemcuriousbut had to allow baptismalrecordsof posthumouschildren to be
assignedto a father. The selection of the time period of ten years was arbitrary and experience has shown
that this could be reduced with no harmful effect
In order to build as full a model as possible children would be assigned to a father regardless of
whether he had been previously recorded as married. 'Dummy' spouseswould not be created where there
was no evidence for them. Becausebaptism would be used in the project to approximate birth, children
]mown to die unbaptised were given a baptismal date equivalent to their burial date but were noted as
unbaptised.
The problem of spelling variation in early modern documents was clearly going to present some problems. A simple test program was implemented to code nameson the basisof Knuth's description of Soundex coding [Knuth, 1973,391-2]. I selected thirty common surnamesfrom the parish register, each name
being representedby at least one alternative spelling. The result was not promising, and it was clear that
either a different technique or a modified version of the coding system would be needed. Although a
small sample, these names were typical of the spellings variations found in the early stages of data collection. These findings were not unexpected, several previous studies using the Soundex method on historical sourceshave mentioned the need for manual intervention to correct the often large number of failures
and other mis-matches (e.g. Ayton, 1987,24-5; Schurer, 1987,36; Schwartz, 1984,124).
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Much work has been done on string matching and the related problem of spelling correction. Most of
the techniquesthat have beendeveloped rely on either a simplifying coding suchas that used in the Soundex code, or on calculating some measureof similarity between two strings. The latter range from simply
summing the differences between the numeric representationsof successivecharacters, to information
theoretic techniques based on weighting of letters according to their frequency in samples of names
[Bickel, 1987]. Of course variations in the frequencies of use of letters in different languagesdetermines
the exact nature of the coding or weighting system used. Each technique has strengthsand weaknessesin
dealing with different common types of mis-spelling found in modem languages,but the problems of
spelling variations found in early modem English are not all the result of simple transposition or omission of letters. Indeed similar problems arise, though less frequently, in attempting to match modem name
spellings. Knuth mentions the failure of Soundex to discriminate between "... a few related names like
Rogers and Rodgers, or Sinclair and St. Clair, of Tchebysheff and Chebyshev..." [Knuth, 1973,3921.
Theseexamples are more typical of the types of variation found in early modern spellings.
Techniques based on on similarity measureshave been used in historical demographic research with
variable results. Some successwas claimed in the caseof a French-Canadianexample (Desjardins, 1978]
whereas a study of a Mexican-American town reported little successwith a wide variety of methods when
applied to Spanish names written down by English speakers(Schwartz, 1984,124]. Despite the impression that neither approach has been found particularly suited to historical sources it must be remembered
that most of these reports refer to attempts at automatic record linkage where manual intervention was
seen as an unwelcome chore. In contrast, my approachhas been basedon the view that such intervention
is desirable, if not necessary, to such a process. In many cases linkages can only be resolved using the
researcher's hopefully extensive contextual knowledge of the problem area; the necessaryinformation is
often external to the database.The desire to fully automate the processmay be understandablewhen the
sole purpose is to extract tables of numbers for statistical analysis, but such an approach is wholly
unsuited to anthropological or historical researchwhere an intimate familiarity with the data is fundamental.
Many of the variations that the Soundex coding had not been able to deal with could be accommodated
by minor modifications and the addition of a few specialised rules to the basic Soundex algorithm. A
similar approach could also be taken with other matching techniques,but as the modified Soundex was to
give adequateresults these have not beentried.
Soundex retains the first letter of the name and assigns a numeric code to the remaining letters as follows:

b, f, P, v1
c, g, j, k, q, s, x, z
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2

d, t

3

1
m, n

4
5

r

6

All other non-initial letters are ignored. Double letters and multiple occurrencesof those with the same
code are reduced to a single coded digit. The result is padded with zeros or truncated as necessaryto produce a letter followed by three digits.
It was decided that rather than use an alphanumeric code, a fully numeric system would be preferable,
allowing the initial letter of each name to vary. This was neededbecausethe sample suggestedthat Ph, F
and V were liable to be interchanged, for instance with Filpot and Philpot, or Ferrel and Verrel. Similar
problems applied to C, K, and S, for instance Cadwell and Kadwell, or Ceelis and Seelis . Also initial
vowels might vary as in Allen and Ellen and that an initial H may sometimes be acquired or dropped as in
Osman and Hosman. Further problems were posed by the occasional use of terminating s, by the commutation of pairs of consonantsto one letter, eg. ng to n and nd to n or in, and by the use of letters for unspoken sounds such as gh which may be omitted in somespellings.
It was clear that not only was the sound of an individual letter relevant in coding but also its position in
the word and its relation to other letters. More exhaustive analysis might have produced a more elegant
solution, but incorporating extra rules to accommodate these problems produced a modified form of
Sounder that gave 95% successin name matching with the test sample.

In therevisedcodingthe numericcodingis thesameasin Soundexexceptthat
1.

thefollowing extracodesareusedfor initial letters:
A, E, I, O, U, Y

2,

7

B

17

N
S

57
9

w

8

gh is ignored;
gn is reduced to n. dg and tg aie reduced to g. 1dor It, and nd or nt when occurring in the final
three letters an reduced to I and n;

4.

is ignored.
sat the endof a word and following a consonant
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The coding function was then incorporated into the main program. Becauseof the more limited range,
forenames, although also subject to coding, were generally enteredin a standardised way, often as abbreviations. The problems presented by English forenames seem to be of a different nature to the spelling
problem with surnames.Firstly they are drawn from a far smaller set of names, secondly there is comparatively little variation in spelling, and thirdly there is the problem of interchangeability of quite different names such as Henry and Harry. Becauseof the use of 'nicknames', shortenedforms of names not
always very like the original and differently coded names being used interchangeably, special checks
were put into the program for some common namese.g. Ann and Agnes. A similar solution was also used
to overcome the problem of retrieving different common nameswith similar codes. This would be better
implemented as a lookup table which could be updated when a problem was found. A further
modification encoded the persons sex along with the name, as an extra digit. This further limited the
number of candidatesretrieved.

. ý.
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The program was designed to run in four modes, reflecting different types of envisaged input and
requesting appropriate types of information; baptisms, burials, marriages and general. The mode is
selected from an initial menu (fig 2.3), and the data entered by filling in an on-screen form (fig 2.4). The
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Model building program baptism mode data entry form.

general mode differs from the rest in that it does not require date information and retrieves all candidates
regardless of any date considerations. This was intended to maintain the capabilities of the original simple program within the context of the larger one. By means of entering the data in the appropriate mode
and ascribing it to identified individuals, a model of people and relationships can be built up complete
with date information.
When using the date oriented modes the user is asked to set a starting year before the data entry form is
presented. This acts as the default year for all subsequententries until a new value is entered on the form.
This reduces the amount of data that must be entered when dealing with a sequential series of records
such as those in the parish registers. Once the details of a person have been entered on the form, the program retrieves and displays all possibly matching individuals in the model together with information on
their known relationships to others (fig 2.5). From thesecandidates the user attempts to select the matching individual employing any contextual knowledge that is not available to the program. If one is found
new records can be created for the relationships. If no satisfactory match is found a new person record can
be created. These operations, and the addition of further information such as notes and dates, are performed through interaction with further forms (fig 2.6).
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The program uses two index files as well as the data files. The first is an inverted index of person
records, using the name codes as keys and the unique identity numbers as terms. The identity numbers
needed for a given name can then be accessedthrough this index. The appropriate records are then located
in a sequential index using identity numbers as keys, and the offset of the record in bytes from the start of
the data file as terms. Relationship records are ordered in the data file by the first identity number. This
allows the offset for the first relationship record for each identity number to be stored in the index as a
second term.
Person and relationship data is read as required, all known direct relationships (and the persons
involved) being accessedfor each person in a search. Typically a maximum of ten candidatesplus relationships and related persons are involved in any one search; usually the figure is much less, one to five
candidates being found. Any new persons or relationships added to the databaseduring one run of the
program are held in memory and searchedbefore the indexes. At the end of a run, any new data is written
to temporary files which are then merged with the main data files by a separateprogram that also deals
with re-indexing.
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Once the system described so far had been thoroughly tested in use, the opportunity was taken to generalise the system so that it would be of potential use beyond the specific needs of this project. Initially
the set of relationships used had been 'hard-wired' into the program and consisted of English kinship
terms. This was changedso that the user could define types of relationships by specifying them and information about them in a separatefile, as a table. This table consisted of the relationship term and its opposites. For example the opposite of son may be father, mother or parent depending on whether the related
person is a male, female or of unknown gender, Added to this was a sort code on which relationships
might be ordered in the record file so that they were always accessedin a given sequence,say parents,
spouses, children, siblings, etc, and also a code specifying whether or not the relationship should have a
date associatedwith it, e.g. for a marriage. This has allowed the program to be used outside of the realm
of kin relations, for instance in building a model of 'prising' (putting money values to items) of probate
inventories.
Beyond its direct application to this researchproject, the program has also been used to build a model
of the genealogy of the royal house of Saudi Arabia and to create a small set of teaching material using
19th century parish registers. The Saudi example demonstrated the value of retrieving known
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relationships for an individual when selecting from candidates.In this casethere was a very limited set of
namesand the information on relations, particularly that to the father, was essentialin identifying an individual.

Using a databaseapproach
Given the altennativerelational form of the data model (fig 2.2), it would seemlogical that the program
might be implemented using a relational databasemanagementsystem.The program describedhere could
then provide an interactive `front end' to the database,using an embedded databasequery language to retrieve information. As the majority of the program is not concerned with file manipulation this would
probably be better than attempting to recreateit using some form of data manipulation language or 4GL
system. The stand-aloneprogram is fast in terms of information retrieval but time consuming in the batch
processesof updating and re-indexing. 'Thesetasks could more effectively be left to the DBMS.
At an early stage of the researchan attempt was made to implement a small subset of the facilities of
1.
the model building program with the VAX/VMS databaseRDB Using the program with RDB on a
moderately loaded VAX 8800 system gave totally unsatisfactory retrieval performance for interactive use.
In retrospect it is clear that careful attention to physical storage structures and indexing would certainly
have improved this. However, as most of the computing aspectsof the researchwere based on the use of
UNIX tools, this option did not seemworth pursuing at the time. At this stageof the researchno adequate
DBMS was available on these machines and extensive use of such a system was not envisaged.In part
this was influenced by a desire that it should eventually be possible to replicate most, if not all, of the
computing on microcomputers so that simile work might be undertaken in the field (be that the traditional 'field' or archives).
Subsequently,the Ingres3 DBMS becameavailable on VMS, Sun4workstations and IBM5 PCs, but by
that stage most of the parish register data entry and model building had been completed As a result the
databaseimplementation of this program is once more seen as a desirable development, but one of relatively low priority. The DBMS has, however, beenused in other aspectsof the researchundertakensubsequently and describedlater.

I. VAX. VMS andRDB ateroi a*c cd trademarks
of Di jital EgaipmmtCorporation.
2. UMX isa uadematkof AT&T Bell Laboratories.
3. Injns aa trademark of Rebdooal Tecbaology Inc.
4. Sun is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
5.

M. IBM PC XT and IBM PC AT an regis
emd trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
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Using appropriate physical storage structures, Ingres would probably give adequateperformance on a
single user Sun workstation, but retrieval would probably still not be as fast as with the stand-aloneprogram. However much of this might be masked by the user's thinking time in examining information after
the first candidatesfor matching have been retrieved. Using Ingres, there would no longer be the batch
updating delays, but as theseare not part of the interactive system and can be run as a backgroundprocess
while the user is involved in other tasks, these benefits might not be as great as first appear.The major
benefits from this approach would be in teens of data integrity and in the additional data manipulation
facilities provided by the DBMS.
One major benefit of using an Ingres based system, is that it would allow the data in the person and
relationship files to be more closely integrated with other material that is currently held in the database
(see below). As things stand, copies of the data in those files exist as tables within the database,though
re-organised into four tables: persons, relationships, events and notes. This is currently a potential source
of integrity problems, as updateshave to be carried out on both sets of data.
Becausethe major programming problems have been solved, it would be trivial to convert the current
program to use an embedded databasequery language. While a full databaseimplementation might be
desirable, the program was intended to have wider applicability than residence on university based
machines. The use of the software in a fieldwork situation would entail implementation on a portable
micro-computer. While such machines are available with hard disks capable of using systems such as
Ingres, they are by no means commonplace and usually outside the limited budgets available to social
anthropologists. In any case, Ingres or similar systems are not available at every institution and may well
not be available to many users outside of an academic environment. The situation as regardsthe current
system of academic site licenses for products such as Ingres stretching to include portable machinesused
in the field is unclear.
A major pan of the stand-alonemodel building program has beenimplemented on an Atari ST and, as
a result, no seriousproblems are envisagedin converting the software to run on an IBM PC AT or similar.
It is however uncertain whether performance on an IBM PC XT or similar would be acceptable,particularly if a hard disk were not available. A DBMS based version might be more problematic. One route
might be to use a popWar DBMS available for thesemachines such as dBase III+6. Unfortunately the program cannot easily be implemented on this product as the central relationship person-relation-personcannot be implemented directly in a way that would achieve satisfactory interactive performance. Also the
use of such a system would require total recoding of the program using its idiosyncratic non-structured
data manipulation language. As the program was designed to make extensiveuse of dynamic memory and
6. dßaseIII+ is a trademark
of AshrouTate.
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to take advantageof the ease of pointer manipulation provided in C, this recoding would not be a trivial
exercise.Nor would the result be expectedto give adequateperformance for interactive use.However, the
appearanceon microcomputers of ingres and other DBMS that originated on mainframe systemsholds
the promise that efficient systemsusing embeddedquery languageswill becomemore widely available on
the smaller machines.

Problems and future development of the model building program

In additionto thepossibility of re-implementation
of the modelbuilding programusinga DBMSwith an
might bemade.
embedded
querylanguagethereareseveralareasin which furtherimprovements
An inbuilt editor for the program was designed but not implemented. Most elements in the design were
straightforward but certain features of the program created complexity. A facility to edit person records
by changing the content of fields was a fairly simple step. Little more was required in deleting such
records, though this involved deleting associatedrelationship records, in both directions, as well. Similarly edits on the fields of a relationship record required that the same alterations be transferred to the
opposite matching record, and deletion of such a record must be in both directions. What causedthe problem in editing was the way in which relationships were recorded in both directions. While this was a great
benefit as far as speed of accesswas concerned, on the other hand it duplicated information and caused
great complexities for an editor. The worst case was the need to merge two person records. It was a
straightforward task to allow the user to specify which version of the contents of each field should be
retained, or where appropriate added. But then the relationships for each person had to be found in both
directions, marked for deletion, and then new copies created for the new person record, making sure that
there was no duplication. Although the task has been specified, the editor was eventually abandonedas
too time consuming a project to implement. The updating facilities offered by a good DBMS would allow
this facility to be implemented more easily.
I have yet to deal with the problem of aliasesand changednames. This is one of the chief problems in
using English historical life event data becauseon marriage, women generally change their surname to
that of the husband.Given the fairly high incidence of multiple sequential marriage in the early modem
period, (see chapter 5) a woman may have several different surnames during her life course. Less frequently occurring are the caseswhere a person or family has two alternative surnames-

the chief exam-

ple in the current project being the Cook alias Gather family. Currently the married women's namesproblem is being dealt with by manual intervention, women identified to a baptism being known by their family of origin name. Better solutions have been considered,such as being able to record several alternative
surnamesfor a person, using a special separationcharacter within the name field. When a woman marries,
the new husband's surname could be added to her list of alternative names and she could be searched
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under all of these. This could be implemented as an option as it would not always be appropriate (e.g.
with Spanish data). Such a facility could also allow retrieval by alternative names or aliases. Alternatively, in the relational model, the namesattributes could be removed from the person entity and multiple
namesrecorded in a separatename table.
The next stage, apart from dealing with the problems noted above, would be to further generalise the
program. Various elements currently hard wired for the purposesof development, need to be user defined
options. These are the demographic selection rules, the soundex based coding system and the use of date
information (not always relevant in a fieldwork situation).
The program was designed from the outset to work interactively. This was based on two philosophical
points relating to the practise of computer-aided research.The first is that information should be entered,
if not by the actual researcher,then by a person or personsfamiliar with the type of data and with the purpose and nature of the research.Given that all data is created, in that it is selected and only has purpose in
relation to the researchfor which it has been selected,the data entry processcan also be one in which the
model within which it will exist is created.This last point is already inherent in relational databaseusage
where tables and relationships are designed to fit together in a pre-defined model. The difference between
the usual practise of databases,and the program describedhere is that the searching and identifying procedures make the process of data creation much more explicit than is usually the case. It could be viewed
as adding a set of complex procedural integrity constraints, with the user as final arbiter.

Theprocessof manualdataentry is tediousandtheselectionprocessof the modelbuilding is time consuming.Thereare manyinstances,
perhapsthemajority,whenonly onecandidatemeetstherequirements
for selection.It is proposedthat theprogramshouldbe modifiedto undertakeautomaticlinkagein such
casesand only consultthe usersopinion wheremorecomplexdecisionsareinvolved.In this waymanyof
the benefitsto theresearcher
of closeinteractionwith thedatawould beretained,togetherwith theability
to dealrapidly with non problematicdatafoundin a conventionalautomated
recordlinkagesystem.
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Models of Life Course and Families

The modelbuilding programdescribedabovecreatesa simplestructurewith individualslinked to other
individuals by relationships.Its useis limited to the constructionof the model and to resolvinglinks
betweenindividuals. As suchit hasprovedwell suitedto the statedpurposes,but a furtherstagehasbeen
usedin order to providetime orientedinformationon eachindividual and thoserelationshipswhich could
bedescribedasimmediatefamily.
This second program provides a means of extracting various forms of information of use for demographic purposes.The development of this program was a relatively straightforward processas it was possible to re-use many of the functions and data structures written for the model building program. A
selected individual may be linked to both parents, to all marriagesarranged sequentially, and to all children arranged in baptismal order. The children are also linked to the relevant marriage where possible.
For some persons, some or all of this information may not exist. The result approximates to the minimal

recordedexperienceof an individualand hisor hernuclearfamiliesthroughtime.
At present,threebasicoptionsare provided.Informationcanbe generatedin the form of demographic
statistics,as reportsof a setof demographiceventsduringan individualslife, or as dataon an individuals
period `in observation'in the study. The first option producesinformation relating to an individual,
known parents,marriages,childrenassignedto each marriage,and numberof siblings wherepossible.
This data may be retrievedfor the whole database
or for individuals specifiedby identity number.The
outputis organisedso that althoughcalculatedfor eachindividual,it is possibleto extractsetsusingsimple UNIXtools.For instance,marriagedatafor wivesonly,or dataon all first childrenof marriages.Using
suchtechniquesI canexaminebirth intervals,ageat marriage,ageat death,ageat parentaldeath,and so
on, usingsimplestatisticalprogramssuchas thosein theUNIXISTAT collection.Measuresareonly calculated,however.for those situationsmeetingthe requirementsof standardrules for historical demographicdataasoutlinedby Wrigley [Wrigley, 1966:Wrigley, 1968].
The second option produces a formatted A4 report sheet with similar information to that calculated for
the statistical output, but organised in a standardway for each individual (fig 2.7). Such sheetsprovide a
quick reference to the demographic structure of a persons life against which other actions can be examined. For instance, it has been possible to ascertain that most persons holding the office of parish churchwarden during this period were male, aged between 30 and 40 years, and usually married with children
still being born. The content of this report is similar to the demographer's Conjugal Family Unit, except
that a single report includes the details of all of a person's marriages rather than separating each marriage
into a separateCFU.
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Figure 2.7:

The immediate family of John Pattenson,an example of the formatted report sheeton an individual.

The third option deals with period in observation using a simple set of rules to give the approximate
period during which a person can reasonably be said to be resident in the parish. The rules are based for
childhood on those used by Wrigley (Wrigley, 1968] in calculating infant mortality and can be used for
this purpose. I have added further rules to cover adulthood. The rules are:
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An individual may enter observation
1. At baptism
2. At parents marriage
3. At youngest siblings baptism
4. At earliest marriage or end of marriage date
5. At earliest baptism of a child (if earlier than date for 4)
6. At burial

andmayleaveobservation
1. At burial
2. At latest marriage or end of marriage date
3. At latest baptism of a child (if later than date for 2)
4. At eldest siblings baptism

5. At latestburial of a parent.
6. At baptism

Gnet
Another way to explore this data is using gnet, a generalpurpose network or graph browser developed by
Nick Ryan. This program may be used both for information retrieval and to creatediagrams. The form of
the diagrams can be configured to suit a number of applications including a close approximation to the anthropological form of genealogical diagram. It allows the examination of the models through a graphic
medium as well as the production of files of relationship sets for individuals which can be analysed
against the larger population. Several diagrams produced using this program appear as illustrations in
later chapters. This research was the first major project for which gnet has been used and experience
gained from this use has contributed to further development of the program and to an understanding of
some of the limitations of using such graphical tools with large, highly interconnected, sets of data [Bagg,
1988).
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wills
Wills are potentially very useful documents in a study of this kind, giving inter alia information on relations with kin and non-kin, on strategiesfor ensuring the future of spouseand children, patterns of at least
post-mortem inheritance and perhaps something of the beliefs of the willmaker. Margaret Spufford
describeswills as
... the most personal of all records, and often the only personal record any individual villager ever left
behind him [Spufford, 1974,55-6].

Although they representa personal document, they are also in many ways a public one. Many people who
made wills would have had them written by one of the few local people with the level of literacy to write
a long, complex and legally correct text from dictation. Over a number of years many of the wills from a
parish would be written by the same person. From the evidence of depositions made by witnesses to
willmaking in testementarydisputes and from phrasescontainedwithin the text of the wills, it is clear that
most people made their wills on their deathbeds. They would call in friends and neighbours to be
witnesses and seem to have dictated the text to one writer surrounded by a small group of people including immediate family members. The bequestsin many wills involve a wider circle of personsthan those
usually present at the making of the document and may be seenas having implications for social relations
as well as in some ways reflecting them.
The wills of people dying as inhabitants of Biddenden are generally located either in the diocesan
archives or at the Public Record Office. The former houses those falling within the jurisdiction of the
A rchdeaconry and Consistory (or Bishop's) branchesof the diocesancourts. As regards probate, the division was made on geographic grounds. If the testator's parish was one of those regarded as coming under
Consistory business (which Biddenden was not) or the property left in the will was located in more than
one diocese, then the Consistory dealt with the probate. Otherwise the Archdeaconry courts were used.
The wills at the Public Record Office are those whose probate was dealt with by the Prerogative Court of
Canterbury, the Archbishop's own court. Wills were in theory proved at this court if the testator had left
property in both Canterbury and York provinces. The court was however believed to deal more rapidly
with probate business than diocesan courts, This, plus certain statusrelated reasons,led to a number of
wills being proved in this higher court, despite the journey to London involved, though lacking any property related cause for choosing this method of probate. During the 1650s local diocesan courts were
closed, and more wills than usual were proved at the Prerogative Cowt. Of the 248 wills used in this
study, the breakdown for each jurisdiction is as follows:
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Archdeaconry
Consistory
Prerogative

182
23
43

73%
9%
17%

Total

248

100%

Apart from these jurisdictions, some wills might be located in other sets of documents. For instance,
the will of John Taylor of Biddenden (d. 1560) is transcribed in the Register of Archbishop Parker. Other
wills might exist within solicitors papers or other private collections. This is becausenot all wills were
formally proved in the courts, but may, if not disputed, have been dealt with locally. A number of wills
have probably become lost or destroyed. No will has beenso far located relating to Biddenden within the
period of study, outside of the three main jurisdictions, though casesfrom outside the date range, such as
John Taylor's will, indicate that a more exhaustive search than has been possible for this project might
find a few.
The status of makers of wills is dearly biased in favour of the wealthier people, while in genderterms,
men far outnumber women. Children were unable to make a will before the ages of 14 (males) or 12
(females), though some young people in their later teens and twenties did make one. Many poorer people
probably did not make any form of will, having little to dispose of, though not all will makers were
wealthy. The decision to make a will might also dependon the life-course situation of the prospective testator and any particular wishes or foreseenproblems as regards the disposal of the estate.
A man leaving a wife and small children might wish to make some provision for their future however
meagre, while a rich man with no wife and only one son might see no need to spell out a simple inheritance. Others might make all necessary inheritance arrangementspre-mortem and have nothing left to
give away. Some might be so deeply indebted that this was all the legacy they could leave. It should not
therefore be too surprising that a rich man such as Roger Pattensondoes not appearto have left a will, but
JamesSwan, a labourer, did. Pattenson was an old man when he died, his children grown, married and in
some casesdead as parents themselves before their father. Swan however left two small daughters and a
dependantwidow. The genderbias apparent in the identities of will makers, largely reflects the legal position of married women, whose property was, in most circumstances regarded as belonging to their husbands. No married woman could make a will without the consent of her husband before the Married
Woman's Property Act of 1882. All of the Biddenden wills made by women are therefore those of single
women and widows.
Where no will was made, administration would be given to the next-of-kin of the deceased,or the principal creditor if deeply in debt. The freehold land of those not making a will was apportioned to heirs
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according to the principles of the common law. In Kent this meant gavelldnd, equally partible inheritance
among sons, or failing sons among daughters [Chalklin, 1965]. Provision for a widow existed in terms of
freebench, which allowed her to hold half of her husband's lands, besides any dower lands that she
retained, provided she did not remarry or bear an illegitimate child as a widow. She was also entitled to
half of her husband's personal estate, reduced to a third if there were surviving children [Lansberry, ].
These customary practices not only operated in cases of intestacy, but also had some influence on the
disposition of goods in wills.
Spufford laments the lack of use of wills made by historians, who see them as "... the province of the
genealogist" [Spufford, 1974,56]. This has changed somewhat with the changing nature of the scopeof
history, but is still, to some extent, true.
The sources used consist of English text entered by probate court clerks into very large registers,with a
brief Latin note of probate at the end. The text is usually composed of standardlegal phraseswith some
elements which may display individual free expression. There are standardsections, firstly name, description and date and a phrase indicating the writer was sound of mind; then a religious preamble dedicating
the soul to God etc and the body to the earth; next the bequests of movable goods (money, household
items, livestock, etc); then bequests of land and houses (if any); and finally the mark or signature of the
deceasedwith the names of witnesses. Within the two sections of bequests may appear any directions
concerning arrangements for the care of dependant children and well-being of a widow. Also in these
parts one or more executors should be named,who will carry out the instructions in the will, and optionally overseerswho will supervisethe executor's work.
Wills may also be divided into those made in writing and nuncupative wills, which were made verbally
by the deceasedbefore witnesses who would repeat the provisions to the court and swearto their veracity.
Written wills, although usually copied down by another person from the dictation of the testator, would
afterwards be read back to the maker who would affix his or her signature or mark if satisfied. Witnesses
would also sign the document, usually made on one or more sheetsof paper, after bearing it read aloud
along with the testator. Freehold land, however had to be devised by a written will and a nuncupative will
could not override the provisions of one on paper. Most people in Biddenden appearto have made written wills (90%).
As with many documents, not every person known in the person file created from the parish registers
made a will, and the sample is biased toward the wealthier. The model of inheritance which may be constructed using wills is also complicated by the fact that this is obviously only post-mortem inheritance and
that anything given earlier in the testators life will not appear, although occasional indirect references

occur to suchpractices.
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Using lessstructured sources
Whereasparish registers can be seen as, and treated as, fairly well structuredsources of information, wills
and probate inventories are somewhat less so. Although both contain certain patterning of constituent
elements,they aie far more complex than the registers and are quite different one from the other in their
patterning. Both contain information of different types that could be useful in a project such as this. The
wills contain textual religious preambles, kin and non-kin relationships, information on bequestsand the
namesof witnesses.Inventories contain lists of objects in a variety of forms, lists of debtorswith amounts
andperhaps the reason for the debt, and the namesof those making the inventory, the 'prisers'.
One approach would be to simply transcribe the documents(as far as possible) onto a computer as text,
perhaps adding syntactic markers or tags to aid retrieval, or to enable the extraction of structured data
suitable for processing using a DBMS or other programs. This method has been used by several projects
using historical sources(e. g. Jardine, 1978; King, 1981; Palmer, 1987), and provided the main source of
data for an early investigation of the use of a relational databaseon historical material [King, 1983]. It has
the major benefit that the transcript of the original text can remain available as a machine readable
resource which can be re-used either as text or, by adding or re-arranging the syntactic markers, for
extracting more structured data for quite different purposesto that for which it was first intended. A minor
disadvantageis that it becomes increasingly difficult to read and understandtext as these additional symbols are added. Although it would be trivial to produce a filter program to remove thesethere would still
be difficulties in using many conventional tools such aseditors.
Ideally. specialised text retrieval software is neededto adequatelydeal with sources in this form. The
method also requires transcripts of the documents and either a scanner or considerablesecretarial assistance. None of these were available. Transcripts would be neededas a scannercannot be used to read sixteenth and seventeenth century documents. Even using a scanner extensive proof reading would still be
needed [Ashford, 1988,29). Without these costly methods, use of full text of more than a minimal
number of documentsis out of the question in any small scale researchproject.
Therefore it was necessary to determine clearly in advance the types of information that would be
required from these documents. This could then be extracted at the data recording stage and structured to
form a database.The methods used for wills and inventories differed becauseof the different structure
and usesof the two types of document
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Using the Biddenden wills
A will is a very complex document. Each one is tailored to the needs of the maker within a broadly similar shell. Perhaps this is the reason why I have found them the most problematic source to deal with.
When I began working with these documents, no portable computer was available to me and when one
becameavailable the work was too far advancedto make using oneworthwhile. As I was not studying legal forms of the period, there would not have been a great deal of point in copying out large amounts of
standard phrasing, so I have abstractedonly the information which I seeas relevant to my work. The purpose was to create a researchdatabase,not an archive. The abstracts arehowever, often quite lengthy and
the data contained within them very complex and not conforming to easily identifiable standardpatterns.
From these hand-written abstractsa subset of structured information relevant to my immediate research
needs was selected for storagein the database.Were the full abstractsto be available on computer, the
ability to search for occurrencesof particular phrasesandtopics would be of great benefit.
The main use of wills has been in examining the questions surrounding bequestsand the types of relationships between recipients and willmaker. Obligations stated within wills such as executorships, overseeing and paying portions at a future date, have also been examined. To achieve the first goal I have
extracted certain types of information in order to attempt to model bequestgiving at a simple level. That
is attempting to answer the question 'what types of goods are bequeathedto persons standing in different
'
relationships to the deceased?
The set of relationships given within the will have also beenextracted to allow mapping onto the generalised genealogiesin graphical form to examine relationship recognition and the flow of goods. A more
complex model would be neededto more My

representthe pattern of inheritance. Becauseof the possi-

bility that the inheritor might not live very long, die with no legal heirs or fail to fulfil an order on which
the bequestis conditional, alternative plans of inheritance are sometimes given. This is particularly-true
with land and larger amounts of money. One possibility would be to examine this aspect of inheritance
using a sample of the full set of wills and build a more complex model. For each will where such information is available I have examined the relationships between the willmaker and both executors and
overseers.Other, more disparateobligations were noted along with bequests.
A further use of wills has been to clarify the constructed genealogy built from register data. As most
wills allow a small set of kin to be identified from bequests,thesecan be examinedtogether with the main
person/relationship data from the parish registers and can often clarify uncertain links or suggest new
ones, such as identifying a wife's family of origin. Comparison of family from the will and as constructed from registers can also help identify a will and burial date to one among several candidates.
While performing these tasks, it soon became obvious that although kinship terms used were the same
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words as are currently in use in England, the meaning was not always the same. The term 'in-law', now
used to refer to a spouse's nuclear family of origin, was at that time also used to refer to kin acquired
through remarriage, so that father's second wife (where ego is a child of the first marriage) could be
referred to as mother-in-law.

Databaseof wills
The wills have beenenteredinto the database
usingtwo tables,one consistingof informationrelatingto
thewill asa whole,andthe otherwith detailsof thetypeof bequestsgivento personsstandingin a particAt this stageno attemptwasmadeto fully integratethesetablesinto the
ular relationshipto thedeceased.
existingconceptualmodelof personsand relationships.This waspartly due to lack of time, but mainly
becauseI wishedto gain more familiarity with the structureof wills and the natureof the information
containedin thembeforedesigninga moreintegrateddatamodel.
The main purposeof thesetableswas to act as a summaryof information aboutthe recordedwills,
ratherthanas a resourcefrom which many differentsummarieswereto be derived.The simplestructure
queryand
usedheremadedataentry a straightforward
processusingIngresQBF,a formsbaseddatabase
updatesystem.
Thefirst tablecontainsdataaboutthewill andconsistsof fields for.

will number
archive reference

forename,surname,sex,descriptionandmaritalstatusof will maker
identity numberof will maker(if existingin persontable)
inventorynumber(if anassociated
inventorywasknown)
numberof childrenmentionedin will
roughage-class(child, adult, both)of children
full ages for males and females (ages at which inheritance received)
type of charitable bequestsif any

whetherwillmakersignedwill
Each will is given a unique identity number in addition to the archive reference code. This is followed
by basic details about the will maker as recorded in the will and other items of summary information. In
some casesthe personal data may duplicate information already held in the person table derived from the
parish registers. This should not be seen as needlessdata redundancy for there may be differences in
descriptions of status or occupation, marital statusor even of namesbetween these two data sources.In a
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production database these might be seen as errors in the data, but here in the research context they
represent potential additional information. For this reason, avoidance of apparent redundancy need not be
seenas a high ranking initial priority.

The secondtablecontainssummariesof typesof bequestsfoundin thewill. The recordsdo not necesSimilar bequeststo peoplein the samerelationshipto thewilimaker
sarily representindividual bequests.
aregroupedinto a singleentry;for example,bequestsof moneyto daughters.Thefollowing is recorded:

will number
relationshiptype
class of bequest (money, goods, land, etc)
type of bequest

amountof bequest(if money)
sexof relativetype
classof relationship
Wills are probablymorecomplicatedto representin a databasethanthe inventoriesdescribedbelow.
They often containnot only simplebequests,but alsopatternsfor the future dispositionof the gifts, in
casethepersonsinheriting die beforereceivingthe legacy,and ordersto heirs to performcertaintasksin
the future relatingto otherbequests,suchas paying annuities.Therewere two options here.Either to
build a complexdatabasewith detailedinformationon eachbequestplus its future possibilitiesand obligations.Or to build a simplemodel,as I have describedabove,and then to examinethosecaseswhere
morecomplexpatterns,suchasland, annuitiesandobligations,occurin moredetail.
The more complex approach would allow better examination of the structural/processual information
contained in wills, such as the continuation of immediate family relationships into the future. The
increasedcomplexity of the model would, however, make simple quantification more difficult. Becauseof
time constraints, the simple model has been chosen, allowing more detailed investigation of areas of particular interest, but not costing an excessive amount of time. To aid this further investigation, a text file
was created giving a brief summary of the nature of inheritance, small bequestsand obligations for each
will. Each point of interest was marked with a keyword which allowed the extraction of relevant wills for
different themes using standardtext retrieval methods (seebelow).
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Probate Inventories
There is little information in the records referring to Biddenden, or those who lived these, which sheds
much light on those aspectsof life usually referred to as the economic. One source however can be used
to shed light on the ways in which some people made a living. Probate inventories list and value the items
which a deceasedperson owned at the time of death. They were compiled so that if the debts of the deceasedand bequests made in the will were to exceed ready meansto pay them, some of the listed items
could be sold to provide the means. Such lists contain details of many types of item, livestock, crops,
dishes, linen, manufactured goods,tools, debts owed to the deceased.
They are, however, problematic to analysein several ways. Firstly, the information in thesedocuments
is not organised in a standardform. Items may be individually valued, or lumped together by location and
given a total value, or combined in other ways. Examples from the inventory of Simon Russell, weaver
1612 give an indication of the varying forms that can be encountezed
Item in the chamber over the halle to playne bedstedles to flock bedesto flock boulsters to payer off shetes one payer
of blankyts to koverlyts iii drystes to bockes to pyllowes one ould paynryd hangyn pryse fiii u

and from that of JohnIgulden,yeoman1613:
In theKytchen

hm 1 table wthout frame, I forme. 3 iayned stooles, l old cupbord wth a dornix cloath
Itm 4fleeches of bacon
Itm 5 brassekettles, 3 skilletts, 8 candlsticks, 1 warming pan I strummer,I ladle. ! chafing dish

16s
18s
40s

Different terms are used to refer to items, such that while one inventory gives cattle another would be
more detailed, giving a cow and two steers. Secondly, as with any single measureof this type, the items
listed and the total value only refer to that particular moment in time. In a largely agricultural society seasonal factors may account for certain disparities of wealth and item representation. Size of farming or
manufacturing operation may also vary according to the age and life course situation of the deceased.An
older man may have passedon some of his stock to an adult son, a young servant may have little but had
he died five years later would perhaps appearas a farmer of moderatemeans.
The sample given by such documents is small in relation to the total population and clearly biased in
particular directions. Married women auahardly ever represented(for the reasonsgiven under wills), and
there are only a small number of widows. Them is also a bias toward the middle ranks of wealth. The
most wealthy people had their probate dealt with at the Prerogative Court for which inventories are missing in this period4and the poor are generally under represented.
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The existenceof an inventory usually meansthat a Probate action took place in the ecclesiasticalcourts
concerning the estate of the deceased.It does not necessarily indicate that a will was made, nor does it
imply that the estatewas of any great size. The size of the estate might only be a matter of a few shillings.
The items listed are not necessarily all that the deceasedowned, for much wealth may he in uncropped
lands, or lands let for rent, neither of which are listed.

Using the Biddenden inventories
As with the wills, to enter all of the information given in these documentswould have been a very sizable
task. I have limited my interests to those items associatedwith the activities broadly defined as making a
living. Obviously this includes crops, livestock, trade goods,tools etc, but is taken also to include domestic work such as cooking, baking, brewing, dairying. It is then possible to examine which persons
belonged to households practising different combinations of activity. For instance most tradesmen,
blacksmiths, weavers, carpenters also had small farms. Total values can give an idea of the range of
wealth represented.Clothiers are clearly in a totally different band from weavers,yeomen from labourers.
To this end, the items recorded were limited to those which were useful in answering questions relating
to work and status. The amount of crops of different types both in store and in the fields were recorded
along with types and numbers of animals and details of farming equipment. This would give an impression of both the size and type of farming operations. Manufactured items, tools and raw materials were
noted to allow a picture of trading enterprises and domestic manufacture to be built. Items relating to
domestic production associatedwith women were recorded in two different ways. Spinning and carding
equipment were recorded in the same way as other discrete items. Others were recorded simply as the
presenceof cooking, baking, brewing, dairying and salting equipment. Although it might have been better
to have followed the former approach for all of these items, this approach was taken becauseit was not
intended to examine the variation in the very wide range of types of implement in any detail. Additional
items have beennoted where they may be used as an index of wealth or status (for instance plate of gold
or silver) or other attributes (such as the possessionof books).
Rooms mentioned in the documents were also secondedwith a view to integrating analysis of the type
undertaken by several historical archaeologists in regard to the social implications of the use of space
[Johnson, 1986; Priestley, 1982]. Although at an early stage this work seemedpossible, it later became
clear that time constraints would not permit such in analysis.Therefore locational information was limited to crops in order to distinguish growing from store and different types of storage.
The information was arranged in three tables of a zelational database.As with the wills a simple structure was cbosen to contain all items of information' of interest to the research questions. The first table
contains general information about the inventory and details of the deceasedperson:
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inventory number
archive reference
date of inventory

total valueandsumof debts
forename, surname, age, sex, description and marital statusof deceased
identity number (if known in person table)
number of surviving children of deceased

The second table contains the details of items recorded in the inventory. The problem of varying
amounts of detail, particularly found with animals, might be overcome by using a hierarchical coding system. Such a system might for example have a code for animals, say AN, a subcode for cattle, say ct, and a
fu ther subcode for types of cattle, say 1 for oxen. So 'oxen' would become ANctl. However, highly
coded data is confusing to the user. It requires long and complex coding tables, 'is difficult to check and
not immediately understandable or memorable. Therefore three descriptive fields have been used, class,
an overall grouping, type, a more specific description, and subtype, a fu ther description relating to this
particular entry. For the example above class would be 'cattle', type would be 'oxen' and no further detail
would be needed. This solution is easily comprehensible to the user. Neither system is able to cope well
with the situation where only one count is given for more than one type of item, such as 'a cow and 2
calves'. A similar problem is posed by several items of different types being given the same value, as in
'a cow, 2 horses £12'. Where number or value cannot be attached to items, or groups of items, distinct at
the type level, neither attribute has been recorded. This is by no means a perfect solution, but the task of
finding an ideal method of representing this type of data is an extremely complex one [Overton, 1987],
and solutions might vary considerably according to the needs of the research. As inventory data is not the
primary source of information in this project, a simple solution suited to the needs of likely queries was
thought best.
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The fields in theitemstablewere as follows:
inventory number
class of item (eg. cattle, crops, wool)
type of item (eg. oxen, wheat, trendle)
subtype of item (extra description)
location number for item (in house, barn, fields, etc)
quantity of item
unit of measurement(eg. acres,bushels)
value of item

The third table is used to hold details of the locations of items referred to in the inventory:

inventory number
name of location
location number
number of beds in location
number of hearths in location

Ecclesiastical Court Records
? here are several types of record relating to the business of the ecclesiastical courts. The most useful for
the purposes of this project would be the Detects and Comperta, which deal with presentmentsfor various
offences (a little like criminal prosecutions), the general court Act Books covering instance judgements
(covering casessimilar to thosein Detects books and also othersmore like common law suits), and finally
Deposition Books which contain statementsmade by witnesses,usually in slander,testamentary and marriage disputes. Due to time constraints it was decided that only the first of these types of source would be
thoroughly examined. The Detects books axe perhaps the most legible and most easily understood of a
class of documents that axe generally seen as difficult to use. A few depositions were also transcribed
separately.
Throughout most of the period (until 1638) the Archdeaconry Court of Canterbury diocese had jurisdiction over the inhabitants of Biddenden and most of the surrounding parishes as regarded certain religious and moral offences laid down in articles of enquiry. These articles were questions concerning the
parish, its church, its incumbent and the behaviour of its inhabitants. Copies of the current articles were
sent out to the two parish churchwardens for the year who were then supposedto present at six monthly
courts, the names of those who had offended against these articles. The accusations could be made to the
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churchwardensby other parishioners and could be based on observation or on rumour, gossip and suspicion. Most common are those involving non-attendanceat church or communion service and sexual misdemeanours. Others often found are drunkeness, swearing, scolding, unconforming behaviour in church,
working on Sunday and playing during service time. Occasionally more serious crimes such as sedition
and witchcraft might be dealt with, sometimes then progressing to the civil courts.
Punishments meted out by these courts were excommunication and penance.The former was general
for non-appearanceof the defendants,perhaps more a state of being than a punishment per se. The latter
meant public admission of one's sin in church on Sunday'or in the street, asking forgiveness of God and
one's neighbours wearing only a white sheet This was punishment by public shaming, a shame which
some, at least, felt enough to ask to have it commuted to a fine if possible, claiming that it would destroy
their credit and so lead to ruin.
The courts were, perhaps understandably, not popular with some of the persons presented. William
Kettle of Biddenden in 1598 said "... that he would not be brought unto this baudie courte..." [EcCX. 4.3,
f 101]. The term `bawdy court' is frequently found as an derogatory term for thesecourts throughout England at this time and refers to the high percentage of cases dealing with moral offences particularly of a
sexual nature. Other denigration of the courts were more specific and targeted religious attitudes and,
most commonly, financial aspects. Francis Fawcett of Smarden in 1607 called the Canterbury court "... a
Courte of all abomination..." where "... they can Curse and blesse for money..." and also accused the

court of "papistrie" [EcCX4.11,f 143].
The punishments available to the courts were not comparable to the physical sanctions of the civil
courts but the public shame of penance and fines levied to avoid it made them unpopular. There may also
have been a different evaluation of the offences by those presentedwhich also would provoke hostility.
Some historians have used the type of punishment available and the way that excommunication was
sometimes ignored for long periods to argue that the courts were weak [Wrightson, 1982). This however,
is linked to a view that the courts were used only to impose godly discipline and that ceremoniesof shaming have little social importance.
It has been intended that this type of information would be used in the researchto provide context for
the interpretation of other results. It is not enough to know what people did, uniquely or in general,
without some attempt to explain the concepts and attitudes that provide the subtext of such actions. In
order to enlarge the scope of this type of data, all casesinvolving Biddenden people were abstracted,plus
cases i luininating certain topics such as age, behaviour towards kin or neighbours, marriage, religious
attitudes, work practices, migration and womens' lives generally, which originated in the surrounding
parishes making up the local Deanery.
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Using the court records
There are many problems surrounding the use of this type of information. These have however, often
been exaggerated due to particular conceptions of the nature of historical investigation. Ecclesiastical
records were hardly used at all until fairly recently, except for providing references to church practices in
the study of the reformation. Their main subject matters were not the stuff of mainstream history. They
were not about national politics and were not easily quantified. More recently with the development of interest in mentalitis and in anthropologically oriented historical research,such records have been examined more frequently. Their use is still however not common.

One criticism is that as a sourcethey are believednot to be objective.This as Carlo Ginzburghas
pointed out is hardly unique among documents
The fact that a source is not "objective"
is useless [Ginzburg, 1980, xvii].

(for that matter, neither is an inventory) does not mean that it

The purpose of using such a source is not related to whether what is said did actually happen to certain
people on a certain day, and so forth. It is, rather, concernedwith the way that things are said and the way
that situations are viewed. Presentmentsfor an offence arenot the sameas committing an offence but they
do reflect a social process; accusation and the grounds of accusation. Allegation or defence might be a
pack of lies but presumably they were constructed so as to be believable by those to whom they were
addressed.
A further criticism is the 'anecdotal' nature of such sources.This did not fit well with the quantitative
zeal of many historians at the time when court records beganto be used.When he wrote his famous work
on magic and religion in early modern England. Keith Thomas apologised for the way in which he had
used information, much of which derives from church court records. He looked forward to a time when
"... judicial records of the time will one day be systematically quantified..." allowing a "... genuinely
scientific method of measuring changes in the thinking of past generations.." [Thomas, 1973, x). Since
that time it has beenincreasingly recognisedthat measurement,even of those things that can be measured,
is not a panaceafor all ills. Though some degreeof quantitative investigation using court archives is productive, this must be done alongside research of a more hermeneutic nature. What are being sought from
them documents are ideas and attitudes which articulate with those seenelsewhere, either through similarity or through contradiction. These are not just found in one casebut through examining several as the
form of theserecords
involves concrete language of symbolic content, which constantly reiterates central aspects of social
...
relationships [Bwdce, 1986,3).
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The most relevantproblemwith courtrecordsis that theywere not the creationof the peoplewho are
accusingor defending.Statements
areoften thewordsof public notariesandcourt officials,written down
by clerks. As Sabeannotes
Whatever sources there are for studying peasant culture implicate in one way or another those who to
some extent exercised domination over the peasant [bid, 2).

The presentments,however, may relate more closely to the original documentsprepared by local churchwardens who were, at least in Biddenden, for the most part men of moderateliteracy. The gap between
the ideas of the parish and those of the court officials can often be exaggeratedin any case. In many cases
as much difference in interpretation may have existed betweenpresenters and those being presented as
between both these groups and officials. Sabeanseesthe situation as one where a remote elite is trying to
impose its views upon an unwilling peasantry.In the Weald, parish elites appearto have taken an active
part in accusing fellow residents, including each other, using the courts rather than being in perpetual
conflict with and subjection to them. This suggeststhat enough common ground in terms of ideology
could exist to allow such movement between identification and conflict. The texts of the courts are composites, the needs of the accusersand accused,presentedthrough appropriate language for the situation,
but in terms acceptableto all parties.
The records of cases brought before the ecclesiastical courts were transcribed directly onto a portable
computer at the archives office. In the absenceof any sophisticated full text retrieval system, I have used
various UNIX tools to examine the information in thesetext files (one per manuscript volume). One such
useful program is sfind, part of the humanities toolkit hum, which can searchfor sentences,paragraphs,or
other separatedblocks of text containing a specified string of charactersor regular expression. This may
contain wildcards or special characters standing for other ordinary letters of numbers, helping to overcome the fact that the text is mostly in the English of the period. A great deal can be done with such simple programs, although more complex operations such as logical combinations of strings are more
difficult. Although similar tasks can be achieved using standardurtnc utilities such as awk, and to a much
lesser extent, grep, sfind is particularly suitable for this task as it is simple to use and was designed
specifically for use with text.
I have found it convenient to add keywords of my own, clearly distinguished from the original text,
which may help with retrieval by topic. A case may concern marriage but not contain the term, while
retrieval on wife or husbandmay in some contexts find too much non relevant material, so addition of the
keyword 'marriage' would help to find relevant items. Keywords in English are also useful where the text
is in Latin. Such a method is not totally ideal, but as retrieval with this simple tool is on any pattern of
charactersin the file, it operates on both words in the text and keywords. The perceived use of the information here is to provide examples which I might use to explore age and gender relations, working, relations with kin, neighbours and those in authority.
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To further enhancethis aspect of the court records, a concordancewas made of the transcriptions using
the Oxford Concordance Program (OCP). Although the hwn package includes a concordancegenerator
with similar basic capabilities, this program failed to handle large (greater than about 200KB) files. Common English and Latin words as well as first names of persons were excluded, but the task was made
more than usually problematic by the variations in contemporary spelling. The concordancehas proved
useful in examining the ways in which terms are used and as an index from which sfind queries can be
made.
One disadvantageof the version of OCP used is that the facility available in previous versions allowing
the length in charactersof a context to be specified, has beendropped. It is now only possible to specify a
context by means of punctuation or other marking characters. This is definitely a step backward as
'widowed' words on the last line of a paragraphappearwith no context in the concordance.Also, words
beginning a sentenceat the end of a line, or ending a sentenceat the start of a line appear with part of the
previous or following sentence,rather than in the context of the sentencein which they occur.
A further use of the information from these courts would be to examine the appearancesof individuals
in the context of other information known about them. Questions possible here include bow selective do
churchwardens appear to be about who was reported, what sort of people failed to go to church or committed sexual 'incontinence' and whether they are definable as a group in any other way; whether accusations represent attempts to supresspopular disorder or did they provide an arenain which quarrels might
be pursued. An index to the cases relating to Biddenden and Biddenden people was constructed. Each
casewas given a unique identity number and the rough date of the case(this is not always easy to determine), the nature of the offence and the namesof all persons involved was recorded.Each record (one per
line) contained one of the above pieces of information about a case, precededby the casenumber and a
marker identifying the type of information. The identifiers were D for date, C for offence, A for accused
person, P for person standing as purgator, I for a person directly involved but not accused,E for a person
otherwise associated and X for a named informant. This was used to examine the frequency of types of
cases over time and who was involved in which cases,when, in what capacity, with whom and how often
individuals and names occurred.
During the later stages of research,the importance of this sourcebecamevery apparent.I had seriously
underestimatedthis. Far from just providing 'context' for other information, it was the court material that
was adding most towards understanding relations in the early modem Weald and suggesting some of the
more interesting questions and possible interpretations. Had this been known at an earlier stage of the
research,this type of information would have beengiven a more central place in the research.
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Other sources
A number of documents other than those detailed above were consultedduring this research.In particular the libri clerici, another set of church court records, and the Biddenden churchwardens' accounts
[KAO: P26/5/1) have proved useful. The former give the names of clergy and parish officers at each of the
bi-annual visitations at which presentmentswere made. The accounts give the names of churchwardens,
details of parish expenditure and the names of the persons who passed the accounts each year. Both
sources together allow a list of parish churchwardensto be built up from 1566 to 1660 with very few
gaps. A complete list of constablesfor the local hundred (seechapter 3) and a less complete list of sidesmen could also be made. Through comparison of lists of parish officers, the names of those signing accounts and other information about theseindividuals from the sourcesmentioned above,the existenceand
character of a local elite could be understood. As the accountsdetailed parish expenditure, the amount of
patronage which churchwardens might exercise could be examined. Accounts made for probate administrators, detailing the debts which the deceasedowed and sometimes the distribution of the surplus of the
value of the inventory were consulted on a few occasions.
Lists made for national taxation were also examined but proved to be of little value (see chapter 3).
Published information from marriage licences was incorporated into the databaseof personsand relationships at a later stagebut has beenexcluded from demographic analysis [Cowper, 1894]. The place of marnage attribute was used to denote that this information was not from the Bildenden registers. Similarly
the exhaustive work of Dr. de Launay on other Wealden parish registers before 1601 has been incorporated for the purposes of examining migration and life histories, though not for demographic purposes
[de Launay, 1986).
Because a portable computer was not available for much of this project, sources such as the
churchwarden's accounts and probate administrators' accounts were not entered onto a computer. They
have, however, been useful in providing specific extra information in some areas.Were the texts to be
available as computer files, more could probably have been done with them. Insights from de Launay's
edition of life events from local registers suggested possibilities for further work looking at smaller
groups over several parishes.
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Summary
Three types of document were used in the computer aided study. The parish registers represent a fairly
well structured source. The information existed in a roughly tabular form and was easily adapted to approaches based on indexed files or a relational databasemanagementsystem. It therefore has similarities
with information such as censusesand genealogies which might be recorded in a fieldwork situation.
Wills and the probate inventories aremore complex. The original documents take the form of text. Inventories may look tabulated but the reality is not so clear. Several approachesmay be taken. The machine
extraction method would have beenwasteful with wills, as much of the text involves long legal formulae
to express a fairly simple point. Such a method may have worked betterwith inventories but as I was only
interested in certain types of information and was not able to transcribe the sources directly onto a computer, was not suitable in this case.Extraction of information by manual methods was therefore chosen.
Two simple databaseswere built to serve the needsof this project.
The court records were used as a purely textual source, even though they are in some ways structured
(e.g. dates,persons involved). An index of persons,dates and types of offences was compiled for the Biddenden casesand a concordance made to help with identifying themes and finding information for all
cases.The use of very simple text retrieval tools, such as sfrzd proved to be very valuable.
The central piece of software was the model building program, used mainly with parish register data
but also with pricers of inventories and other data sets. Retrieval of information with this program proved
to be very fast, and was useful not only in teens of building a model of people and relationships but in ad
hoc queries using that model. Various modifications and improvements are needed to the software but it
has worked well during the project and has proved invaluable. The program for building more complex
models, which re-uses much of the code from the other software, has also been of great use. With this I
was able to extract demographic statistics, comparable with other studies, and to have easily accessible
descriptions of a persons demographic life course to provide context for other information.
The use of a graphical medium, such as that provided by gnet, for the examination of certain types of
structured data does appearto have great potential for exploring structureas well as for producing illustrations. Becausemuch of the development of the cement version ran concurrently with this research(which
itself provided one of several testbeds), I have not exploited the capabilities of gnet to its full present
capacity.
The databaseof wills and inventories has been adequatefor the purposes of this research, but further
investigation would require a different approach especially with wills. A more complex model would,
however, require more time to implement becausethe detail recorded for each will would be much
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greater.
The direct transcription of the text of the court records onto a portable micro- computer proved of great
benefit. Such a method would also be advantageouswith wills, although here abstracts would be advisable rather than complete transcription becauseof the nature of the source. Other documentswhich were
consulted but did not form a major resourcefor this project, could also be transcribed or abstractedin this
way with benefit. The concordance was useful in many casesas an index and for providing insights into
the use of words, but the form of the OCP output was unsatisfactory. From experience, kwic in the hum
toolkit provided more useful results, but could not managethe large quantity of text involved. The person,
date and case summary indicated that examination of the structural aspectsof court records could also
prove useful,
The less well structured records gave indications of the type of approacheswhich might be useful for
dealing with field notes. Information retrieval by means of word searches,especially if keywords can be
added to text, is one way in which such information can be accessedin a productive manner. Extractive
methods may also be of benefit, but those involving insertion of markers could make text unreadablefor
the type of retrieval described above. Were such an approachto be used,it would not be very difficult to
devise a system whereby markers could be filtered out where desired.
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3: Biddenden

Biddenden was an ecclesiastical parish of about 2880 hectaresin south central Kent, England in a formerly wooded areaknown as the Weald. Today it is a rural civil parish centeredon a village and part of a
wealthy outer commuter belt for London. In the early modem period, it was a centre of cloth making in
the district. This manufacture was carried out alongside subsistenceagriculture and raising livestock for
sale. Settlement is and was partly concentratedin a village near to the church and partly in outlying farms
and hamlets.
This chapter examines a number of aspectsof Biddenden society during the later sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Firstly the sparse information regarding population levels is examined and then demographic history is looked at in terms of general movements and particular measures.Changesand differencesrelated to status and occupations are discussed.Secondly the nature of farming, manufacture, work
and landholding are examined along with power relations and status. A brief discussion of religion in the
parish and the Weald follows. Finally the issue of staying in the parish and migrating is looked at. The
geography and timing of movements are examined and the different types of migration found are discussed with reference to anthropological work in this area. Staying in Biddenden is examined along with

how far the conceptof belongingmight berelevant.
an attemptto understand
Population estimates
There are no exact figures for the population of Biddenden for this period, the earliest being that of 1151
personsin 214 families recorded in the 1801 census.By this time, however, such great changeshad taken
place in the parish as to make it totally uncomparable. Therefore only estimates can be used, based on
counts of 'families' and communicants in various documents.
The ecclesiastical census of 1569 gives the figures of 180 domicilia (households) and 545 communicants. Communicants means those persons capable of receiving communion, which meant those of 16
years and above. It is usually estimated that between 60% and 65% of the population in early modem
England would be of this age. Using the number of communicantsfor 1569 this would give a population
of between 838 and 910 persons. Dividing thesefigures by the number of 'families', 180, would give a
mean size of between 4.65 and 5.06 persons for a 'family' and using the raw figures 3.03 communicants
per 'family'. Assuming that what is meant by the term domicilia is persons living under the authority of a
head of household including all resident servants, the figures am similar to I aslett's mean for the period
1564-1649of 5.07 [Laslett, 1972). It must be noted however that Laslett's mean was calculated from only
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five listings of households (two rural and three urban), the averagesfor each case ranging from 4.05 to
5.62. The Biddenden figures are somewhat lower than the mean of 5.3 calculated for the nearby parish of
Staplehurst, from a 1563 listing of communicants, by Michael Zell [Zell, 1985a]. Calculations using a
low estimate of the 1569 population of several Wealden parishes(communicants = 65%), indicate that a
wide range of household size might be expected (table 3.1). Such elementsas concentration of settlement,
the existence of a large major gentry household and differences in economic activity may explain such
differences. Examining a Cranbrook communicants list of 1608, Zell finds that the 'town' had a smaller
number of communicantsper household than the hamlets and farms (Zell, 1985a).
For most of the Wealden parishesin the Diocese of Canterbury earlier estimates of communicants, and
in some casesFamilie are given in the Archbishops visitation book of 1557 [Sharp, 1950]. The termfamilie probably translates to roughly the same as domicilia - households. The figures appear to be more
rounded than those given for 1569 and are therefore perhaps more likely to be rough estimates. The
apparent accuracy of the 1569figures may however be deceptive.Zell prefers the 1557 estimates to those
made in a further census of 1563 [Zell, 1983). The Biddenden figure for 1557 is 600 communicants in
160 households. This would mean between 925 and 1000 persons, giving the household size between
5.78 and 6.25. These figures would appear very large even in comparison to the high end of Laslett's
range. The proportion of households to communicants is equally large for all parisheswhere figures are
given in 1557. This could be due to vague estimates, a different basis of estimation, or perhaps to the
effects of periods of high mortality in the Weald in the intervening years (in particular 1557-9 from burial
evidence). Because of the discrepancy of the figures, estimates of population have been calculated for
1557 and, where possible, 1569 for Biddenden and nearby Wealden parishes using scaling factors of both
60% and 65%. The lowest and highest figures obtained along with the mean for all totals are given here.
Household sizes have been calculated, where possible, using the lower figures for each date.
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No of

No of

Estimated

Min HH

Communicants

Households

Population

size

1557

1569

1557

1569

Low

High

Mean

1557

1569

Biddenden

600

545

160

180

840

1000

919

5.8

4.7

Benenden

600

547

-

148

840

1000

919

-

5.7

Bethersden

400

352

110

116

540

650

598

5.5

4.7

Cranbrook

1500

1908

-

384

2300

3180

2728

-

7.6

Frittenden

240

256

-

67

370

430

398

-

5.8

Goudburst

900

759

-

205

1170

1500

1331

-

Halden

260

226

60

63

380

430

390

6.7

5.6

Hawkhurst

800

680

190

1050

1330

1185

400

352

109

540

650

598

5.5

5.5

Headcorn

110

Marden

500

420

126

650

830

738

Rolvenden

360

-

103

600

575

-

5.3

Smaiden

400

550

305

470

66

650

495

-

7.1

Staplehurst

400

440

610

730

668

800

586

194

900

1330

1110

6.2

5.7

Tentenden

200

120

Table 3.1:

5.7

4.9
5.2

4.6

Number of communicants, population estimates and mean household size for Biddenden
and 13 other Wealden parishes based on the 1557 and 1569 counts. Number of households
is not given for all parishesin 1557.

At the end of the period studied a figure of 120 'families' is given in the 1663 description of parishes in
the Diocese of Canterbury, although no figure is given for number of communicants.Using the two mean
family size figures calculated above for 1569 this would give between 558 and 608 personsas the population of the parish. A considerabledecreasein population seemsto be indicated, something in the region of
two-thirds as many families as in 1569. Even with a somewhat higher number of persons per family this
would still represent a decrease. Although the 1569 figure may be more trustworthy as coming from a
censusrather than being an estimate, the,later figure probably does indicate some decrease(see below).
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Further figures are available from a petition made by "... the inhabitants of Biddenden" to parliament
in 1641 [Iazidng, 1862,181-2] and from the Compton Census,a counting of communicants, papists and
other non-conformists in 1674 [Whiteman, 1986]. These however are very suspect. The first gives
"... about 1200..." communicants, probably a deliberate overestimate to support the casefor a new minister being appointed to the parish. The figure may more closely reflect total population levels some years
earlier.
The second, although from an official ecclesiasticalcount, is dearly a very rough guessfrom the wording of the original return by the rector, Moses Lee. He states "... for the number of inhabitants in the parish aforesayd I conceive there cannot be lesse then 7 hundred..." [CCL: H/Z126]. This is taken by Whiteman as an example of "... what appearto be casualestimates..." and to be done "... in a slipshod or feckless way" [Whiteman, 1986,6,13]. Hasted, the Kent historian [Hosted, 1778-991gives a figure of 400
communicant in 1640 but from what source is not known. Using the sametwo scaling factors as above,
this would indicate between 615 and 667 as a population and is more in line with other mid-seventeenth
century estimates than the petition figure.
Other sources often used for population estimates in England are problematic for Kent. These are the
earlier sixteenth century taxation records from the reign of Henry VIII and the Hearth Tax assessments
(starting in 1662). The Henrican taxation were on land, goods or wages and thereforeprobably allow an
estimate of adult males. The Hearth Tax at best gives a list of all householdersand the number of hearths
for which they were assessed,including those who were determined to be non-chargeable because of
poverty, and so may be used for an estimate of number of households.For most parts of England the listings for these taxes are by parish, within hundreds (the next larger administrative division) but in Kent
hundreds are divided into 'boroughs' rather than parishes and there is no direct correspondencebetween
the two small divisions. Biddenden parish for the most part correspondsto the hundred of Barkley, but a
part of it is in the borough of Smithsditcb in Cranbrook hundred and Barkley Hundred does contain small
parts of other parishes. Because of this change may be measured between the two taxes and variation
within them examined, but there is no clear comparability with the figures from ecclesiastical sources
given above. Therefore they are of limited use in estimating parish populations in Kent.
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Aggregateanalysisof register data
It was mentioned above that the population of Biddenden probably increasedafter the 1560s before falling again to the 550-700 personsof the mid- seventeenthcentury. This indication is derived from a comparison of the movements of baptisms and fertility rates. The averagenumber of baptisms per year in the
decade following 1566 is 32, whereas that for the decade 1601-1610 is 39.8. Becauseas Schofield has
stated a constant birth rate cannot be assumed [Schofield, 1970] population cannot be derived from raw
baptisms. However, the fertility rate 1595-1609 was lower (275 births per 1000 women years) than that of
1566-75 (310 births) indicating that those baptisms would have come from a larger number of mothers
which suggestsa larger number of reproducing householdsas almost all of thesechildren were legitimate.
But it is unlikely that the population of Biddenden increased to the sameextent as did that of Kent as a
whole (probably by 52%, Zell, 1985a).
Zell estimates that any increase in population in the Weald during the late siiteenth century was less
than might be expected from natural increaseas seenin baptisms less burials. Natural increasein Biddenden from 1570-1600 was +360 which would be between 40% and 43% of the 1569 population estimates.
This would result in a population of between 1200 and 1270 approximating to about 250 households. It is
however unlikely that all of the people indicated by this natural increasewould have stayed in Biddenden.
Overall the number of baptisms recorded increasedthrough the 1570s and 1580s to again reach the levels of the 1540s and early 1550s. A further increasetook place from just before 1620 lasting until the
early 1630s. After this there is a steady decline which is probably increasingly exacerbated by underregistration during the 1640s and 1650s (fig 3.1). However the baptisms remain fairly steady at the 1650s
level until the end of the century. It is probable (see below) that much of the decline was due to continued
under-registration by separatistsrather than any real population change.
Burials of course are much more erratic than baptisms. In general there axemore baptisms than burials
before 1610 and more burials than baptisms thereafter (fig 3.1). The mortality crisis of the early 1550s,
was probably due to a severe influenza epidemic [Claris, 1977]. 'Ibis seems to have been followed by
further high death rates in 1557-8, seen elsewhere in the Weald, but masked in Biddenden by. possibly
connected,poor registration. After this them are no clear periods of high mortality until 1586 and 1588
when monthly burials more than doubled in February and March. Wrigley and Schofield attributb this
crisis to poor harvests but indicate that the south-east, including the Weald, seem to have been little

affectedin general[Wrigley, 1981).
Biddendensaw higher mortality againin late 1591 and in 1592 but this appearsto have been less
severethanin the 1580s.In generalBiddendenseemsto have beenrelativelyunaffectedby crisesin the
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Biddenden baptisms, marriages and burials: nine year moving averagesby harvest year
1541-1699.Baptisms are expressedas conceptions by harvest year.

mid 1590s in contrast to the national trend. The literal decimation of Cranbrook by plague in 1597-8 was
not repeated in Biddenden [Zell, 1985a]. The national crises of this period are usually said to have been
caused by poor harvestsleading to malnutrition and so to a high risk of infection. Clark quotes a contemporary ballad about the efforts of a poor woman of the Weald to save herself and her children from starvatioä [Clark, 1977). This was printed in 1594 and probably refers to the 1591-2 crisis which seems to have
hit several places in the Weald harder than the later dearth [Zell, 1985a]. The 1590swere still clearly hard
times however.
The worst years for Bildenden were yet to come. From 1611 the number of burials increased The
annual harvest year average for the decade 1610-19 was 42% higher than that for the previous decade.
Previously high mortality had been the result of short crises but from 1609 until 1616 burials exceeded
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baptisms for all but two years when the difference was very small. The number of baptisms fell slightly.
According to national data presentedby Wrigley and Schofield there was no general crisis at this time
[Wrigley, 1981) other than January 1616. After this baptisms rose and burials fell for a short period but
further high mortality began again in 1624 lasting this time until 1628, with burials always exceeding
baptisms. Again the pattern was not one of short term crises but of sustainedhigher burials.
Another brief period of recovery followed, punctuated by the crisis harvest year 1630-31. A further
crisis, this time severewith burials for harvest year 1638-39 totaling more than half the normal average.
Baptisms fell again and continued in deficit for most of the century. From this point it becomes difficult to
separateunder-registration due to growing separatismfrom actual population decline. Both were probably
contributory, but burials remained quite high until the 1670s which may indicate that much of the shortfall was due to ideological reasonsrather than demographic ones.
The trend of baptisms at most times followed that of marriages, as might be expected (fig 3.1). The low
numbers of marriages in Biddenden in the early 1580s and mid to late 1590s are greater than any fall in
baptisms indicating either delaying of marriage or emigration of young persons. Few marriages are
recorded from 1645 until the beginning of civil registration in 1653 and a further decline takes place after
1657. Thereafter the numbers remain fairly steady.As with baptisms the reasonsare probably connected
with beliefs rather than a lack of people. Apart from non-conformism, this period also saw a growth in the
number of clandestine marriages [Houlbrooke, 1984], creating a number of alternatives to church marriage.
The seasonalpattern of baptisms for most of the period follows that found in Wrigley and Schofield's
national data and common throughout north-west Europe at this time. The highest number of baptisms
tend to occur February to April indicating summer conceptions. The lowest are June to August (conception in autumn and early winter). This may appear to relate to the agricultural cycle but similar patterns
have been found in London [Wrigley, 1981] and the Biddenden data follows the national pattern despite
the late Wealden harvest (late August). It has been pointed out that although few summer births may have
been related to women's harvest work, summer conceptions led to birth in a cold, damp seasoncreating a
greater health risk. The March high seemsto back up the English tradition (found in literature and popular
songs)which relates haymaking to sexual activity, as this implies June conceptions.
As with baptisms a high proportion of burials also fall in the spring and this pattern again is common to
England and north-west Europe [Wrigley, 1981]. That this period is one of low mortality in MediterraneanEurope which seems to have a summer high shows the relationship of climate to disease. The low
is usually in summer, particularly July, but before 1610 there is also another low in Septemberor October
which appears to be the converse of the national picture. Such variation may be due to local variations in
climate. Nutrition is probably not important in short term variation. The dearth related mortality of the
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1590s is reflected in a greater spread of the high number of deathsthan the crises of 1586 and 1588which
show an upsurge of deathsin February and are probably due to epidemics.
Marriages also show seasonalvariation. Pre-Reformation ecclesiasticalprohibitions for Lent, Rogation
and Advent seemto have becomepart of secularculture as theseperiods are marked by a low number of
weddings, though to different degrees.Lent avoidancewas the strongestwith only one couple marrying in
March between 1540 and 1600. From 1600 until 1654 a further nine marriages took place in March, a
small proportion of weddings and these for the most part took place before Ash Wednesday or after an
early Easter. At this point, with civil ceremonies,March became one of the most popular months, possibly in a symbolic act of defiance to practices associatedwith the established church. March marriages
were however avoided in the 1660s and 1670s. The Rogation ban centering on May, was not strictly
adhered to and May was one of the most popular months for weddings from 1540 onwards. December
was mostly avoided, only small numbers of weddings taking place then through the period, but was more
popular than March. A further, wholly secular, low occurred in summer, particularly in August, presumably becauseharvest time was too busy wo±wise for weddings.
The timing of weddings was also connectedto the times of year at which servantsrenewed annual contracts [Wrigley, 1981]. This was becauseservants would have to work out their year before marrying.
Renewal took place at hiring fairs (Mayday, Michaelmas and Martinmas [Kussmaul, 19811)and Wrigley
and Schofield have discussedthe marriage peaks occurring at thesetimes. The Biddenden data, although
having many marriages in early summe; tends towards an October peak. The pattern observed matches
that given by the above authors for wood-pasture fanning areas in general, 44% April-July, 52%
October-November. This may have meant that servantsin such areaswere hired at two different times.
To study population movement finther, several demographic rates must be examined in more detail.
These will be considered in the light of similar studies and an attempt to build a rough model of demographic trends will be made.
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Demography
Crenshaw and others have stated that age at first marriage is one of the most significant indicators of
demographic trends given a fertility level not greatly affected by contraception [Crenshaw, 1989). A
woman who marries at age 20 will have 5 years more of her reproductive period within her married life
than a woman marrying at 25. She therefore has the potential to produce more children than the latter
woman, (were they both to live throughout their reproductive years). The figure may also indicate at what
age it was possible for most people to marry, given the need to inherit, to learn skills and to accumulate
capital, as well as cultural expectations. Much attention has been drawn to the connection between lower
ages of marriage and the spread of rural manufacturing [Levine, 1976]. In Biddenden cloth manufacture
was already well established by the time parochial registration beganand the period observedwas one in
which stagnation and decline, took place.
The mean age at first marriage for the whole period is 24 for women and 27 for men. The male age is
roughly comparable with Wrigley's figure for Colyton during a similar period, but the Biddenden figure
for women is much lower, even if the very high figure for the 1650s in Colyton are ignored. The Biddenden figures are also lower for women than Wrigley and Schofield's sample of twelve English parishes
1600-49 (26) but more comparablefor men (28). Levine gives a mean age for women of 24.5 for Terling,
Essex 1550-1624, a place which he describes as showing "... precocious modernity..." in economic structure (L.evine, 1977,120], while 28.5 for Shepshed,Leics in the early seventeenthcentury is said to belong
to "... the classic English peasantsociety" [Levine, 1987,76]. Biddenden figures clearly place it much
closer to Terling, although the economic aspectsof life were different in the two places. Teriing contained
a high proportion of labourers and is seen by Levine as more 'proletarian' than Shepsbed,and so more
'modem' [ibis].
Biddenden contained few agricultural labourers due to pastoral farming but a large proportion of the
population would have gained much of their livelihood through work associatedwith cloth manufactus+e.
Many of these could be seen as proto-industrial and general labourers,but a clear definition in such terms
is inadequateto describe the complex work practices (see below). The Teriing figure for men in the same
period is 25.9 years, lower than for Biddenden.
In Biddenden mean age at fast marriage for women before 1610 is 23 rising to 25 after that date. For
men the mean ages are 26 and 27.5 respectively. Marriages were taking place somewhat later on average
as time went on. Figures for Biddenden women axe higher than those given by Flandrin for French parishes throughout the sixteenth and early seventeenthcenturies although the average age of sixteenth century Biddenden brides was low by English standards (Flandrin, 1979]. Zell gives meansfor the sixteenth
century for Brenchley and Horsmonden of women 23.7 and men 25.3, and for Staplehurst, women 23.5
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and men 26.3. These are roughly comparablewith Biddenden and come from nearby parisheswith similar

economicpractises.
Examination by fifteen year cohorts confirms the trend seenbetween the sixteenth and seventeenthcenturies but allows the change to be more precisely located.

Table3.2:

COHORT

Men (no)

Women(no)

1566-1579

24.9(25)

22.5 (18)

1580-1594 26.1(22)

21.6 (38)

1595-1609 26.8(35)

24.0(37)

1610-1624

26.9 (50)

25.0 (54)

1625-1639 27.6 (28)

262 (61)

1640-1655 28.7 (20)

23.6(20)

Meanageat first marriagefor menandwomenby marriagecohort.

The sixteenth century agesare lowered somewhatby 'edgeeffect' as marriages of personsagedover 30
years are less likely to be known in the 1560s, 1570s and 1580sdue to the nature of the sample. However
an attempt has been made to trace all partners in earlier marriages back to a baptism between 1540 and
1566, thereby reducing this problem. To compensatefor this, percentagesfor the 'missing years' were
calculated for the 1595-1609 cohort and the earlier figures adjusted accordingly. This gave 27.0 for the
1566 cohort and 26.9 for the 1580 cohort for males, suggestingno real change from 1566 until 1625. For
women the adjusted figures are 24.2 for the 1566 cohort and 22.0 for the 1580 cohort so that the early
marriages of women in the later sixteenth century are still clear. Womens' ages rise during the thirty years
1610-1639, a period noted above as one of high mortality implying difficult times, and then fall back
again. Male ages rise also but not until 1625-39 and then continue to rise in contrast to the women. This
implies that the crises of the 1610s and 1620s had someimpact on marriage formation, but that the effect
differed for men and women.
Despite adjustment, the 1580 cobort continues to indicate that women married early at this time. From
decadal cohort figures for the 1580s and 1590s for women marrying under 25 years, the proportion marrying under 20 was higher (65%) in the 1580s than in the 1590s (32%) which more closely mirrored the
1570s (23%). Although 'edge effect' cannot be discounted,its significance is less for women below 25 at
this time as most will have been traced to a baptism. Therefore the drop seems to be located in the 1580s,
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a fairly prosperous period, again indicating that marriage age was related to economic factors but that
men and women were differently affected. Levine points to similar differences between changesin marriage age for men and women in seventeenthcentury Colyton, relating this to alteration in the opportunities for women in manufacturing [Levine, 1977). Expansionin cloth manufacturewould createmom work
in spinning for women.
As well as early or late marriage, another important component of early- modem population movement
was fertility. It was once thought that before the nineteenth century, fertility was `natural', that is
unchecked by any practice that might limit the number of children born to a woman during her fertile
years [Crenshaw, 1989]. Initial work by Louis Henry in France and Anthony Wrigley in England did
much to demolish this idea [Henry, 1958; Wrigley, 1966] and it is now recognisedthat the combination
of marriage age and fertility are the major factors in population change,and of far greater importance than
mortality. From this a tendency has come about to refer to the situation as one of `homeostasis', the
adjustment of the causal factors to maintain but not increasepopulation levels. There is a clear element of
writing history backwards. Smith bolsters this type of argumentby imagining the early modem European
village as "... an isolated-enough environment to maintain idiosyncratic demographic nouns" [Smith,
1978,33). The sins of functionalism, repented by anthropology, are in danger of being visited upon history. To be fair to Smith, however, he does suggestthat homeostasismay be an empirical pattern rather
than an explanation.
There is little analysis of the reasonsbehind restricted fertility in the original paper by Wrigley, but
Levine has re-examined the Colyton data and suggestedposibilities. Levine relates changes in fertility
and marriage patterns to the nature of production in four villages and argues for the importance of the
demand for labour [Levine, 1977]. Stripp, in an ecological study of the Forest of Arden in the late sixteenth and seventeenthcenturies shows the difference in behaviour of wealthier and poor families [Stripp,
19783 and the relationship of population trends to resourceswhich were or could be made available. Both
suggest interpretations which ate useful in regard to the situation in Biddenden (see below).
Two measures of fertility have been calculated for the Biddenden data. The numbers of caseswhich
can be used are fewer than with marriage calculations becausethe criteria for selection are more rigorous.
The methods are those outlined by Wrigley [Wrigley, 19661.
The intervals between births of children to the same mother are one measure of fertility. The mean
interval between births one to four is generally given as it shows the fmquency of births in the early and
middle years of childbearing but leaves out the more erratic fast birth. A rise in the final birth interval has

beenusedto indicatethepractisingof family limitation [ibid].
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Biddenden

1566

1580

1595

1610

1625

no of cases

(17)

(26)

(21)

(22)

(24)

birth 1-4

28.4

291

283

253

24.7

final birth

34.0

30.0

39.7

36.8

271

Arden
birth 1-4

Table 3.3:

1575-99

1600-24

31.9

27.7

162549
27.8

Comparative birth interval data (months) for Biddenden and Aiden.

The cohort 1640-1654 was not examined due to the very small size of the sampleand uncertaintiesdue
to under-registration of baptisms. There is no large increase in final birth intervals indicating that deliberate family limitation within marriage was not being practised. As with marriages the main change in
earlier births seems to occur in the 1610 cohort, the period covering the first prolonged crisis with the
mean interval falling from 28 to 25 months which indicates that children were being born more frequently
in this period. A reduction in mean birth interval is also found by Slipp during the Arden crisis years
1600-24 [Stripp, 1978]. As the main reason for the length of birth intervals was the contraceptive effects
of breast-feeding, the death of infants would halt this allowing normal fertility to be resumed more
rapidly. Agnes, wife of John Goddard bore ten children in the thirteen years between marriage in 1625
and her death in 1638. Her seventhto ninth children all died very soon after birth and the two birth intervals Were only fourteen months, twelve months and fifteen months. Similarly rapid replacement is found
among the numerous children of Elizabeth and John Fuller (married 1627).
A secondmeasure is age specific marital fertility, which can only be calculated where the mothers age
is known, thereby excluding many of the families used for birth interval data. Results are presented by
age group of mother for two periods, before and after 1610 and give the number of children born per 1000
women years lived married in that age band. The small numbersinvolved resulted in erratic figures when
examined in the-fifteen year cohorts used above. The rate is followed by the total number of years at risk
in that age group.
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Age group

Table 3.2:

1566-1609

1610-1639

15-24

352

(233)

381

(226)

25-29

336

(256)

374

(262)

30-34

306

(242)

268

(2S4)

35-39

250

(208)

208

(212)

40-44

171

(175)

108

(167)

Age specific marital fertility. Figures in brackets give total number of years at risk for the
age group.

Women below 30 had lower fertility in the pre-crisis period than after 1610. The reverse is true for
older women. When plotted as a graph (fig 3.2) the pre-1610 figures produce a convex curve which is
generally thought to indicate more or less natural fertility [Stripp, 1978]. The later figures however give a
more concave curve which Wrigley considered might indicate family limitation. Slipp, however, has
argued that poorly-nourished women may exhibit low fertility and so produce a similar curve [Wrigley,
1966]. The Biddenden birth intervals do not indicate deliberate family limitation and therefore the Skipp
hypothesis seems more likely. Between 1580 and 1625 the mean size of closed families (where the burial
of at least one partner is recorded) was in the range 3.6 - 3.8 children but after 1625 it fell to 3.0 children.
Mean child-bearing span was 12 years in 1595-1609 and rose to 13 years 1610-1624 but fell to only 9
years in 1625-39. The indications are that for somereason the prolonged crisis of the late 1620s had more
severeeffects than its precursor of 1609-16.
As fertility appears to have been affected by the period of prolonged crises, particularly after 1625,
mortality should also be examined. Wrigley has noted the difficulty of estimating adult mortality from
parish register data. Because of migration it is very difficult to gain any idea of the numbers of adults in
any age group at risk of dying [Wrigley, 1968]. However some idea of general mortality can be gained
by calculating infant and child mortality. Wrigley devised fairly simple rules for estimating the number of
children from a cohort wbo remain "in observation" as time progressesand these rules have allowed
mortality rates for children aged 0-1,1

10 to be calculated for Biddenden. Survivors from
-5 and 51000 births have been given to aid comparison with standardlife-tables.
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Age specific marital fertility 1566-1609 and 1610-1639.

1566

in obs

buried

rau/1000

survivors

0-1

433

55

127.0

1000

1-5

373

34

91.2

8730

5-10

296

12

40.5

7818
7413

1580
0-1

603

108

179.1

1000

1-5

484

45

93.0

8209

5-10

381

12

31.5

7279

84

AD."

6964
1595
0-1

593

105

177.1

1000

1-5

476

31

65.1

8229

5-10

390

20

51.3

7578

7065
1610
0-1

631

110

174.3

1000

1-5

507

65

128.2

8257

5-10

381

31

81.4

6975

6161
1625
0-1

620

104

167.7

1000

0-5

504

76

150.8

8323

5-10

355

19

53.5

6815
6280

1640

0-1

406

37

91.9

1000

1-5

363

51

140.5

9081

5-10

259

11

42.5

7676
7251

Table 3.5:

Child mortality - 15 year cohorts

The two crisis periods yet again stand out, having the lowest child survival rates at age ten although
infant mortality is less severe in 1625-1639 than it was in the 1580s.The crisis periods suffer by the combination of high infant mortality matched by high rates at ages 1 to 5, and for the 1610 cohort at ages 5 to
10 also. The very low figure after 1640 for infant mortality is suspectand may be due to poor recording.
The existence of prolonged crises in the 1610s and 1620s is therefore indicated not only by excessesof
burials over baptisms but also by reduced fertility among women over 30, high child mortality and closer
birth intervals perhaps due to loss of infants. One obvious question is why did older women appear to
suffer reduced fertility at this time when younger ones were more fertile?
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So far no attempt has been made to discriminate by status or occupation. To allow this, mean age at
first marriage was calculated for couples where the husband was given one of four status/occupation
descriptions during his life. These four are yeoman, clothier, husbandmanand weaver. The figures are
given for thesegroups before and after 1610, the later period correspondingto period of crises.

Before1610
male

wife

Yeoman

26.4 (14)

19.3 (7)

Clothier

24.6(16)

20.3(9)

Weaver

23.4 (7)

22.7 (6)

Husbandman 28.5 (6)

25.2(6)

After 1610
Yeoman

27.4 (14)

23.5 (10)

Clothier

27.5 (18)

23.2 (14)

Weaver

25.6 (7)

23.2 (6)

Husbandman 27.1(11)

Table 3.6:

25.0 (8)

Age at first marriage by occupation and period for men and wives. Number of cases in
brackets.

Before 1610, husbandmen appearto have married at a higher age than both the overall mean and those
in the other groups. After this date the figure is close to the overall mean and to that of the yeomen and
clothiers. In both periods, husbandmen's wives were substantially older than those in the other groups.
Like their husbandsthey were older than the mean before 1610 and close to the mean in the later period.
The ages of yeomen and clothier's wives before and after 1610, and those of the weavers in the later
period are all lower than the overall means. These low female agesindicate that those not included in the
table, such as trades and craftsmen (other than weavers) and labourers, may, like the busbandmen, have
married older women.
Apart from weavers, figures for males we all remarkably similar after 1610, with ages close to the
overall mean. Weavers are the earliest marrying men in both periods, indicating that such work provided
enough income to enable marriage. Before 1610 the greater variation is between both groups in cloth
manufacture, who married early, and the farmers who married late. The main change is in the clothing
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groupswheretheagerisesabout3 yearsafter1610.Most men appearto havemarriedwomensome2-4
yearstheirjunior, resemblingtheoverallpattern.
If the men outside of these groups, probably mostly of lower status, did like busbandmenmarry older
females here perhaps is the first clue to the explanation of reduced fertility in older women. Poorer men
married older women who were then most likely to be under-nourishedin periods of hardship. Weavers
however continued to marry quite young women. Thosedescribedas weavers were probably the men who
could continue to carry out their trade despite depressionsin cloth manufacture.They may also have been
a group likely to marry women who could gain an income spinning wooL In times of hardship thosewho
may have gained by-employment from cloth manufactureto supplementtheir small farming operationsor
labouring would have beenhit hardest.

Furtherindicationof this is found in other measures.
Becauseof the smell numberswhich meet the
requirements for these calculations the groups were combined in two ways. Yeomen and clothiers
together representthe wealthier men in Biddenden. Weaversand husbandmencan be considereda poorer
group who might be at a disadvantagein hard times, although as suggestedabove there may be variation
between them. Clothiers and weavers are combined to representfamilies for whom cloth manufacturewas
an important sourceof income and yeomen and husbandmento form a group largely involved in farming.

yeo/cloth

weav/husb

clothing

farming

before1610

3.7

3.4

3.7

3.2

after1610

5.2

2.8

3.7

3.5

marriagespan

23.7

18.1

20.0

21.2

closed family

Table3.7:

Closedfamily sizeby periodandmeanmarriagespanby status/occupation.

Wealthier men tended to have larger families than poorer ones after 1610. This would indicate either
higher mortality of poorer wives (which would fit with the marriage duration figure) or lower fertility and
perhapsresulted from a combination of these factors. Others, such as Slipp, have noted the tendency for
poorer people to have smaller families -[Slipp, 1978] especially when conditions were difficult These
figures are far f MM conclusive. There are problems with the status and occupation designations and the
samplesare small especially for age at first marriage. But they suggesta possible explanation of the fertility curve and therefore of the effects of the crises.
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Despite the high child mortality rates, which indicate that just over 60% of children born would reach
age 10 and despite the reduced fertility of older women, the potential for continued population increase
existed, though not at sixteenth century rates. But it appearsthat there were fewer households and people
in Biddenden by 1660 than there had been in 1570. The explanation is obviously that the surplus people
were leaving and that in-migration was not making up the shortfall. As noted above, the natural increase
shown by the Weald in the sixteenth century does not appear to have resulted in the sameproportion of
growth. Further understanding of these phenomena requires some explanation of the way in which the
people of Biddenden and the Weald made a living.
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Farming
Although other means of malting a living were important in Biddenden, most people gained at least some
of their income or subsistencefrom farming. The size of enterprisesvaried, though none were very large.
Some people describe themselves or are described by others as yeoman or husbandman.These are terms
applied to persons pinning a farm, depending on the size and wealth of the establishment. Others though
described as clothiers or craftsmen also ran farms. Some had no farm as such but kept a few milk cows
and pigs. These could be describedas cottagers, though they are usually known by their trade.
Soils in part of the Weald where Biddenden lies are heavy clays, difficult to plough and not particularly
fertile without constant marling. Farming was therefore mainly pastoral, particularly concentrating on the
raising of beef cattle. Arable acreagestend to be small, even on fairly wealthy farms. The main crops
were wheat and oats, the latter providing animal feed as well as being consumed by humans. Fields were
small and usually enclosed with hedges,shaws or post and rail fences.There had never been open fields
of the classic medieval type in this area. The history of woodland intake and the nature of the land and its
exploitation meant a patchwork of small fields with a fair amount of uncleared woodland remaining.
Wood was also a crop, some being coppiced and managed, but some also being felled. Probably about
one quarter to one third of the land in the parish was woodland.

Table 3.8:

cattle

invs

sheep

invs

All

6.0

(108)

27.6

(76)

Before 1610

6.1

(64)

24.1

(38)

From 1610

6.0

(44)

31.0

(38)

Averagenumberof beef cattleand sheepper farm wherekept Numberof inventoriesin
brackets.

Some cattle were locally bred, although there does not seemto be a very high number of bulls in inventories, but many were bought from drovers having been bred in Wales, Scotland or the north. This is clear
from inventories and probate accounts, with references to deals with Welshmen for cattle and the use of
such terms as Northems and Country for cattle. Although some cattle were kept for at least part of the
year in the parish, some substantial farmers owned or leased land down on Romney Marsh and fattened
their cattle on the rich pastures there. The cattle could be sold and slaughteredlocally, for meat and a few
clearly were, but others would be driven to the towns for We and most would go to the large and ever
expanding market of London. Although the number of beef cattle on farms raising them does not change
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beforeand after 1610,thereappearsto be a decrease
in thenumberof farmskeepingthem.
Most people leaving probate inventories kept one or more milk cattle for domestic consumption and
production. Widows are sometimes left 'kine' in wills by their husbands.This may have beenbecausethe
processing of milk products in the dairy, and possibly the marketing of butter and cheesewas a female
specialisation. The keeping of the animals is however sometimes to be carried out by a son, though this
may reflect the age of the widow rather than her gender. A few farms have bulls, though as stated above
breeding cattle was probably much less significant than fattening. A fair number of farms had oxen, usually in pairs and often described by 'couple'. These were primarily kept for ploughing, as the thick, heavy
clay was not suitable for horse ploughs. Indeed it was reported in the nineteenth century that several couple of oxen might be neededto draw a plough in the Weald, and these animals were used until the twentieth century for this purpose [Chalklin, 19653.
Sheepwere also raised in the parish and on the Marsh, both for meat and for wool Only a few farmers
had large flocks of sheep and this form of stock raising seems to have been less important than cattle,
especially in the sixteenth century. The number of sheep kept does rise slightly by the seventeenthcentury. There was a ready market for wool locally becauseof cloth manufacture. Dealing in sheepseems to
have taken place with Downland farmers as well as local ones, from the description of Thomas Woolsey's
trip to Chilham fair [KAO: QM/SB156]. Sheep, like cattle might be classified by age and sex but fewer
terms were used. There is no evidence of sheepbeing milked. One inventory contains references to sheep
which were 'put out to halves'. This appearsto have been a form of animal sharecropping,where one person provides the animals and the other keeps and breeds from them, the increase being divided half to
each. As the flocks of Wealden farmer were not usually large, this may have allowed larger flocks to have

beengatheredfor pasturingat certaintimes.
Many people kept a small number of horses. These would have been for riding, pack-horses and some
for drawing carts. Becauseof the poor state of Wealden roads, the pack-horse was a major method of carrying goods, particularly wool and cloth. Although some carts were horse drawn, others as with ploughs
may have used oxen, especially for drawing timber. Given numerous referencesto colts, horses seem to
have been mainly bred by their owners.
Pigs were kept by many of those with inventories, including those with no significant fanning activity.
It appears to have been quite important in subsistenceterms to keep at least one pig. Inventories and a
census type list indicate that even in a town like Canterbury this was true. Pigs provided bacon, which
could be salted and smoked to give meat for at least some meals throughout the year. Poultry also appear
to have been widely kept, and wills use the phrase `about the house' indicating that they were not divided
in terms of space from humans, which does seemto be true of other livestock. Ducks and geeseare found
in someinventories, Wealden farms and hamlets often having a pond. A few inventories and wills refer to
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bees and honey but these may not have beencommon.
Crops were mainly wheat and oats, many farmers having a few acres of each. Average acreagesof
wheat and oats on farms growing these crops were as follows, the number of inventories in each case is
given in brackets:

Oats

invs

wheat

invs

All

3.9

(29)

3.1

(36)

Before 1610

3.2

(17)

2.7

(22)

From 1610

4.8

(12)

3.6

(14)

Oats were generally valued at approximately two thirds as much as wheat in inventories, this probably
reflecting the general ratio of prices. Wheat was probably the preferred human food com, but the staple
was probably mixed wheat and oat flour, known as 'masIin', from which bread could be made. A certain
amount of the oat crop would be malted as many inventories contain referencesto 'oaten malt' in storage.
Barley and rye were grown but much more rarely as were beans and peas. Fruit was grown in orchards
but may have been for domestic consumption and cider, unlike the marketing oriented fruit growing of
north Kent. A few inventories contain referencesto hops or hop growing equipment. This crop was certainly expanding in the Weald but nowhere near its importance in later centuries.
Zell's study of inventories for the easternWeald in the sixteenth century, indicate that Biddenden had
about the same percentageof land devoted to wheat growing (48%) as the other twelve parishes, but more
than average given over to oats (52%) [Zell, 19831.Average summer sown acreagesseem to be smaller
than most of the other parishes but winter ones were similar. He estimatesthat at least twice as much land
would have been pasture as was used for growing arablecrops in most of the sample parishes, including
Biddenden. My own figures are in rough agreementwith Zens for before 1610, but indicate higher mean
acreagesfor both crops after 1610, (probably on fewer farms), with a slight trend towards more oats. This
may indicate fewer, larger farms and a slight shift from subsistencecrop growing (wheat).
The arable crops would have beengrown mainly for home consumption and local marketing, especially
sales to landless households. Oats may however have been traded further afield [Challdin, 1965,174). It
is likely that some of Biddenden's wheat would have been imported from the large arable farming area of
the downs. Little can be clearly said about buying and selling com other than on a local basis from the
available sources. The organisation of arable cultivation would have required few people beyond housebold labour, except perhaps at harvest. Therefore there would have been considerably less demand for
agricultural wage labourers than in other area [Chalklin, 1965]. Not all farms seem to have possessed
ploughs or ploughteams (oxen) according to inventory evidence. Those which did so tended to be the
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larger, more prosperousestablishments, and it is likely that both equipment and animals would have been
hired out to farms lacking these resources.Whether the hiring would have included specialist labour is
uncertain. Most farms do appear to have had one or two harrows and many people posessedhandtools
that could be used for small scalecultivation and gardensas well as for labouring work.

Cloth manufacture
With agriculture, work involved in cloth making was probably the main source of livelihood for most
householdsin Biddenden. The work was of several types and was organised by a division of labour based
on capital, sex and to someextent age.
Clothiers organised the production and sold the finished product. In many casesthey also owned all of
the raw materials for production. They required a substantial amount of capital to buy large quantities of
wool and dying stuffs. Other expenseswere payments to those carrying out the various manufacturing
processesand carriage to point of sale (usually London). The scale of operations seems to have varied,
although evidence is uncertain and not simply comparable.The total values given to clothiers inventories
varied between £918 and £13, with a mean of £153 and most being under £100. Some of this variation
probably reflects the state of the individual operation at time of death rather than any real difference in
size. However, several of the most wealthy persons operating as clothiers are not representedby inventories, as they used the Prerogative Court of Canterbury for which none survive.
Most clothiers had a 'wodchouse' where wool and cloth could be dyed and a `tenter', a set of hurdles
for drying and stretching cloth. Wool could be bought from local farmers, from Downland farms, from
Romney Marsh farms and from urban dealers. Dyes were mainly bought in London, although local
sources may have supplied some of the less exotic materials such as woad and copperas. A further
expense would have been wood fuel for heating the vats, but a certain amount may have been obtained
from the clothier's own woodland.
The organisation of weaving is not always clear from the sources.Most weavers certainly owned their
looms, sometimes more than one, some leaving them in wills. From debt information, some weavers
worked with wool owned by a clothier, while others appear to have purchased their own raw materials
and sold the woven cloth to a clothier. Looms were a relatively expensive item for most of their owners,
and were often set up in a separateroom known as the `shop'. All Biddenden weavers appear to have
been male, but the system of training and age at which a boy or youth might start to weave is not known.
As a number of clothiers also did some weaving, it is difficult to draw a clear distinction in some cases,
and a few people calling themselves weavers may have been small-scale clothiers.
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Spinningwool was generallya femaleskill andseemsto have beencarriedout in many households,
including those with no other involvement in cloth manufacture. Like weavers,many spinners worked on
wool supplied by a clothier, but others seemto have bought raw fleecewool themselves.Most households
with spinning wheels also had cards and stockards.Thesewere blocks of wood with metal spikes used for
combing out fleece wool before spinning. Carding, as the process was known, might be performed by the
spinner, but seems to have been a task particularly associatedwith children. A slight tendency for these
activities to be associatedwith poverty may reflect the probability that such work was the chief livelihood
of many widows and their children.
Other skills needed or associatedwith cloth manufacture were canlmaking and shearing cloth. There
seem to have been a number of cardmakers in Biddenden, along with the necessarywiredrawers who
made the metal wire for the cards. Some woolcards and stockards would have been sold locally, though
others appear to have been sold at local fails. It is interesting that a seriesof disturbancesappearto have
taken place among cardmakers in Biddenden in 1597. Perhaps this may have been due to an overabundance of people working at the trade, although this was a period of prosperity for cloth making. The trade
seems to have been of fairly low status, and may have required little skill or capital and given little
income. The quantities that cards were produced in seemsstaggering and it must be assumed that they
were both disposable and cheap. Sheremen seem to have been fewer in number. They were one of the
skilled trades involved in the processesof 'finishing' the cloth. Sometimesshearing may have been carried out in the clothier's workhouse. The fulling of cloth seemsnot to have beencarried out in Biddenden
at this period, but cloth was taken to mills elsewhere,such as the western Weald or Medway valley for this
process.Cloth is sometimes referred to as `thicked' or fulled, and occasionally is said to be at the fullers.
In general, cloth manufacture was a domestic industry, few if any clothiers containing all processesin
their own premises, and most organising production on a `putting out' basis. The relationship of weavers
and spinners to clothiers seemsto have beenimportant and maintained through time. Clothiers sometimes
leave bequests to their spinners, weavers and women

in wills. It was said that every cloth produced

provided work for about 45 people, indicating the numberswho might derive part of their living from the
manufacture [Chalklin, 1965,120]. Another source maintains that each cloth gave 50s to the poor in
income [Furley, 1874,481]. The poor in this case includes spinners, weavers and thickers. The same
document also indicates bow dependent many people in this areawere upon cloth manufacture for a living in this area of poor agriculture and densepopulation.
Ilan, the said places in the said county where clothing is commonly used, is to populous, that the soil
thereof is not able by any increase thereof to maintain and And the one-half of the inhabitants, except
clothing be maintained (ibid. 481-2].

It wassaid "... decaytheclothing,and thepeopledecay" and that becauseof depression"... daily idlenessand poverty greatlyincreaseth"[ibid]. Of coursesuchstatementsmadein supportof protectionist
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legislation by clothiers or those representingtheir interests, are liable to be exaggerated.The relationship
between population and resources was probably fairly accurate.The high population could never be sustained by their small tenementsand farms on poor soil.
Cloth manufacture probably began in the Weald in the fourteenth century, some early clothiers and
weavers may have been migrants from the continent (some local names such as Allard and Ricard may
reflect French origins). It was well established by the sixteenth century, and is generally seen as one of the
main reasons'for the relatively high population density of the area. Trade in cloth was subject to
numerous disruptions and difficult periods. Recovery from an earlier depressionhad been made by the
1560s and things continued well with manufacture probably at its height 1600-1630 [Chalklin, 1965].
There were however two periods of depressionduring this time. In 1614-16 when Alderman Cockayne's
project to reorganise London's export trade failed and led to much cloth lying unsold in the capital's
warehouses.It is said that up to 2000 clothworkers may have left Kent to work on the continent as a result
of this slump.
A further depression occurred in 1622. More problematic however was the slump of 1630-1, from
which the manufacture may never have really recovered. There were said to be problems selling cloth in
the 1630s [Cbalklin, 1965). Reasons for this were most likely a combination of increased local production and rising import tarifs in the main overseasmarkets, combined with political turmoil and conflict at
home and wars in Europe in the 1640s and 1650s.Decline may have also beenpartly due to the decreasing demand for heavy broadcloth, and high labour costs, the latter perhaps exacerbatedby decline in the
number of skilled workers due to migration and emigration. The manufacture continued on a reduced
scale throughout the seventeenthcentury in Biddenden and the Weald. By 1724 Defoe could say that the
trade was "... quite decayed and scarce ten clothiers left in all the county" [Defoe, 1971,132). In 1683
the rector of Biddenden had said that the parish was "... not so populous now as formerly when the clothing trade there flourished" [Woodruff 1895,184). At Benenden in 1673 there was said to be "... great
and general poverty in respect of the decay of the wadeof clothmaking within the said parish... " [Chalklin, 1965,120].
The periods of depression in the early seventeenthcentury roughly correspond with the demographic
crises noted above. Although demand for cloth often recovered, the process of out-migration following a
slump would have reduced the skilled population available locally, making full recovery more difficult
A combination of poor harvests leading to food shortage, epidemics and reduced opportunities of work
for both men and women could combine to create very hard conditions. Zell seeslandless families being
particularly badly hit as "... only the combination of farming with manufacturing or a trade could guarantee economic survival for many Wealden families. " [Zell, 1983,217-81.
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Iron
During the sixteenth century the Weald becamean important centre for the manufacture of iron. The blast
furnace was introduced into Sussex and several furnaces and forges were set up in the Weald of Sussex,
Surrey and Kent, with the narrow valleys being damned to provide water power for furnace bellows and
forge hammers.Usually a furnace and forge were built separatelybut not too far apart.The woodland provided wood for charcoal and iron ore was found easily on the High Weald. The Weald manufacture was
most prosperous in the late sixteenth century, with the demand for armamentsfor wars and the majority
of English ironworks were located there until the mid seventeenthcentury when South Wales and the
Midlands took over [Chalk-tin 1965].
A forge was set up in Biddenden, close to the boundary with Cranbrook parish, at the cost and instigation of the Baker family of nearby Sissinghurst. The forge wasprobably built in the 1580sor early 1590s.
Several traces of the establishment remain and have been partially excavated. At some time a furnace

seemsto havebeenbuilt nearby.
Setting up a furnace took considerable capital, and running costs could be high as ore and charcoal
were expensive. On the other hand profits were often very high as well. Few people needed to be
employed, it is generally thought that a furnace and forge would need about seven skilled men. Just
before the tam of the seventeenthcentury, Elias Bluatt, a hammerman moved to Biddenden with his large
family. He came from Hawkhurst where the Bakers had another ironworks, and Bluatt probably had previously been employed there. A decade or so later Anthony Pullen also came from Hawkhurst to work at
the hammer, along with Bluatt, marrying one of the tatter's daughters. Bluatts' son Steven also worked at
the Biddenden forge when be grew up. Although apparently closely connected by kinship, the ironworkers also married into other local families engagedin cloth making and farming. From their inventories the
hammer workers appearto have had a reasonable standard of living, comparable with more prosperous
husbandmen and other skilled trades. The Bakers appear to have leased the enterprise and by the mid
seventeenthcentury it was in the hands of a group of local small gentry.
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Landholding
Land in Biddenden,as in most of theWealdwasheldlargelyin smallfreeholdfarms.A proportionof the
land belongedto the estatesof gentryfamilies,in particularthe Maynes(formerly of Biddenden,laterof
Lynton), theBakersof Sissinghurstin Cranbrook,and in theseventeenth
centurythe Hendenfamily who
hada residencein theparishbut wereoften absent.Zell estimatesthat the Maynefamily ownedabout8%
of the landin Biddendenin thelate sixteenthcenturyleasingto a numberof tenants[Zell, 1985b).There
wasclearlyno majorlandlord.
Although it is clear that most landowners were not in the same league as those aforementioned, it is
difficult to calculate the size of their properties. Most of Mayne's 18 tenants leased small farms of
between 20 and 40 acres [PRO: C142/693 No26]. Only two tenants,Josias Selyard and John Bridge were
renting substantial amounts (100 acreseach); both were men of somemeans, owning land themselvesand
probably involved in sub-leasing. As the enterprises were small, none left estate records as might be
found for a larger landowning family. The main evidence on landholding comes from wills, which rarely
give the size of a property bequeathed.Zell estimates average farm sizes from a combination of crop
acreage and number of livestock in probate inventories [ibid]. For Biddenden this approximates to an
average farm of 32.4 acres.

From thewills it is clearthat amongtheyeomenand smallgentryliving in Biddenden,it wascommon
to find landownedin a numberof small estatesin morethanone parish.Someownedno landin Biddenden at all, but had farmselsewherewhich they leasedout. Most howeverseemto have had a 'capital
messuage'or main estatewhich they farmedthemselves.Otherland would be leasedto otherfarmers,
both in Biddendenand elsewhere.It seemshoweverthat a farmermight well notown all of theland that
he farmed,but rent part of it from someoneelse.Thosewith all of their landsoutsideof Biddenden,
would rent a farm within the parish. Land was also owned or rented in Romney Marsh by
for cattlerearing.
yeomen/graziers
Somefarmersweretenantsonly, not owning anyland in the parishor elsewhereand evenwealthyBarnardRandolphrentedhis main estateat Birchley [PRC28/14/530).Most small craftworkersand labourerswould haverenteda cottageandperhapsa closeor two, for cropsanda cow. The poorestmight live in
one of the parish `poor houses',individual dwellingsratherthan the morerecentstyle workhouse,and
therewasprobablya certainamountof 'squatting'(seechapter5, housing).
Why was the landholding situation in Biddenden and the Kent Weald in general so complex? The reasons seem to come from several strands in the history of the area. Firstly, the prevelant custom of inheritance was gavelkind. This was a form of partible inheritance where land was divided between sons, or
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failing sons, between the sonsof daughters. Although the greater landowners in Kent
were ceasing to use
this pattern of property transmission by this period, it was general among the smaller freeholders into the
seventeenthcentury. Wills could be used to modify the pattern of inheritance, but the tendency was for
more than one son to inherit land, if not all sons. This would mean over time, that farms might be divided
and redivided into smaller and smaller units and eventually becomeunworkable. While cloth manufacture
provided extra work, this situation may have been feasible. Such work not only allowed landlesspeople
to make a living in the parish, but also the land poor. There is no evidenceof farms being jointly worked,
or profits shared by siblings when one worked the land, though Chalklin has evidence of joint ownership
elsewherein Kent [Chalklin, 1965].
Other solutions, relate to the secondrelevant historical practise, the land market. Some of the inheriting
siblings could sell their land to people other than a brother, using the profit to set up in business or buy
other land. Such buyers may not be resident in the sameplace as the land lay. Conversely to this scattering of landowning at inheritance, land might also be gathered by one landowner for children to inherit.
Wishing to leave farms to several children, a man might purchase extra estatesduring his lifetime, in
order to leave one to each of them at his death. Thesewould be purchasedfrom other landowners, local or
otherwise, some perhapsselling off their own landed inheritance.
Further reasons for the complexity of landholding can be sought in the nature of farming and the history of settlement in the Weald. The area was late in being cleared and settled. It was still thick forest during the late Roman Empire (C3-4 AD) and clearanceprobably did not really get under way until the early
medieval period. Some of the cleared areas, locally known as 'dens' were considered part of manors
located outside of the Weald, and may have originated in pannagerights for manorial swine in the forest.
Others were individual entrepreneurial clearances,carving out small freehold farms for occupation or
leasing. The manorial intakes were probably similar in character if different in tenure, small farms let for
profit or given to younger sons. Because of the nature of the soil, farming was chiefly pastoral, which
meant small, enclosed fields, little needfor extra labour and a tendency for small farms. This would lead
to a situation where there was little need to develop large contiguous tracts of farmland as an estate,as
was important in crop raising areas.One person could quite easily own several of these farms, working
one and leasing the others.

To all this mustbe addedtheeffectsovertime of inheritanceby and throughdaughters,taking landinto
otherfamilies,often not local, as heiresses,
as mothersof heirsand throughdowriesand settlements.The
small pastoralfarms,throughaffinal inheritanceor sale,might be heldby personsresidentelsewhere,and
thoseliving in Biddendenmight hold landin otherplaces.
Despitevariousmechanisms
wherebyit might be avoided,landwasat timesdivided into smallparcels
below the sizeof a viable farm. Biddendenfarmersmight have to rent extra land locally to makeup a
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viable unit. Other reasons for leasing might be becausea larger farm was thought to be necessary,to
obtain particular types of land, soil or situation, or becausethe farmer held his land elsewhere but had
other reasons for wishing to reside in Biddenden. Another effect of the land being held in small parcels
was that a wholly tenant farmer might rent from more than one landlord. This was rarely the case with
labourers and cottagerswhose tenementwould be very small.

Work
It is rarelypossibleto talk of peoplehavingsingleoccupationsin Biddenden.The majorityof inhabitants
Work wasorganisedfor
would havegainedtheir livelihood by exploitinga rangeof skills and resources.
the mostpart on a householdbasis,with divisionsof labourby genderandage.Sourcestend to be organisedon the basisof, and give most informationabout,the householder,
usuallya marriedmale,occasionfew
ally a widow, on a
occasionsa nevermarriedadult.
Adult male householdersin Biddenden, were occupied for the most part in farming and cloth manufacture. A few worked at general tradessuch as blacksmithing or carpentry, or at the iron forge but theseusually farmed as well, though sometimeson a very small scale. Some householderswere fully occupied in
farming, but most clothiers had some farming interests as well as their manufacturing concerns. They are
often better described as yeomen/clothiers. For thesepeople the farms were worked for profit as well as
subsistence, and a man describing himself as a clothier can be seen dealing in timber, corn and cattle.
Some other tradesmenhad sizable farms (on the local scale)besidestheir craft manufacture or retail outlet
but many had smaller establishments, more comparable to those calling themselves `husbandman' if
mainly a farmer. In many cases it is difficult to say which was the more important activity in terms of
time and capital.

Somefarmswerevery smalland unlikely to haveprovidedsubsistence
for a household.Thesewere not
all run alongsidecraft manufacture,
their incomeswith casuallabour.
and thehouseholders
supplemented
Sucha personwasJohnDay, describedin his will as 'husbandman'yet appearingin the churchwardens
accountsworking as a casualhandymanand labourerfor theparish.No extraskills would be neededfor
this kind of work; mendingfencesandbuildings,ditchingand diggingwereall part andparcelof a small
farmersworkload.A few men gainedmost or all of their livelihood by day labour. Thesewere termed
'labourer' in the sourcesand heldvery little if anyland, perhapsenoughfor a cow, poultry and a pig plus
In timesof hardshipsmall farmersmayhaveno longerbeenableto rent
perhapsa gardenfor vegetables.
land. This would explainwhy somemenappearas 'husbandman'in one sourceand 'labourer' in another.
A numberof peoplewould havehadnothingbut their tradeor labourto live by. It wastheselattergroups,
labourers,the landlessandthe landpoor who hadmost to fearin timesof depression,shortagesand trade
slumps.They were also worstaffectedby life coursefluctuationsin ability to cope,suchas periodswith
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many small children or old age. Although unemployment certainly existed, it was probably less of a problem than underemployment.
Most adult women performed a combination of housework, domestic production, childcare and those
farming jobs seen as suitable for females. General housework consisted of cleaning, cooking, washing
utensils and clothes, and somewhat shaded into the area of domestic production. Baking might be done
for home consumption, but may also have involved production for sale. The samewas true of dairy work
(cheese and butter making) and brewing, and perhaps also salting bacon. Probate inventories for evermarried males have implements for baking in about 50% of cases, for dairying in 44% of casesand for
brewing in 27% of cases.Such items are much less likely to be found in the inventories of widows and
may indicate that older women were less likely to undertake thesetypes of work, perhaps giving imple-

mentsaway.

Spinning%
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Percentages
of inventoriesof ever-marriedmaleswith spinningtools

Other areas of production were more clearly aimed at goods for sale or produced on an outwork basis.
As stated above, wool was spun by women, and most households contain one or more trendies for spinning wool. Some also worked at spinning linen as well as or instead of wool, though this activity seems
to have been limited to more prosperous householdswhereaswool spinning was very widespread. During
the period wool spinning does appear to have declined. Linen spinning is first found in inventories of
1580 and was much more common in the seventeenthcentury, though subject to the status bias noted
above. Wool spinners also did, or organised the carding of the wool they spun, probably having their
small children or servantsdo this lesspleasant task.

Womenprobablyalso had someagriculturalwork assignedto them,especiallythat taking placenear
thehousesuchas feedinglivestockin the closeor outbuildings,and gardening.In moresubstantialhouseholdswomenalsopreparedcordialsand medicinesby meansof a still. It is not knownhow far the wives
of tradesmenand craftsmenworked with their husbandsat aspectsof their trades.Alongsideall this,
womenwere also responsiblefor the careof small children,as well as doing otherwork to producearticles for homeuse such as sewing linen and someclothes and embroidery.The overriding elementto
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women's work was that it was based around the house, although women were in no way enclosed as in
Islamic societies.
Young men and women, most of whom would have been servants, probably did similar work to their
elders, but often the less skilled and more laborious elements.They were in training to become farmers,
tradesmen and housewives (a term implying a wider range of work than in modern Western society) and
had to learn the appropriate skills. It is likely that children worked at home or occasionally in service from
an early age, perhaps five years old. Though some received at least rudimentary training in reading, this
would not have taken up a great deal of time and there were many household tasks which a child could
usefully perform (see discussion of childrens work and service in [Macfarlane, 19701).
So far work has beendiscussedas if it all took place within the parish, if not within the house and farm.
Many adults would have travelled to local markets regularly, to buy and to sell. This would have involved
both men and women as both had products to sell (corn, cattle, butter, cheese)and to buy (other agricultural goods, manufactured goods). Clothiers would have gone to London occasionally to sell cloth and to
buy dyestuffs. Some men worked outside the parish as well as locally. In particular, men in the building
trades, carpenters,masons.bricklayers, would travel to the building site to work, staying in that area if to
distant to return home easily. Tradesmen might also travel to sell their goods, such as the Tenterden
shoemaker who had found a market for shoes in Biddenden after church on Sunday (EcCX5.9,f 51]. For
some people, work might involve much longer term migration, sometimes with the result that couples
were forced to live apart. More detail can be found concerning such problems in the section entitled
'Migration' below.

Status and Wealth
It is difficult, perhapsimpossible,to disentanglestatusand wealthin early modemsociety.The rangeof
both canbe seen,from beggarsto aristocrats,from nothingto greatwealth.Biddendenhad no majorlandlord and for most of the periodno residentmajorgentry,The Maynefamily, previouslyresident,seemto
haveleft in the late 1560sand no othercounty gentryfamily becamepermanentlyestablisheduntil the
Hendensmovedto Biddendenin thelate 1620s.The Hendensseemto haveplayedonly a limited part in
parishsociety,at leastbefore 1660,so that the rangeof wealthand statusfoundin Biddendenwasnarrow
in comparisonto thoselocalitieswith a residentaristocraticor major gentrylandlord.
Biddenden'sgentryrarelyoperatedoutsideof theparochiallevel, a few having urbaninterestsand pursuingstatusthere,but noneholdingcountylevel office. Thosestyling themselves"gentleman" on some
occasions,wereon othersreferredto as"'yeoman" or "clothier". Claims to gentrystatusweremadeby
wealthiermen in the parish,distinguishingthemselvestherebyfrom other farmersor clothiers.They
might be from families who had lived in Biddendenfor many years such as Robert Drayner, or
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newcomerssuch as ThomasMilles. Exactly what theseclaims consistedof is uncertain,beyondselfdescriptionand encouragingothersto apply the descriptor.A few of thesemen usedgenealogyto aid
their claims,gainingan entryin heralds'pedigreelists for the county.Theboundarybetweenlocal gentry
and otherwealthymendoesnot appearto havebeentoodistinct.In anycasea man'sstatuswasto some
extentrelativeto that of whoeverviewedhim. In a religioussurveyof 1663,referredto Sir JohnHenden
as "... the only personof quality in the parish..." [LambethMS1126]. The view from Lambethmight
differ considerablyfrom that of theRandolphs,DraynersandSeliardsin Biddenden.
Yeomanwas a term that implied two things, major occupationand status.It was used by and for
wealthierfarmers,someof whom may at timeshaveoperatedas clothiersas well. Smallerfarmerswere
styled "husbandman"but thereis no clear division betweenthetwo terms.On average,however,yeoUncertaintywould be more likely amongthe lesswealthyof those
men are wealthierthan husbandmen.
describingthemselvesas yeomenand moreprosperoushusbandmen.
As wealth might vary during the
life-course,so might designation;ThomasHall of Wye,who marriedBiddendenyeoman'sdaughterMargaretRamsdenwasstyled"husbandman"whenhe marriedand "gentleman" in later life (from marriage
licencesof Hall andhis children).
Trade descriptions were often used but probably have little status significance in themselves. They
could be applied to persons of a range of wealth. Fairly prosperous Jervis Ramsden [PRCIO/11/1] and
poor Henry Lynsey of Tenterden [EcCX2.2, f405] were both describedas shoemakers.Clothiers could be
wealthy, like Steven Igulden [PRC28/12f201) or little better off than weavers [PRC10R5/332], although
most were of at least moderate means. Some trades, such as weaving, generally implied little wealth or
status. The ancillary tradesof cloth manufacture, such as shearing and cardmaking were of similar status.
Significant wealth depended on land, either owned or leased and land was the best form of security in
difficult times when a trade like weaving would be subject to declining demand. Because wealth and
status were related, land could provide the basis of a higher statusfor a tradesman than might have been
possible by a trade alone.

The division betweenhusbandman
and labourerwasas blurted as that betweenyeomanand husbandfor differentreasons.A labourerwasa man who workedfor anotherfor wages,usuallyby the
day. During slackseasons
or in difficult times,a small farmermight contractas a labourer.Othershowman,

ever might have little land to cultivateand thereforelive mostlyby hiring out their labour. Whentimes
were very hard, small farmersand tradesmenmight fall below subsistenceand becomepart of "the
poor
Thepoor are difficult to defineasa group.They includeelderlypeople(otherthan thosewith wealth),
orphanedchildren,the sick and disabledand widows with no or insufficientmeansto live. Suchpeople
claimedrelief from the parish, usually for extendedperiods. When clothmaking sufferedone of its
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frequent depressions or prices were high, others -

poor farmers, tradesmenand labourers - might have
to ask for help. The wealthier could survive financial difficulty when the poorer might be tipped into

poverty. For some the situation may have become more desperatestill. John Foster had a son baptised at
Biddenden in 1594; the register describeshim as "... late of Frittenden & now vagrant..." [Bidd PR 1594].
Women usually took their status from men - fathers, husbands, brothers. Whereas a man might be
identified by a status or occupational description, married women are generally known as "wife or' plus
their husband's name and descriptor. Pre-adult personsare usually identified as "son" or "daughter" of
their father (often even if he is dead) or as "servant of" their master.In most cases,then statusreflected
household power relations. Two groups of women maintained a separateidentity. These were unmarried
adult women, particularly those whose father was dead, who were often styled "singlewoman",

and

widows.
Social mobility was possible but only within limits. No complete scale of wealth can be given because
of the nature of available documents. But examining the position of certain personsamong the elite relative to others in surviving tax assessmentsindicates some change over time. Roger Pattenson, a young
in-migrant was relatively less wealthy in 1598, than he and his son were in 1628 [PRO:E179/127/516 and
128/608]. Pattenson, like several others, probably had a farm but made his wealth from operating as a
clothier. Such entrepreneurswould have started with some means in order to set up with a reasonable
farm and have resourcesto organise cloth making and sale. Labourers never became yeomen or clothiers
but clothiers of moderatemeanscould become wealthy ones. As has been said above, for husbandmenthe
processcould operate in the reversedirection in times of hardship,forcing them to rely on day labouring.
The degree of inequality within a parish may vary. Terling appearsto have been more sharply divided
than Biddenden [Wrightson, 1979). There were yeoman farmers and tradesmen,but many "proletarianised" wage earners whereasin Biddenden those totally dependent on wages appear to have been fewer.
However, Biddenden cannot be constructed as an egalitarian society such as anthropologists claim to have
found in Spanish villages [Adams, 1971; Brandes, 1975; Freeman, 1970]. Neither do its institutions
appear to have been egalitarian [Davis, 1977]. 'lire parish was riven with inequalities, as were others in
the Weald, but the relations involved were complex and groups ill-defined. The elite who controlled parish office and most local resourcescould be constructed as a class in opposition to those who could not
exercise such power. This group however can only be seen as united in certain aspects of life, in other
respects they were divided and at times in conflict. The expectations and probably the aspirations of
members of the elite group differed. The Randolphs had urban interests as well as rural ones and their
males attended university, while the horizons of the Beales were more local.

Interestsamongthe wealthierand poorermight relateto their occupationsas much as to divisionsof
status.For instance,thereis morevariationin maleagesat first marriagein the sixteenthcenturybetween
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thoseinvolvedin clothmakingand in farmingthanbetweenwealthierandpoorergroups.
It is therefore important to recognise the complexity of relations of wealth and status at this period.
Wrightson points out that "... it becomes difficult to describe English society in this period as either a
vertically aligned hierarchy or a class society." [Wrightson, 1986,1981. The importance of inequality in
Biddenden and the Weald, or for that matter in England in general is, however, clear. Contemporaries
regarded it as one of the basic structuring factors of everyday life, whether they supported or opposed it
[Perkins, 1970; Winstanly, 19731.
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Power
Power rested on age, gender, wealth and status. Within the household the father had authority over his
wife, all children and all servants. His wife had power over children and servants but was still subject to
the authority of her husband.A widow was not under the authority of her husband and so had a degree of
autonomy denied to both married and single women. Women appearto have remained in a dependantposition vis a vis beads of household (men and widows) if they did not many. Men on the other hand could
attain the status of household bead even if they never married. In most casesservanthoodwas a temporary
and transitional phase, the final period of childhood and continuing to resembleit.
Outside of the household, power resided partly in control of resources to which other might need
access.Such power relations were those of landlord and tenant, employer and worker, creditor and debtor.
These were relations of a contractual nature in part, though there are indications that to see them in
wholly material terms would be too simplistic (see chapter 4, willmaking). Such power relations were
premised on one of the parties having accessto the required resources and therefore usually, though not
always, involved inequality of wealth. It is unlikely, however, that all power relations involving material
resourceswould be one way. Employers or middle-men, such as clothiers, neededpeople to perform tasks
for them as much as the workers needed the employment. Because of in-migration workers might be
replaced, but Chalklin seesone of the reasons for the decline in cloth manufacturing in the Weald as
being shortage of skilled labour due to out-migration [Chalklin, 1965). There may have been some freedom as to which person such workers contractedthemselvesto.
A further location of power was in local office-bolding. The most important parish offices were at all
times in the hands of a fairly small elite group. This group consisted of householders, usually married
and aged over 30 years, who largely overlapped in personnel with the group controlling material
resources.The three most important offices were those of churchwarden,constable of the hundred (almost
but not quite coterminous with the parish) and overseer of the poor. Two churchwardens and two
overseers served each year and one constable. Churchwardensat least were said to be elected or chosen
by `the parishioners' but by what method is uncertain.
Every year at Easter, when the next pair of churchwardens(onenew and one sitting) took up office, the
former office-holders would present a written account of the parish finances for the past year in a special
book [KAO: P26/5/1]. This account was examined and passedby other parishioners who then signed or
made their mark at the end. Those becoming churchwarden at some time in their lives and those signing
the accountsare the samepeople. Levine and Wrightson refer to the establishment in Teriing, Essex of a
"select vestry", an elite group who controlled formal parochial power, during the seventeenth century
[Levine, 1979]. At Biddenden such a group had no formal existence, so far as can be known, during this
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period but existed all the same in an informal manner and had done since the late sixteenth century, if not
earlier. All churchwardens and constableswere chosen from this group, and all of those overseersof the
poor whose namesare known.
Churchwardens were supposedto be responsible for the fabric and upkeep of the church. Part of their
power seemsto have rested in their ability to give small contracts to craftsmen and labourers in the parish
to undertake this work. Beyond this however, they were also responsible for 'presenting' a list of
offenders to the church courts, twice a year. They therefore stood betweenthe gossip and rumour of parishioners and the exposure of misdemeanours through presentmentto the court and public penance. In
doing this, they can be seen as providing a gate between two types of knowledge, informal rumour and
formal 'proven' offence. In the reverse direction they could be viewed as providing one channel through
which the changing ideologies of state religion were made apparent to the majority of people. The church
in turn may have seen them as 'spies' on the behaviour of parishioners. The importance given to these
aspectsdepends upon whether the church courts are viewed as essentially regulatory or as arenas for the
pursuit of local disagreements.
The office of constable seemsto have been much more the case of acting as a local representative of
state power. Constables collected county rates and national taxes, and were responsible for bringing
wrongdoers to the county sessionsand gaol This appearsto have been done on the initiative of justices
and county officials, a situation contrasting to the church courts.
Overseers of the poor controlled the distribution of parish relief, collected by meansof a rate, to those
in need either in the long term or through temporary problems. Long term recipients included poor
widows, elderly people and the permanently disabled [KAO: Ovs a/cs]. Other people might find themselves in need of help due to sickness or injury, and Wales has shown the relationship of relief to the lifecourse of poorer families [Wales, 1984]. The overseersalso controlled the apprenticing of poor children,
the letting of parish poor houses and the granting of permission to poor people to settle in the parish.
Therefore they not only had power over a sizable number of people living in Biddenden, but also over
who might or might not live there.
All of these offices allowed holders to exercise particular types of power over other parishioners. They
were clearly open to abuse by their holders, as in the case of Roger Pattenson as constable
[KAO: QM/SI/1602,/44/1] and John Taylor, churchwarden (EcCX5.9, f551. They were equally open to
challenge as well as verbal and physical abuse from non-holders [EcCX4.5, f39; X9.9, f126; X6.7, f236;
KAO: QM/SB/227]. Some researchers,writing of local power in this period, have identified groups of
'godly' people who tried to impose their views about behaviour upon their neighbours through use of
such institutions as the church courts. If such a group existed at Biddenden, it was contained within the
overall structure of power rather than forming it or challenging it.
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One parish office open to a wider cross-sectionof men in Biddenden than those discussedabove, was
that of sidesman.The four sidesmen for each year actedas deputies for the churchwardens.All were adult
men and seem to have been chosen, two from the elite group, two from among other, lower status, parishioners. They would undertake some of the less pleasant, possibly dangerous, aspectsof parish work
such as searching alehousesfor those absent from church [EcCX4.3, f97]. They also seem to have had
some part in presenting offenders to the church courts [EcCX4.3, f98], but were probably less significant
in this than churchwardens.Although many sidesmenwere of lower statusthan the parish elite, they were
drawn from the middle ranks of parishioners and never from the lowest statusandpoorest.

The ministerin somewayshad considerablepower,not only in a spiritual,but in a secularsense.He
couldpresentoffendersto thechurchcourts,certify their conformityto its regulations,writein supportof
parishionersand also hadthe potentialto influencebeliefsandideasthroughhis ministry and preaching.
The office washoweverdoubleedged.Althoughministerswere automaticallypowerfulpeoplein a parish, they do not seemto have always been consideredfull members of the local elite in all respects.Their
actions had in some ways to be guarded. Many of those chosen to value goods for a probate inventory
were from the elite group but John Whetcombe minister noted on one inventory that although he had written it he "... do never meddle with any prizinnge" [PRC10/41/81]. Ministers could themselves be the subjects of presentmentsto the church courts for allegedinfringements of correct ritual such as not wearing a
surplice or saying the wrong words at a ceremony [EcCX2.2, f54; X2.4, f49]. They and their wives were
also popular targets for abuse (EcCX9.9, f45]. Theseinstances illustrate the ambiguous position of the
minister, powerful but subject to sanctions, of but yet not part of the local elite.
All of the types of power outlined above, from relations within the household to parish office-holding
had a formal quality, supported by legislation and other ideological statement.There were however areas
of informal power. One such areawas the evaluation of reputation. This operatedat many levels, through
gossip and rumour, through verbal and symbolic statements and through the formal operations of the
church courts. Several practices shall be examined in respect to their connection with reputation and shall
be drawn together in a discussion of reputation, power and status in the final chapter. Therefore no more
shall be said here on this subject.
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Religion
A great deal had been written about religion in early modem England. It was after all the period in which
Protestantism triumphed, Puritanism emerged and exhorted, and non-conformism took root. Much interest has been shown in `the Godly', small groups, usually forming a local elite, who tried by influence
or imposition to change the behaviour of their neighbours. Levine and Wrightson at Terling found such a
group, Josselin speaksof himself as a member of one and Collinson has identified one at Cranbrook, near
Biddenden [Collinson, 1983; Levine, 1979; Macfarlane, 1970). Clark identifies Biddenden as one of the
centres of Wealden non-conformity by 1583 but the evidence is slender [Clark, 1977). The minister at
that time, John Whetcombe did not incline strongly towards Puritanism. He was presentedseveral times
in the 1580s for not wearing the surplice and also failing to catechise [eg EcCX2.4, f49 and f326). He
complained that "... parents and masters would not send children to catachism..." and the churchwardens
found that he did not "... either weareth the surples nor yet refusethe yt... " [EcOc2.4,1326 and f422]. He
was a pluralist, holding the benefice of nearby Sandhurstfrom 1583 which was served by a curate. His
very individualistic will preamble mentions the "... adopted and chosenchildren in that holye and spirituall Jerusalem" (PRC17/59/190]. Whetcombe seemsto have walked the samecareful line in religion that
he did in his social relations (see above). His will may be somewhatmisleading, it was probably written
by his Puritan curate, Nathaniel Ely.
Whetcombe was succeededas rector by Dr John Bancroft, later Bishop of Oxford, an absenteewho
appears to have visited the parish infrequently, perhaps once each year at Easter. Nathaniel Ely, schoolmaster, preacher and son of the late Puritan vicar of Tenterden continued as curate until he died in 1615.
He was the first in a successionof curates which lasteduntil the appointment of GeorgeWilde as rector in
1641. At this time a petition to parliament was sent by "... the parishioners..." asking for the removal of
the new minister (George Wilde) and blaming recent out-migration on "... scandalous and offensive

" [Lading, 1862,181-2].Wilde wasremovedin 1645andlater ministeredto a Royalistcongrecurates...
gation in London beforebeing madeBishop of Deny at the restoration(Matthews,1948]. His political
thependulumswungtoo far the other
and religiousadherences
areclear.However,with his replacement
way. William Horner,rectorduringthecommonwealth
periodappearsto havebeenveryunpopular.
From 1605 until 1613, presentments were made (presumably by the churchwardens)complaining about
the distribution of bread, cheese and beer at Easter in the parish church (e. g. EcCX4.8, f150]. Both
Whetcombe and Bancroft were presented becauseof this ceremony. Both the ceremony itself and the
"disorder"

were complained of, though nothing appearsto have been done by the courts. In 1641 the

lands which supported the "Bread and Cheese" charity were leasedby the parish (in other words the elite
group) to George Wilde [KAO: P26/5/1]. During the tenure of his unpopular successor,William Homer,
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these lands became one of several points of dispute between the parish and the rector. Homer tried to
claim them as his right, along with the glebe, but the parish disputed this claim [P26/5/1]. Homer took his
case to the Committee of Kent in 1647, but they found in favour of the parish. He then tried the "Committee of Plundered Ministers" in 1648 and 1649, apparently with little success.The "Bread and Cheese
Lands" invaded by Homer and damaged in 1647, were refenced at parish expense.The churchwardens'
accountsdetail the process and also the purchasesand baking for the charitable dole. The once criticised
ceremony had been taken under the auspices of the parish elite andwas now seenas a cherishedcustom.
A certain number of presentmentswere made to the church courts concerning drunkenessand sabbathbrealdng, as well as those mentioned concerning church ritual and ceremonies,but there does not appear
to be an identifiable group of 'godly' people as at Cranbrook [Collinson, 1983]. These concerns may be
characteristic of certain aspects of contemporary culture, adopted into a repertoire of offences which
could be used against individuals. This is not to imply that persons of strong Puritan sentiment did not
exist in Biddenden, but that ideas concerning the regulation of personal behaviour could provide ammunition for accusations for a much wider public. Spufford has criticised the conflation of Puritan beliefs with
the regulation of behaviour, demonstrating that similar types of accusationswere made in the thirteenth
century to some of those seen as evidence of 'godly' movements [Spufford, 19851.
Biddenden, like the rest of the Weald could be described as strongly Protestant, with a tradition of
dissent going back to the early sixteenth century andbefore [Clark, 1977). The weaknessof the church in
Biddenden, especially after Whetcombe's death in 1609, may have contributed to the establishment of
more radical forms of religion than Presbyterianism.Manorial authority was weak in the Weald and radicalism appearsto be have been stronger in wood-pasture areassuch as the Weald, particularly where there
was manufacturing on a large scale. Chalklin quotes the Weald being seen as "... the receptacle of all
schism and rebellion" [Wa1klin, 1965,228). He seesthe frequent contacts of clothiers with London as
important for the spread of radical ideas. Everitt stressesthe importance of the scatteredpattern of settlement and the size of parishes [Everitt, 1970).
A further factor could have been the higher than averagelevel of literacy that might be found among
small tradesmensuch as weavers and clothworkers. It is difficult to judge educational standardsfrom the
signing of names as has often been done. Reading may have been consideredmore important than writing
by many people. As it was the earliest literacy skill acquired many'may have left school to work before
learning to write (Wrightson, 1982]. These probably included the children of middle and lower status
who attendedwhat Clark calls "petty schools" such as that kept by widow Mary Chalker in Biddenden
before 1628 [Clark, 1977; PRC17/67/222]. Few weavers signed their wills but six weavers, and a number
of poorer tradesmen owned bibles or testaments. There was an idea, popular amongst religious radicals,
that each person should read and interpret the bible personally [Hill, 1975). Such a concept may have
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motivated Ambrose Igulden when he walked out of Biddenden church as the Litany was read "... and sate
in the churchyard turning his bible" [EcCX6.8, Q02J.
Schools not only taught literacy skills, but on occasionsmay have provided vehicles for the dissemination of religious ideas contrary to those of the establishedchurch. In 1637 Richard Warren, master of Biddenden grammer school (where the sons of wealthier men were educated)was suspendedby Archbishop
Laud for expounding "the more controversial tracts of Puritan theology" rather than grammer [Clark,
1977]. Two years earlier a "Thomas Thomasius dictionary" had beenpurchased which Warnen "would
not suffer in his schole alleging that it was a blasphemusbooke, for the namesof heathengods were in it"
[KAO: Ch28/Al]. Warren's tenure was brief and he may have made only a limited impact. His history
was typical of the Laudian years,which seem to have provoked local opposition to the establishedchurch
as then was. Several families with Puritan connectionsemigrated to the American colonies at this time, in
part motivated by the religious situation. Churchwarden Henry Knight secured Warren's release from
Maidstone gaol and the school feoffees helped his family [KAO: Ch28/Al].
Radical religion seemsto have become increasingly popular in the commonwealth period. Previously
there had been few instances of dissident thought revealed in church court records compared to other
nearby parishes. Spufford, however, warns againstinterpreting a lack of presentmentson religious dissent
as implying that no such opinions were held in that parish [Spuffoid, 1974]. Parish officers may have
agreed with such views and therefore failed to bring them to the notice of the authorities. In neighbouring
parishes dissent was well established.Thomas Morten of Headcorn in 1625 was said to be "... one of
Turners consorts of Towne Sutton..." who were "... glad to be excommunicated out of the church, in
regard they never had any wale to it... " [EcCX6.7, f148). Thomas Johnsonof Tenterden in 1631 thought
that the established church had "... an unlawfull Worship... " containing things "... repugnant to the word
of God... "

while in 1635 William

Gennings of Bethersden was "... somewhat schismatically

affected...affirming our Church to bee noe church but a house of stone dedicated to superstition..."
[EcCX6.8, f129 and f268]. Simon Henden, a Ranter, lived at Benenden,was related to one of the leading
families of Tenterden and conducted a pamphlet war with Presbyteriansat home and in New England in
the 1650s [Chalklin, 1965; Haslewood, 1889). Henry Beane of Wittersham, south of Biddenden,
"... went about with a Peticion against Monarchy...", probably at or before the restoration [Lambeth
MS11261. Such opinions, along with those of the Ashford Brownists [Ec(Z3.16, fl 1) were accessiblefor
Biddenden people. By the 1640seven the local elite could sanction non-clergymen expounding scripture.
Becausethe cure was "unprovided" the churcbwardenspaid William Barrow, a victualler 4s to preach at
Biddenden church on two occasionsin 1645 [KAO: P26/5/1).
By the Compton Census of 1676 an estimated 11 to 13% of the population were said to be "Anabaptists most Brownists" [CCL: HZ26, Whiteman, 1986]. A later rector thought that "... all the vulgar sects
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aboutLondon..." wereto be foundin theparishand "... therearealsoeremainingsomeBrownists...". He
saw the dissent as caused by "... the ignorance and errour of their education..." rather than "... by their
own choice..." [Woodruff, 1895].
The number of dissenterswas probably greaterin the 1640sand 1650s than by 1676. In a religious survey of 1663 two-thirds of Biddenden's 120 households were said to be "Schismatiques & Fanaticks"
[Lambeth MS 1126]. Four radical preachers were named, all men of middling status by their trades and
hearth tax assessments[KAO: Q/RTh]. One, a fanner called JamesBlackmore also preached at Benenden.
Biddenden tailor George Hammond was thought to be the most influential of these men, preaching in
many Wealden parishes and the downiand scarp and referred to in the survey as "... the great Seducer..."
and "... the great poyson of theseparts. " At Lenham it was said he "... comes there sometymespreaching
and endeavours to drawe aside the weaker people, as weomen, etc." If the leaders were of middling
status, the nature of their followers is unsure. Contemporary critics stressedignorance and low status
when talking about such people and indeed many radicals identified with the poor, even if they were not

from their ranksthemselves[Hill, 1975].
Disaffection from the church might have many causes. Women appear to have composed part of
Hammond's audience. For them the old established church and the new Presbyterian one offered little,
but they may have found both a more active part and a chanceto make a symbolic protest in adherenceto
radical sects. The poor may have been attracted to a less hierarchical religion which was also disassociated from the hegemony of the parish elite. Not all of Hammond's followers were female and/or poor
however. Clothier Edward Young left him £10 in his will [PROB11/301/259]. Young's father had been
churchwarden and constable. Clearly inequalities of wealth and statusdo not explain all. It is possible that
generational difference, such as that found by Lison-Tolosana in twentieth century Aragon, may have had
some importance (Lison-Tolosana, 1983). Hammond and Young were in their 20s and 30s during the
interregnum, and it is probable that Blackmore and Moore (another preacher) were of a similar age.
Another dissenter, weaver William Knight, who left money to "the poore of the Church whereof I am a
member" was also in this age group [PROB11J243/18]. None of these explanations, status, gender and
generation can provide the sole motivation and others arepossible.
The religious situation was complex and constantly changing. It is difficult to disentangle Puritanism
from the use of ideas in general popular discourse, radical protests from general anti-clericalism. There
does not seem to be a concerted 'godly' movement, as at Cranbrook, although individual connections to
that group are known. The church courts do not reveal the same level of radicalism in Biddenden before
1638, that is seen elsewhere in the Weald. but silence cannot be interpreted as a clear negative. A small
number of wills written by the scrivener Henry Page in the first decade of the seventeenthcentury show
marked Calvinist tendencies and emigration in the 1630s may point in the same direction. Wilde was
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unpopular, at least with some, but so also was his replacement,Horner. Wealthy old clothier Henry Allard
supported the king [PRC27/12/46] but a younger clothier supported George Hammond. It is clear that
throughout the period, a number of competing ideologies were on offer and many factors may have
affected which one was chosen. Three, status, genderand generationhave beenhighlighted. A distinction
should be made between the promotion of religious ideas and the use of those ideas in popular discourse.
Moves against immoral conduct can be linked with Puritan conceptsbut could also be used as tools in the
contests played out in the church courts becauseof their referenceto much more deeply rooted concepts
of social order.

Stayers
andmovers
Measuring Migration
The population of Biddenden, like those of most early modem English parisheswas far from static. In his
classic study of Clayworth and Cogenhoe,Peter Laslett noted the high ratesof population turnover for the
two parishes [Laslett, 1963]. In the ten years between 1618 and 1628 in Cogenhoe, one quarter of the
households initially resident had left by the end of the period and almost a third of the later households
consisted of new in-migrants. 45% of thoseindividuals resident in 1618 had left by 1628 and 36% of the
1628 population were newcomers. Zell found that only 70% of householdsappearing in a communicants
listing of 1608 for Cranbrook, west of Biddenden, were present in a similar list made four years later
[Zell, 1985]. He, like Laslett, found the highest mobility among servantsand non-householders(probably
young people). As these calculations are based upon census type listings of households, comparable
statistics are not available for Biddenden; other measuresmust be used.
One n+equentlyused method is to look at 'reproducing surnames.' The number of new surnames
appearing in each decadeis expressedas a percentageof the total unique surnamesfor that period.
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Names

All names
New names

1570

1580

1590

1600

1610

1620

1630

1640

1650

136

154

168

160

164

173

164

146

110

-

72

65

44

51

48

48

24

23

47

39

28

31

28

29

16

21

% New names
surviving

-

82

103

116

113

125

116

122

87

% surviving

-

60

67

69

70

76

67

74

60

Table3.10: Reproducingsurnames
from baptisms

The high 'new' figures for the first decadesare probably the result of an 'edge effect'. This is because,
taking a generation to be 25-30 years, the parents having their first child baptised in the 1580s would be
considered 'new' whether or not they had been born in the parish as their baptisms would fall before the
starting date. The 1590s must be similarly affected but to a less degree. The first four decadesof the
seventeenthcentury show remarkable stability in the proportion of new names. The later decadesshow a
clear decline both in the overall number of namesand the proportion of new ones.This is probably due to
under-registration. As the drop in the proportion of new namesin the 1640s in much sharper than that in
the total number of namesrecorded, this may indicate that incoming families were less likely to have their
children baptised. If the surnamefigures could be taken to roughly equate to families, the steady 28-31%
for much of the early seventeenthcentury is similar to the rates of appearancefor households given for
Cogenhoe (1618-1628) by Laslett. They are however lower than those for new surnames given by Zell
(average 36%) from 1568 to 1608 for Staplehurst, a parish within five miles of Biddenden, with a similar
mix of farming and manufacture [Zell, 1985].
Caution must be used however, surnamesdo not equate to families and indicate only migration of those
either related (staying or leaving) or unrelated (arriving) through the male line as surnamespass in England from father to children. Another measure, which indicates willingness to settle in a parish is an
examination of the date of baptism of the earliest child in a family. For this purpose only `persisting'
families - those with three or more children have been analysed and the sample further restricted by
looking at the first child of a father, irrespective of how many marriages he had. Such a measure should
reflect the setting up of new householdsbetter than marriages as many of thosemarried in a parish did not
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live theresubsequently
andmanyotherscameto a parishaftermarriage.

%bapt

n

%incomers

1570

18

26

1575

20

39

-

1580

17

32

-

1585

15

32

1590

17

37

68

1595

13

23

78

1600

17

33

70

1605

20

45

49

1610

15

29

38

1615

22

50

60

1620

17

39

51

1625

18

39

69

1630

14

35

66

1635

17

34

62

1640

17

31

58

1645

12

20

30

1650

13

17

59

1655

10

13

69

Table3.11: First births in five yearbands.Thesecondcolumngivesthe numberof first birthsto 'perthis asa percentage
of all baptismsfor that five year
sisting' fathersandthe first expresses
band.The third columnis the percentage
of the fathersrepresented
who were not bornin
Biddenden.This figure is only given from 1590as earlierfathersaremuch lesslikely to
havebeentracedto a baptism.

Low figures for first births as a percentageof all births indicate that fewer new householdswere being
established at this time. Such seems to have been the case in the five years after 1585,1595,1610 and
1630. Higher figures would indicate a greater willingness to settle in Biddenden. However the percentages
are at no time very high. The decreasefrom 1645 is probably due to under-registration. Only some of the
crises recognisedabove from population studies appearto have had much affect on the establishment of
new households. The general hard times of the 1590scan be seen,as can the 1609-1616and 1630-1 crises
but the 1620s show an averagepercentage of first births. This period, coming after the difficulties of the
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1610s may have seen the establishment of new households replacing many lost through death and outmigration. Becauseit is at present impossible to build any picture which representsthose leaving the parish, only a very partial view can be given.
Males born outside of Biddenden appearto have composed between 50 and 70% of those settling at
most times, with notable decreasesafter 1605 and again after 1645, and increases after 1615,1625 and
1650. The 1615 and 1625 rises may be due to replacementafter probable out-migration whereasthe low
figures for 1605-15would indicate unwillingness to in-migrate in a time of difficulty.
Such figures can only give a very rough idea of geographic mobility. With no census it is not really
possible to have clear, quantifiable information. It is probable that crises associatedwith dearth, disease
and trade slumps had two types of influence on migration. Some existing households,plus many people
who might otherwise have settled in the parish would be likely to leave or to die. Such migration however
might leave vacant housing and a demand for workers which would increasewhen trade improved.

The Geographyand Timing of Mobility
One potential source of information concerning geographical moblilty can be found in the church court
depositions of evidence [EcCXIO and X11, several volumes]. At the head of each testimony, a brief
sketch of the life history of the witness is given in the form of a list of places where the person has lived
and for how long, along with their approximate age.This information must be treated with caution as the
ages and lengths of residence are approximate, not all movements may be recorded especially for older
people and those living most of their lives in their place of birth, and the sample is clearly biased towards
men and also againstpoor people. Of 37 caseswhere a description is given for personswho at some time
in their lives lived in Biddenden, only 6 are women and 16 are males described as clothiers or gentlemen
plus a minister and grammer school teacher. A Amber problem is that the witnesses were of different ages
when they gave evidence and so later movements of younger persons are not known. This is less of a
problem as I am interested in their arrival in and departure from a single place. A further restriction is that
only persons living in the diocese of Canterbury would be likely to be called before its courts to bear witness. Those moving outside of this area, for instance to London, or to other parts of Britain or overseas,
would perforce be excluded.
Bearing theselimitations in mind, something can still be deduced from these records of the geographical mobility of a tiny proportion of thosewho lived in Biddenden between 1562 and 1670. By subtracting
the periods of residencefrom the given ages,a very rough indication can be gained of when these people
moved to or from the parish. The six recorded women were all aged between 15 and 29 years when they
left Biddenden, but only 40% of the men fell into this age bracket. Seven of the 15 male leavers were
aged above 30 years. The rough age at arrival in Biddenden can be calculated for only three women and
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all fall into the same age group as the leavers. Of male arrivers, 10 out of 16 were between 15 and 30
years.
The women recorded as moving did so in their late teens and twenties, probably indicating that their
migrations were associatedwith service and marriage. It is likely, however that the older men in the sample would have had wives and perhaps daughterswho moved with them, but no later life migrant wives
we recorded, perhaps due to the small number of women included. Men seemmost likely to have moved
between 15 and 30 years (45%) but about a third of males were older than this when they migrated to or
from the parish. A smaller number of males moved before they were 15 years old. These probably
migrated with parents, were fostered in some way or went into service early. Assuming that the migration
of older men indicates the movement of their families (which cannot be assumedin all casesbut is probably safe for most), most migration seems to have takenplace when young people were in their late teens
and twenties, the period of service and establishment of householdsby marriage, with a smaller number
moving later in life (probably having also moved in the earlier phase) and a few moving as children.
Given that the majority of movement seemsto have taken place when people were in their teens and
twenties and that there is greater detail of the movements of younger people, the number of times that
people moved may perhaps be more easily seen from their records. Of the 21 witnessesaged less than 35,
43% are said to have moved only once, 38% twice and 14% more than twice. Only one of thesepersonsis
said to have remained in the parish of his birth. This was George Holland, an widowed husbandmanof
about 30 years old who lived with his old widowed aunt. George is recorded again later in life, at the age
of 63, when he is living in the neighbouring parish of Halden where he had moved some 13 years earlier
[EcCX10.18, f156 and X11.12,180]. He remarried two years after the first deposition and was married to
this wife and had three children under 15 years when he left Only one person in the complete sample,
John Igulden, a clothier of over 40 years of age in 1606 is said to have lived in Biddenden where he was
born all of his life, the description noting that he was educarus there, probably meaning school and
apprenticeship [EcCX11.9, f138-9). It is clear that most people probably lived in more than one place during their lives, with this movement taking place for most at service and marriage.
Where did these people come from and go to? There are 14 different birthplaces other than Biddenden
mentioned in these records, over one quarter of which are within 5 miles of the village. Of the rest, 4 are
within Kent and three in the easternpart of Sussex.The other 3 are in Devon, Suffolk and Staffordshire.
Of these two am a minister of Biddenden and a schoolmaster,both graduates. Other than birthplaces, it is
difficult to speak of origins and destinations, as several people moved more than once and some would
probably migrate again after the date of the deposition. In all of the cases,41 places arementioned at least
once as a former or current place of residence.Of these 17% arewithin five miles of the village and 50%
are within 10 miles. For those born in Biddenden, 17 other places of residence are recorded, three of
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which (18%) are within five miles of the village and 7 within 10 miles (41%). Obviously, becauseof the
context in which it was made,there is hardly any out-migration beyond the diocese of Canterbury visible.
The most popular single place of residencefor those in the sample (other than Biddenden) was Canterbury where six persons lived at some time, although only 3 of the 28 non-natal places are sizable towns,
the others being Dover (2 persons)and Faversham(1 person).
Some of thesemoves took place after a very short period of residence,Elizabeth Snode lived only three
weeks at Charing before moving to Little Chart and described a narrow parallelogram of moves from her
birthplace at Pluckley to little Chart covering about 30 miles total in the spaceof six years [EcCXI 1.19,
f130]. Her furthest destinations were within ten miles of her birthplace and Little Chart was little more
than a mile away. These moves were made during her twenties, and by the end of them she had married a
tanner. They are similar to the types of migration which Ann Kussmaul found among life-cycle servants
and probably reflect the sameprocess [Kussmaul, 1981]. John Downe, a contemporary of Elizabeth, and
of a similar age, seemsto have moved less. He left Biddenden, his birthplace for Woodchurch at about 18
years old, probably as a servant, and was still living there twelve years later as a farmer [EcCX11.16,
f251-2].

Two thirds of thoseresidentfor a knowntime at a locationotherthanthat of birth or at thetime of their
lived in that location for lessthanfive yearsandthreequartersfor lessthan ten years.
court appearance
Only half of these people had lived at their presentplace of residencefor less than ten years and one quarter had lived these for more than twenty years. This highlights the nature of migration during a persons
servant years, short term residence often in a number of places, as comparedto an adult pattern of longer
stays but not always in oneplace.
This sample is small and biased in several ways, but servesto indicate something about the timing and
locations of geographical mobility. Many, if not most people would move at least once in their lives, the
majority of such migration taking place in their Inc teens and twenties, the period of servanthood and
marriage. Many would then settle for a longer period in one of theselocations or at another place, perhaps
returning to their birthplace. Some would make further migrations later in life, probably with their fami.
lies. A small proportion of people would move from distant parts of England, but the majority of those
who lived at any time in Biddenden would originate from Kent (79% of this sample) and many from the
parish itself (50% of sample). Nothing can be learned from this data about migration out of the diocese
but it is clear that most of the observedmovement was fairly local in character.

After this generalexaminationof the nature of movementto and from Biddenden,severalaspects
shouldbeexaminedin moredetail.
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Service Migration
Becoming a servant or apprentice meant moving to a household where the young person would be employed in this capacity for an agreedperiod, usually between one and several years. For many of these
people this would entail moving from the parish of childhood residenceand perhaps birth and for some
several moves over a number of years would be entailed (as in the caseof Elizabeth Snode above). Some
would undertake part or perhaps all of their service in their home parish. Francis Allard, clothier, mentions two servants and three apprentices by name in his will [PROB11119/9]. The male servant, Simon
Moyse, is a 24 year old local man but the female servant,Ellen Soen, appearsnot to be local. Of the apprentices Amos Spencer may be local, John Heneker is not but settles as a clothier in Biddenden for the
rest of his life while Richard Stonard is probably from a Biddenden family. As can be seen in the caseof
John Heneker, this type of migration, although often temporary, could lead to longer term settlement in
the new place of residence. Women servants might also settle in their place of Service, as did Ann Norman, servant to the carrier Richard Drayner in 1603 (will of John Carpenter,PRC32139/49),who married
Thomas Stedman,blacksmith, three yearslater and lived in Biddenden until her death in 1653.
Most migration for service was probably within ten miles of the person's former home but some, especially to towns was over a longer distance. In some caseslonger distance movement may have worked
through a form of'

migration. This point cannot be proved, but several casesindicate possibilities in

this direction. Two men William Collins and Thomas Foster,moved from Burrish, Sussexto Benendenas
servants to Thomas Ersden, Foster the elder of the two arriving two years after Collins [EcCX. 10.12,
f114-5]. After a few years both men moved to Biddenden at roughly the same time. It is not known
whether or not they were kin and the 'chain' may be due to friendship. William appearsto have married
his former master's daughter, Joan, many years later but did not stay long in Biddenden after this, while
Thomas Foster lived the rest of his life in the parish and was followed by two sons, one daughter plus
grandchildren who stayed in Biddenden to establish families. Another instance, again more suggestive
than conclusive, is the employment of a servant named Edmund Brattle by John Beale whose mother,
Elizabeth Brattle shared the same surname and may have been kin. The Stowe brothers, Thomas and
Zachary, moved to Canterbury to serve apprenticeshipswithin a few years of one another, both later settling there as tradesmen [EcCX11.14,110 and X5.5, ß8].
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Marriage Migration
Although it was the custom in the early modem period, as today, to marry in the bride's parish, the location of the new home would in most casesbe the choice of the husband.Becauseof this many Biddenden
daughters left the parish after marriage and many wives were born elsewhere. Of 2163 daughters from
Biddenden, the marriages of 384 are known (18%). Such a figure seemsvery small, but 25 - 35% of the
daughters would have died during infancy and so never reachedan age at which they might consider marriage. On this basis between27 and 30% of surviving daughterscan be located to a marriage. Of the 384,
only 30% are known to have married men born in Biddenden. Not all of thesewomen stayed, in fact only
261 daughters are known to have become mothers and are therefore the maximum number of married
stayers (68% of married daughters). More of the `staying' daughters married locally born men (36%).
Further detail can be addedby examining the 384 daughtersas to marriage choice and migration.

stayers marryinsiders
leavers

94

25%

many outsiders 167

43%

marry insiders
many outsiders

20

5%

103

27%

384

100%

Table3.12: Marriagesof daughtersanalysisedby originsof husbandand futureresidence.

(3early there was a preference for husbands born outside of Biddenden, even by women who stayed.
Although the outsider figure may be artificially inflated due to men bom pre-register or not recorded during one of the poor registration periods of the 1550s and 1560s,the figure is still large when allowance is
made for these. After 1600 there would be a declining number of 'unregistered' men. So if 'staying'
daughters marrying between 1600 and 1639 are examined, 58% are still found to many outsiders. That a
significant number of women married men who had come to settle in Biddenden says something about
male migration and marriage. Not being born in Biddenden does not mean that a person came to the parish as a young adult, after service. He or she could have come to the parish with an in-migrating parent as
did Hugh Higgins the younger or Rowland Brushwood's numerous offspring. Others may have arrived as
a widow or widower like Anthony Pullen the hammennan or Joyce Reader who became Roger
Pattenson's second wife. But many of these incoming men did arrive at or after service (see story of Thomas Foster above). Marriage to a local daughter may have been helpful in getting themselves established.
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Marriage in a bilateral system creates kinship. Kinship can be used for contacts and obligations. A
classic caseis probably the marriages of three of William Boddenden's daughters.Joan, the second surviving daughter married the son of a wealthy local clothier when aged 17 in 1568. Judith the next youngest daughter married an immigrant yeoman-clothier aged about 26 years in 1573 when she was 21 years
old. The youngest daughter Jane married another incomer, clothier Barnard Randolph in 1587 at age 16
years. The early ages of marriage for the women are typical of daughters from wealthy families in Biddenden in the sixteenth century (see above and chapter 5). Boddendendied in 1579 and his son soon left
the parish, but thesethree daughterslived out long married lives in Biddenden, two of them dying there.
Randolph took over the lease of Boddenden's main estate at Barkley or Birchley and founded the most
prestigious local gentry family in the parish. The marriages automatically gave the incomers an
influential set of affines and may have helped establish them among the local elite.
Becauseof the custom was of marrying in the brides parish, the number of females born and married in
Biddenden, who then stay to have two or more children, or die there is probably a rough reflection of the
number of female married 'stayers'. Those leaving Biddenden after baptism with no further record, probably married from a parish where they were a servant. There areexceptions but theseare probably few.
Some women might leave Biddenden by one marriage and return through a later union. Mary Chantler,
daughter of Walter, married Richard Leeds who lived in Tenterden but returned to Biddenden with her
second marriage to Philp Homewood. Others could make a series of migrations through multiple marriages. As marriage for a woman usually followed soon after service, moving to live with a new husband
can be seen as one of a series of migrations taking place betweenchildhood and married adulthood.

Seasonal and Temporary Migration
Not all migration involved movement for extended periods. Some might take place over weeks or a few
months. This type of movement is mainly observablein the records of the church courts where people are

presentedfor not attendingtheirparishchurchor living apartfrom a spouse.
One particular type of seasonalmigration involved men going from one part of Kent to another to work
at harvesting. Brent, examining agriculture and work in Sussex between 1550 and 1640, notes that the
wheat harvest on the downland used labour from the Weald to make up for local shortages [Brent, 1976].
The earliest harvest was in Thanet, which might allow people to work there before moving on to the
downiand farms and then return to the Weald for the harvest which was later [Cha]k1in, 1965]. John
Howat of Hawkhurst claims that his
neighbours presented him for co-habiting with his intended wife
"... becausehe was absentin harvest from hawkehuist..." [EcCX2.4,552]. Another summer migration
might have been associatedwith the keeping of cattle in Romney Marsh by Wealden yeoman-graziers.
Such cattle would have required short distance drovers and personsto watch over them
while they were
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away known, locally as 'lookers' [Chalklin, 1965).
Short term migration might also be a consequenceof some trades.Richard Newman of Smardenstated
that he was absent from his parish church becausehe was "... a common woad setter & so he must of
necessyte travayle from place to place..." [EcCX2.4, f128]. Richard Periden of Headcom was presented
for a similar reason and said "... that he is a tynker by hys occupacion..." and "... be gaynethe his lyvinge
by travayling abrode..." (EcCX2.4, f308]. A chapman and a shoemaker from Tenterden claimed that
"... to make parte of a Poore lyving is the cawse of their absence.." [EcCX2.4, f405]. Another trade
where such movement was often necessarywas that of a carpenter, who might travel to other places to
build houses and other structures. David Walchin of Biddenden was at Ticehurst, Sussex,about eighteen

miles south-westof hishomein 1613.He saidthat he "... beeingby his tradea Carpinterwentinto Sussex
to doea peeceof worke thereabowtewhich woxkebeewastheresome7 or 8 weeks..." [EcIX5.5, f164].
One further type of temporary migration would be the visits made by clothiers to London to sell cloth
and buy dyestuffs. Clothier Henry Allard was in London "... havinge due occasion of businesse..." there
when he visited the sick Edmund Gibbon, probably an affinal relative [EcCX11.12, f188). Women too.
might work away from home for short periods. A Frittenden wife had "... ben this halte year at Sir Rowland Haywards howse onelye to accompany my Ladie..." who "... lyeth in a child bed..." (EcCX2.2,
1142).
It is clear that even when people had their main residencein a parish, they might not spend all of their
time there. Seasonaland short term migration was a necessity for many poorer persons in order to make
ends meet. For wealthier people business interests, and sometimeslegal disputes, might entail protracted
absence from home. Not only did a continuous stream of people settle in and leave Biddenden, but
numbers of persons would be absent for short periods especially in summer when travel was easier and
certain seasonalwork could be undertaken.

Local Rural Migration
As noted above,much migration was local in character,involving moves to places no more than ten miles
away. Because it is difficult to trace people through the various sources available from one location to
another with the consistency required to make clear statementsabout how many people went where and
when, the evidence is perforce anecdotal Short-term migration, women leaving at marriage and servants
have already been discussed. The following examples are all of persons who came to or left Biddenden,
either permanently or for a number of years.
One group who seem to have followed this type of pattern are those involved with iron manufacture.
Biddenden was the furthest east of the Wealden forges and hammers.Most of this type of manufacturing
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activity was located west of Cranbrook. Few men were neededfor this type of work, but specialised skills
were required. Michael Haytowe, forgeman, who died in 1611seems to have been an in-migrant but few
details are known. Elias Bluatt was a hammermanand came from Hawkhurst with his wife and ten children in the early seventeenthcentury. His son Steven followed his father's trade but may have left the
parish soon after his marriage in the 1620s. Another hammermau, Anthony Pullen a widower also from
Hawkhurst married one of Elias Bluatt's daughtersand establishedhis family in Biddendenwhere he later
died. Two later forgemen Charles Cocks and Lawrence Lenward both had fathers in the same trade who
lived in the Sussex Weald [Cranbrook PR, KAO: TR/1042/5]. There was clearly a tendency for persons in
the iron manufactureto be incomers and not to work in the sameplace as their fathers if they followed the
same trade. This may have been due to the limited demand for labour, forcing men to move to where
work was available. This is in contrast to some of the blacksmiths of Biddenden, such as the three generations of Chalkers and Stedman who kept the trade in the samefamily and the sameplace over time.
As well as tradesmen,somepersons who were entirely farmers migrated to and from Biddenden. One
reason for this might be the inheritance of a local estate. Micaiah Hall seemsto have come to Biddenden
in the 1620s, marrying a daughter of local clothier Ambrose Drayner. Hall possibly inherited lands from
his maternal grandfather, yeoman George Ramsden whose only son had predeceasedhim. Ambrose
Drayner himself was an in-migrant from St.aplehurst and married Elizabeth Twisden of the same parish.
Over twenty years later, Elizabeth's uncle's son Peter Twisden settled in Biddenden, the offspring of a
Twisden male and a Drayner female. The reason for clothiers and yeomen migrating between Wealden,
and sometimes more distant parishes is at present unclear. Possible answers include the recognition of
better opportunities, the outcomes of partible inheritance andperhaps some form of chain migration associated with inheritance and kin marriage at the extra-parochial level.
Some people went away for a few years and then returned to the parish while others used Biddenden as
a home for a few years, making similar moves but in the opposite directions. James Bateman, yeomanclothier, seemsto have lived in Sutton Valance, eight miles north-west of Biddenden. Bateman's daughter
Priscilla had married Giles Bishop, a clothier of Sutton Valance in 1592. By 1596 Jamesis describedin a
church court presentmentas "... late of Biddenden and nowe of Sutton..." [EcIX4.3, f28) and in 1601 is
renting an orchard there from his son-in-law [KAO: Q/SRg/13/1]. When Bateman's widow is examined
by the church courts about her late husband'swill in 1611, she is said to have beenborn in Biddenden and
to have lived there for ten years. Mus would indicate an absence at some time before about 1601
[BcCX11.12, f63-4]. Bateman does not sign the churcbwardens accounts between 1597 and 1602
[KAO: P26/5/1]. All of this seemsto indicate that Bateman and his wife were absentfor some years from
Biddenden at the turn of the seventeenthcentury and that they appearto have moved to Sutton Valiance
near to their daughter and her husband. Bauman was presented to the church courts at the time of his
probable departure on a number of charges[EcCX4.3, f28 and f98]. It is possible that he wished to leave
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what seems a hostile atmosphere.Giles Bishop was one of a group of religious radicals in Sutton [Acheson, 1983] and it may be that his wife's parents sharedhis views, which appearto have beenless common
in sixteenth century Biddenden at this time. If these premises are true then possible radicalism may be
linked to the local hostility. Some form of religious commitment may be behind the choice of Henry
Page, "... a Comon scrivener..." to write his will. Page's small number of wills all have a similar preamble with a Calvinistic stresson the elect [PRC32/42/87].

Migration to Towns
In anthropology the main focus of migration studies has beenon movement from Waal areasto towns and
cities. Eades shows how migration studies in the social sciences during the later nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries were closely linked to interests in the 'problems' of a negatively evaluated urbanisation [Eades, 1987). Since then interest has shifted more towards examination of the nature and processes
of rural-urban migration and the relationship betweencities and rural areas.Other studies have examined
long distance migration, across national boundaries such as Turkish gastarbeiten in Germany (Magnarella, 1977), European migrants to the United States [Douglass, 1984] or Pakistani migrants to Britain [Ballard, 1987]. Very little attention at all has beenpaid to migration betweenrural areas although this is not
unknown in the present or the past. It can take the form of betterment migration, such as the migration of
people from Britain to establish farms in the Americas (seventeenthto nineteenth centuries), or on the
other hand subsistencelabour migration such as that from Mexico to the United States for harvest work.
This lack of interest is due to urban migrants being viewed as 'problems', whereasrural migrants are less
likely to have the attentions of the state forced upon them in the sameway.
The result is that there appears to be very little in the way of studies comparable with the majority of
migration found in Biddenden and the Weald. However, some of the ideas put forward by anthropologists and others in difezent contexts should be examinedin order to assesstheir relevance for the types of
migration encounteredin this study.
In contrast to the anthropological interest in migration to urban contexts, them is no indication that this
made up a substantial component of movement from Biddenden and the Weald. Chalklin indicates that
the majority of urban bound migrants in seventeenthcentury Kent came from within ten miles of the town
and that studies of apprenticeships have indicated that most were born in the same towns [Chalklin,
1965]. Tbis may have changed somewhat after mid-century when the Weald suffered economically while
the towns and ports prospered. There may also have been a similar exodus at times when the cloth
manufacturewas in one of its frequent depressions.But there is no evidence that migration was mainly to
urban centres or that it was seen that way.
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There are three main types of rural-urban migration from the Weald during this period. The first was
betterment migration through learning and practising a trade in a town. The second involved those people
who could establish interests in rural and urban centres and exploit both at the same time. The third was
subsistencemigration, poor people seeking labouring or trade occupations in urban centres. These three
types of migration appearto be largely specific to certain statusgroups though not entirely.
Betterment migration achieved through an urban apprenticeshipis seenin the caseof two brothers from
the Stowe family, Thomas and Zachary. They were the middle two of the four surviving sons of John
Stowe, innholder and shopkeeperwho died in 1601 leaving a widow with six children ranging from Joan
(26) to William (12). Zachary andThomas appearto have been in Biddenden at this time aged 16 and 15
years probably either in service or at school. Stowe was comfortably off and left each child a portion of
£10. The eldest son John married in 1608 and began to raise a family in Biddenden and the daughters
were probably both married by this time. Thomas had left Biddenden for Canterbury about one year after
his father's death and become apprenticed to a batter [EcCX11.14, fl 0]. His elder brother Zachary had
migrated to Canterbury by 1612 and was apprenticedto a clotbworker [EcCX5.5,081. Both remained in
Canterbury to practise their trades. This is bettermentmigration in the sensethat it would be unlikely that
four brothers could have settled in Biddenden given population pressure and limited opportunities. A
further advantagemight be the material standardsof living in a town which were probably higher than in
the Weald. Their apprenticeshipsalso conferred on them the prestige of being freemen of the city [Corpe,
1982]. William Flete, a man of wealthier origins a lawyer at Gray's Inn in London in 1572, probably a
more lucrative practice than one in the Kent towns or the Weald [PROB 11/54/401.The Fletes had other
London connections, William's brother Thomas had married the daughter of a London man. The type of
occupation and their known status in Biddenden mark out the Fletes as different to the Stowes. Richard
Lulham, a grocer left Biddenden about 1612 with his family to settle in Dover after a few yearsin Sussex.
The opportunities for this type of trade may well have been better in an urban context.
There is little evidence of the migration of Biddenden daughtersto London or other towns culminating
in their marriage to a local man and settlement there. Vivien Brodsky Elliott discussesthis type of migration to London. Young girls left home all over England to go to London and work as servantsor live with
kill [Elliott, 1981]. She contrasts the upwardly mobile men who came to London as apprentices with the
downward mobility of girls migrating to work as servants.Higher status females were more likely to stay
with kin and through this the importance of kinship networks in securing a good match can be seen. As
will be discussedlater, kinship had a part to play in certain types of rural-urban contacts for the higher
status inhabitants of Biddenden as well, for both male and females.From the evidence of licences, no person outside of the wealthiest families in Biddenden married anyone from the towns of the diocese except
John Buckhurst, husbandman who married the widow of a Canterbury innholder in 1624. Elliott notes
the financial advantagesfor a bachelor of modest meanslike Buchhurst marrying an urban widow. As no
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children are recorded for the couple, they may have settled in Canterbury. Most betterment migration
probably involved people of moderate status and wealth, husbandmanand tradesmen, like the Stowe
brothers and John Buckhutst.
Another form of country-town movement is the exploitation of resourcesand contacts in both rural and
urban areas by wealthy Wealden families such as the Allards and Randolphs. Richard Allard was a
wealthy Biddenden clothier but when he died the parish register and his own memorial brassproudly proclaim that he was also an Alderman of Rochester.Although his land and his family appearto have beenin
Biddenden, he was clearly very proud of his urban associations.In order to bold his office, Richard must
have spent at least some of his time in Rochester and may have lived part of the time in the town and part
in the country. The division of his wealth between rural and urban interests in not known. His urban contacts went beyond Rochester however. He was related by two marriages to the equally wealthy Maplesden family of Rolvenden and Benendenwho had interestsin Maidstone and in London. One of thesekin,
described as his "... Brother in God... " by Allard's youngest son Francis in his will was "... Citizen and
Grocer of London... " [PROB11/149/11].
The Randolph family were linked to the Masters family of Canterbury by two marriages betweenRandolph sons and Masters daughters. The sons lived partly in Canterbury and partly in Biddenden, one
practising as a doctor in both places. Edward Master, brother of the two wives, also had a rural estate in
Woodchurch [PRC31/125/370]. In the next generation, a Randolph daughter married the son of another
Masters daughter who had married a wealthy Canterbury man [Thomas, 1954]. Clearly personal networks of kin were important in maintaining rural-urban links. They appear to have in some cases been
strengthened and remade over time. Such links might allow a wealthy man to exploit both a rural and
urban niche, using the solid wealth of landed property along with rural manufacturing to enable him to
gain the potentially greaterprestige available in a city.
Not all migration to towns was of dual residenceparish gentry and less affluent people in search of
opportunities in trade or marriage. Town also attractedpoorer people, seeking labouring work or practising lower status trades.Wiredrawer John Shaw left with his new wife Priscilla for London soon after their
wedding in 1609 [EcCX9.9, fl III but they had returned to Biddenden by the time his wife died one year
later. In some circumstancespoverty and migration could force a couple to live apart. Robert Bowlden
and his wife
...beeing poore and not haveing the wherewithal to hire them a howse & fumishe the sane
hee...wonckethe upon his trade in the parishe of Betbersden as a servaunte and his wyffe hireth a
Chamber in the p ui he of St Pawles, where thee livethe & be At hot we often as [he] oemeth upp to
Cantetbmy. which bee Bothemane tymes doe live & lie & Bate & dtincke together as mann & wyffe
showld doe... [EcCX6.7, f7].
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A similar situation seemsto have existed for Daniel Lupb of Ashford whose wife was living at Battle,
Sussex.He claimed "... bee is not able to live soe well in Battell as bee now liveth in Ashford... " but that
he visits his wife at least twice each year and on those occasionswill "... carry her mony... " [BcCX6.8,
f183). Thomas Starr had "... a shopp and house..." in Ashford where he lived most of the week and "... a
house and familie... " in the nearby village of Kennington, where he returned to spend Saturday and sometimes Sunday night with his wife and son [EcCX6.7, f257].
The last example may refer to persons of moderatesubstanceas Starr is said to have a house in both
Ashford and Kennington. But all three casesindicate that for various reasonspeople may have lived individually in one location while other family members lived elsewhere.Bowlden's wife may have been able
to obtain some form of work in the city which would not be available to her in a rural location. He himself was tied to his master's residence. The two Ashford examples indicate that prospectsin towns might
be seen as better than those in rural areasbut that it was probably cheaperto keep dependantsin the country, perhaps becausebetween a cottage garden and any common rights they could provide much of their
own subsistence.This situation with divided families is in some ways similar to patterns of migration
described in southern Africa [Guyer, 1981; Izzard, 1985]. The anthropological studies have led to a critique of former analysesby household [Spiegel, 1987] and indicate that such units should not be assumed
uncritically in an historical situation.
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National Migration
Most migration examined so far has been within or near to Kent. In some caseshowever, people might
move between the Weald and more distant parts of England. Such movement could be in both directions.
Roger Pattenson,according to the Kent historian Hasted "... cameout of Yorkshire... " to settle in Biddenden, where some of his descendantsstayed for centuries [Hasted, 1778-99,136]. He was a yeomanclothier and may have come from the Yorkshire cloth making district. Why he made such a long migration and how he came to settle in Biddenden is not certain, but he may have been an apprentice there as
was John Heneker, another incoming clothier. John Nevell, also a clothier, was born in Eccleshall, Staffordshire [EcCX11.7, f129]. Migration could also work in the oppositedirection, scattering Biddenden or
Wealden people to other parts of England. William Neale left Biddendenin 1577, moving to nearby Halden where he then stayed "... a yeare or there abowte before he went out of Kent... " to "... Fodryngham...", Lincolnshire [EcCX22, f441. One way in which such movementmight take place is for one person to make a speculative move and then send back for other family members or kin once established.A
man in Smarden in 1627 said
he bath a wife in Suffolke, from whence he lately Caine, and he with he is providing a house in
...
Smarden, and then he will fetch his wife... [EcCX6.7, f270].

Suchchainmovementhassimilaritiesto the way in which overseasmigrationcould be organised(see
below) andmayhavebeencommon,at leastfor olderpeoplewith families.
For many,becominga clergymanmeantgoingto live far from their nativearea.This wastrue of most
of the ministersof Biddenden.John Wbetcombecamefrom Devon,after having alreadyministeredin
Bristol, and from his will has two groups of distant relatives, in Lyme Regis, Dorset and in Essex. His
situation in some ways reflects that of the famous Ralph Josselin, minister of Earls Colne in Essex,establishing himself in a strangeparish (Macfarlane, 1970]. However, Wbetcombe,unlike Josselin, brought or
was followed by a number of kin. Apart from his wife and children, his agedfather, his brother and probably two sisters also came. His son acquired an estate in the next parish and was styled gentleman, while
the more humble son of his brother becameparish clerk at Biddenden.
The extent of the small kindred moving to Biddenden with the pazson,might be unusual in its size, but
was not unique in terms of practice. Other clergy, such as the young and somewhat isolated curate Watts
Jones and the hated minister William Homer, had no local kin or immediate family. Some clergy did settle locally however. Biddenden schoolmaster and curate Nathaniel Ely was the son of the vicar of neighbouring Tenterden, George Ely and had other local clerical kin. One of the sons of Biddenden yeomanclothier Josias Selyard, Richard, succeededGeorgeEly at Tenterden.A few families formed small clerical
dynasties such as the mid-sixteenth century curate at Biddenden, Richard Horsmonden, who moved on to
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a benefice at Goudherst which his son Daniel also held later on. Wrightson notes the importance of such
groups of clerical kin in furthering the careersof members [Wrightson, 1982]. The Whetcombes indicate
a similar type of chain migration to othersnoted above.

Migration Overseas
As well as moving to and from other parts of England, people from Biddenden and the Weald also moved
overseas,particularly to Ireland, the Low Countries and the American colonies. All of these destinations
had strong links with a more radical form of Protestant religion than was officially recognised in England
at this time. Mathew Taylor, a clotbworker was describedin Biddenden parish register as "... an inhabitant
in Ireland..." when be was buried aged 29 years in 1616.He may have returned with his family before his
death, and had probably only lived in Ireland for a few years.He had married the daughter of a Biddenden
clothier in 1611 and produced two children who died soon after birth within two years of this. Therefore
he most likely emigrated aged about 26 years in around 1613. John Beale, a clothier claimed to be in
"... feare of arrest...
" in 1626 as he was unable to repay debtsaccumulatedby his deceasedbrother Richard
three yearsbefore (EcCX6.7, f114}. This was because
Ireland and others that owed [him] mony went
...some of them which owed the same went over into
over into the Low Cuntries... [ibid].

but John said that he expected to receive the amounts. According to Chalklin two thousand clothworkers
are said to have left the Weald for the Continent in 1616 and others in the 1630s [Chalklin, 1965). The
main reason appears to have been depressions in the cloth trade adversely affecting the manufacture.
Beale's creditors were probably among the earlier group. Steven Ricard's namesakeand kinsman was
overseasin 1606 as he was left a bequestof £10 if he "... shall ever happen to retume & come home out
of the Lowe Cuntries..." [PRC17/54/323]. This earlier caseof migration to the Continent may be related
the cloth manufactui (the migrants brother was a clothier) although this was a period of prosperity in the
trade.
A popular destination for long distance migrants was the American colonies, in particular Massachusetts.Several families emigrating from Biddenden can be identified. Isaac Stedman, a weaver aged
30 years, left England in April 1635 with his wife and two small children [Banks, 1937]. They settled in
Scituate, Massachusetts,joined the church soon afterwardsand had at least three more children ([Savage,
1853], other details of emigrants in New England are from this source and Banks). He moved to Boston
in 1650 and was described as a merchant when he died in 1678. Clearly the move had had both spiritual
and economic rewards for Stedman.Richard Seelis, yeoman (54), also settled in Scituate in 1635 with his
two unmarried daughters aged 15 and 19 years. The daughtersmarried a few years later with two other
migrants. Stedman and Seelis were distant kin, but whether this or their being from the same place in
England may have influenced their decision to settle in the same colonial town is uncertain. Other
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migrants show closer kinship connections.
John Stowe, elder brother of Thomas and Zachary, mentioned aboveas urban bound migrants, left England in 1634 and settled in Roxbury, Massachusetts.He was 52 years old and had been parish clerk of
Biddenden for many years. He appearsto have beenjoined in 1635 by his wife Elizabeth and six children
(5 to 19 years old). His wife was the sister of PatienceFoster (40) who cameto Dorchester, Massachusetts
in 1635 with her son Hopestill (14) and her widowed mother Rachel Bigge (66). Richard Foster, husband
of Patience had probably emigrated a year earlier, perhaps with John Stowe. Thomas Besbych was
Richard Foster's half-brother by the same mother. Foster was the son of a clothier and Besbych of a
wealthy yeoman. He sailed on the Hercules from Sandwich, Kent in 1635 with his two daughters, four
children named Igulden (a Wealden family) and three servants(one male, two female). The children other
than his own daughters may have been entrusted to his care while emigrating to join their own family or
kin. Besbych settled at Scituate where he becamea church deacon but later moved to Duxbury where be
becamerepresentativeto the General Court in 1643. He was 44 years old when ho emigrated and recently
widowed. Though bom in Biddenden, he had lived mostly in Fristendenwhere he had inherited an estate
from his father. The Stowe/FosterBesbych migration seems to indicate chain migration through kin,
starting with John Stowe and Richard Foster, who then brought their families and probably influenced
Thomas Besbycb to move.
Smallbope Bigge, a wealthy clothier of Cranbrook, brother to Elizabeth Stowe and PatienceFoster, left
several bequests to kin and friends in New England totaling £1516 in all (fig 3.3). The Stowes alone
received £900 between them (PRC32/51/115]. He seemsto have kept in close contact with his emigrant
kin since they left three to four years earlier. He had lent his sisters money "... since their going to New
England... " and John Stowe owed Smallhope for "... money laid out to him for wares sent to him... "
[ibid]. Bigge himself may have been contemplating joining his kin as he makes allowance if Stowe
"... has bought any lands forme in New England..." (ibid]. Besidesthose Ida previously mentioned Bigge
notes three others who have emigrated, one of whom, Clement Bate formerly lived in Biddenden. Cressy
discussesthe importance of kin links in securing help in the emigration process and maintaining contacts
with England [Cressy, 1987). Smallhope Bigge showed a great interest in the colony, giving large
bequests to his kin their, having land bought for him there and giving much help to migrants. Edward
Post, another clothier, left £50 in his will in 1638 to be sent "... to New England with all convenient
speed..." for John Stow and Thomas Ruck "... to the benefit of the plantation there..." [PRC17/70/614].
As far as can be ascertained,neither man was Idn to Post, but the religious feelings made clear by the
many bequests to preachers "... of God's Word... " indicate that interest in the colony may have had a
spiritual as well as a family dimension.
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Figure 3.3:

Relativesof SmallhopeBigge who emigratedto New Englandin the mid-1630's. Emigrantsshownby filled symbols.

The reasonsfor taking the massive step of migrating over such a great distance are very complex as is
made clear by Cressy. Certainly there was an element of betterment migration for many of those who
went from Biddenden. Isaac Stedmancould be called a merchant when he died, which implies a degree of
social mobility not available in England to a humble weaver. The most successful of the migrants was
probably Thomas Besbych, on the evidence of his office holding in the colony. He was a man of some
means when he left, but could possibly achieve greater status in Massachusettsthan be could in Kent.
Overall there was probably a degree of betterment for most, if not all, but relative to the resourcesavailable to them when they left and through contacts at home. The spiritual aspect was also important.
Bequests to ministers in wills, namessuch as Smallhope, Hopestill and Tbankf, n and ready membership
of the churches in the colony indicate that many of these people were of a godly persuasion. The religious climate in England promoted by Archbishop Laud may have been a strong influence on the timing
of the migration. Isaac Stedman had been brought before the church courts in 1633 (two years before
'grating) as he "... in the administring (of the communion] refused to kneele and departed without it"
[EcCX6.8, t202). John Stowe had beenpresentedthe sameyear for not having received the communion
f EcCX6.8, f179).
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The chance of betterment, the wish for greater freedom of religious practice and the worsening situation in the Wealden cloth manufacture may all have played their part in decisions to leave. Links through
kin and neighbours were also very important. Peter Clark found that the protestantsand puritans of early
modem Kent were connected by many links of kinship [Clark, 1977). It was however their ability and
willingness to use such relationships that mattered. Chain migration has frequently been dealt with by
anthropologists. The long distance movements have some similarities to Pakistani migration to Britain in
this respect (although in other aspectsvery different) [Ballard, 1987]. The mixed religious and betterment
motives however suggestpossible similarities to Jewish migration to Israel.

Staying in Biddenden
In recent years the question of identification with place has become a theme of some importance in anthropology, particularly in relation to ethnography in Britain (Cohen, 1982; Strathern, 1981). This has not
only arisen through the visualisation of contemporary populations as more mobile, something which has
been increasingly questioned, but also to the abandonmentof the concept of an historical transition from a
world of immobile persons in rural communities to one of peripatetic town dwellers (Macfarlane, 19781.
Given the obvious inability to interview long dead subjects on their attitudes to place an argument of the
type put forward by Strathern for IImdon is out of the question for Biddenden. There is no way at present
to imow whether or not those families whose descendentsstayed in the parish for several generations
would under any circumstancesbe regardedas belonging any more than others. There is a dangerous tendency in centering a study on one place that that location can begin to take on an importance in the lives
of its residents which is entirely the creation of the researcher.This interpretative problem must be borne
in mind when considering staying and migrating.
The fact that a population might show a fairly high degreeof geographical mobility does not in itself
preclude any identification with place or people living in a place. In the Weald suchidentification went far
enough that a man could slander the women of a neighbouring village collectively (a practice somewhat
reminiscent of inter-village evaluations in Andalusia [Pitt-Rivers, 1954]). In a defamation case William
Stedman said that "... he meant all the wyves in Smarden and none particulerly... " [EcCX10.19, f189].
Other forms of competition existed between villages such as the bell-ringing match at Kennington, near
Ashford "... between the parishioners of the sameParrish and some of ann other parrishe..." [EcCX5.9,
f121]. It may be that identification with a specific place was only used in certain circumstanceshowever.
Some casesindicate greater ambiguity such as Anthony Jemmett, described as of Headcom but attending
church at Ulcombe which is nearer to his house, where much of his land is and where be was bom
[ECCX1.9, f66]. Similarly JamesBateman was accusedof "... living as a fugitive person..." who "... will
not acknowledge himself: as a parishioner in anie certain parishe..." [EcCX4.3, f98].
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In some senses belonging to a parish was connected with taking part in communal activities such as
church attendance and seemsto have contained elements of adscription and choice. Sabeandiscussesthe
complex relationship of individual, community and the communion in sixteenth century Wurtemburg
[Sabean, 1984]. He does not problematise the concept of belonging to the village in the way that I have
tried to do; this may have been less appropriate in the German context. There are similarities in Sabean's
case study, however, to some remarks made by Wealden people about belonging. Anthony Tesdall had
lived in Biddenden for over twelve months and was described as "... a straunger within the parishe..."
[EcCX4.3, f99]. Other in-migrants are not described as strangers such as William and John Cooper who
had lived there eight months [EcCX2.2,1236]. There appearsto be a degreeof uncertainty about who did
belong and who ought to belong. That there seemsto be some connection betweenplace and behaviour is
indicated by Richard White who said "... be would be hangedfirst.. " before he did penance in church and
"... that an other towne was as good for him as Biddenden..." (EcCX4.3, ß13J. This again relates to
Sabean's work on community and communion. The parish church, before neighbours was the place of
both communicating and penance. An idea appearsto have existed that a person "... out of Charity... "
with neighbours should not take communion [EcCX4.11, f207]. Penancewas couched in teens of neconciliation but was also a very public shaming and a more 'private' penancebefore the minister and a few
parishioners waspreferred by those sentenced[EcCX2.2, f68].
From the sources used in this study, it is difficult to study migration, although it was clearly happening.
This is particularly true of leaving as it is not certain what constitutes migrating from a parish. First
occurrences can be documented, though their correspondenceto arrival is not always clear, but last
occurencesare more problematic. If a father's burial is not recorded he may have left at any time after the
last event involving him such as the birth of a child or the death of a wife. Some people such as John
Woolage lived at Biddenden but died while outside the parish (in this caseat Wittersham, a marsh edge
parish some 8 miles south-east,perhaps while involved in seasonalmigrant labour). A set of rules have
been used to calculate infant mortality but these do not necessarilyreflect real migration. From the reconstructed networks of relationships built up from the parish registers it is however possible to examine
some aspectsof staying in Biddenden.
An attempt has been made to identify all men who had grandchildren born in Biddenden, both by sons
and by daughters. This is one of several measuresof the numbersstaying in a parish, others being examined above. The seasonwhy only men at the first generationlevel were examined is connected with problems createdby the patrilineal slant of the parish registers which mean that motherhood is usually a complex calculation and would require extra software to produce the information (see chapter 2). As men born
in later decades are unlikely to have had third generation descendantsbefore 1660, three early cohorts
were examined covering the period 1570-1599 for first generation baptisms.
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cohort

bapt

survived.
>I I

fathers % of Ist gen

1570

178

132

35

38

14

1580

222

153

57

37

25

1590

199

137

41

30

16

599

422

133

32

55

grandfathers

Table 3.13: Threebaptismalcohorts(males)indicatingnumbersbecomingfathersand grandfathers
(at
least2 childrenat 3rd generation).Figuresfor survivorsat age11 arebasedoninfant mortality ratesfor cohorts.

Only 13% of men would be representedby descendantsin Biddenden at the third generation.But about
40% of those representedby a second generation (i. e. who becamefathers) would be representedby a
third. The figures for this vary for sons and daughtersat the secondgeneration. Of the 133 fathers, 30%
had sons who then had children themselves and 16% had daughterswho becamemothers in Biddenden.
This would indicate that sonswere more likely to stay than daughters, but that a significant proportion of
daughtersdid stay in the parish. Likelihood of staying decreasesover time, which might be expected from
other information concerning the periods of adulthood of thesecohorts and their offspring.
If the occupational/statusdesignation of these 'ancestors' is examined as a proportion of that for all
fathers in the same category, it may be possible to put forward tentative conclusions about some of the
characteristics of stayers.Two things must be born in mind. Firstly the problems with using such designations and secondly the fact that 70% of fathers have no designation of this type known whereasthis figure
is 50% for the 'ancestor' group. This would seem plausible, the longer somebody stays in a place the
more likely that more detail concerning that person will be written down in documents. It seemsthat the
groups representingmost of those with wealth and high status (yeomen, clothiers and local gentry) were
less likely to be representedby sons staying to have children (33%) than poorer groups such as weavers,
husbandaun and labourers (44%). The sons of craftsmen and tradesmen seem much less likely to stay
than either of thesetwo groups (25%). Looking at daughtershaving children, there is much lessvariation
between groups with 24% for the wealthier, 23% for the poorer group and 20% for the tradesmen.

Wrightsonand Levineusingdifferentmethodsof examiningturnoverof populationfoundthe greatest
mobility amongthewealthierfarmersand poorlabourers[Levine,1979].As their classificationof groups
wasof a differentnature,usingdifferentsources,comparisoncanonly be in very roughterms. Themost
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notable difference is that in Biddenden, labourers and poor tradesmen seem as likely to have stayed as
small farmers. The distinction betweenthese groups may have been much more blurred in the Weald, due
to the nature of its economy, than in agricultural Essex.
When examining migration of the children of families, anthropologists often look at the effects of birth
order on who stays and who leaves [Cole, 1974; Douglass, 1975; O'Neill, 1987]. In the Biddenden sample staying is related to birth order and to the number of same sex children of the samefather. Sons and
daughters have been considered separately, only those having more than two children themselves have
been classified as stayers and children (mown to have died before 25 years or marriage ale excluded. In
the sample for sons there are 159 fathers having 370 sons in all (2.3 per father). Of these sons 203 are
stayers (55%). For daughters there are 119 fathers with a total of 289 daughters(2.4 per father), and 144
stayers (50%).

Birth order
fathers

1

234

5+

%stay

-

100

-

64

-

45

-

Sons
1

49

49

2

49

35

3

29

15

--28 -15 9-

4

24

12

12

8

3

1

31

31

2

39

3
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88

125

42

1

30

Daus
-

-

-'

100

25

23

-

-

-

62

25

10

15

7

-

-

43

4

15

6

6

5

1

30

5+

9

1

4

6

1

3

33

Table3.14: Stayingandbirth order- sonsanddaughters

In situations where there is more than one son the eldest is likely to stay in 59% of cases and the
youngest in 42%. With daughters the eldest is likely to stay in 48% of casesand the youngest in 39%
With two sons the eldest is more likely to stay but with two daughterseither is equally likely although in
both cases just over 60% of children stay. Among smaller numbers of same sex siblings there is a
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tendency for the fast or first two children to stay, but large sibling sets show more erratic behaviour.
One of the difficulties in comparing this data with that given by anthropological studies, such as those
noted above, is that ethnographershave tended to concentrateon the question of who stays on the parental
farm. This data is not available consistently for Biddenden where such a farm may exist and because
many householdsdid not own land, would probably not be appropriate for a large number of cases.In the
Tyrol, a farm was in most casesa requirement for staying in the village [Cole, 1974] with one sibling able
to inherit and many while the others migrated, married a landowner or stayed celibate. A similar situation
prevailed in the Basque villages studied by Douglass and Fontelas, Portugal [Douglass, 1975; O'Neill,
1987]. The importance of independent householdsand the possibility of subsisting on little or no land by
means of working at a trade, allowed more children to stay in Biddenden than the one heir per household
found elsewhere.The possibility of staying was not however constant through time. Cloth manufacture,
the major non-farming source of work was subject to swings of fortune and eventual decline. The major
alternative economic activities, raising beef cattle and wood managementrequired little labour.
Alongside of this picture of periods of expansion and contraction, it must be taken into account that
even though more than one child might stay from any family, the overall picture is that almost 60% of
families (as represented by a single father) failed to reproduce themselves at all (taking the 1570-99
figures as representative).In terms of population this shortfall was made up for by in-migration of persons
born elsewhereto start or continue families in Biddenden.
That such migration into the parish occurred seems to contradict the movement out of Biddenden by
those born there. In a society where there is a strong preference for each new couple to form an independent household, the timing of each of the hundreds of suchdecisions that have to be made over time does
not necessarily coincide with an opportunity to set up the new establishment in a particular place. The
requirements and wishes of those involved have to be balanced against the resourcesand openings available to them. It is possible to isolate the material factors that formed part of such decisions - land, work
and housing. Other factors were also important. The examination of different types of migration have
indicated some of these. One was the perceived opportunity for betterment at a particular location,
another might be spiritual and intellectual reasonssuch as those partly lying behind trans-Atlantic movement and a further might be a wish to be near or as far as possible from acquaintancesand kin. It was
noted above that in a study which is centeredon a single location, as most ethnographiesare, there is a
tendency to privilege that place in the way in which subjects are believed to construct their world. It may
be, asRichard White said, that "... an other towne was as good as Biddenden..."
...
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Migration and Integration
Given that migration was very common and only a proportion of people would stay in the place where
they were born, how did incoming people becomeintegrated into villages or parishes when they moved
there, if at all? It might be thought that this would not be a problem in a highly mobile society, but indications from studies of migration are that it is still significant.
Firstly, many people did not move very far. Most marriage migrations of brides were within 20 miles.
Many other people went no further than a parish or two, or a local town. The majority of those whose origins areknown, who came to live in Biddenden are from Kent, usually from within 15 miles of the parish.
The clergy and schoolmastersare a notable exception.
People coming in from nearby parishes would therefore go to live among people who they knew reasonably well. They may have beenservantsin their new parish, or have visited it occasionally. There was
frequent activity acrossparish boundaries from the evidence of the church courts in casesof drinking and
sexual misdemeanours. Migration to local destinations would also keep the leaver within easy accessto
and by his or her siblings and other local kin. When Venice Carpenterlay sick, her married daughter living at Staplehurst (5 miles) came to stay with her andvisited her.
Secondly, relationships with neighbours. which were very important on a day to day basis as well as in
crises, could be strengthened by converting them into kinship. It is uncertain bow far godparenthood
could be used to do this, as this is an important means in many societies of creating strong bonds.
Another method, noted above, could be to marry locally in the new parish.

Summary
Although the figures produced for examining migration have been of necessity only very rough estimates,
the general impression is of a high turnover of population. Staying and migrating into the parish can be
roughly related to the crises periods outlined above.The common pattern of migration seemsto be one or
more moves for service and marriage, followed by a more stable adulthood. Only a small proportion of
people are likely to have grandchildren in the parish although a few families do persist for several generations. Most movement was probably fairly short distance and frequently rural-rural rather than being migration to towns.
The tendency towards village exogamy seenin marriage was probably encouragedby movement at service, which was the period of life when people were chosing partners. On the other hand, a certain
number of local daughters married incoming men and settled in the parish, indicating that it may have
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been helpful to establish affinal ties locally. Kin links were important in longer distance migration, in
some cases creating chain movement. Reasons for leaving, types of migration and even to some extent
destinations appear to be status related. Prospects for betterment and subsistence motives probably
predominated although emotive factors were clearly important.
Although certain aspectsof migration to and from Biddenden do have something in common with
anthropological studies, there are clear differences. lhe relationship of migration to life-course, statusand
kin relations has been examined in many studies.Rural locations with a high turnover of population are
much less rarely examined and permanentmigration within a rural areais equally unusual in such studies.
The general movement of population appearsto be growth during the sixteenth and early seventeenth
century followed by decline until mid-century. The fall was in part due to demographic crises but mainly
becauseof an imbalance in migration as the areabecameless attractive with the decline of cloth making.
The demographic history can be related in some periods to national trends, such as population increase
and harvest related crises. Local depressionsin cloth manufacture seem, however, to have been equally
important, sometimes magnifying the effect of more general problems. When cloth was in demand, the
work of men and women could supplementsubsistenceand income from relatively small farms. This was
not possible in more difficult times.
Migration was not however related solely to economic misfortune. Most people moved at sometime in
their lives, usually between 15 and 30 years of age due to service and marriage. Adulthood was more
likely to involve stable residence. Most movement was local, involving other Wealden rural parishes but
somepeople migrated to towns, to other parts of England or overseas.Kin links seemto have beenmobilised in some casesof migration and incomers might establish local affinal ties. Types of migration and to
some extent, destinations appearto have been related to status. Movement for the poor would usually be a
matter of subsistenceand might prevent married couples cohabiting. This type of migration may be linked
to the relative instability of marriages among the poor (see chapter 5). For the middling and wealthier,
migration would more likely involve betterment in economic or status terms. Such improvement in circurnstaneeswould however be relative to the person's resourceswhen leaving.
Status is difficult to define with elements of both vertical alignment and also of class-like divisions.
Three broad categoriescan be defined, poor, middling and wealthy. Although the range of wealth was not
great, inequality in the distribution of resources is clear. Social mobility was possible but only within a
small range of wealth and status. Power was linked to both inequality of wealth and to age and gender.A
local elite, drawn from those with wealth and high status, dominated parish offices and were able to exercise both formal and informal power. The poor on the other hand could expressopposition but could not
effectively challenge the elite.
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Most of this chapter has been descriptive, explaining the background against which later discussions
should be viewed. Many areastherefore have received only brief treatment. Migration, however, has been
singled out for more special attention becauseelements were found which were unusual in comparison to
anthropological studies of the subject. Little interest has been shown by anthropologists in rural-rural
migration, especially fairly local movement such as moving to settle within ten miles. Equally unusual are
both studies of migration in historical periods (especially pre-nineteenth century) and examining rural
locations with a high turnover of population resulting from movement both to and from. Some aspectsof
the migration studied are similar to anthropological findings, such as chain migration, subsistence and
seasonalmigration. Others, however, may indicate different patterns.
That some relationship existed between inequality and several aspects of society examined here is
clear. Demography, power, types of work and migration appearto be experienceddifferently by those of
unequal wealth and status. This theme of inequality will be pursued in the next two chapterswhich examine the social relations of death and marriage. Both death and marriage as everts involve a process of
fragmentation and renegotiation in terms of social relations. Death will be examined in terms of the use of
the will to transmit both property and relationships and also in terms of burial practices. Marriage will be
looked at primarily in terms of its making and the ability to marry, but certain aspectsof married life will
also be examined.
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4: Willmaking, death and social relations

In most studies using wills it is their use as ni lods

of controlling the future rights in property that is

stressed[Goody,1976a].But wills aremorethanwaysof transmittingproperty.Theyarealsomethodsof
laying down plans for future social relations. Theseare embeddedin property relations and also in obligations. Such obligations are premised on kinship, friendship and relations of inequality between non-1än.
In some casessuch obligations may be clearly stated,in others they are an assumptionmade on the basis
of symbolic bequests.
This chapter examines the way in which the dying might attempt to transfer and transform both property and social relations. The first part discussesthe transmission of property. Fustly the transmission of
land is examined, and the way that it changedduring the period studied. The cash or goods bequeathedto
children, referred to at the time as portions are then looked at in terms of equality. A further section looks
at equality in transmission of property to other lin. The nature of provision for widows is examined in
terms of the maintenance of previous living standardsand restrictions on remarriage.
A second section examines the use of continuing obligations, laid out in wills and embedded in property, and of small bequeststo affect future social relations and make manifest presentstatus. In the first
place, potential disruptions to relations within the wiilmaker's family created by the process of vansmission are examined. The next section discussesways in which obligations might be used to reproduce relationships and the way in which this continued inequalities of power. Small bequestsare examined in relation to godchildren, dependant non-ldn, the poor and the special case of mourning rings. The way in
which they were used to maintain and reproduce existing relationships is discussedas well as their use in
terms of displaying status and reputation..
Finally some of the practices associatedwith burial ate examined The funeral is looked at in terms of
its relation to social relations, in particular those of inequality. Similar themes are discussedin relation to
place of burial.

Transmission
The first part of this chapter examines the transmission of landed property and significant portions in cash
or kind (relative to the wealth of the willmaker). The majority of such bequestswere to the willmaker's
immediate family and questions of equality betweensiblings, both male and female will be addressed.
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Portions - land
Becauseno document giving a clear picture of landholding in Biddenden at this period survives, and few,
other than wills, that give any information on this subject, a note of caution must be made before discussing bequestsof land. Land given in wills is obviously bequeathedpost-mortem. There is very little information about any transmission of landed property pre-mortem. Such absenceof information is not
equivalent to absenceof action. This does not however mean that nothing can be said about the transmission of land at all by using only the evidence of wills. The casemust be made that the wills mentioning
bequestsof land are a reasonablesamplefrom which to draw conclusions about the transmission of land.
In 65% of the 79 wills where land is bequeathedto one or more of the willmaker's children, all or most
of these children are of a young age and unlikely to have received pre-mortem gifts of land. Of the
remaining 28 wills, where all children are adults, 61% have more than one son in consideration for land
but partible inheritance is practised in only 32% of them. Of the 10 wills where sons are excluded from
land bequestsin the will, only oneindicates probable pre-mortem inheritance of such property. This is the
will of John Igulden, yeoman, madein 1613 [PRC17/61/118]. Igulden leaves two acresof land to his eldest son John, 50 years old and the residue of his household goods including farming tools plus the greater
pan of his cattle to his younger son William. These bequests are fairly small for a older man describing
himself as yeoman and may be the result of the father divesting himself of his remaining property, the rest
having been given away before. This is made more likely by the fact that the son John makes his will
shortly after his father and has a greater amount of land to bequeath than is contained within the paternal
will (PRC17/66/35]. Presumablythis is at least part of a pre-mortem bequest.
Of course, pre-mortem bequestsmay have taken place in the other casesbut compensation to other
sons in the form of annuities and portions makes this unlikely. One will which does show clear evidence
of pre-mortem transmission is that of Barnard Randolph made in 1628. He stated in his will that he had
already "... conveyed and assured"... landed property to his four sons by means of "... several conveyances..." [PROB 11/153/50]. It is also probable that Roger Pattenson, a wealthy clothier, had also
given his lands to his offspring pre-mortem as he does not appearto have made a will but died after all of
his sons were of age and had established families of their own. The wills of his son Thomas
[PRC16/234/108] and grandson Josias [PROB 11/242/482] indicate that there was land in the family. In
land in question.
some wills, there may be indications of pre-mortem bequestsbut there is no

Someland would havebeengivenpre-mortemin wills which make no mentionof this type of property. This must be takeninto considerationin the following examinationof transmission.The law in
Kent for casesof intestacywaspartibledivision (mownas 'gavelkind'.The useof wills to maintainor
departfrom this ideal canbe examined.This is possiblefor two reasons.Firstly, most of the wills with
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MISSING

young and married when be made his will, be made allowance for any future male child to have an equal
share of this property with his brothers. The three daughtersare to receive their portions in goods and in
money from an equal division of the proceeds of selling the timber on the estate when it should next be
felled [PROB 11/52ß01.
Partible inheritance was clearly the preferred practice. Of the 34 cases where a single heir inherits, in
10 there is no other child in consideration (29%) and in 18 there is no other son (53%). In the 43 cases
where more than one son was considered, the majority (72%) divided the landed property between more
than one heir. The situation does appearto be changing however.

before1610

from 1610

8
21

16
15

single heir
partible

Table 4.1:

24
36

Type of land inheritance by period (all caseswith more than 1 child)

Times were harder in the Weald in the seventeenthcentury. The sixteenth century population boom and
the decline of cloth manufacturing may have made it more difficult or perhapsless advisable to treat children equally in regard to land. Beyond local fortunes, there was a movement among the gentry towards
unigeniture at a national level in the seventeenthcentury (hirsk,

1976). Thirsk does not see this affect-

ing thosebelow gentry status until the next century but this may not have beenso in all places.
Partible inheritance, however, does not necessarilyequate to equal inheritance. In practice not all sons

mayreceiveequalshareswherethereis land.
1.

Not all may receiveland Somemayget land,othersmoney(eitherlump sumor income)alone.
Someget both.

2.

Estatesgiven may not be equal in size or value.

3.

Estates may differ in other ways. Some may form a coherent farm, others consist of small,
separatedblocks of land. The land may be of differing quality.
It is difficult, with the available evidence, to compare bequestsof land. Any attempt to measure the

'equality' of land bequestsbetween siblings can only be very approximate. The third category of inequality defined above cannot be even roughly assessedin most Biddenden casesand has been stated more as a
theoretical possibility than something which can be seen in practice. The following figures are therefore
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based only on the first two definitions of inequality in partible inheritance.

Equal shares

Unequal
Not known

Table42:

Sons+daus
2

Sons
15

Daus
1

total
18

4
0

10
3

1
0

15
3

Unequalpartibleinheritance(land)

Them appears to be a slight preference for equality in shales to sons. Most cases of equal partible
inheritance are found before 1610, which indicates, with the trend towards single heir inheritance, increasing inequality in the treatment of children. This may reflect the more difficult times of the period after
1610, but may also shadow the national trend toward unequal inheritanceamong the gentry at this time.

equal
unequal

not known

Table 4.3:

before1610
13

from 1610
5

total
18

6

9

15

2

1

3

Unequal partible inheritance (land) by period

An exampleof the prefermentof somesonsaboveotherscanbe seenin the will of StevenIgulden,
clothier,madein 1606.Stevenwas agedabout54 yearsand hadfive sonsand two daughtersliving when
hemadehis will. The two eldestsonsJohn(26)andSteven(24)wereleft a farm each,themain farm (that
occupied by Steven senior) going to John. The third son, James(19), seemsalready to have received some
land as be is asked to release his interest in it and only receives £50 as a portion. The two youngest sons,
Richard (17) and baby Joseph (1) were to have £100 each while their sisters Dennice (5) and Margaret (3)
would get £80 each. Although Steven senior was in middle age, his wife, being his third marriage, was
young enough that he consideredthe possibility of a further child and allowed it a portion of £50 whether
male or female (PRC32i39ß43j. Clearly birth order was of much importance in this distribution of property although other considerations, such as other inheritances played their part. That differential inheritance might affect the futures of children is indicated by the fact that of the five brothers it is only the eldest two (who shared their father's lands) who remain in the parish to establish their own families.
The will of Ambrose Drayner, also a clothier but probably somewhat wealthier than Igulden, made in
1619 indicates inequality in the estatesgiven to children. At the time of his will, Ambrose had two sons,
Robert (18) and Ambrose (16), as well as three daughters, Elizabeth, Ann and Mary (aged 13,8 and 3
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years). He bequeathed his main farm and clothier's workhouse to his eldest son, along with a further
small property and 45 acres of land. His younger son was given another farm and also a small property.
The estate given to Robert was probably larger than that of his brother but young Ambrose had a larger
portion, £200 as compared to his brother's £100. All thzeedaughtersreceived no land but had portions of
£200 each [PRC32/45/178].
All of the children stayed in the parish, though Ambrose junior and his own family are not evidenced
after 1641. Robert became one of the wealthiest men in Biddenden, and styled himself gent. Young
Ambrose seems never to have achieved the same status or wealth. The two eldest daughters married
incoming men of substance and lived locally, the third appears to have lived in Biddenden and died
unmarried. Although both sons stayed to set up their own families in the parish, their respectivepositions
reflected their unequal land inheritance. Robert could rise in status, Ambrose remained about the same as
his father. The larger portion given to the younger son may not have offset the value of the land, or
perhaps it was merely that Robert bad greater personal abilities. A clear instance of the way in which portions might be seen to differ is given by the will of Josias Pattenson, yeoman, in 1653. He left all his
landed property to be equally divided between his three sons (then 13,7 and 4 years) when they are older,
but stated that if his eldest son took the main farm in the division then he would have to compensatehis
brothers by paying them portions of £100 each [PROB111242/482].
The inheritance of land was a practice largely restricted to males and was mostly carried out by division among more than one son though the choice of a single heir, or the favouring of some children above
others seemsto have been more common later in the period. It must be rememberedthough that inequality between heirs may be more apparentthan real. Those who received no land, or less than their siblings,
may have been compensatedby bequests of money or in kind (household goods, tools, stock). This was
very
particularly so for daughterswho
rarely received land.

Implications of Land Inheritance
if the ideal of inheritance was equal division among sons, this could in theory lead to the fragmentation of
holdings into estates which were not economically viable, in a situation of increasing population. Differventsocieties have made a variety of attempts to overcomethe partible dilemma.
1.

Unequal inheritance. All get something but one or some get a better inheritance, or one or some
get land the rest money.

2.

Marriage strategies.Attempts to agglomerateadjacentholdings by selective marriages. This may
take several generationsto achieve. It is more practicable when property goes to both sons and
daughters as a rule.
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3.

Siblingssell out to oneof their numberwho getstheland.Theotherstakethemoneyandleave.

4.

The parents attempt to acquire enough land to set up as many of their offspring as possible with
viable holdings.

5.

Siblings have shared rights in one estate.
Of theseoptions, Biddenden people mostly seemto have practised the first andthe fourth, but may also

have used the third method to some degree. The methods might also be combined. In societies where
property is individual rather than rights being held by a corporate group such as a clan, the fifth option
generally leads to inequality or reconsolidation through one of the other four methods.

Unequal Inheritance
Although unequal inheritance has been dealt with above, it should be examined in comparison to similar
practices in the ethnographic literature. O'Neill in his historical ethnographyof a Portugueserural hamlet
finds ostensibly partible inheritance but "... little if any diffusion of wealth..." in comparison to studies of
Alpine situations [O'Neill, 1987,203].
In generalthere appearsto be a rough maintenanceof statusin Biddenden betweenthe older generation
and at least some of the next. The practice of children staying in the parental home after marriage to form
their own families is found by O'Neill but is contrary to both ideal and normal behaviour in early modem
England. The household process in Fontelas, Portugal encouragesonly one or two siblings to marry and
bring in a spouse, the others remaining celibate. In Biddenden marriage does not seemto have beenproscribed for any member of a set of children. This would be facilitated by the English rule of one couple per
household but were equal partition to be practised, would require at least a fatni for each marrying child.
O'Neill finds "... an informal preference for one heir and one line of property transmission..." in Fontelas
[ibid, 207), but in Biddenden this is found only in 40% of the cases where more than one child in considered for inheritance. Landed property is divided among siblings of both sexesin Fontelas, but in Biddenden is generally given only to male offspring and where more than one son was under consideration
72% of casesindicate partible inheritance. The inequality found in Biddenden was not due to the choice
of a single heir, but to only giving land to some potential heirs and to unequal amounts of land being
given to each heir. Unlike Fontelas with its householdscontaining celibate siblings with legal but no practical rights to land, in Biddenden some of those remaining unmarried were those who received landed
property such as John Flete (PROB1150/11], Jeremy Vinall [PRC17/54/257] or John Brissenden
[PRC16/263/1295].
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Buying Land
The ideal method was probably to buy enough land to be able to give each son a viable farm. The land
market appears to have been very active and it seems to have been little problem for anyone with the
available capital or credit to buy land. Such an option was only open to the wealthy however. Clothier
Steven Bateman [PROB 11/56/22] had bought most of the numeroussmall estateswhich he gave to his
two sons and daughter in 1574. Some were bought from earlier Biddenden heirs, such as John, younger
son of Robert Brickenden who been left 14 acres of land by his father in 1564 (PRC17/37/137] but did
not stay in Biddenden unlike his brother (the main heir) Walter. Other land was purchasedfrom William
Fisbcock, a ageing man with no heirs to provide for.

Only a small numberof wills havedetailsof purchases
but somepatternsemerge.Wealthymen, like
Bateman,RichardAlland [PROB11/82/55]or StevenIgulden[PRC32ß9/343]who had morethan one
sonto providefor, and who might wish to leavethosesonsmorethanone farmeach,hadpurchasedmuch
of the land they bequeathed, in some cases including their main estate. Such action entailed a father
spending his active life acquiring the wherewithal to buy estatesfor his sons to inherit. Some land might
have come through his marriages by way of a wife's own inheritance as well as from bis own personal
inheritance. In some casesland was bought from heirs who left Biddenden such as the Moyse brothers,
John and Simon junior [PROB 11/62)30 and PRC32/39/343] who sold land to Steven Igulden towards the
end of the sixteenth century. Steven Bateman's son Steven also sold land to a number of people. He had
married an heiress and went to live near Favershamon her estate.Those with only one son or no children
at all to provide for were less likely to have bought the land that they bequeathed.Thomas Wells the
younger had the sameland when be made his will in 1629 (PRC17/68/403] that he had inherited from his
father in 1603 [PRC17/58R19]. He was childless and left the lands to his uncle. William

Boon

[PRC17/47R54] had not acquired lands beyond those received in his father's will fourteen years earlier
[PRC 17/42/81] but they provided a comfortable inheritance for his only son.
Although most of the available information on purchasing land relatesto wealthy men, the practice was
not confined to this group. Joseph Downe had bought all of the more modest property that appearsin his
will [PRC17/59/86]. Davis [Davis, 1973.116) points to the probable importance of the sale of land in a
society with partible inheritance causing fragmentation The evidence for Biddenden is very incomplete
but does indicate that this was one of the main ways by which property rights were transmitted. For any
person, purchasing land would require surplus money to be available and capital would also be neededto
provide portions for daughters and landless sons. Biddenden people had four main methods of acquiring
capital.
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1.

Fanning. Particularly stock raising and wood management.

2.

Trade and manufacture. Particularly clothmaking.

3.

Leasing land and tenementsfor rent, or lending money on interest.

4.

Borrowing money on trust, bonds or mortgages.
As Biddenden people had fairly small farms, not a great deal of profit could be made in this way by

most people although some of the wealthier inhabitants did practise stock rearing in quite a large way and
managed tracts of woodland, both of which could generatea good income. One benefit of acquiring land
was that those parcels or estatesnot being directly farmed by the owner could be rented out to someone
else. The profit could then be used to acquire more land or pay of any debts incurred to buy land. Capital
sums could also be lent at a small profit. Borrowing money was a widespread practise, but was only a
temporary solution to the problem of acquiring money as debts had to be (at least in theory) repaid. It is
probably therefore better seen as a form of financial management in a society with no banking than a
method of money acquisition.
One important way of generating extra capital was through trade and manufacture. In Biddenden this
meant predominantly clothmaking. 'Wood pasture' areas such as the Weald have often been seen as
developing manufactures due to the low amount of permanent labour neededon farms, the seasonality of
such work and the small size of holdings [Stripp, 1978; Thirsk, 1961; Zell, 1985). All have been said to
allow the surplus labour and time to be devoted to manufacturing which also might supplement the
meagre income of small farms. This is all clearly true of Biddenden. But it may be that the need to
acquire capital for partible inheritance was an extra incentive to develop manufacturing.
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Other Methods
One way of dealing with the problems of partibility is for divided land to be sold to one sibling after inheritance in order to re-make the paternal estate. In other situations all may continue to hold rights in
land worked effectively as one farm. Both methods are found to a varying degreein the Tyrolean village
of Tret where partible inheritance is the ideal [Cole, 1974). Co-heirs who have left the village or who
have married someoneholding a farm arelikely to wish to sell their rights to the family land to the sibling
who continues to work that farm. Where more than one child remains to live on and work the farm, only
one will many and that one will be the main heir. Over time most siblings will leave the holding to marry
or migrate. As seenin Fontelas,Portugal those who remain, unmarried are likely to be regardedas subordinate to the main, married heir. The main problem with not consolidating a holding, which Cole and
Wolf describe is that of further fission at the next generation,perhaps among persons who are geographically remote from the village. This is becausemigration does not automatically exclude a person from
rights to land.
There is little evidence in Biddenden for siblings selling out their rights to one of their number or for

one heir to work a farm with adultsiblingsstayingin a dependant
role.Thereareperhapstwo reasonsfor
this. Firstly many of the wills with bequestsof landrelateto themorewealthyor thosedecidingstrategies
clearly in advance.The needto reconsolidateholdingswould be moreurgentwhenthe father had only
one farm and this was itself divided. This may have occurred more often in cases of intestacy but the
information obviously would be lacking. Cbalklin cites cases of joint ownership of property from other
places in Kent but thinks that it was more common for co-beirs to sell their rights to one of their number
[Cbalklin. 1965]. He states that physical division of farms may have been common in the Weald in the
sixteenth century but was rare in the next century. The second reasonfor the lack of evidence for siblings
selling rights or staying on a farm unmarried is the general situation as regards landed property in the
Weald at this period. There is a tendency for anthropologists to study villages or areaswhere either all or
at least the vast majority of householdsown small farms or those where only a very small number of persons, perhaps only one, own all the land and leaseit out in someway or work it with hired labour. In Biddeaden there were landless people, some with small estates,otherswith several farms (both local and distant) and some non-resident landowners. Those not inheriting land could leasea farm and those with little
of their own could lease more. Sales of land were probably as likely to have been made to persons other
than a sibling co-beir. As noted above,there were always buyers for land.
Where estates are partitioned, one method of avoiding impoverishment is to try to reconsolidate holdings through strategic marriages with kin. Such a method is described by Davis in Pisticci, Italy and by
Segalen in Brittany, France (Davis, 1973; Segalen, 1986). The process may take several generations
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depending on how `close' is the intra-ldn marriage. Segelanfinds that on averagethe cycle takes five generations, Davis describes cousin marriages which allow consolidation over a shorter time span. This type
of practice is less significant where few females get any land and does not appearto be used in Biddenden. However, the problem exists that if it were practised over many generations(as in Brittany) it would
be difficult to detect given the paucity of detailed land recordsand the limited time depth of the study.

Land sales and migration
Although the method of acquiring new land for transmissionmight be preferred, some shareswere clearly
more equal than others. In some casesone or more sons had to make do with a lump sum or a rental income rather than land. Only one son would get the family farm, usually distinguished by the term "my
mansion house" to describe the residence. Others would get secondary estates,acquired by inheritance,
marriage or purchase. These might not be in the same parish or even the samearea as the parental home.
In this casethey could be rented to a tenant, sold and perhapsa local estatebought or the heir would move
away to work the more distant farm.
Landed property was in the majority of cases given to males, usually to sons. Daughters received
money portions which would be used as dowries when and if they married. In the sixteenth century there
appearsto have been a preference for dividing land fairly equally among sons, but during the seventeenth
century unigeniture and unequal partition becamemore common. This was probably related to the more
difficult circumstances of the later period (see chapter 3). Those sons who did not receive land would be
given portions in cash or kind, or in some casesan annuity.
Becauseland could be bought or rented, not inheriting land or being given a non-local estate did not
necessarily lead to migration. But sons who did not receive land seemto have been more likely to leave.
Partible inheritance did not guarantee that heirs stayed,and the sale of their lands added to the local land
market. A wealthier man would try to give each son landed property buying the estatesduring his lifetime. The need to accumulateland for this practice and capital for dowries and to compensatefor any inequalities may have contributed to the development of clothmaking enterprises.

Portions in money
There are 147 wills in which a father makes bequeststo children. Of these,in 50 cases all children are unmarried and are below the age at which they may take up their inheritances (this age is set within the will
but is usually between 18 and 22 years). In another 60 wills all children are above this agerange and most
are already married
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1560
1590
1620
all

Table 4.4:

All (141)
Sons
Daus
62% (16)
46% (12)
39% (23)
51%(30)
68% (38)
54% (30)
46% (65)
60% (84)

Child (47)
Sons

Daus

Sons

Daus

78% (7)
65%(11)

33% (3)
47% (8)

43% (3)
37%(10)

14%(1)
22% (6)

71%(15)
70% (33)

43% (9)
43% (20)

64%(16)
49% (29)

56%(14)
34% (20)

Number and percentageof wills leaving money portions to children by sex and age group.
Percentagesare of the total number of wills in eachperiod with bequeststo children.

Overall and particularly in the casewhere heirs were all children, daughterswere clearly more likely to
get money portions than sons. This is less marked for adult children, possibly as girls received their main
portions when they married, as a dowry. Viewing the high percentageof wills giving money portions to
daughters and taking statementsby historians such as Wrightson [Wrightson, 1982] into account, it is
likely that a cash dowry was considered very important in enabling a woman to marry. Possibly it was
almost essential (see chapter 5). The portions received by adults differ from those for younger children in
that they are usually much smaller and may be seen as extra gifts, supplementing pre-mortem transmission.

1560
1590
1620

Table4.5:

All (141)
Daus Sons
28.81 18.54
33.65 91.59
5354 76.79

Child (47)
Daus Sons Daus Sons
32.14 34.51
0.83
1.18
8.09 33.83
75.17 95.70
80.53 56.00 20.17 37.68

MoneyPortions- meanamountby sexandagegroupof children

The size of money portions left to younger children increasedgreatly between 1560-89 and 1590-1619,
partly due to inflation but also probably resulting from the trend towards inequality in land bequestsoutlined above and the concomitant need for compensation.Howell, examining inheritance in a midland parish among smaller farmers [Howell, 1976] finds an increase during the sixteenth and seventeenthcenturies in the value of portions but her period of study is longer and her time divisions broader making
detailed comparison impossible. Biddenden wills seem to indicate that there was inflation in portions
between 1560-89 and 1590-1619 after which values levelled out. Taking the price index used by Cooper
in his examination of similar inflation in the marriage portions of the aristocracy [Cooper, 1976], portions
to young children were outrunning price inflation at this period but, unlike portions among the very
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wealthy, then levelled off for daughters and fell in the case of sons.The fall in the size of portions in the
final period for sons in the case of `child' wills mirrors the pattern given by the number of wills in this
category giving land to one or more sons. A similar dip in the proportion of sons in this group receiving
goods takes place in the 1590-1619 period. This would indicate that a greater number of men who did not
own land, but could afford to pay significant portions, were making wills in this period than before or
afterwards but that money was preferred to goods as a bequest.

1560
1590
1620

Table 4.6:

Land %
56
24
38

Goods%
33
24
57

Portion
34.51
95.70
56.00

Land, goods and size of portions left to sons. The columns for land and goods are expressed
as a percentageof wills leaving this type of bequestto any son in each period.

Portions in Kind
Portions were not only given in money. Many children received all or part of their inheritances in the
form of goods. The bequeathing of goods can be broadly divided into two categories; specific goods
which are identified in the will (such as chests,sheetsand dishes) and the unspecified mass of things subsumed under the phrase "rest of my goods". This latter type of bequest may be composed not only of
goods in the senseof objects, but also of cattle, money and (hopefully) incoming debts. Becauseof this it
should be examined separately.

All (141)

Child (47)

Adult (59)

Daus

Sons

Daus

Sons

Daus

Sons

All Goods

34% (48)

57% (80)

38% (18)

40% (19)

29% (17)

66% (39)

Rest
Other

7% (10)
27%(38)

42% (59)
15%(21)

6% (3)
32%(15)

19% (9)
21%(10)

10% (6)
19%(11)

59% (35)
4% (7)

Table 4.7:

Portions in goods given to children by sex and age group. 'Rest' of goods (see below) is
distinguished from 'other' types of goods. Percentagesare of the number of wills containing bequestsof goods of that type.

The general category goods gives a distorted picture becausemost 'goods' bequeathed to sons, espeCially adult sons, are in the "rest of my goods" category. In fact willmakers usually left the residue of
their goods, after the specified legacies were taken out, to either a son or the widow. Where a son is the
main heir to land, be often receives the residue of goods as well. Otherwise this bequest often goes to the
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eldest son. In many cases the residue of goods might represent a portion larger than those given to
siblings. It is difficult to judge how far this representedinequality as the recipient in many caseswas also
the executor and therefore responsible for paying the outstanding debts and funeral costs of the deceased,
as well as probate expenses.When goods are examined without this special category, this form of portion
appears as being given to daughtersin most cases.There are few exclusively male or female types of property in Biddenden, but there is a tendency for fathers to bequeathcertain categories of goods more often
to children of one sex.

Daughters
17

Sons
6

Utensils
Furnishings

16
33

7
9

Animals

15

17

Linea

Table 4,8:

Type of bequestsin kind by sex of child (number of wills).

Household goods are mostly left to daughters, which may indicate that it was common practice for the
wife to bring such items to her married residence. Animals however are given fairly equally to sons and
daughters. The only types of property passedon exclusively to children of one sex are books and working
tools. Books are rarely mentioned in wills and where given to a child this is always to a son. Inventory
evidence. however shows them in the ownership of both men and women. Men alone have ledgers and
law books, but both men and women own bibles and religious works.
Working tools for trade or farming are passed between males in wills. Some are found in the inventories of widows, but these are fewer than in a male inventory and often not in a place where they might
usually be used (such as a workshop). Looms seemto belong exclusively to males. They were valuable
items, both in terms of cost and potential, and do not seem to have been left unused.Where men did not
have a son, or enough sons, who might use his looms these would be left to another kinsman or an
apprentice. Spinning and carding tools are rarely bequeathed.They were fairly cheap and may have been
passed on by informal means, if at all. Cards and stockcards,judging by the numbers in which they were
made were probably 'throw-away' items.
A few wills detail that certain children should receive particular goods that had belonged to a deceased
relative. This may be becausethat relative had given the object to the child, but put it in the parentskeeping. The implication of this and other.statementsmade concerning the ownership of items, is that despite
the legal situation where all property belonged to the husband and father, in practice items could be associated with particular individuals, be they male or female. This may equate to a set of personal items
being treated differently to other goods, as with the married woman's paraphernalia[Goody, 1962].
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Portions in money and kind implications
"
When property was in the forms other than land, bequestsseemon the surface to be more equal between
children regardless of sex and birth order. This is often only apparentfor two reasons. Firstly the bulk of
the deceased'spersonal estate may go to his widow and she may have power to redistribute it as she
wishes in her own testament,at least if she remains unmarried Secondly, one child, or some times more
than one may get the property covered by the phrase "the rest of my goods." This may consist of items
and money of greater value than the individual bequeststo other children. However, since the recipient(s)
of "the rest of my goods" was frequently also made executor of the will, the value of this bequestmight
be somewhat offset by the requirement to pay the deceased'sdebts and funeral expenses,plus the probate
fees.
In some cases however there was variation in the portions of children from families of few or modest
means. John Withemden [PRC17/48/314] a weaver of limited means, left his loom to his son, 3s 4d to his
eldest daughter, 6s 8d to the next and a heifer to the youngest. ShopkeeperFrancis Coventry, a man of
middling status with no land of his own left £12 each to his eldest son and daughter, and £10 each to his
younger daughters (PRC17/62/284). Birth order was sometimes used to apportion amounts of gifts but
did not always work by decreasing amounts eldest to youngest.
Other inequalities in non-landed property might occur when one child receives the tools of the parent's
occupation(s). This would save the child an important, though often not great, capital outlay at a time
when resourceswere much needed. Other children would have to meet such expensesout of their money
bequests,their savings, and the capital brought by a spouse.This would apply to both male and female
children. Men would need tools to take up fanning or a trade, women to carry out domestic production
such as spinning, dairying and brewing. The type of tools left in a will could vary between the turner's
tools valued at 10s in his inventory which Richard Lull left to his wife's son [PRC17/40/199 and
PRCIO/3127), through the three looms worth M each left by John Stedman (PRC17/52/147 and
PRC1O/29/412), to the workhouse and clothier's implements that Simon Moyse bequeathedjointly to his
sons (PROB11/52ß0). Spinning tools, as noted above were rarely bequeathed,John Frow being unusual
in leaving woolen and linen trendles to his wife [PRC17/51l12]. The objects associated with
women's
work were not always given to females.In 1598 Margaret Ramsden,a widow left all of her milk Bruggsto
be divided between her son and two daughters (PRC17/51/352].
It is often difficult to assessthe relative value of siblings inheritances when they contain items other
than land and money. Furniture, linen and clothes might help to save expense in setting up a household
but this is difficult to quantify. One item left by many willmakeis as an individual gift is a bed. William
Boddenden left one bed to each of his children, his son having the best. and his daughters the next in
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quality by ascendingage order [PROB 11/61/22]. These were all feather beds, and some of them, given
Boddenden's wealth, would have been elaborate items worth severalpounds each. However, considering
the general standardof provision for children of this status,such gifts were probably less important individually in future life than the simple wooden bedsteadand flockbed which weaver's widow Emme Stedman left her daughter in 1604 (PRC17/53/97).
Although much has been written in anthropology and history about the transmission of land among the
wealthy and not so wealthy, little has beensaid about inheritance among the landless. In part this may be
because the different types of property are hard to compare. Money seems simple, objects less so. The
amounts may seem very small, a chest, a table-cloth, a few shillings. It must be rememberedhowever that
the objects would have to be purchasedfor the child's own home. The money may amount to only a few
days wages, but it is money beyond that neededfor subsistencewhich was the destination of an adult's
wages. From inventory values, many household items were fairly cheap,especially old items which might
be purchasedsecond-hand,and a few shillings of capital could go some way toward furnishing a simple
home. Therefore, even at this level, variation might have some importance.The task of trying to compare
bequests in this way would be very expensive in time and labour, however, and variations in the quality
of information between caseswould make clear comparison difficult. Inequalities clearly existed between
those who were given the bulk of the willrnaker's goods and other children. Further kinds of unequal
treatment may also be found in bequests of both money and goods. It is difficult to compare these items
but there transmission may have had more significance than might be assumed.
The predominance of daughters among young children given cashportions points to the importance of a
cash dowry. Average portions increase until the early seventeenthcentury and then level off. The substantial increase for adult sons at this period may reflect compensation for not receiving land. More men
without land seem to have made wills in the early seventeenthcentury but gave cash rather than goods.
Portions in kind are more likely to go to daughters asindividual bequestswith household goods preferred.
Sons, in particular the eldest, are most likely to receive the 'rest' of the willmakers goods. The tendency
to give household goods to daughters may indicate that they provided many such items for their new
householdsat marriage (but see chapter 5).
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Inheritance by other kin
Where wills were made by people with no children, land and goods might be redivided among siblings.
The pattern for such nedivision in the caseof the death of the stated heir is often laid out in parent's wills,
but usually only applies until the child is of age to receive the inheritance. Wills redividing among siblings can be more subversive to the ideal of equality than parental wills. The only known case of total
disinheritance is between siblings. Edward Young, clothier, a single man who made his nuncupative will
in 1656 left most of his goods to his deceasedsister's husband, James Buna but "... as for his brother
James Young be said bee would give him nothing..." [PROB 11/3011259]. Edward also left money to his
widowed sister's children and asked Bunce to take care of her and her family. Little is known of Young
other than that he was the 29 year old son of a clothier and that a bequest in his will of £10 to George
Hammon indicates that he was a follower of the popular dissenting preacher. His father was still alive

whenEdwardmadehis will, but mayhavepassedon somepropertypre-mortem.
The will of Richard Russell, an unmarried weaver, made in 1613 is not so drastic in action but shows
the way in which lateral bequests could change the pattern of inheritance [PRC17/59/200]. Richard's
father Thomas had left the residue of his goods to be equally divided among his three sons, Richard,
Simon and Thomas, and his widow while his three married daughtersreceived 20s each (PRC17/52/3].
Token bequestswere made to the children of two daughtersand his married son Simon as well as 10s to
Simon's wife. Richard's will concentratesmost of his bequeathedproperty on Simon's family. Simon had
died the year before Richard made his will Three of Simon's sons receive 20s each and each of his three
daughters is given £A, but his youngest son Richard is left an annuity of 40s per year. Given that it was
common practice to name children after a same sex godparent,this special treatmentmay indicate that the
younger Richard was the elder's godson.Simon's widow also receives £20 and her step-brotherJohn Barrow the residue of Richard's goods. By comparison Richard leaves£5 each to his own sisters, only 20s to
his younger brother Thomas and nothing to members of Thomas' family. BecauseThomas the elder died
when his children were grown up, the equality of their portions cannot be known although it is unlikely
that there was any land to be bequeathed(neither Simon nor Richard leave land in their wills).
The preference shown by Edward Young for his sisters' families is unusual. It is more common for
brothers and their families to receive more. Richard Beale, an unmarried 28 year old clothier, made a will
in 1622 which gave his lands equally to a son of each of his eldest and youngest brothers, and an annuity
of 30s per year from these lands to his other brother (PROB 11/141/18]. By contrast the children of his
two sisters were given only 20s each. In 1566 Joan Chalker, the unmarried daughter of a blacksmith
(deceased),made her will in which she left £3 each to her two brothersplus a chest to the younger while
her sister received only 5s (PRC17/40/46]. Her father had left both daughtersan equal portion of £10 with
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land and goods going to both sons and tools to the elder son who would follow his father's trade
[PRC17R9f25). The children were all below age when their father made his will in 1553, so that premortem inheritance is unlikely. The two brothers received more, even from their sister.
Major bequests are very rarely made outside of the family of procreation. Land is given within this
group in 83% of cases,annuities in 78%, and 'rest of goods' in 79% of wills where this bequestis made.
Where this does happen the wilmaker is usually unmarried or at least childless. Land may be given to a
widow only for life and then passedto a more distant relative or to a brother. Bequests of land other than
to widows and daughters are in all casesto males, whether kin or non-kin although in a few casesaffines
or descendantsthrough females axechosen. This indicates more than a mere concern about land going out
of the male line of descent.The tendency to give land to males may indicate that women were seenas less
capable of managing land than males. It is sometimes implied that a widow will let land she has been
given the use of, rather than farm it berself.
Bequests to kin outside of the willmaker's family of procreation are most likely to be to siblings and their
families, including in-laws. There seemsto be a tendency for such bequeststo diverge from the attempts
at equality found in parental wills. These may in practice even up previous unequal bequests,but often
seemin fact to reproduce pre-existing inequalities or to make new ones.This seemsto be particularly true
in the favouring of brothers over sisters, but also extends to differences among siblings regardlessof sex.
As with children, male kin or even non-kin were preferred to females in the case of landed property
though men linked through women might be chosen.

Provision for widows

In almostall caseswherea manmakeshis will, expectingto die beforehis currentwife, specialprovision
is madefor her. This could takemany formsbut generallyinvolvesoneor moreof four typesof bequest.
Theseare:
1.

An annuity, often from land given to a child, but sometimes from the return on invested money.

2.

Residue of goods. As noted above this could be a generous gift or not depending on circm

3.

stances.

Land, usuallygivenfor life (or at leastwidowhood)or while childrenare growingup. Occasionally given for an unspecified period or in perpetuity.

4.

Money,a cashsumsimilarto a child's portion.
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Just over half (54%) of Biddenden wills contain some form of provision for a widow, Of these 133
wills, 29 (22%) leave an annuity, 25 (19%) leave land and the same number cash sums, but 77 (58%)
leave the residue of goods to the widow. Immediate needsmight be met by leaving foodstuffs and farm
animals, especially milk cows, pigs and poultry (all of which related closely to female farm and household tasks), to a widow. Similarly arrangementsmight be made for her lodging in the short term with one
of the willmakers children.
The provisions made for Ann, wife of StevenBateman, clothier, in his will of 1574 illustrate many of
these methods [PROB 11/56/22]. As well as cows, fuel and food for the immediate aftermath of Steven's
death, she received £60 cash and an income of £20 per year for life. She was given lodging in Steven's
main house which he left to his younger son. Eight rooms for her use were specified: the hall, the
chamber over the hall, the great chamber with the garrett over it, the old parlor with the chamber beyond
it, a chamber next to the garden and a small chambernext to the great chamber. She also was to have the
use of premises for baking and brewing, accessto "... the piff... " for water and the use of the inner garden.
However, if she were to remarry, Ann would have to leave the house and lose these rights. Stevenjunior,
the younger son, may have ceasedto live in the house with his mother by spring 1579 when, according to
the statements given by George Holland and Robert Webb before the church court in a slander case
[EcCX10.18, f156-7]. Holland was living with the widow, his aunt, as a "... sojourner or border..." and a
female servant. The son was resident in Biddenden through the 1580s and early 1590s, but whether in
this house or elsewhereis uncertain. By 1605, when he died, he was living at his wife's natal home near
Faversham.Ann died in 1609. The rooms mentioned in her inventory include thoseprovided as her future
dwelling in her husband's will indicating that she still lived in his house [PRCIO/33/274]. She had not, of
course, married again.
John Saywell, a shearman,left the residue of his goods to his wife Joan when he made his will in 1606
as well a specifying that she should receive a bed. Goods including shearing tools were bequeathedto his

two sons,the husbandof his daughterand one sonof his wife by her previousmarriageas well as small
In his inventory certain goods (furnishingsplus brassand pewter
money portions [PRC17/591200].
vessels)valuedat just under£2 aresaidto be ...suchhousholdstuffe..." that Joan"... broughtunto..."
John "... shebeinga widdow beforemarriage... [PRC10/35/412].Thepropertywasformally John's,but
seemsto havebeenregardedseparatelyfrom his othergoods.The Saywellswere poor in comparisonto
the Batemaos.John Saywell's total goodswere valuedat only £26 6s as opposedto over £62 for the
Whenwidow Joandied in 1611,her goodswere valued at only
widowedAnn Bateman'spossessions.
£10 8s4d (PRC1013513601.
Sheoccupiedfour roomsof thesamehousethat her husbandhad lived in (his
inventorymentionednine rooms),the hall andkitchenwith the two roomsabove. Her possessions
were
beds
inherited
her
furniture,
modest,the two
(one
secondmarriage),other simple
and one broughtto
linen, cookingand eatingutensilsand someof her late husband'stools.In her will shedistributesthese
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goods to her own children (by her first husband) along with small amounts of money. Despite their relative poverty Joan had a jointure from her later husband in the form of a bond to leave her worth £20 at his
death [PRC2/16/173].
These two casesillustrate the intentions and practice of provision for widows. Both are able to continue
living, in reduced circumstances,without remarrying. The gap in wealth and standardsof living is maintained but does not appearto have narrowed significantly. Joan Saywell's jointure is only known because
the probate accounts for her husband's will have survived which indicates that more widows may have
had such a provision than appears from will evidence alone. How long her situation could have been
maintained is uncertain, she died within a few years of her husband.Ann Bateman's more generousprovision may have enabledher to live out a long and comfortable widowhood of twenty-five years.
In stating a condition of continued widowhood for her rights to lodging in his former home, Steven
Bateman was making a very common proviso. Where wives were given such rights, or rights to profits
from land these were usually severely limited. One form of limitation is for a time period to be specified
for such rights, either in terms of years or until a child reachesadult years. The other main form of limitation is the requirement, seen in the Bateman case, for a widow to give up certain rights were she to
remarry. Lands are generally left to a widow for the term of her life only (52% of cases)but a surprising
number (26%) leave her such property with no limitation. In four of the seven cases of permanently
bequeathingland to a widow, the willmaker has no surviving children but in the other three several small
children exist. These three wills were made by a clothier, a yeoman and a labourer so that wealth is
unlikely to be a factor causing this action. Cicely Howell found in a midland parish that of 56 wills leaving land to widows, in 71% of casesno safeguardwas made to protect other heirs and in only 27% of the
56 wills was the maker childless [Howell, 1976]. In this perspective, the willmakers of Biddenden appear
protective of their children's interests and even of interests of siblings and other kin. John Besbych allows
his widow an annual income of £20 for life but reducesthis to £14 if she remarries [PRC17/58j216]. Besbych, whose will is dated 1608, was a yeomanand it is significant that restrictions concerning remarriage
were more likely for the wives of wealthier men, who were left annuities and land, than for those of
poorer men who received only goods.
Such restrictions might be viewed as a means of limiting sexual accessto widows by making it unattractive for them to remarry. As fewer widows remarried than did widowers (see below) this may have
worked in practice but the intention was probably to protect the inheritances of children. Several wills
demand that a remarrying widow put in a bond to pay legacies to her late husband'schildren but make no
further restriction. Thomas Norton, a yeoman, leaves his goods and the profits of his lands to his widow
for life. He then specifies that if she were to remarry and her husband were to take theseprofits but fail to
maintain his new wife, then such monies were to be paid to her personally [PRC17/54/174]. Norton was
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childless and left his properties to distant kin or non-kin in the long term. His concern for his wife's welfare is clear but no restriction is put on any future marriage.The widow does indeed marry in 1606, one
year after the death of her first husband and is the only married woman to have a probate inventory among
such documents used in this study. At her death in 1609 she has a small amount of personal property, a
lease and two debts owed to her, worth in all £5 10s [PRC1O/38R53].
Provision for widows in wills therefore was usually adequate to maintain the woman in a state
corresponding to her late husband's status. The overriding concern, however, was to protect the inheritances and other interests of children. It was for this reason that legacies to widows had limitations set

uponthem.
Wills and socialrelations
Wills may not be merely mechanismsfor passing property from one generation to the next. They can also
be used to try to influence future social relations. This may be done in three ways. Firstly the will itself
may be considered as a means of settling potential disputes over property or may contain statements
which point to possible problems and potential solutions. Secondly personsmentioned in the will may be
given obligations towards one another which go on in time beyond the death of the willmaker. Thirdly a
willmaker may give small, symbolic bequeststo other persons, perhapshoping to maintain their goodwill
or dependancytowards his or her major heirs.

Potential problems
Some statementsenvisage possible future problems among immediate family members. According to
John Chalker, one of the witnesses, when the widow Venice Carpenter made her will in 1597, she
"... desired that there might be gnietnes among her Children after her death..." [EcCX11.3, f122-5].
Another witness, one of Venice's daughters adds that her mother had wished that her children would
"... not trouble one the other about her will or her goods..." [ibid].
Two years later one of the daughters, Margaret Wilcock, brought a dispute before the church court
claiming that her brother had altered the will, depriving her of a legacy of £20. According to the questions
in court [EcCJ/J/5/114) Venice's eldest son is said to have been ' `...in a great rage..." about this bequest
and while writing the will "... did in a rage fling yt awaye & said bee would not bee executor..." [ibid].
Another sister, Bridget Farmer, tried to conciliate suggesting her husband as an alternative executor, but
John picked up the will but did not addthe bequest. One point of interest here is that what is in dispute is
not the major inheritancesof the children, received from the father and probably at marriage, but the division of the relatively small amount of goods and money belonging to the widowed mother. When Steven
Bateman bequeatheda small estate to his married daughter in 1574, he considered that if his sons
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...do dislike of this my gifte to my daughter Julyan Hausnothe and will not suffer her and her heirs
quietly to enjoy the said house and lands... [PROB11/56/22].

she should have £100 instead. The sons were both to receive far more landed property than this farm, but
might still begrudgetheir sister this gift. It was a legal gift but unusual as land was very rareley given to a
daughter where sons existed. They might causetrouble either by challenging the will or perhaps through
personal animosity. John Young in 1609 wished that bis will might be carried out "... in all peace and
Christiane love without contention and discord... " (PRC17/58)215]. The will consists of a division of
goods and some money payments to John's three adult children and his widow. It is not clear where any
grounds for contention may lie. Innkeeper's widow Joan Stowe made her will in 1616 "... soe that there
be noe fallinge out about the same after my decease..." [PRC17/62114].Dispute appears to have been
always possible and seems to be envisagedas betweensiblings.
As well as potential disagreementabout property, co-residenceof personsfrom the same family of origin was seen as a possible source of problems. A yeoman, Edward Collens, wished his widow to live
with his second eldest son, in his house while she remained a widow [PROB11/67/421.But if she "... doe
dislike her dwellinge and maintenance within with my sonne..." she could live instead in the house of the
eldest son. A similar concern is also seen in the will of Simon Brissenden in 1647 who leaves the residue
of his household goods to his two sonsprovided that "... they shall not part but keepe house together until
michaelmas next cominge: without troubel on of an other..." [PRC16/256/1039]. The younger son,
Robert, was 45 years old, married for 22 years and had five living children while his elder brother, John,
aged 59 years was unmarried and was heir to Simon's lands. Co-habiting adult siblings were probably
rare in this period [Laslett, 1972] but may have been more acceptablewhere only one was married, as in
this case.It must be assumedthat John had been living with his younger brother or with his father prior to
1647. Clergyman John Wbetcombe wished his widowed sister to live "... with all peace and quietnes..."
on part of his lands, the main threat appearing to be from his son. He also wished that "... for better peace
quiet & comfort... " his unmarried sister would "... make her place of habitacion with her duringe her
owne pleasure...", an arrangement in which be thought the son "... will take verie good pleasure..."
[PRC17/59/110]. Perhaps John the younger did not want his aunt living in his household. The arrangement that the two middle-aged women should share a house seemsto have been viewed positively by the
willmaker.
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Obligations - kin and non-kin
Becauseof the diverse futures which would be pursued by offspring, there is a tendency in wills to try to
lay out patterns of relationships for the future. Brothers may be obliged to pay a set or calculable income
to sisters, their mother or younger brothers, for a term of years or for life. Such an annuity was most commonly payable from a son to the widow. Wealthy shoemakerJervis Ramsden gave bis land to his two
sons equally in 1580 but they were to pay an income to his widow for life from this property
[PRC17/43/359). Yeoman John Besbycb in 1608, left two farms each to his two sonsbut they were to pay
uneven shares of an annuity from these lands to the widow [PRC17/58/216]. The elder son was to pay
60% of her annual income, the younger 40%. Such a division may have beenproportional to the value of
their inheritances.
Another type of obligation was the payment of a younger sibling's portion at some time in the future.
Thomas Ricard wished his son to pay his three youngest daughterstheir portions at 22 years of age as
well as paying the widow her annuity of £6 when he took charge of his landed inheritance at age 30 years.
The two eldest daughters, who would reach 22 years before Francis received the land, would get their portions from their mother who was to look after the property in the mean time (PRC17/59ß). Such obligations could be fulfilled after many years from the date of the will. Thomas Ricard died in 1607 when his
son Francis was 23 years old. When Francis paid the portion of his youngest sister Ann be would have
been 40 years old. As be did not inherit his father's estate until he was 30 years old, be delayed marrying
until this time but would have bad to pay out the portions of his sisters.during the first ten years of marriage while his own family was growing. Such obligations clearly had economic implications as well as
maintaining ties to members of a person's family of origin. Three payments of £13 6s 8d might not have
been welcome at an already expensive period of Francis' life course.
The third major type of obligation was the request to a widow to "bring up" and sometimes to "educate" the willmakers children. In some casesthe widow is given a larger annuity until the children are
grown to help with this task, in other cases a bequest of the willmaker's goods is said to be for this purpose. Some men, perhaps of a more puritanical inclination, elaborated this wish as "... shee shall educate
and bring up every of my said children ...in the feare of god and knowledge of his lawes..." (Francis
Coventry 1613, PRC17/62,/284). George Richardson in 1618 wanted his children educated "... well and
vertuously... " (PRC17/63/334). Sometimes instructions might be more specific, detailing certain Wills
that the children should acquire or a trade that should be followed. Sorte .such as the carrier Thomas
Drayner in 1613 [PRC17/58/154) or the labourer Richard Shoebridge in 1631 (PRC17/68/121] merely
asked that the widow might bring up and educatetheir children. Examined from the context of late twentieth century attitudes and images involving families and children, such requests appear somewhat
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strange. That a widowed mother would bring up her children appears too obvious a situation to need
detailing in a will. But this may be to anachronistically read such wills with the cultural luggage of a
twentieth century mind. Anachronism is the historical equivalent of ethnocentrism.The statementsin the
wills may only be a conventional form of words (although they are not universal). That such a form of

wordswasuseddoesindicatesomecontemporary
concernin this area.
Firstly, the widow may not be the mother of the children mentioned in the will or at least, not of all of
them. She might therefore have felt less personal obligation to care for her late husband's children by a
previous marriage than she would were they her own. Francis Coventry had four children, but only the
youngest two were by his widow Sarah.She was however, asked to bring "every" of them up. Secondly,
the widow may not always have had the resourcesto bring up and educatethe children on her own as well
her husband could have provided for. A bequestto the widow is sometimes "in consideracion" that she
will bring up the children. Opportunities for women to earn money existed but they were paid less than
men. The widow of a moderately well off man such as Francis Coventry would have been less troubled
perhaps in this respect than Mary Sboebridge,the widow of a much poorer man.
The third situation can be illustrated by Sarah Coventry. She remarried within one year of Francis'
death so that his children would have been step-children to the 26 year old and then childless Warham
Reader, a man nearer in age to the Coventry children than he was to their late father. Eleven months later
Sarah died What happened to the children in her charge at this time is not known. The two eldest
daughters remained in or returned to Biddenden to marry and live them. They were 18 and il

years old

when Sarahdied and may have been in service by then. Te ever present possibility that a widow might
remarry would place the children in her charge in the position of step-children to another man. Goody
discusses step-mothers and their image in Europe [Goody, 1976b]. Curiously there is a lack of stories
about wicked step-fathers although remarrying mothers must have been common in the recent past in at
least northern Europe.
The fourth situation emergesfrom the wording of Steven Ramsden's statement that "... my wife shall
have the kepeinge and bringinge upp of Pemsismy daughter..." [PROB 11112/35).The possibility exists
that someone other than the widow could in some circumstances be preferred for this task. In a small
number of casesa person other than the widow is asked to bring up and/or educatethe willmaker's children. In 1574 Steven Dorly, butcher, asked Thomas Mayer, probably non kin, to bring up his four children although be left a widow [PRC17/42/85). The widow was not the mother of any of these children.
Thee of the children are evidenced later in Biddenden. John Hogben [PRC17/66/287] a fairly recent inmigrant to Biddenden whefl be made his will in 1620 asked his brother to "... keepe and maintayne..."
both his son and daughter at school, despite his leaving a widow. He wishes to be buried at Sheldwich,
next to his first wife and she may be the mother of thesechildren. In 1658 John Verrall wishes his brother
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"... to take care of his sonne..." and he is duly appointed legal guardian of the boy by the court
(PROB 11/286/18). John has a wife who has two children of her own but does not chooseher to look after
his son. His previous wife died eight years earlier, so that his widow may not be the mother of the son.
All three casestherefore may involve a situation where the widow is stepmotherto the children.
The requests discussedabove are ways in which ties of dependancyand obligation were projected forward beyond the will-makers present. In these cases the ties involve the immediate family of the
willmaker, the widow and children. Several points emerge from looking at such obligations. Adult males
have obligations toward adult females whether of the same generation (their sisters) or the preceding one
(father's widow). Females are therefore considereddependant on males except where the woman is adult
and the male a child. The ties attempt to bold together the fragile network that an early modem family
could become when the father died and children grew up. Fragmentation took place as the children left
home for service and then to set up their own households. Some would migrate to other places, some
would stay in the vicinity of their former home. Remarriageagain might rupture some of the ties of a previous family placing children in the position of step-children to another man or woman. Binding former
family members by obligations did not prevent fragmentation, but may have helped maintain contacts that
could otherwise have been broken. The purposes were economic but the implications were also social.
The fundamental inequality in male/female relations is clear, especially in the reversal of dependancy
between widow and son when the son comes of age.
Other direct obligations are set out by giving kin, friends or neighbours duties in connection with a
will. Executors are usually immediate family members, but in some circumstancescan be more distant
kin or non-kin.

Table 4.9:

Executors

cases %

Immedfamily

184

62

Family of orig
In-laws
Otherkin

25
16
21

8
5
7

Non kin

48

16

cases %
Widow
Son

86
85

29
28

Daughter

13

4

Executors of wills by relationship to willmaker

Widows and sons were clearly prefer ed to daughtersand where members of the willmaker's family of
origin are chosen, brothers are more likely (18 cases) than sisters (1 case) or parents (father 3 cases,
mother 1). This may in part reflect the fact that parents would be available in only a few cases.Outside of
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these types of close kin, non-kin were more likely to be chosenthan more distant kin. Males were more
often chosen(64% of cases)as executors than females (36%), especially outside of the immediate family
(excluding sons, widows and daughters) with males in 34% of casesand females in only 2%. Executors
were responsible for seeing that the bequestsin a will were carried out. Occasionally a pattern for passing
on the executing is laid out in casethe nominated person dies or refusesthe task, or where that person is
too young to do the immediate tasks. In some casesjoint executors are chosen. This is especially likely
where one executor is a young child, not consideredold enoughto take on the responsibility.
As well as appointing one or more executors, a testator might also appoint one or more overseers,who
were to supervise the execution of the will and generally aid and advise the person doing the task.
Appointment of overseersimplies some form of continuing dependancyon the part of the executor.

Overseers

cases %

Immedfamily
Family of orig

2
13
7

8

Kin

12

14

Non kin

53

61

In-laws

Table 4.10:

2
15

Overseersof wills by relationship to willmaker

From these figures it can be seen that members of the immediate family were rarely chosen, and that
overseerswere most commonly non-ldn, that is friends and neighbours. They were also overwhelmingly
male. In the Biddenden wills a woman is made overseer on only one occasion. This is the widow of
StevenBateman in his will of 1574 [PROB 11/56/22] with her son anddaughter's husband as executors.

Immedfamily
Family of orig
In-laws
Kin
Non kin

Table 4.11:

cases
82

6
6
9
20

% of execsof this type
45
24
38
43
42

Executors of wills where ovezseezsare appointed, by relationship to willmaker

Members of the willmakers immediate family (almost all widows and sons) had in the majority of
casesnon-kin to oversee their executorships. Such overseerswere friends and neighbours of roughly the
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samestatus as the wi imaker. They would have the appropriateknowledge of land, leasing and investment
to advise an executor, but unlike kin could not claim any interest in the property of the deceased.More
distant kin and non-kin might also be given obligations of the type often associatedwith immediate family such as paying an income or portion, supervising education and providing housing. This was not as
common (40% of cases) as these obligations between members of the willmakers immediate family
(60%). Siblings, in-laws and non kin were equally likely to undertake tasks for the willmaker's widow
and children. Similar obligations might be performed for other kin who were usually children at the time
when the will was made. This latter situation is mostly found where the willmaker has no immediate fatnily or at least no children.
All of these forms of obligation imply unequal power relations. Some people have access to the
resourcesor Imowledge to allow them to carry out actions on behalf of others.The inequality is basedfor
the most part on gender and age. Young children are dependant on adult women and men, but adult
women and younger men are dependant on adult men. In some circumstancesfuture actions, both single
instance or repeating, imply a continuation of relationships which existed when the will was made. This is
particularly true in the caseof the willmaker's immediate family.

Small bequests
Less direct obligations would be createdby small gifts to kin, friends and those in other power relations to
the willmaker. Servants frequently receive small amounts of money and thoseworking for the will-maker
in other capacities such as workmen, weavers and spinners may also receive small gifts. Occasionally
tenants are given bequests,periods rent free or security of tenure for a time.

Godchildren
Minor bequestsmay be given to kin outside of the immediate families of the willmaker, such as uncles,
aunts and those relatives describedby the terms kinsman/woman or cousin. Cousin was a loosely defined
term applied usually to more distant lateral relatives both consanguinous and affinal, but could also be
used for close non-kin friends. Small amounts of money are often given to grandchildren and sibling's
children, sometimes in situations where the parents receivenothing. Such gifts can be seen as a way of including members of the willmakers families who do not for somereason receive a major bequest,such as
married daughterswho have had their portions.
Some grandchildren and sibling's children may also be godchildren to the willmaker. These generally
receive more than their siblings who are not godchildren. Widow Margaret Crottall in 1585 left 3s 44
each to her godson Nicholas and goddaughter Margaret but the siblings of Nicholas only received 3s 4d
divided between them [PRC17/46/232]. Her two godchildren were the son of her daughter and the
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daughter of her son. George Downe, yeoman, in 1614 gave 10s each to his three godchildren, all children
of his siblings, but nothing to his sibling's other children except one sister's eldest daughter (PRC17/
57)315). In some cases godchildren could be the grandchildren of a spouse,as with John Besbych whose
godson John Beale was the son of his wife's daughter by an earlier marriage [PRC17/58216). Some
will-makers appear to have had godchildren who were less close kin or non kin. Philipe Swift
[PRC17/66/191] had two goddaughters, the daughter of her son, Philipe Goldwell, and the daughter of a
"cousin" (in this caseher deceasedbrother's granddaughter),Philipe Besbych. Though not confined to
wealthier people, most willmakers leaving bequests to godchildren were of higher status and more than
20% of wills with such bequestswere those of widows. As only 14% of wills (34) have such bequests,it
is uncertain whether wealthier and higher statuspersons were more likely to have godchildren than those
of moderateor little wealth.
Anthropological studies of godparenting indicate that such a relationship may imply some thing about
that between the parents and the will-maker. It is not possible on my evidence to understanda great deal
about godparenthood and little work has been done on this relationship in contemporary England. In a
classic study Mintz and Wolf indicate that the most important relationship in Latin American compadrazgo is that between the child's parents and the sponsors [Mintz, 1950]. This relationship can be
formed at occasions other than baptism and the choice of compadres will vary in different communities
between exclusively kin or only non-kin. They distinguish two types of compadrazgo, one between
equals and one betweenpeople from different social classesor status groups.

in Europedivided in this way
Goodylikewise seesthechoiceof godparents
In some regions and periods godkin were mainly consanguines while in others they formed a potential
ladder for social advancement and were therefore chosen from prestigious outsiders or even friends
(Goody, 19931.

This statement probably roughly reflects the situation in Biddenden. Thomas Wells, a wealthy yeoman,
names five godsons and five goddaughters in his will of 1629 [PRC17/68/403]. One godson and three
goddaughtershave fathers of equal status to Thomas but the others are of somewhat lower status though
not poor. One goddaughter, Sarah Dodson is the sister of Thomas' apprentice Steven and one godson
Thomas Fanance is probably kin to his servant John Farrance and is the son of Nicholas Farrance, also
given a bequest in the will. All of Wells' godchildren are non kin and reflect friendship and one form of
link to social inferiors which may be part of a densernetwork of links of dependancy. In fifteenth century
Florence, IQapisch-Zuber finds parents choosing sponsors from persons below themselves in status and
cites a contemporary, Giovanni Morelli, who lists becoming godfather to children of "... good men...",
those "... of substanceand power..." as a meansof acquiring and maintaining friendship [Klapiscb-Zuber,
1985,90]. There appears to be no instance of poorer persons godparenting the children of wealthier families in Biddenden.
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Change over time has been noted by some anthropologists in the choice of godparents. In Ambeli,
Greece choosing kin has becomerarer in recent times, parents opting for non-ldn who might give aid, and
this is seen by du Boulay as part of the decreasedimportance of the kindred [Boulay, 1974]. By contrast,
White, speaking of Abruzzi, Italy claims that the practice of choosing more powerful persons as godparents is less common today becauseincreasing affluence makes the need for their help less likely, and
the choice is usually from friends or kin of equal status [White, 1980]. There is no clear change towards
or away from kin in Biddenden, but there does seem to be a decline in leaving godchildren bequests
overall. Of the 34 wills with bequeststo godchildren, 68% were made before 1610. This does not necessarily reflect a decline in choosing godparents as such. Houlbrooke notes that puritans tended to disapprove of the practice which may have contributed towards any decline in importance given to such links
[Houlbrooke, 1984).
Pitt-Rivers for Andulusia states that the conipadrazgo is a stronger bond than kinship because it is
voluntary. In this casesponsors can be kin or non-kin, equal or higher statusdepending on birth order and
the wealth of the child's family (Pitt-Rivers, 1954]. Similarly, in Pisticci, Davis seesthe relationship as
closer than most kinship relations but here it is more common to createcomparaggio with kin than with a
powerful non-relative. In Biddenden, relations of sponsorship seem to have been more distant than those
with members of the immediate family or the family of origin, but closer than links with more distant kin.
Making grandchildren and siblings' children into godchildren strengthened this tie and reinforced that
with the child's parents. The sponsorship of friends children was a way of creating a close, long lasting (if
only in memory) link between personswith no formal tie. In this way it may be seen as somewhat similar
to marriage. When persons of higher status becamegodparentsto less wealthy children, this can be seen
as a formal way of reinforcing links which already existed between families, usually involving dependancy on the part of the poorer party.

In his study of the diary of Ralph Josselin,Macfarlaneseesgodpaxenthood
as of ". Jitt]e impact in
everydaylife..." (Macfarlane,1970,145]. Josselinchoseboth powerfulnon-kinandkin for his first two
children.Macfarlanealsonotesthe rarity and smallnessof gifts to godchildrenin wills of the sixteenth
century. The ways in which links of sponsorship might be used probably varied much from one case to
another. Some persons, such as John Flete in 1568, might give a substantial bequest to one godchild
(PROB 11/50/11). He left 100 marks (about £68) to Philipe Gibbon, bis goddaughter who was the
daughter of his sister but much smaller amounts to his five other godchildren who were more distant kin
and non-kin. In most cases,godchildren who are also kin receive mote than thosewho am not. That a gift
is small does not mean that it is without any significance. Such bequestscan be seen as more symbolic
than economic.
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Ties of sponsorship may have been used in some casesto help a child in some way. Two Biddenden
weavers Thomas White and John Stedman [PRC17/43/143 and PRC17/52/147] left looms to their godsons. White's godson lived with him and in both casesthe boys may have been their godfathers' apprentices. But the import of the relationship may lie in most cases with the adults involved rather than
between adult and child. The medieval and early modem term "gossip" or god-sib was used to refer to
close friends, the group of people to whom one would gossip. This is a more inclusive use but carries with
it the idea that relations between god-sibs should be close and friendly. Such a relationship may be
implied when the unmarried young gentleman Francis Allard, made his will before departing overseasin
1597, leaving all of his property (land and goods) to his step-brother Richard Maplesden whom he calls
his "Welbeloved Brother in God. " Maplesden in this casewas preferred in the will to Francis' two full
brothers who received mourning rings "... for a remembrance" [PROB 11/109/11].

Gifts to non-kin
Not only kin or 'fictive kin' are the recipients of small amounts of money or goods. Many such bequests
are given to persons to whom the willmaker has no other clear link. They may be of similar or lower
status than the willmaker but very rarely of higher status. In some casesthey are stated to be fiends or
neighbours of the willmaker though this appearsto be more likely where the recipients are also given an
obligation to perform such as overseeing the will. Herbert Randolph, gentleman, gives 20s each to his
".. loving friendes..." John Crane and his wife of Canterbury "... in token of my love to them. " The gift
made of his old clothes by yeoman John Carpenter in 1603 to Ralf Brewster "... a pooh labouringe
mann..." clearly indicates inequality by the description but not by the gift [PRC32/39/49]. Clothes were
often given to equals and to close kin. In some wills the recipient of a small bequest is linked to the
willmaker by a non-kinship relationship such as being a servant or a tenant The relationship is usually
one of dependancyon the part of the recipient. In a few casesthe recipient is a superior as in the caseof
Thomas Smith a servant or apprentice who gave 5s to his master Richard Allard [PRC 17/67/169].
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Smal bequests dependancy
Servantsreceive bequestsin (16%) of wills but these arenot distributed evenly through the period. Before
1610 27% of wills contain bequeststo servantsbut in the period 1610-1660only 9% of wins contain such
gifts. A clear decline in this form of bequest.The gifts are usually fairly small amounts of money though
goods are occasionally given. In some cases certain servants are singled out, mentioned by name and
given a larger bequest while fellow servants are in the same will treated as an undifferentiated group.
William Boddenden in 1579 [PROB11/61/22] gave £6 13s 4d to "... my servant..." John Webb but
"... everie of my servauntesthat be dwelling with me at my depaninge..." except Webb received only 6s
8d. That John Webb's mother received a gown and his siblings 20s each indicates that the master/servant

relationshipcould bemorethan a simplecontractualone.This instanceof the prefermentof oneor more
to membersof a servant'sfamily.
servantsis notunique.Neitherarethebequests
Some masterswere particularly generous.Jervis Vinall bequeathed"... one Chest which I daylye use to
putt writings in for my owne comoditie and one Bible... " to his servant Joan Stubbs [PRC17/54/257J.He
also gave her £10 "... in recompenseof her longe service and thereby to mend her portion towards marriage... " stating that this was additional to any wagesdue to her. Joan's long service may have made her
less marriageable,due perhaps to age, so that a larger portion could help her in this respect.Apprentices
might receive the tools that they would need to practice their future trade. Richard Jenningswas given one
of his master's two looms when William Knight made his will in 1655 (PROB 11/243/181the other going
to Knight's brother. Some masters and mistressesmight give money to former servants, as did Richard
Allard [PROB 11/82/55), which indicates that some form of relationship could outlive the actualperiod of
service.
Tenants were another group who might be given small bequests.Although relationships of tenancy
involved dependancy, they were not always between persons unequal in status otherwise. Ambrose
Drayner, a wealthy clothier, left 20s to Nathaniel Knight, a young clothier of about 22 years of age, who
was also his tenant [PRC32/45/178). Knight's brother John was made an overseer to the will of
Ambrose's widow Elizabeth three years later and is described there as "... my good friend... "
[PRC32/45)279). According to a deposition given before the church courts concerning problems with
Ambrose Drayner's will Knight describes Drayner as his "... neighbour and sometymes his master..."
[EcCX11.14, ß8-9). Brother John also visits Drayner "... as a friend... " Clearly relationships could be
complex, involving elements of equality and dependancythrough time. Again it can be seen that the relationsbip between a master and his servant or apprenticeneed not end with the period of service but could
be transformed to other types of relations.
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Not all relationships of tenancy were like that betweenDrayner and Knight. Christopher Clark, son of
the second wife of the wealthy William Boddenden bequeathedone years security of tenure to the much
poorer Thomas Pylgrym [PROB 11/59/42]. The complexities of landholding and leasing in Biddenden
and the Weald do not lead to a marked division however betweenrich landlords and poor tenants. Some
tenants were poor like Pylgrym, others were closer in statusto their landlord.
Personsworking for the willmaker in other capacities than servant or apprentice could receive small
bequests.Francis Allard, a clothier, left money in 1592 to his two apprentices,a male and a female servant and two men each described as "... my weaver..." (PROB 11x19/9).A later clothier, William Randolph in 1641, gave his "... workmnen..." 20s each, both of them being weavers [PRC31/120/245].
Richard Clark [PRC31/122/1801left 5s each to "... his ancientSpinners..." and "... somewhat.. " to his
other spinners. "Antient"

here probably means of long service. Unlike servants, weavers and spinners

did not work on a fixed term contract to a clothier. They undertook piece-work with raw materials usually
supplied by the clothier, and were paid for their labour or for finished goods. Some clothiers may have
found it advantageousto have an on-going relationship with particular workers and the bequests may

reflectsucha situation.
Bequests to the poor - individual and charitable
In some casesbequestsare given to people of explicitly unequal status to the testator, the recipients being
described as "poor". The gift to Ralf Brewster a "poore labouring mann", mentioned above, was one
example. Richard Allard, a wealthy man, left £60 which his eldest sons were to "... freely lend unto six
poore men..." of whom he went on to name five [PROB11/82/55). These bequestswere individuated by
the naming of those who were to receive them. In this they differ from the general, charitable bequeststo
`poor people' and imply a personal power relation as opposedto something more like a classrelation. Allard in fact also makes twelve bequests of the latter type in his will, giving varying amounts to "... the
pooh people..." of Biddenden and other places.
Such charitable bequestsare common among the wills of higher status persons.In many casesthe distribution of the legacy is put into the hands of named persons,usually friends and kin of the willmaker or
sometimes the churchwardensand minister. Allard nominates his cousin John Evemden, Mr Whetcombe
"... the Pastor..." and two of his sons to distribute the £3 6s 8d for the poor of Biddenden. In some ways
such bequestscan also be seen as gifts to the personschosen to distribute them. They were always persons of high status locally and might stand to share some of the reputation of the deceasedby giving out
his bequest and therefore being seenin the reflected glow of his generousity.By giving such details of the
distribution of the bequest, the giving could also be controlled as the distributors would choose exactly
who the "pooh people" were.
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Mourning rings
From the 1590s some of the wealthier willmakers gave bequestsof gold rings, or money to buy rings to
kin and friends, both male and female. Such gifts might be given to immediate family and to more distant
kin as well as to persons unrelated in this way. Recipients were all however of equal status to the
willmaker. In the 1590s some of theserings were said to bear a 'death's bead' emblem, clearly being associated with death and burial. Jeremy Bewle in 1596 left each of his step-sistersa gold ring "... with this
poesye Eschew evill" [PRC17/51/257).
Such rings could be bequeathedagain. Bewle left a ring to his mother's last husband John Evemden.
Evemden, two years later, gave his daughter's husband a gold ring "... bequethed unto me by Jeremy
Beawle with deathsbead theron..." [PRC32/40/60]. These rings were seen as symbolic. Henry Allard in
1645 left 20s each to three close relatives to make rings "... in token of my love unto them... "
[PRC31/126/382]. William Randolph left rings to his close kin "... as a token of remembrance..."
[PRC31/120/245]. The largest bequest of rings is that by Richard Allard to 54 personsof his immediate
family and kin, both consanguinal and affinal.
Brothers Sisters sonnesdaughters kinsfolks and Allyes and frendes hereafter
...to every of my Auntes
for
Remembraunce
named
a
of my love toward them a Ringe of gold with the form of a deathesheade
in it of the price of 12s for every man and of the price of 9s for every woman... [PROB 11/82/55).

Small tokenstheserings may have been,but AIlards' bequestwould have cost almost£29. Suchsmall
gifts clearlyhad somesignificanceto thegiver.
Rings are the main form of specialised object associatedwith mourning to be mentioned in wills. The
only other similar bequests are the "moorninge gown"

which Thomas Flete, gentleman, left to each of

his wife, his mother and his wife's mother in 1572 [PROB 11/54/40] and money to buy gloves given by

JonathanRogers,gentlemanin 1659 to the two friends whom he choosesas overseersto his will
[PROB11/298/89).
These objects gowns, rings and gloves are of similar types to those given as marriage tokens
[Ingram, 1981,46; Stone, 1987,334], although it is unlikely that 'deatheshead' rings per se were given
at marriage. Such items do appearto have been viewed as capable of carrying symbolic significance.
Similar significance may in a different way apply to the other small bequestsdescribed above. After all,
were the will to be viewed as merely a vehicle for ensuring the continued maintenanceof the willmaker's
immediate family and for the transmission of property, minor gifts to more distant kin or other persons
might seem superfluous. But a will could be used as more than such a bare mechanism. Alongside such
processesit might also become a statement of the willmaker's estimation of his or her own social worth.
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Generousity was an important element in building and keeping a good reputation. Small bequestscould
therefore enhance reputation. They might also project important relationships from the wifmaker's lifetime forward in to that of his or her survivors and heirs. Seen in this way such gifts represent a peculiar
form of delayed reciprocity (Bourdieu, 1977] whereby the return must be made to persons other than the
giver. Goody remarks in a similar context
». not only that the exchange itself may establish or strengthen a continuing relationship, but that the
expectation of that event at some future date may have a similar resulL... [Goody, 1962,294].

Keith Hopkins has also noticed this type of bequestin ancient Roman wills
What a donor gave (when it hurt hire least) would, in due course, with luck be repaid to his heirs, in
cash or in favours [}Iopkins, 1983,246).

Becauseof the importance of friendship, of good relations with at least someneigbbou:s and the optative nature of kinship, ways of attempting to maintain a set of relationships were particularly important in
early modem England. Bourdieu visualises thesebonds in economic terms, as `symbolic capital', stating
that
The acquisition of a clientele, even an inherited one, implies considerable labour devoted to making
and maintaining relations, and also substantial material and symbolic investments... [Bourdieu,
1977,180).

Bourdieu speaks of labour and investment going into the maintaining of relationships whereasHopkins
stressesthe minimal cost of deathbed gifts. Those links to others built up and important to the winmaker
during his or her lifetime did represent considerableinvestment in some ways. Through gifts which were
small in cost (both economically and in Hopkins' sense)but of greater significance in a symbolic sense,
the willmaker tried to transfer this 'symbolic capital' in the same way that he or she might transmit 'real'
capital with the set of rights and obligations surrounding that property.

Death and burial
Death meant more than the redistribution of property; as with marriage the renegotiation of social relations were involved. Such re-arrangementwas in many caseslinked to property distribution becausethe
nature of some relationships was predicated on the control of resources.Inheritance of land or a workshop
could transform a son and dependant into a master in his own right, controlling resourcesthat had been
his father's and negotiating from this new position of strength
The death of a spouse broke one of the links to the remaining spouse's affinal kin, although the important link through the children of the marriage might remain. Such a relationship was not predicated on
property, though there might be some connection, but on the conventions and choice of kin relations.
When an widowed person died leaving small children. their position as orphans necessitated a
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renegotiation with respect to their relations to 1änand others. Someonewould have to take on their day to
day care in the immediate aftermath of death, they would have to be fostered with kin, neighbours or
someone else willing to be responsible for them. One case of such post-mortem arrangementsillustrates
the continuation of affinal relations. Widow Joan Gibson died in 1617 leaving two sons aged below 12
years [PRC2i21/39]. After her death her household goods were looked after and cleaned, and her sons
cared for, for twenty weeks by her first husband's brother, whereasthe children were from her secondand
probably lower status marriage. They were later transferred to further temporary care with a neighbour
before more permanent fosterage by apprenticeshipand guardianship.
Burial of the dead had two elementswhich can be observedthrough extant sources and which provide
some commentary on the social relations of death. Firstly the funeral, which could be quite elaborate or
relatively simple. Costs given in probate accounts in the early seventeenthcentury vary from the expensive burial of wealthier Josias Selyard at almost £7 to the modest 10s of labourer Thomas Gibson
[PRC2/17/345 and 21/36). Their are few details concerning the funeral of Selyard, but the expense was
explained by the statement "... bee being a man of good countenance and teveanew..." Curate Watts
Joneswas said to have died "... in good creditt and reputacion..." to explain the 40s spent on wine at his
funeral [PRC2/34j220]. The burial of Thomas Lacy cost £5 "he Lyving and dying a man of good credit
and in good reputation and esteemeamongst his neighbours and acquaintance" despite the fact that his
inventory was prised at only £16, although this may be due to probable retirement by the nature of his
goods [PRC2/34178and PRC10/69ß39).
Of the 68 probate accountsmentioning burial, 30% refer to a "drinking"

or "dinner" as part of the

funeral events. This was for "... such neighbours and freinds as accompanied the Corps to the Church"
[PRC2/26/98]. The funeral of Margaret Wells in 1612, widow included "... a dynner or banckettmade for
such persons as came to the buriall ...being her kindred & other neighbours of her..." [PRC2/16/60].
Where the relationship to the deceasedof those attending such occasionsis mentioned they are rarely said
to be kin, but kinship relations may be covered by the term "friends" which is found more often. Neighbours are in all cases said to have been present. Such events do not seem to be the province of the
wealthy, Thomas Winsor a weaver, had a "drinking"

for his neighbours and friends, although dinners

seem to be confined to wealthier men and their widows. There is no reasonto supposethat those funerals
where no 'celebration' is mentioned did not include such an event. It may have been a normal part of the
ceremony.
Although given in the caseof rich and not so rich, drinkings appearto have had some connection with
the reputation of the deceased.This is bourne out by evidence from elsewhere. Houlbrooke saw the funeral as an occasion for the "Demonstration of the esteem of friends and kindred..." (Houlbrooke, 1984).
He notes that a "... large gathering was a measure of (a person's] 'worship'. " This is why "... the
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Companie..." at widow Dorothy Basden's drinking was noted as "... they being many in number..."; it
was not only an explanation of expensebut a sourceof pride [PRC2/27/20]. Houlbrooke says of this type
of occasion
The funeral feast was a last demonstration of the deadman's liberality, exercised through his surviving
representatives. Many, even among the pious, judged generousity on this occasion to be essential to
preserve the good name of the deceasedand his family [Houlbrooke, 1984,204].

He goes on to quote a northern Puritan, Adam Martindale relating the funeral dinner and drinking for his
father to his high reputation among his neighbours. Macfarlane believes that neighbours predominated
over kin at funerals [Macfarlane, 1970). This may have beendue to the difficulty in assembling distant
kin in the necessarily brief time between death and burial. The fimeral of Margaret Wells mentioned
above was attended by her "... kindred and other neighbours..." indicating that only kin living locally
would be present. Although the accountssometimes use the term "invited"

the expression "who came"

is more usual, and may indicate that attendancewas voluntary in theory which could more easily allow
monitoring of who and how many turned up. The connection betweenfuneral and reputation is therefore
clear and indicates that both the wealthy and those with less might have reputations. The funeral feast
could also be used by survivors as an occasion on which to re-negotiate their relationships with their
neighbours.
The nature of the burial itself also had connections with the relationship of the deceasedin regard to
others. There was a major division between burial in the church and in the churchyard. The most prestigious locals were buried within the church, usually near to the chancel At Biddenden the slabs which
were made to cover their graves, with inscriptions and portraits engraved in brass, survive for some of
thesepeople. William Boddenden gave directions in his will that he was to be buried "... in the upper end
of the southe Be even before the seate where I doe nowe use to litte when I am at churche..."
[PROB 11/61/22]. In life his seat in church would probably have ma&ed his high status; in death his place
of burial would continue and confirm this as referencefor his survivors. He further wanted "... one marble
stone to cover my sepulchre with my name graven in it and the names of my wives and of all my children." The stone with its inscriptions, and indeed images of William, his two wives and his children, is
still in place. The design shows his family of procreation whether alive or dead at the time of William's
burial with the daughtersgrouped beneath the respectivemother and his only son beneathhis own image.
The family we ordered vertically by age and horizontally by gender, the son is heir to the father, the
daughters to his wives. Their relative sizes reflect the power relations of the family, the father largest, the
wives smaller and the children much smaller still. John Greenfield. a clothier of moderatemeansknew his
place to be in the churchyard [PRC17/51/54] but young yeomanJeremy Bewle was more uncertain of his
standing proposing "... the church or churchyard of Byddenden..." [PRC17/51257]. Most willmakers are
vague about their burial place, leaving their burial to their executor, asking to be buried "... where it shall
please God... " or just leaving their bodies "to the earth". Spufford suggests a link between such
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vaguenessand non-conforming beliefs, [Spufford, 1974,331] but it may be that the possibility of dying
away from one's own parish was recognised and allowed for. William Boddenden only wanted his elaborate burial arrangementsif he died "... within ten miles of Biddenden."
Whether in church or outside, some people stated a preference to be buried near to departed family
members. Tipis may not have been easy as stone markers were rare in churchyards until the late seventeenth century and were not always made for church graves. Minister John Whetcombe wanted to be
buried in the chancel "... beside my deare & faithfull wife... ", so that they might rise up together at the
"... comminge of our Lord... " [PRC17/59/190]. William Randolph in 1641wished to be interred "...
neere
unto the bodyes of my loveinge Father and Mother in the middle chancel..." [PRC31/1201245]. He also
requesteda stonewith the names of himself, his wife and all of his children engraved in brass.His father,
Barnard had askedto be buried in the middle chancel "... neereimtomy well beloved wife... " with a similar tombstone. Younger brother Herbert joined them in this family location though only wanted his own
and his wife's names upon his stone [PROB 11/153/50 and PRC31/125/370]. The Carpenterfamily were
buried in the churchyard but John Carpenterwished in 1603to be interred there "... soe neere adioyninge
to my mothers grave there allreadye made and buryed as the grounde there will aforde." His
identification with his mother may not be unconnectedwith his central place in the dispute over the provisions of her will which broke out among her children [PRC32/39/49 and EcCX11.3, ff122-3]. As Venice
Carpenterwas buried only six yearsbefore, her grave may still have been locatable.
At the other extreme to the burial in church were pauper burials carried out at the expenseof the parish
[KAO: P26/5/1). It is unlikely that they were accompaniedwith any drinking or impressive gathering of
neighbours. The parish were not lavish in life, they were unlikely to be so in death. The churchwardens'
accountsmerely note payment to the sexton for digging the grave. Becauseof the lack of grave markers,
no distinction can be made among the majority of people who were buried in the churchyard so it is uncertain whether or not the English tradition of nearnessto the church indicating greater wealth, was
applied.
William Dosses in 1616 "... was layd in the ground out of Cbrestian Buriall... "

as he "... stoode

excommunicate..." [BIDD PR]. A strong appeal was made to restoreJohn Wbetcombe of Halden, gentleman, retrospectively to the communion of the church after his death. His wife, children and "... his other
kindred and atliance...wolde all bee mucke disparaged& dishonored if bee showlde not bee admitted to
Christian buriall... " [EcCX5.9, f147]. It was wished that be be interred in Biddenden church
where his
parents and some of his children lay buried. The irony of the casesof Dossett and Whetcombe is that the
later bad been excommunicated.for adultery committed and admitted to having lived a "... badd lyffe... "
whereas Dossett had taken a bribe for allowing another, wealthier, man to have sex with his wife
[ECCX5.9,f55]. Inequality in death might
result in more than the different locations of the graves.
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Three ideas emerge from this examination of death, linking it to other themespursued in this research.
Firstly the importance of reputation, seen in the funeral ceremoniesthrough generosity and numbers of
mourners and in burial itself through the linking of the church courts and church rites. Secondly inequality of status is apparent in the location of the grave and in the difference between the "social" burials
with drinkings, mourners and sermons and the interment of the poor. Thirdly the continuity and construction of social relations is seen in the funeral gatherings and in the identification with deceasedfamily
members in burial place. These themes link with those examined in the contexts of willmaking and marriage.

Summary
Becauseeach person had a unique set of kin, death broke links which were predicated upon relations to
that individual In this way, as well as with property, death can be seen to causefragmentation. This is a
feature shared with marriage, which entailed the setting up of new households, and constituted the dissolution of those focussed on the spouses' natal families. Through wills death could, however, also be an
occasion when attempts were made to reproduce relationships of importance to the willmaker, for his or
her survivors. Through small bequestsand numerousmourners, statementsabout the reputation and status
of the deceasedcould be made, which reflected on those left behind.
There is a clear indication of increasing inequality in the treatment of sons in wills. This can be related
to the more difficult times of the seventeenthcentury, when it became harder to maintain a standard of
living which was appropriate to status through manufacture (see chapter 3). While with cloth making as
an alternative occupation, a smaller amount of land would be adequatefor this, the land itself would not
be enough. Sons who did not receive land and daughters, were given bequests in cash or kind. For
daughters this would represent their dowry. Daughters are more likely to be given particular bequests of
household goods, but the eldest son was most likely to receive the bulk of the deceased'sgoods.
Wills indicate inequalities which reflect more widespreadunequal power relations relating to age and
gender. Widows are bound to provide for small children, but this is reversed as sons become adults and
the widow in many ways becomes dependent upon them. Sons may also be made responsible for their
unmarried sisters. Land, the most important locus of maintained wealth, is almost always given to males.
Rights associatedwith land and its profits are linked to the maintenanceof other social relations. Siblings
are in many cases treated unequally, and this inequality may be reproduced in their own wills in terms of
bequeststo one another. A contradiction exists between the potential hostility of siblings becauseof perceived inequalities of inheritance and attempts to maintain relationships originating in those of the natal
family.
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Small bequestsmay reflect both equality of relations (as with mourning rings among the elite) and inequality (as with gifts to dependantsand charity). Willmaking along with ceremoniesand place of burial
both make manifest and reproduce such inequalities. Through conceptsof generousity and in the inequalities of funeral display and burial, reputation can be seenas linked to status.The next chapter will examine
the way in which reputation is linked to status and the creation and maintenance of social relations in
regard to the making and practice of marriage.
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5: Marriage

This chapterconcentratesupon the making of marriages. Goody draws a strong distinction betweennorthern Europe with late marriage and limited concern about pre-marital chastity, and the mediterraneanwith
earlier marriage and a strong emphasis on honour [Goody, 19831.Similarities and differences between
these societies, in particular with regard to concepts of honour are examined here. The process of choosing partners and the criteria for doing so are looked at along with attitudes to bridal pregnancy and the
relationship of illegitimacy to marriage. Age at marriage is further examined in relation to resourcesand
inheritance. Remarriage is discussed briefly both as regards attitudes and incidence. The question of the
way in which marriage could createkinship is then examined. Finally two aspectsof the practice of marriage are looked at. Marital breakdown is examined in relation to statusand adultery is viewed within the
context of the evaluation of reputation.
Studies of marriage in England during this period indicate that few people in Biddenden would have
had formally arrangedmarriages. Although Shorter claimed that marriages were usually arrangedin the
sixteenth century but that this became less common from the eighteenth century [Shorter, 1975]. Most
scholars now agreethat such a picture would not be true for the majority of people in England during this
period [Stone, 1979; Wrightson, 1982]. Arranged matcheswere largely the preserveof the county gentry
and aristocracy who might use them as one counter in power andproperty st ategies. The marriagesof the
parochial elite were perhaps subject to arrangement,while those below might be influenced by parents,
and were very often carefully vetted before being allowed to proceed, but the initiative was with the couple.

Meeting Partners

Youngpeopleappearto havehadnumerousopportunitiesfor mixing andselectingpartners.The practice
of sendingteenagers
awayfor severalyearsin serviceallowedthemto meetsimilarly placedyoungpeople in their newhouseholds
and interactingandneighbouringfamilies.
The ryatem of fanning out the children, which permitted them a moderate freedom without forcing
them to resort to marriage... [Macfarlane, 1970,94].

Some matches clearly could be formed in this way as can be seenfrom marriage related disputes in the
church courts such as when Bartholomew Pigden in 1563 asked his fellow servant in Benenden, Mary
Willard, "... can you fynd in your hart to for sak all men in the earth and take me to be thie husband..."
[EcCX10.12, f114-5]. Other opportunities might be found in church going where Ralph Josselin first
noticed his future wife [Macfarlane, 1970], in visiting family and friends, in the alehouse as with Roger
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MISSING

leading to immorality and disorder by church and moralists, a certain degreeof supervision by the group
seemsto have taken place [Medick, 1984). This may have beenso at the Wealden dances.
The freedom of unmarried girls in early modem England is in strong contrast to the close supervision
by family members and restriction of movement often found in mediterraneansocieties. This does
not,
however, mean that parents or other kin were totally disinterestedin the making of their children' marriages.

Control of Marriage
Though for most people the couple took the initiative in marriage making, it was generally acceptedthat
parents, and to some extent other interested parties, had a right to veto the match. Once a couple had decided that they wished to marry, the next step was to secure the consent of parents and other personswho
might be seen as having a rightful say in the matter. This step appearsto have invariably been taken by
the man. If agreementcould not be reached,some couples seemto have set about a more lengthy process
of persuasion, rather than give up their plans.
The process of marriage negotiations is seen in a dispute concerning an intended match between William Newland and Elizabeth Asbezst of Great Chart. Newland came to visit Elizabeth's mother several
times to ask her permission to speak with Asberst "... but never requested (the mother's) goodwill... "
[EcCX11.9, f114-5]. According to the mother Elizabeth was uncertain about the match claiming "... she
always misliked him... " and that "... she was not yet mynded to marry with him...but tyme would trye all
things... " William had hoped to advancehis case on his final visit when be promised to make a marriage
settlement which would leave the girl £50 more than her portion if she were widowed. He also claimed
that be had £25 annual income from his lands and an annuity of £6. Having failed with the mother at
home, Newland met with Elizabeth, her mother, her father-in-law and Edward Andrew, a relative of
Elizabeth, in an inn in Ashford where they drank wine. William asked for Edward's consent to the marriage, but Edward asked "... leave to enquire..." about Newland as "... he was a stranger to him... " William thereupon brought a copy of bis father's will to persuade Edward that he had lands worth £25 per
year. Edward "... being not very Credulous desired to see the same lands..." and a visit there was
arranged. But, said Edward, the suitor had "... deceaved[him] both in his tale and in his meetinge for be
had neyther land nor melt with [him]... "
This story from the church courts illustrates several things. The girl's father is dead, so the suitor trys to
gain the consent of her mother and her kinsman. He hopes to impress both with his, allegedly false,
wealth. He also appearsto be trying to use the consent of the mother to influence the girl who is uncertain
about the match. The mother seemsunimpressedbut mentions her daughter's feelings in her statement to
the court, the kinsman (probably acting in place of her father) concentrates on financial matters. The
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mother'scurrenthusbandappearsonly as anonlooker.
Ricard Hopper of Biddenden claimed that he and his wife "... were contracted in matrimonie &
man
and wife together..." more than a year before their child was born, and "... had beenemarried long before
they were but that the mother of his said wife was againstyt and would by noe meanssuffer them soe to
doe..." [EcCX4.11, f175]. The mother's current husband appearsas
a witness for the couple affirming
his
that
wife "hindered" the marriage. The couple respectedthe needto obtain the mother's permission
and delayed the wedding becauseof this despite the bride being pregnant. The father-in-law seems to
have taken the couple's side but had no sayin the matter.
That the consent of a father-in-law could be important, however is seen in the caseof David Bishop
and Mary Willard of Biddenden, who would have married earlier if "... the Father-in-law of his said wife
would have consented thereto..." It is uncertain as to why the father-in-law's permission was needed in
this case [EcCX6.8, f271]. Other kin could deny consent and delay marriage such as when the brothers of
a Tenterden man's bride would not "... at that tyme suffer them to beemarried.. ", although the husband
did not know why. In Newenden,Richard Scranton had "... a kinswoman...of somereasonablegood worth
whom [he] had gyven Counsell to take heed to her seife and be well advised whoe shee matched with... "
Her suitor "... understandinge thereof boom a grudge..." to Scranton and was said to have attackedhim
one night [EcCX6.7, fl 12]. A less formal method of control but, as Scrantondescribes his assailant as
"... haveinge ben a suitor... " to his kinswoman, perhaps it was a successfulone. Other permissions might
needto be sought as in a casefrom Halden where a couple had to delay marriage
...they beeing servants together in one house their Mr and Mria would not suffer them to bee married
0 Miehelmas about which time the time of their service being ended they forthwith manyed...
[EcCX6.8. f170].

In this case, the master and mistress are not acting in loco parentis but are ensuring that the couple
work
out their contracts. It is interesting that they were able to enforce this and leavesthe question of bow they
did so. In the case of an Ashford couple the wedding was delayed as the bride was "... loath to displease
her sister Elizabeth...whose covenantedservant shee was..." and who refused to consent (EcCX6.8, f177).
Work agreementsreinforced by kin ties.
In many of the above cases,the couple have already made
a contract betweenthemselves,before seeking consent.They had taken the initiative, which differs somewhat from the case
with William Newland
who was seeking permission to court his hoped for bride. In almost all cases,however, it is from the
bride's family that refusal to consent
comes. Men ask for women and women are denied to suitors by
their kin. Women are not secludedbut they are more closely controlled. Most of thesecasesinvolve bridal pregnancy. This was not in itself
regarded by many as damaging a woman's reputation, but abandonment might do so, especially if it left her an unmarried mother. Pregnancymay therefore have beenused
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as a weapon by thesecouples to gain the consent they needed.As the couplesmust have had a fair degree
of freedom in courtship to allow this, it is clear that other matters than reputation were at stake. The
importance of repute can, however, be easily overlooked and is not always separablefrom other matters.
In some casesa woman's family might go so far as to forbid a marriage. One way of doing this was to
obtain a caveat which forbade the church courts to issue a marriage licence. Such a licence might be used
by a couple to many without parental permission at somedistance from home, as it avoided the publicity
of banns. A caveat of this type was issued to prevent Torasen Evemden marrying by license, especially
with Thomas Cryer of Biddenden, for her guardian Thomas Burr (Willis, 1972]. Unfortunately I have no
evidence as to whom she did marry. This type of action was ran, more usually a couple might conceal
their marriage as did Mary Withwick when she "... intangled herself in a contract of marriage..." not telling her grandfather who had 'brought her up tenderly', an action which "... did much displease..." him
[EcCX11.14, f99].
So far constraints on marriage from kin and those in direct, personal power relations to the couple have
been examined. Some persons met other types of opposition both formal and informal. One Staplehurst
couple could not marry becausethey could "... not say the new catecbisume..." in 1577. Whether this was
because they disagreed with the new form and felt unable to comply, or becausethey were unable to
remember the words, is not stated (EcCX1.13, f125). In 1576 John Nodwell of Biddenden was presented
for co-habiting unmarried with the explanation that
& therefore is not mete as it is thought by the most parse of the parishe to be
...he is a poore man
yoined in marriage for the paxishe bath byn chardged with him & his children these 20ty yeares...
[ cCX1.13, f8).

This is somewhatexaggerated,Nodwell's two surviving children were only 9 and 8 years old in 1576 and
his fast marriage took place in 1563, but the import is clear. The parish authorities had the power and the
will to forbid marriage to the poor because this led to their families living from relief. How far they
might succeed in the long term is debatable. Either with or without the sanction of his wealthier neighbours Nodwell was married again in June 1577 to Agnes Watts, presumably the woman he had co-habited
with. Agnes died after four years and he went on to make two more marriages. The parish must have been
relieved that all of his children born from 1577 onwards died within five years of birth. At Betbe:sden in
1599 the churchwardens were similarly able to prevent a marriage but this time demanded that the
intended husband "... brought a testimoniall from the parish where (be] dwelt of his good behaviour..."
[EcCX4.3, f164]. Why this was necessaryis not stated,but the caseagain points to formal control of marriage by the parish elite.
The wealthy did not have it all their own way. Their formal control contrasts with informal sanctions
which were open to everyone. Such controls have beenwritten about in the form of charivaris or 'rough-
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music' [Davis, 1987; Thompson, 1972] but could be exercised in other ways. In 1608 "... sume of the
best yeoman..." in Cranbrook parish asked their minister to write to the church court of a "... fowle... "
matter concerning a wedding "... whereunto divers of good accompt resorted..." [EcCX9.9, f91]. A wedding one presumes of persons of some standing. But the stile over which the couple came on the way to
church was "... dealt withall after a beastliemanner, and flowers put in it... "
The makers of this display were a woman and her recently married daughterwho the minister described
as "... but poor and beggerty for non of cowntenancewould do the like... " [ibid]. The account contrasts
the statusof the wedding guests with that of the two women. The action did not prevent a marriage but it
allowed comment to be passed upon it, and as "... greate offence..." was taken the display seemsto have
succeeded.Why the two women klt the need to do this is not mentioned but presumably some of the
wedding guests would have been able to interpret
Control then, is seen to come not only from parents and kin but also from other personsin power relations to the couple, including parish officials. The latter type of control was by the wealthy and powerful
and of the poor and powerless. It related to relations of status unlike the other forms of control which
appearto be connected with inequalities of age and gender. The sanctionsof the powerless were perforce
informal, commenting rather than actively preventing.

Choice of Partner -

the idea of equality

Limits on adult control do not mean total licence and young people would have a reasonablyclear idea of
contemporary ideas concerning the basis of a good marriage. Thesewere basedaround the idea of equality between partners, an idea which seems to be very common throughout Europe. This equality related
particularly to age, status, reputation and religion [Wrightson, 1982].
William Perkins in his tract on domestic life Christian Oeconomy, lists as essential to a good marriage
parity in religion, "... equality in regard of age and condition... " and "... public honesty and credit
whereby the contract becomes a matter of good report, well thought and spoken of abroad..." [Perkins,
1970422]. He also lists good health as essential to the validity of a marriage, both in the sense of
"... ability and fitness for procreation... " [ibid 421], though he later states that barrenessmust not be
grounds for divorce, and general bodily health.

-
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Equality in Religion
Parity in religion was probably not a problem in Biddenden as there were few persons not of generally
Protestantadherencein the Weald and in Kent in general. The problem was more acutein places such as
Yorkshire, where there were larger numbers of Catholics as in the case of the son of puritanical Adam
Martindale who "... did to all our griefes marrie a papist..." [Wrightson, 1982,81].
There may have beena tendency for those with particularly strong beliefs or belonging to a dissenting
group to many a like minded person, or to encouragetheir children to do so, but there is no real evidence.
Brownists in Ashford and other separatistsappearingin the church courts are sometimesmarried couples
such as thosepresented at the Archdeacon's visitation in 1637 [EcCZ3.16, fl1) and Lawrence Heyward
and his wife of Smarden who were keeping suspectbooks in 1605 [EcCX4.8, f93), but it cannotbe ascertained if their religious beliefs were a foundation for their marriages or developed later. Ozment states
that some early protestant sects such as Hutterites and some Moravians had marriage partners chosenby
church elders with little or no consultation of the couples, believing this practice avoided `self will'
(strong individualistic tendencies).The sector of Biddenden in 1683, statesthat there are some Brownists
in the parish who "... boast that they have kept themselvesunmingled with all other dissentersever since
the days of [their founder]... " [Woodruff, 1895]. Whether this indicates genealogical or religious purity
is not certain and as I do not know the names of any of the Biddenden Brownists there is no way of
checking whether they form an endogamousgroup.

Equality in Age
Parity in age seemsgenerally to have been achieved, the average gap between first spousesbeing three
years, with the man older than his bride. Many tracts and contemporary songs, tales and ballads warned
against the mismatch of young and old and such marriages could become the focus of rough-music or
charivaris. Marriages between old men and young women were usually thought to be unhappy for the
woman, while thosebetween old women and young men were seen as being mercenary on the part of the
man, and leading to regret for the woman [Oanent, 1983). Very large discrepancies in age between
partners in Biddenden are rare, and the man is usually the elder but the age difference does rise to six
years for later marriages.

The gapin spousesagesis not constantover the wholepopulation.Yeomenand clothiers,theparish
elite, arein somecasesmucholder than their wives,with differencesof tento twelve years.This group
showssometendencyfor males to be in their mid to late twentiesand their wives between16 and 21
Mus at first marriage.In discussingage at marriageand differencein age of partnersin Italy sincethe
late eighteenthcentury,gell puts forward a modelwhich links thesevariablesto freedomof choiceof
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partner [Bell, 1979]. He proposes that earlier age at marriage indicates choice of partner entirely by
parents or entirely by the marrying individuals, while a later age indicates a period of 'difficult' transition
between thesetwo extremes. He also suggeststhat where choices are made on an individual and romantic
basis there is a tendency towards ageequality in spousesand that marriage of a young girl to a much older
man is more common in places with little economic diversity. I would argue that although this variation
can be explained in tents of change over time or different economic situations in some cases,in Biddenden the variation is more likely to be due to the particular circumstancesof different economic groups.
This will be dealt with in more detail in a later section. For the moment I suggest that the early age of
marriage of the wives and daughtersof the elite group and the agediscrepancy with spousesmay indicate
that marriagesare more likely to have been arrangedthan those of most of the population.

Equality in Status

As well as equality in age,Perkinsrecommendsequality in conditionby which he meansstatusand
in termsof statusand wealth, such
wealth. Davisfinds that most marriagesin Pisticci areendogamous
parity being one of the reasonswhy a spouseis often sought amongstkin [Davis, 1973). A preference for
status and wealth equality is found in the Vaucluse [Wylie, 19741where partner choice is made by the
young on grounds of love and in Greecewhere marriage is arrangedby family and kin and non-arranged
matches, formed by elopement, are believed to lead to status inequality between spouses among other
problems [Boulay, 1974]. Boissevain notes that in Malta the preferenceis for same status marriages, or
marrying 'up' (to someoneof higher status) [Boissevain, 1980) andlike Davis finds this given as a reason
for marrying kin, though cousin marriage is somewhatdisapprovedof in practice.
That such notions can be found in other places and times in England can be seen in Flurdon, where in
the nineteenth century there was a high degree of endogamy among classes[Strathem, 19811.Wolfram
seesa long tradition in this concept of statusequality and notes a discrepancyin the way unequal matches
we popularly viewed [Wolfram, 1987). It has long been consideredmercenary for a lower status man to
many a higher statuswoman, he would be seen as living off his wife which is viewed negatively. On the
other hand the marriage of a low status,poor girl to a wealthy, high status man is positively evaluated and
seen as romantic, forming the plot for many novels from at least the eighteenthcentury.
Goody finds that 'homogamy', by which he meansstatus/wealthendogamyis most usually achievedby
marriage within the group, be that kindred, clan, caste or community [Goody, 1976]. This practice
appears to be common in its various forms throughout Eurasia and areas influenced by Eurasia (such as
North America). He notes that Flandrin has found that in early modem Francethe Catholic church would
give dispensationsto many kin otherwise prohibited in order to allow equality of status. Goody predicted
a positive association of 'complex caste' (close in-marrying strata -a
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wider definition than casteas used

to describe ranking in India), and 'diverging devolution' (inheriting of property - both land and goods
-- by males and females). Such an association can be found from Ethnographic Atlas data, but is weak.
He concludes that advanced agriculture and a hierarchical ordering of society are linked to marriage
within status groups or upwards and monogamy, as well as the concentration of inheritance on dose ldn
and the control of female sexuality.
From the study of nineteenth century marriages of residentsof IImdon, it was found that the proportion
of marriages made with local (within 5 miles) partners, varied with status [Suathem, 1981]. It was suggested that this reflects the availability of such persons for each different group, given the preference for
status endogamy. So labourers were more likely to many a local person, and gentry least likely to. It has
been stated that by the sixteenth century, a national marriage market had developed for the aristocracy and
major gentry [Wrightson, 1982] through contacts at court, while the lesser gentry married on a county
wide basis. Kent county gentry were highly endogamous, perhaps reflecting the coastal nature of the
county. Wrightson seesthose of lower status marrying near to their parish of residence(rather than birth).
Becausethe origins of only a proportion of those marrying people from Biddenden is lmown, little can
be definitely said about the geography of marriage. The situation is also complicated by the probability
that some of those not born in the parish but marrying these may have already been living locally for
some years. This may be especially true with those who had been in service. Those whose origins are
known seemmainly to have come from other parts of the Weald -

adjacentparishes or the next to them.

Some people, in particular the wealthier, sought urban spouses,although these too often have local connections (see chapter 3; migration). Because of the difficulties outlined there is little point in giving
figures at present. Further work on limited groups may provide better information.
Status endogamy is also problematic. In 90 casesthe status/occupationdesignation of both the bride's
father and the husband are known. Among the wealthier (clothiers, yeomen and rich tradesmen) 70% of
both men and daughters made marriages within the group. This appears to be much less marked for
poorer persons (busbandmen, weavers, poor trades and labourers) where only 45% married within this
broad status band. Husbandmen seem to have married 'up' (59% for males, 73% for daughters). The
daugbtezsof weavers rarely married clothiers (14%) but most often married other weavers (36%). Overall
the tendency is toward statusendogamy (63%) as Goody's model would suggest.
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Equality of Reputation
Less is said in most mediterraneanethnographiesabout the virtue of the male partner in comparison to
that of the bride. Pitt-Rivers indicates that it is less important, stressingthe importance of sexual relationships in attesting masculinity and stating that it is more difficult for a girl to enter into a secondengagement than for a male [Pitt-Rivers, 1954]. The Sarakatsaniseemale virginity as ideal, but as blame for sexual relations always falls on the female, departure from this does not seemto carry the serious overtones
and consequencesthat it would for a woman [Campbell, 1964]. Du Boulay indicates that in Ambeli double standardsclearly applied as a male could be proud of his pre-marital sexual relationships [du Boulay,
1974], while such activity would seriously devalue a girl as a bride.
Indications from church court material for the Weald are that female virtue appears to be of more
importance than male virtue in practice, though equality in this respect was stressedby many contem-

porary moralists [Ozment, 1983). It is possible that male virtue was an issue, but may have been
evaluatedon differentcriteriafrom femalevirtue.
In most Meditenanean societies, the chastity of the bride is a very important element in evaluating her.
A daughter's virtue not only reflects upon herself but also upon her whole family. Her father and brothers
are the guardians of her honour. In the early modem Weald also, the virtue of a prospective bride was
important Suspect behaviour on the part of the woman during courtship was clear grounds for breaking
off the relationship by the man. In 1577 James,a collier (probably charcoal burner), was involved in a,
probably sexual, relationship with Elizabeth Burrish, a servant at Cranbrook when be
Gybsen a weaver dealyng unhonestly with hyr, wherupon the said Collyar myndyng
... tooke one
before to marry with hyr. did cast hyr of and refused hyr... [EcCX2.2, CO].

Again from Cranbrook,in 1626,ThomasGoddardsaidof hisformerintendedthat
...bee had an intention to marrfe her but by reason bee afterwards fownd her to bee very lewdly given
and unseasonably and that very suspitiously to frequent the Company of other men he altered his
former intention rather choosinge to have his shamelaid open to the full then to espowse him selfe to a
Comon hadott as bee feareth shee will prove... [BcCX6.7, f218]

This quote illustrates the implications that suspicions of sexual misconduct on the part of an intended
bride may have for her male partner. Cuckoldry was very shameful for a man and was obviously considered as a future danger when evaluating a marriage partner. Goddard claims he may lose face through
admitting his mistake in choosing a suspectpotential bride, but less than if he were cuckolded when married. The marriage of Mary Willard and Bartholomew Pigden appearsto have been broken off by Mary.
After, according to a fellow servant,privately promising to marry while at work one day and after she had
received several tokens, Mary seems to have gone back upon her word and claimed that she regarded the
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tokens "... not in the waie of marriage..." [ibid]. The casediffers from those from Cranbrook not only
becauseit shows a woman ending the relationship, but in one other respect. Mary does not claim sexual
transgressionswith others as a reason for rejection, as did the Cranbrook males, but claims that Pigden's
advanceswere only made becausehe wanted "... his pleasure of her... " [ibid). The caseconcerns breach
of promise and Mary's own story is designed to free her from any contract. The claims put forward, however, must have been reasonably believable in order to convince a court. It is difficult to argue convincingly from an isolated casebut it is possible to use it to raise questions on the matter in hand which cannot be answered within the constraints of this research.To this end I will put forward a model of reputation and breaking off relationships.
1.

Men could terminate relationships with a woman on the grounds that she had sexually misbehaved with others. This was more difficult for a woman, but she could use a claim of disbopourable intentions toward herself on the part of her partner, to challenge the seriousnessof his
Suit.

2.

It waslessrelevantto a man's futurethat he had beeninvolvedin an unsuccessful
seriousrelationship, than it was for a woman. Non-serious relationships seemnot to have mattered to either.

3.

Although equality in virtue was an ideal, reputation was evaluatedin different ways for men and

women.
Equality of reputation may reflect a comparison of the honour of a wider group of persons than the
marrying individuals, for instance their immediate family. Various indications (see section on reputation)
make it likely that reputation attached to families as well as to individuals. When discussing the virtue of
a person mention might be made not only of the reputation of their own kin, but also that of their in-laws.
In arguing for John Wbetcombe the younger (son of the rector of Biddenden) to be restored from excommunication retrospectively after his death, the notary public mentions not only John's own "... good familye... " but that be was "... well allied... "

and calls his wife "... a vertuows gentlewoman well des-

cended..." [EcCX5.9. f147). The standing of a persons kin might be relevant to a marriage, it could be
used to enhance the standing of both partners if good, and might reflect poorly if not. Wrightson notes
that later in the seventeenthcentury, Emm Potter beganto experiencedoubts about her suitor, the diarist
Roger Lowe after hearing a rumour that he was base borne (Wrightson, 1982). In contrast to the
Whetcombes, Lowe and Potter were of fairly humble origin. Family reputation did not just matter to the
wealthy.
Women were allowed a great deal of Seedom to associatewith men in comparison with the situation in
meditenanean societies. Fathers do not seem extremely concernedabout their daughtersvirtue; the position of brothers and sisters may be similar. Men seemmore concernedabout who their female kin might
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choose to marry. Women may be evaluated as possible wives rather than as daughters. As with mediterranean societies, some form of double standard seemsto have been applied to the sexual reputations of
prospective husbands and wives. In the evaluation of male reputation such criteria were less important.
Although not to the same extent as in southern Europe, the honour of a possible spouse's family does
appearto have mattered. Some of these issues will be returned to in the section on reputation.

Pre-marital sexual relations and illegitimacy
In the Willard vs Pigden case, it is claimed that the man's advances,and perhaps his promise to marry,
could be interpreted as a means of obtaining sexualaccessto the woman. Catherine Tilman claimed her
former lover had promised her marriage many times before they commenced sexual relations, when she
appearedbefore the church courts for incontinency in 1636. He was by then "... beyond the seas..." but
expected to return. While males might attempt to usepromises of marriage to gain accessto women, females might try to exploit these actions to further a marriage. Audrie Roane appearedin 1592 before the
church courts charged with sexual misconduct claimed that "... she did yt, for that she thought thereby
rather to procure the said John Gifford to marry with her... " (EcCX3.5, fl 14].
In the following year a widow claimed to be pregnant but was found not to be and it was believed that
"... she thought by that means to obteine a husband..." [EcCX3.8, f17]. Although pre-marital sexual relations were often the cause of church court presentments,and therefore disapproved of officially, these
casesdo seemto indicate that the situation may have been motz ambivalent among at least some sections
of the population. If men thought that they could persuadegirls into such relationships by promising marriage and women that they might secure husbandsby such acts, this was clearly not a society where premarital chastity had to be strictly maintained in all cases.Illegitimacy is a topic of little concern in mediterraneananthropology, so comparison is limited to the implications asregards honour and marriagibility.
The topic has been dealt with in the Alps and Portugal [O'Neill, 1987; Viazzo, 1986]. O'Neill relates
bastard-bearingto inheritance practices and the reproduction of relations of inequality, though his detailed
explanation may not be widely applicable. Viazzi also finds links to inequality but then reducesthe argument to a discussion of whether illegitimacy has positive or negative 'functions'. Both seem to wish to
distance the topic from questions of moral evaluation, although these are assumedby O'Neill rather than
rejected. The approachesof Macfarlane, Levine and Wrightson, linking bastardy with both inequality and
moral evaluation are more promising [L.evine, 1980; Macfarlane, 1980].
I will examine three aspectsof pre-marital sexual relations and illegitimacy with relation to inequality.
A distinction is made betweenbridal pregnancy and bastardy, though in some casesthis may be privileging the outcome.
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What was the incidence of such relations, using both church court and parish registerevidence.
2.

What were the chancesof marriage for women bearing illegitimate children.

3.

What werecontemporary
attitudesto pre-maritalsex.
The study of a Portuguesevillage by O'Neill stands out in contrast to most studies in Southern Europe

in considering 'honour and shame' of little relevance to the inhabitants. He finds very high rates of illegitimacy, rising to over 73% of all baptismsin the decade 1910-19 and between42% and 48% in the 1880s
and 1950s [O'Neill, 1987]. There appearsto be no bar to the marriage of mothers of illegitimate children.
He statesthat
it
... is not uncommon for women (if not already pregnant) to have borne several bastard children prior
to their marriage (ibid, 16].

These mothers are found among the poorer inhabitants of the community, but O'Neill relatestheir experience to inheritance practices and the pattern of relationships between the richest and poorest in the village, rather than proposing a Bastardy Prone Sub-societyas has Peter Laslett [Laslett, 1977,147; Laslett,
1980].
Stone, looking at early modem England, seespre-marital pregnancy as an index of affection in the marriages of the poor and bastardy as reflecting marriages which for some reason fail to happen [Stone,
1979]. He puts forward a typology of reasonsfor pre-marital pregnancy.
1.

Co-habitation betweencontract (promise to many) and church wedding.

2.

Forcedmarriagesafterpregnancyis discovered,includingwherethis hasbeenusedto securea
partner.

3.

A poor girl, madepregnantby a rich man,beingmarriedto a poor one for the sakeof appearances,or its conversewith a rich girl marriedby a poorermanto getherproperty.

Stone's first type refers to the ambiguous definition of marriage at this period. This problem seems to
be at the root of many of the cases of pre-marital pregnancy which reach the church courts. Three forms
of marriage co-existed in this period. Marriage solemnised by the church, a promise to marry using words
in the present tense and a similar promise using words in the future tense but followed by sexual intercourse. Although all three were supposedto be allowed as valid marriages in law, the church courts frequently handed out penancesto those claiming a formal promise followed sometime later by a church
wedding and more rapidly by copulation.
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The confusion caused by different interpretations of what constituted a valid marriage led to such
apparently illogical statements as "... they had married togeather long before they were married..."
(EcCX4.8, f17). Most of the court cases involve a situation in which sexual activity before the
church
wedding is made obvious by a birth occurring soon after that ceremony and, from explanations given,
tend to involve some form of delay. It therefore becomes difficult to tell how frequently sexual intercourse began between contract and wedding, as for most people the delay between the two events may
have beenquite brief, making successfulimpregnation less likely.
Despite the best efforts of the ecclesiasticalauthorities to discouragethis practice, casescontinue until
the closing of the church courts in the late 1630s and many couples continued to seethe contract rather
than the wedding as making the marriage. The picture is further complicated by breach of promise cases
where one party claims the contract as a valid marriage and the other disputes this. Unfortunately, it has
not yet been possible to ascertain in whose favour judgement went. This information, found in the
`instance' side of the church court recordsis a subject for further study.

decade

bridal pregnancy
cases

sexual cases

0

20

1570

0

17

0

1580
1590
1600

3
3
9

21
47
35

14
6
26

1610

7

25

28

1620
1630

7
2

25
13

28
15

1560

Table 5.1:

% of all
sexual cases

0

Bridal pregnancycases.Note: only casesfrom 1566examinedfor decade1560;sexual
including bridalpregnancy.
casesincludesall casesof fornication,adulteryor incontinence

Ingram [Ingram, 1987]examiningtheinstancerecordsof the churchcourtsof Salisburydiocese,but
taking into accountotherareas,finds only sporadicprosecutionfor bridal pregnancybeforethe late sixteenthcentury.This would be consonant
with the figuresfor suchcasesdetectedfrom Biddenden,where
the earliestcase(from 1566)is that of GeorgeCoostabieandJoanKyllet in 1581[EcCX2.2,f104]. After
this the numberof rasesincreasesin most placesincluding Biddendencasesat Canterbury.This is in
markedcontrastto thepatternof bridal pregnancyfoundfrom the Biddendenparishregisters,wherethe
numberof childrenbaptisedlessthan 8 monthsafterthe weddingof theparentsdecreases
throughoutthe
periodbothin real termsandas a percentage
of all first births.Thefiguresfor the latestperiodmaybeless
reliabledue to poorerregistrationafter1640.
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date(30 yearbands) all Ist
births
1566-95
1595-1625
1625-55

Table5.2:

lessthan
8 months

%

34
24
7

18.3
13.8
6.5

186
173
107

Baptismswithin eightmonthsof marriageas a percentage
of all first births.

This tread may indicate, as Ingram deduces from spousal litigation [Ingram, 1987], that the official,
ecclesiastical view of what constituted marriage was gaining ground. The interest taken by the church
courts and their local supportersin such casesmay have contributed to such a change in opinion. Tilegitimacy resulted from both pre-marital and extra-marital sexual relations. Some casescarne about because
intended marriagesfailed to happenbut others involved single women or widows and married men and so
were clearly unrelated to marriage. Adultery between men and married women is unlikely to result in bastardy unless the husbandwas known to have been absentfor sometime.

decade

baptised

inegit

%

1560
1570
1580
1590

315
338
398
400

1
6
6
13

0.3
1.8
1.5
3.3

1600

410

7

1.7

1610
1620
1630

422
439
454

7
10
9

1.7
2.3
2.0

1640

347

7

2.0

1650

255

3

1.2

3778

69

1.8

all

Table5.3:

Ratesof illegitimacyby baptismalcohort

Thesefiguresindicatea markedrise in theproportionof baptismsof basechildrenin the 1590s.More
detailedexaminationshowsthefifteen yearperiod 1590-1605to havehigh percentages
of bastardsbaptised,with furtherpeaks1610-15,1620-25
and 1635-45.The largestbeingthat of 3.8%illegitimatebaptismsin 1595-1600.The life-chancesof thesechildrenwere poor with an infant mortality rateof 246.37
per thousandlive births calculatedfrom the 69 baptisms.Laslett [L,aslett, 19771gives an overall rate of
bastardsto all baptismsfor southernEnglandin the period1581-1640of 2.1%which exactlymatchesthe
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ratefor Biddenden1580-1639.The low figurefor the 1560sin Biddendenmaypartly be dueto thepoor
registrationduringpart of that decade.The ratesreflectthe trendsshownin Laslett'snationalsampleof
98 parishesfor the 1590sandafter 1620but arelowerfor the 1580sandfrom 1610-1619.
That very local factors may be involved (which may include under-registration) can be seenby comparing ratios from three other Wealden parishes calculated by Zell [Zell, 1985). Brenchley, Cranbrook and
Goudhurst all show fairly low rates for the 1590s (1.8%, 1.5% and 1.8%) while both Cranbrook and
Goudhurst have higher rates than Biddendenfor the 1600s (2.4% and 3.3%). Parish attitudes towards bastardy and especially towards the marriage of poor personsmay be involved. Other factors involved might
include the out-migration of potential bastard-bearersand differences in the numbers of people who relied
upon farming, cloth making or both as their chief source of income. Although ratios of illegitimate to
total baptisms can be seen broadly as reflecting economic trends, such trends might work in both directions. Plenty of work could allow couples to marry more easily, reducing the number of base born children but it could conversely allow women an independent source of income with which they might hope
to maintain themselves and their children without resorting to marriage. It is not possible to untangle the
threads of causality in theseparishes as the evidence makes any simplistic explanations concerning the
cloth trade or grain prices difficult to sustain in the light of substantial local variation. Therefore, having
outlined the demographic trends, the causesand consequencesof illegitimacy must be examined in more
detail through both the church courts and reconstructedrelations.
Illegitimacy levels in Biddenden are at no time in the sixteenth to mid seventeenthcenturies anywhere
near as high as those found by O'Neill. But similarities do occur with women who have had several bastards being able to many. They tend to many much later than most women who have not had illegitimate
children, indicating that they were consideredless desirable as brides, despite the fact that their bastard
children tended not to live very long. Some casesare clearly what Stone seesas the main causeof illegitimacy; marriages that fail to happen. Such was the situation of Ann Crottall whose prospective husband
had been pressedfor a soldier [Bid. PR 15951.

Otherwomenboreseveralillegitimstechildren,before,betweenor aftertheir marriages.Most of these
women seem to have beenpoor. mere is, on the surface the appearanceof Laslett's "... shadowy society
of the bastard-beaiee:
s..." [Lasko, 1977,107]. Lasko and others studying bastardy in England have
found kinship links among the women having illegitimate births with one student remarking
It is clear from the wo& I have done already that the problem is common to certain families throughout
many generations [ibid, 149).

The Laslett model lacksany social context.It is true that somewomenbore severalbastardsand that
somebastardbearerswererelatedby kinship,aswell as beingrelatedto somefathersof illegitimatechit.
dreg Laslett and othershave found the evidence,and similar patternscan be discernedin Biddenden.
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Writing about this subject, Laslett is lessinclined to examine the contexts of bastardy(as opposedto mere
statistics) and attempt to explain his `sub-society' than be is to moralise. For instance,when discussing a
family named Hoare several of whose members bore bastards,he says
There could be no more appropriate name for a family selected as an instance of a situation which
could be succinctly described as the claim that when illegitimacy increased it was due more to the
activities of whores, or to women whose procreating activities look unmistakably like those of whores,
than to any other identifiable influence [ibid, 149).

Like the church courts, Laslett can do no better than blame and abusethe women involved. There may be
several explanations as to wby women have severalillegitimate children but imagining a 'shadowy -subsociety' is no more of an explanation than was Lewis's 'culture of poverty' as O'Neill points out
(O'Neill, 1987]. Some may have beenrural or small town prostitutes, such as RebeccaBrowne of Cranbrook who said she had received money in return for sex [EcCX6.8, f152]. In most other caseswhat is
seen may be differences in the ways in which certain types of activity were interpreted by different sec.
lions of the population. This does not equateto a sub-society.
The families with several mothers of base children existed within the same common cultural framework as those with none. Although society in early modem England can be seento someextent as being
divided into endogamousstrata by wealth and power, this was not rigid and the boundaries were blurred.
Though ties of kinship rarely extended through all social ranks, those of obligation and dependancy did
so. Such relations within a local area were for the most part face to face. Bastard bearersknew what other
people might think or say about them, but the way in which their situation was viewed by themselves and
other people might vary. The views of the 'better sort' were made very clear to them. Of the illegitimacies
recorded in the Biddenden parish register, at least 81% were brought before the church courts.
megitimate children were seenby some as being a financial burden becausethey would be provided for
by parish relief. This also coincided with a moral view against sex outside of marriage so that it was
"... bonestepeople... " who were "... chardged with theire bastards..." [EcCX1.11, M].

It has been seen

that pie-marital sex and what made a marriage were differently viewed by much of the population and the
church authorities. Similar differences may have obtained between those who saw a bastard child as a
catastrophy as did Jane Posseof Pluckley whose presentation for this was "... to the greate greife of her
parents and kindred, and to the utter shame and discreditt of her seife..." (ECcX5.9, (77], and others such
as Catherine Godfrey of Biddenden who "... had one bastard before this tyme..." [ECcX5.5, f147] and
remained excommunicate for this when presentedagain for fornication.
For some reason, bearing an illegitimate child was less of a problem to Godfrey. Perhapsher marriage
chanceswere limited, perhaps she had lost credit by her previous behaviour and had little more to lose.
She was probably from a poor family; another Godfrey settled in Biddenden at about the same time was
described as a labourer. Her first child was conceived while she was in service with Thomas French and
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the reputed father came from Smarden where French had lands [EcCX4.11, f48]. Her later citations in the
courts do not mention any service. Perhapsher situation precluded such an arrangement. She bore three
more base children over the next nine years, all of whom died as infants, and then in 1617 married William Cooper, a widower of six months with at least two surviving children.
Some instances of bearing several illegitimate children may point to other practices. Mary Stokes
according to the Biddenden register bore "... her Third baseborneChild... " in 1623, the reputed "... Father
of them being John Taylor, Clothier... " (Bid. PR 1623]. Taylor was one of the wealthier and more powerful parishioners, though for various reasonsless well off at this point than in the past, and was also a married man of about sixty years old in 1623. Stokes was at this time about twenty-nine years old, the
daughter of a "... poor labouring man..." [Bid. PR 16101. The continuing relationship of the older man of
some substanceand the poor girl in her twenties, may indicate that she actedas his mistress.In the church
courts she attempts to father the child on Richard Post of Great Chart but on enquiry, he proves to be
non-existent, so that she appears to be protecting Taylor, whom "... the Comon fame..." in Biddenden
says is the father [EcCX6.7,54].
It was stated above that relationships can be found amongst those bearing and fathering illegitimate
children in Biddenden. Using CatherineGodfrey as a starting point, one set of relations can be examined.

The fatherof her third basechild wasHenry Bryant, a recentwidowerwhoselatewife SarahCliff had
borne an illegitimate daughter to Thomas Cook before her marriage. Cook himself was also the supposed
father of an illegitimate child born to Mary Cutbush two years earlier in 1597. Catherine Godfrey's bus-

band,William Cooper,had a daughterlane by his previouswife. Janeborea baseson at age27 yearsin
1638.He died in infancy but Janedid not marry until eight yearslater. Severalof thosementionedabove
werebroughtbeforethechurchcourtsmorethanoncefor a varietyof offences.
Jane Barrow, the daughter of a weaver, bore one legitimate daughter, Judith, in 1620 at 26 years of
age and married Robert Holland, a weaver, in 1628. But before her marriage, in the will of her father Tbomas (1625), Jane's mother and brother are bound into a continuing obligation to pay 2s each month to
Jane "... towards her daughter Judith her education..." until she reaches14 years of age (PRC17/64/391].
Mothers of illegitimate children do not appear to have been rejected by their families as a matter of
course. Thomas Barrow continued to treat Jane as fairly as be did his other children and took steps to
securethe future of her daughter in a modest way. Jane was able to get married, though severalyears later
than the average for women, to a man of the same main occupation and probably status as that of her
father. Judith was born when Jane was a little older than the mean age at first marriage for women in the
1620s. Her older siblings and younger sister were already married. Jane may have been hoping for marriage with Steven Bluett the reputed father of her child but Bluets purged himself of incontinence with her
and married another woman the year after [EcCX6.7, f19).
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Figure 5.1

Relationships of Catherine Godfrey involving illegitimate children.

In 1619 Elizabeth Stringer, a widow for two years bore the fast of two illegitimate children, a daughter
Joan. Joan herself bore three illegitimate children the first at age 23 years. The pattern here reproduced
itself directly which appearsto be less usual than the type of links between the families of bastardbearers
outlined in the case of Catherine Godfrey above. The question is raised as to whether certain families
were, as Laslett notes [Laslett, 1977) prone to producing base children or whether there was some common factor shared by the families of those who did.
One factor which the families of some who can be linked did share was relative poverty. Godfrey was
probably related to a labourer, Stokes was a labourer's daughter, the Cliffs were cardmakers (a poor
trade). Others were in a situation of dependancy to the suspectedfathers such as Elizabeth Stevens made
pregnant by her master and probable relative by marriage, Richard Blush. A further group are widows,
possibly left in difficult straits by the death of their husbands,perhaps seekng new ones, perhaps just
exploitable. Some mothers are the daughtersof weavers and busbandmen,though thesetend to have only
one illegitimate child. Repeaters are often poor, but Judith Bluett daughter of Steven, supposedpartner of
Jane Barrow, a hammerman, may be an exception here. She had three bastards in the 1640s and early
1650s and married William Stedman, a tailor in 1656. Shedied of smallpox in 1669 and was described as
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"... an old whore..." in her burial record [BIDD PR], There is a possibility that she is the sameperson as
Bluett and Barrow's daughter Judith.
Poverty and dependancy cannot in themselves explain illegitimacy or provide a link between those
families in which it occurred. Many people were poor but only a small number produced bastards.Some
were clearly unfortunate, failing to marry the father, others were exploited, servants made pregnant by
their masters. The network displayed as centering on Catherine Godfrey indicates a relationship to
poverty but also an associationwith persons of already poor reputation in the eyes of those presenting to
the church courts. Catherine herself had beenpresentedon no less than five chargesof incontinence with
different men between 1606 and her marriage in 1617 and Thomas Cook on a similar number with different women. The Cliff family, William, his wife and his children Edward, Richard and Sarah all carne
before the church courts on chargesof incontinence, drunkenessand abusing the minister of Halden and
his wife. In 1611 Richard Cliff was denounced because
bee bathe of a long tyme leade a verie disordered lewd life in frequenting the alehowses more than
...
bath been meete & not followeing his vocation att all, but wholiie gyveing himselfe to il] Companye
[EcCX5.5, f112).

The male Cliffs also appearin recognizances
amongKent civil court recordsorderedto keep the peace
and standingsurety for one anotherand for others(KRO QM/SRcand Q/5Rg various).Mary Cutbush
wasbroughtbeforethechurchcourtsfor incontinencewith threedifferentmenandin 1607wasdescribed
as mulieris incondnen et meretricis, an incontinent woman and a whore [EcCX4.3, f26].
Not only poor people led 'disordered' and 'lewd' lives and not all poor persons did so. The persons
mentioned above are distinguished by a combination of poverty and bad reputation. There is clearly a link
between wealth, status and reputation. Women from wealthy families ate hardly ever presentedfor incontinence although their male kin might be. The ethos of the courts was that such personsmight be reformed
through the shame of penance and the elite parishioners who presentedthem to the courts askedfor such
reformation. That their misdeedsmay have been differently viewed by the perpetrators is indicated by the
fact that some persons continued to stand excommunicate for years. Catherine Godfrey, Bennet Grover
(another 'repeater') and Henry Bryant were among these.
Families helped female members or kin who had becomepregnant. Several casesin the church courts
bear witness to this as well as Thomas Barrow's will. Agnes Brissenden of Bethezsdentook her pregnant
daughter in as she was "... destitute of funds and owte of service..." and saw herself "... bound bothe by
law and consciens..." to give this help fE.cC'X2.4, fl68]. Similarly William Paine of Rolvenden took the
"... unlawfully... " pregnant Agnes Paine into his house "... beinge his owne naturall daughter & redye to
starve for lacke of reliefe... " (EcCX4.11, f188). Other women may have found themselves completely
destitute and friendless. Such may have been the situations of SarahSmith of Biddenden [BIDD PR] and
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Grace Homersham of Headcom [EcCX3.5] who were sent before the civil authorities for murdering their
illegitimate children. These casesdate from the hungry 1590s and may reflect extreme
reactions to distress. In 1609 Ann Cook of Halden had been seen to "... seetheSavine in milke to drinke... " [EcCX9.9,
f74J, making an abortificant as she appearsto have been pregnant by a man she later married. Whether
fear of the practical consequencesor shameat her situation prompted her action is not known.
How common induced abortion may have been is uncertain. An earlier case from Great Chart (1571)
involves a girl accusedof being with child by her sister obtaining "... medsonnesto destroy yt... " from a
woman accusedof sorcery [EcCX1.1 1, f13 and f41]. As the most common practical proof of fornication
was pregnancy and considering the accusationby the sister, it may be that abortion was usedby those trying to avoid public shameby getting rid of the evidence of their incontinence. Those who murdered their
children had already passedthat stageand are perhapsmore likely to have acted from economic or pathological motives.
Illegitimacy may be interpreted differently within the same society. The families of bastard bearers
seem in several casesto have given them help although the 'outcast' image of the unmarried mother is
still present. Some women were mothers to a number of illegitimate children before and/or after their
marriages. It is difficult to assessthe way in which mothers viewed their situations. The denigration,
perhapsbeing thrown out of service, presentmentto the church courts and the dreadful ordeal of demanding the father's name at the birth by means of threats and curses,must have made them very aware of the
negative evaluation given by their superiors to their conduct The variation in reactions, however, indicates that, there may have been a plurality of interpretations of illegitimacy available to these women
alongside the dominant view. There are some indications that bridal pregnancy may have been less
harshly evaluatedthan illegitimacy. Couples appearto suffer little in the way of damaged reputations for
this offence; their 'bad life' is in the past. They are also more likely to be of middling status rather than
being poor.
Bastardy, especially where 'repeaters' are concerned, appears to be linked to poverty. The material
presented so far in this chapter seemsto indicate a more general link between inequality and reputation.
The poor are more likely than the wealthy or middling to have bad reputations ascribedto them; they are
also more likely to bear bastards. Such reputations are not necessarily caused by bastardy. Rather than
posit sub-societies by focussing on the horizontal links of status between thesepeople, attention should
now be given to vertical relations of inequality. Such relations are not only expressedin the sexual relationships examined by O'Neill but also in the denigrations and accusationsstated in the courts. I hope to
indicate in the final chapter that this is not just reforming zeal from a godly few, but part and parcel of the
reproduction of inequality.
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Marriage and Resources
Marriage required resources.These were of three main kinds, skills, income and housing. Skills would be
acquired during the educational phasesof childhood and service. Clausesin wills stipulating education for
a child make clear the way that theselife-course stagesviewed as ones of knowledge acquisition and the
importance attached to this. To run a successful household both partners had to be competent in work
which would generateincome and manageresources.The exact combination of theseskills would depend
on the individual abilities and choices of those involved, the prevalent sexual division of labour and the
material resources available to them. In Biddenden, both men and women appearto have been skilled in
several types of work in most cases,which allowed a certain degree of flexibility in meeting difficult cirCwnstances.

Resources for Trade
An income did not just depend on the abilities of the couple but also on their material circumstances.
Some couples would own land which would give them their basic support. Thosepractising a trade would
require tools and raw materials. The cost of such items would vary with the type of trade. The outlay for
a clothier was substantial involving buying wool and dyestuff plus dyeing equipment, having storage
spacefor wool and cloth, capital to organise the putting out of work to spinners and weavers and carriage
to, plus storage of cloth in, London. A thatcher could get by with a few fairly cheap tools and easily accessible, inexpensive raw materials. Labourers required no more than a few tools and the skills to use
them. A farm would need to be stocked with seed and animals, and even those with only a gardenwould
usually keep a pig. If a supply of milk was available, women might need the sets of utensils for making
butter and cheese.Most households contained the tools used for wool processing, a spinning trendle and
carding tools.
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Housing
Another important requirement was housing. It is clear from many studies that it was consideredvery important in England at this period, for each new couple to set up in a separatehouse. Younger married couples living with one set of parents was rare, as were co-resident married siblings. Such co-residence of
married couples was said, by William Whately, a conduct book writer, to create "... unquietnessof all parties... " [Wrightson, 1982,69). The acceptability of co-residencevaries not only in time andplace but also
due to statusand circumstance. It may have beenmore acceptableamong the aristocracy and upper gentry
of early modem England and in the difficult circumstances of mass migration to cities during the
nineteenth century [Anderson, 1971). Although several wills stipulate temporary co-residenceof married
child and widow or of siblings, thesewere probably only short term arrangements(see chapter4).
Difficulty in finding housing was a causecited as delaying marriage in church court cases.John Lockyer of Hothfield delayed his wedding to the widow loan Atkyns in 1590 because"... bee cowlde come to
noe pointe with Mr Hall his Landlorde... " who had "... thrust his said nowe wife & him owte of
doores..."

[EcCR3.5,154]. John Borden of Sandhurst had been able to make better provision when he

"... agreedwith (his wife's landlord] for the said house& payd him rent for the same..." half a year before
his marriage [EcCX3.8, f172].
Housing generally belonged to males and was passed from father to son. Most men, however, rented
their dwellings from a landlord as in the two cases cited above. It was not considered to be part of the
duties of either set of parents to provide housing in the way that fathers in Greece and Cyprus have
become expected to give each daughter a dowry house, preferably an urban one (Friedl, 1962; Loizos,
1975]. For some a house came as part of an inherited estate,or with the continuation of a lease held by
the father. For most housing had to be negotiated with a landlord on marriage. Becauseof the possibility
of renting or buying an estate, there was no clear distinction whereby women left the parish and men
stayed.Daughters could stay, marrying incoming men as well as by marrying a local stayer.
At times of population pressurehousing becamemore difficult to obtain. This would have led to three
main reactions, delaying marriage, migration and building more housing. The latter solution was problematic as it was illegal to build a cottage with less than four acres of land attached. This law was probably only enactedin a minority of cases,but the motz powerful local inhabitants might have an interest in
bringing casesto light due to their fear of adding more potential paupers in need of relief. Three people
from Biddenden were indicted for the offence in 1610, indicating that there was pressure on housing at

this time. Difficulty in finding a houseprobablyaffectedpoorercouplesmorethanthosewith accessto a
certainamountof capital,as they wouldbe restrictedin therentstheymight afford and weremorelikely
to meetthe prejudiceof ratepayers.The cottagebuildersof 1610had beena labourer,a poor widow and
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a cooper.
Marriage and Inheritance
The wberewithall to rent housing or land and buy tools and furniture came from inheritance and savings.
Although most males received their inheritance on the death of their father, females generally took their
`portion' at marriage. Inheritance in Biddenden was ideally equal partition between sons or sometimes
between all children (especially where there was little property). In practice, some sons received a better
sharethan others, or took theirs in a different form. The portions given to daughtersmight also vary. Becauseso little is known about property transmission other than through wills, it is not possible to say how
important birth order and the prospect of a good match might have been in determining daughter's portions. The wills either pre-date the marriages of all daughters or make no reference to the portions of
those already married.
There is however, a link between marriage and inheritance, as one might expect from many anthropological studies. The nature of inheritance practises and the need for the resourcesto be transmitted, may
affect the age at which people marry and indeed, whether they marry at all. The situation is complex,
involving not only the type of inheritance (partible or unigeniture) and the life-course incidence of the
transmission (at marriage, at parental death or otherwise pre-mortem), but also the way in which these are
carried out and the type of property involved. O'Neill, examining Portugal, has shown not only the way in
which unequal partible inheritance can affect marriage chances and timing, but also how this varies
according to status and birth order [O'Neill, 1987). It is difficult to separatediscussion of marriage and
inheritance, but I would like to concentratehere on the effects of transmission of power and property on
the incidence of marriage and age of marriage.

Incidenceof Marriage
It must be stated from the outset that this cannot be known with any degreeof accuracyfor Biddenden. As
there is no census like information available, the only sources which might allow the incidence of marriage to be known would be parish registers. Becauseof the high rate of both in and out migration, in particular out migration associatedwith service and education, there is no way that this information can be
determined from the reconstruction attemptedfrom such registers.For large numbers of children, their futures are not known.
When it can be stated that a person died having married or having remained celibate, it is not known
how this relates to the futures of those for whom no further information is known. Wrigley and Schofield
estimate 4-8% of personsremaining celibate in the late sixteenth century rising to 20-24% by mid century
[Wrigley, 1981]. Even allowing for the unreliability of thesefigures, there is a significant increasewhich
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the authors relate to the economic difficulties of the period Zell believes that the figure may have been
`low' in the Weald in the sixteenth century due to the prevailing economic circumstances[Zell, 1985).
But, be, like myself, has to rely on register data for the most part and cannot calculate incidence. Neither
does he elaborate on what `low' might mean.
Having established that a measureis out of the question, it is still possible to examine celibacy from
individual instances. As this question does relate to other matters concerning marriage, it is worth examining in the context of the present study, of the general historical context, and of comparative ethnography.
The attitude of official religion in England towards celibacy, changed at the Reformation from one of
placing a high value on abstention from marriage and sexual relations, to one in which a higher value was
placed on the married state. The dissolution of the monasteries removed a possible career for wealthier
men and women to pursue without marriage, and as clergymen could now marry, another similar avenue
was closed to men. Protestant theologians wrote strongly in favour of marriage, for the clergy and everyone else. Raising a family gave a minister an understandingof the everyday lives of his flock that was not
easily obtained by a single man. Such a practice was probably in line with public opinion. There was a
long popular tradition of using the celibate state of the clergy to discredit them, particularly in reference to
their non-marital sexual adventures. In late sixteenth century England, the virgin queen notwithstanding,
marriage was the proper state for both sexes. It was, according to William Perkins, "... ordainedof God in
paradise..." and "... flee to all orders and sorts of men..." [Perkins, 1970,419].
Despite this encouragement,not all personsmarried In the Tyrol region of Italy, Cole and Wolf found
marriage opportunity being restricted for some of a group of siblings in conditions of both partible inheritance andprimogeniture [Cole, 1974]. Only one child could marry and raise a family on the parents farm.
Other siblings had the choice of leaving or remaining as an unmarried dependant.O'Neill contrasts the
situation of those not marrying among wealthy landowners and the poor landless in Portugal [O'Neill,
1987). The landowners would leave the estateto a favoured heir who marries early, while siblings had to
delay marriage or not marry at all while remaining in the heir's household. For the heir's sisters celibacy
equated to high status which offset the difficulty they had finding suitable matches(of equal status). The
brothers were likely to form unions with poor women but not marry them. The landless inherited nothing.
Males mostly chose*to migrate, females might stay and bear children to the excluded sons of wealthy
families.

ThomsenWbetcombedied unmarriedin 1611.Shewas the sisterof the rector of Biddendensince
1574,John Wbetcombe,and must have beenin her Sides or early sixtieswhenshedied. Her brothers
receiveda goodeducation,and othersistersappearto havemarried,so it is unlikely that shewaswithout
a portion of any kind. Shewas a womanof somelearning,owning a numberof booksincluding one by
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Erasmus [PRC1O/35/185], and appearsfrom her inventory to have been competent in household tasks.
Her celibacy must be due to either an inability to find a suitable match or simply personal choice.
Whether due to misfortune or choice, her life appearsto have been spent as a dependantin the housesof
relatives (will of John Whetcombe). Her celibacy does not appearto be in any way a systematic exclusion
as found by Cole, Wolf and O'Neill.
Simon Brissenden left his land to his 59 year old, unmarried elder son, John in his will of 1647
[PRC16/256/1039]. Younger son Robert was married with children and both daughters had married.
There is no clear reason why John Brissenden never married. The situation looks similar to the classic
problem of post-mortem inheritance where an heir must wait for his father's death in order to have the
resourcesavailable to marry [Bourdieu, 1972]. This might well apply in a society where inheritance was
the only means whereby a man might acquire the resourcesto marry. However, here the younger brother
was able to marry and make a living on a small farm (he describedhimself as a 'husbandman'). In Biddenden and the Weald, although inherited land might help in establishing a household, it was not absolutely necessaryas other meansof making a living could be found or land might be bought or rented. The
reasonsfor his celibacy remain uncertain. Rather than answerstheseexamplespose a question.
A larger sample of wills and life-course information would be neededto explore more fully the interaction of processesof marriage and inheritance in detail. Celibacy is very important, as other writers have
found [Cole, 1974; O'Neill, 1987] in examining these processes.But it is difficult to investigate from
English historical data. Because of the variety of family circumstancesfound at the time of willmaker's
deaths, a larger number of wills than is available for this study would be neededto carry out such a task.
1039]. Even if the estimates (see above) are fairly accurate,they take no account of status and wealth. A
move toward more unequal inheritance (see chapter4) may have had an effect on marriage chances for
the wealthier and middling, in the sameway that work opportunities would for the poor.

Saving up to Marry
During their years in service, young people were expected to savea significant proportion of their wages
towards setting themselves up in adult life. The combination of the couples' portions, any small inheritances received from grandparentsor other kin, and the joint savings of the couple might provide a stable
financial basis on which to marry.
Such circumstances could not exist in Vasilika, Greece [Frieda. 1962] where girls may have no part in
amassing their dowries as this would damage the honour of her father or brothers who are seen to be
wholly responsible. The women in a family are responsible for putting together a collection of linen for
each daughter's marriage and have their own prestige competition involving its quality and quantity.
Davis sees the collection of linen for a daughter's marriage as a traditional way of saving for women
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[Davis, 1973].It is clearlynot a financialinvestmentbut couldbe consideredoneof prestige.Womenare
not exclusively given linen in Biddendea, though the wills indicate that females are more likely to receive
bequests of linen (62 wills) than males (18 wills). Inventories indicate, however, that in a marriage linen,

like othermovablegoods,is consideredto be thepropertyof thehusband.
Cole and Wolf found in the Tyrol that women often savefor their own dowries by working part of the
year away from the village and that landless men may emigrate, retuming with enoughmoney to buy land
and therefore acquire the pie-requisite for marriage [Cole, 1974]. In Malta, Boissevain indicated that
daughtersmay contribute towards their own dowries from their wages, while thoseBasque heirs who save
money while working abroadwill sharethis out to make better portions for themselves and their siblings
[Boissevain, 1980; Douglass, 1975]. Savings from service in early modem England seem to have been
for the benefit of the saver in marriage, and not to have been consideredpart of the portion but supplementary [Houlbrooke, 1984; Wrightson, 1982]. Such saving was probably more important to poorer couples, with small portions than to those already well provided.
One use of savings was probably to purchase furniture and utensils for the future house. Before Mary
Shoesmith, a servant in Benendenmarried Thomas IIden of Biddenden in the summer of 1622
Mary aboute the feast of Simon and Jude the last was 12 monthes bought Certain howse...the said
hold stuffe... [EcCX6.7, f102]

which she left at a friend's house while wonting out her contract of service. The date of the purchasemay
indicate that the goods were bought at Biddenden fair which was held on the feast of SS. Simon and Jude.
Such goods could also be bought by the male partner as when Richard Barrett of Tenterden purchased
"... housbold stuffe to keepe bowse..." in advanceof his wedding in 1634 [EcCX6.8, f92]. Such resources
were necessaryto a marriage in a society where each new couple ideally started life in a household by
themselves. The amounts that might be saved were not enormous. There was no way of earning large
sums (relatively) in a short time, such as are available to emigrants from southern Europe. A document
detailing wage rates for Kent issued in 1669 gives figures for servants and apprentices[KRO: Q/AW1/1].
Although this dates from just beyond the end of the period studied, it seems from renewals of (no longer
extant) earlier rates at Tenterden, that official rates remained constant through the seventeenthcentury
[KRO: Te/JQad5]. For servants 'in Husbandry', meaning fans servants, the rates for men were between
£3 and £4 each year plus keep, depending on skill level but only between 40s and 50s for women. As a
separateand very low rate is given for boys between 14 and 18 years old, it may be roughly calculated
that a man marrying at 26 years old would have earnedbetweenf24 and £32 and a woman marrying at 25
years between £14 and £18 after age 18 years. Not all of this would have gone towards their savings but
indicates that savings might result in an amount that was large enough to be very useful but not enough to
alter the chances of the couple for future life. It might buy household goods, some materials and tools for
trade, a few animals or help with the first year's rent but would not allow enough stock or land to be
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acquired to permit social mobility.

Inheritance, Resources and Age at Marriage
The relatively high age of first marriage for males throughout the period in Biddenden, probably reflects a
number of things. Service or education were neededto provide the skills to carry out the work of adult life
and were also opportunities to save money. This would not allow these men to many at an early age.
Further delay would be createdif a man wished to delay marriage until be had received his inheritance.
Thomas Ricard left his lands and houses to his only son Francis at his death in 1607, at which time
Francis was 24 years old. However, in his will, Thomas stipulated that bis widow Avis should have the
profits of the estate until Francis reached 30 years of age, after which he would pay an annual income to
his mother. It is probably this circumstance which delayed Francis' marriage as he married Mary
Castleden about two months after reaching 30 years. Some sonsseemto have beengiven pre-mortem settlements of land. When Walter Chantler, a yeoman, dies in 1634 he leaves only 12d to each of his two
sons Richard and John, who are 42 and 40 years old. Both sons married in their early twenties and had
established families when Walter died, so that they probably received land well before their fathers death,
perhaps at marriage. This may help to explain why they both married at as early agefor males.
Using the samestatus/occupationgroups that were distinguished in chapter3 in order to examine variation in marriage ages for husbandsand wives, similar measureswere calculated for sons and daughters
(see table 3.6). They proved to follow the samepattern, which may be due to status endogamy.
The averageage at first marriage for women is low in the sixteenth century but later in the seventeenth
century (see chapter 3). The early age is closer to that found by Levine in a 'proto-industrial' village in
the eighteenth century [Levine, 19761.Women were able to generatea certain amount of income through
spinning wool for clothiers and weavers. The necessarytools were cheap, the skills fairly simple, and
acquired early in life. Women could gain income from making and marketing butter and cheesebut only
those married to men with farms (rather than just cottages)had the opportunity to do so. Therefore the age
at which women might marry would be influenced by their ability to generate income, but was also
dependenton the resourcesof an intended husband.
As females usually received their inheritances on marriage, they were less restricted in terms of the
timing of marriage titianmales. The daughters of wealthier men appearoften to marry much earlier than
the norm, that is between their mid teens and early twenties. This may be due to their more generous portions and possible personal incomes. When girls married at 16 or 17 years old, they would have had little
time to save and might not have been in service at all. Any savings or possible income from their own
.
work would be small in comparison to the generousportions received by wealthy women. Therefore the
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tendency to marry early, combined with the importance of their portions to their future, indicates that the
marriages of wealthier women were more likely to have been controlled by their fathers rather than sanctioned by them as with poorer girls. Wills generally allow daughtersto receive their inheritances at age 18
or 21 years, or at marriage if before. This indicates that the women marrying very young were considered
below the age of financial maturity (as far as women were allowed this at all).
The use in the average age of first marriage in the seventeenthcentury may reflect the series of crises
and eventual slow. decline of the cloth manufacture from the seconddecadeonwards. Although wool processing tools continue to be found in houses,linen spinning wheels becomemore frequent but are rarely
found in poorer households. The decline in demand for wool spinning and the seemingly limited access
to linen spinning may have contributed to the clear rise in marriage age.
Weavers were the earliest marrying males, as their earning capacity offset the need to acquire land or
capital through savings or inheritance which delayed the marriages of farmers. In the more prosperous
earlier period, clothiers could marry earlier than the farmers but later on they may have likewise needed
greater resources to ensure success.A clothier might also wish to work out of service for a few years
before marriage to gain extra capital and competence.When a son did not wish to wait for a post-mortem
inheritance, there were severalways in which he might acquire land to farm.
The sons of wealthier men sometimes had incomes from their fathers during their teens and twenties.
This would support them in education or training but was probably too little to support a marriage and
household of appropriate status. If however they married a woman with a good portion or personal
income, then the capital to set up home on a tented farm might be found. A few sons appear to have
rented from their fathers. Because households in Biddenden were often not totally reliant on farming
income males may have been able to marry earlier than in some societies where post-mortem inheritance
is the norm, such as the west of Ireland (Brody, 1973]. A small number married heiressesand could live
on their wifes property.
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Dowry and Jointure
Two aspectsof inheritance am associatedwith the marriage of women. The portion or dowry was the inheritance which a daughter received from her family of origin (usually her father, but other relatives some
times contributed) at marriage. It was usually in the form of money and was given through the bride to the
new family, in effect to her husband as he would control her property. The secondform of inheritance is
that which is set aside for the wife to live from if she were widowed and is !mown as the jointure or settlement. It could take the form of land, an income or a lump sum of cash and was agreedbefore the marriage and `settled' on the bride by her husband's family. Where such an agreementdid not exist, the

knownasher dower.
widow wasentitledto one third of herhusband'slands,anarrangement
Portions are mentioned frequently in wills but in connection with children. The term was most often
used to refer to a girl's dowry but might also refer to the cashinheritance of a boy would not inherit land.
Such inheritances are never refereedto retrospectively by men or women willmakers; they becomepart of
the property of the new family and no longer have a separatelegal existence after the marriage. Because
this family is an independent household, the portion may not be used by either family of origin. This
situation is similar to that noted in Vasilika Greece [Friedl, 1962] and Pisticci, Italy [Davis, 1973]. It
differs markedly from Basque practice [Douglass, 1975) where the dowry goes to the parents of the
spouse designated as an heir, and may be used to pay dowries for their unmarried children. Houlbrooke
[Houlbrooke, 1984] indicates that similar behaviour may be found among the early modem English upper
gentry and aristocracy. It seems to be associatedwith a notion of a stem family, passing the sameestate
through time to one heir. In Malta, Boissevain finds that although the dowry goes from the wife's family

to her husbandandis for thebenefitof the new family.it continuesto belongto the wife andcansupport
her in caseof separation[Boissevain,1980]. This was not the casein Biddenden,but provision for
widowhoodcouldbe madeby meansof a jointure.
Unlike portions, jointures are mentioned in relation to both daughters and wives. William Boddenden
stipulates in his will (1579) that his daughter, then 22 years old, should have a portion of £80 "... if she
marrie such a man as came and will make her a Jointure of £6 by the year... " or put in sureties to leave
her worth £100 (PROB11/61/12]. The some will also illustrates the way in which a jointure could take
the place of the dower. William leaves his wife Agnes an income of £l0 per year which he has formally
agreed with her before marriage (it was a second marriage for bath parties). She must however make a
legal release to William's only son "... of all sucheright or dowre as she might claime in my landes...", or
lose all of the legacies given to her. Houlbrooke, commenting on the increasing practice of making join-

becausetheir
s during this period, claimsthat womenwith suchsettlementswereat a disadvantage
valueoftenfell during thehusband'slifetime to lessthanthe incomefrom thelegaldower of one third of
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his lands [Hoolbrooke, 1984].
The jointure could also be altered during the lifetime of the woman for whom it was to provide security. Another of William Boddenden's daughters, Joan, married James Bateman, a yeoman/clothier in
1568. When James' father Steven Bateman made bis will four years later, he made special provision for
bis younger son Steven if Joan was left a widow becausebe had settled lands on her as a jointure which
were part of young Steven's inheritance. In 1610 James made his will, leaving an estate of his own to
Joan while she remained a widow but on the condition that she gave tip all claim to any jointure out of his
lands or any lands which had once belonged to his father. In the somewill Jamesensuresthat his only son
Richard cannot give his wife Elizabeth more than the £10 worth of goods, money or lands which he himself has securedto her as a jointure. If Richard disobeys, his father's lands will passto the children of his
three sisters. The circumstancesnever arose as Elizabeth predeceasedRichard by three years in 1649.
Clearly it was very important to prevent land going out of the consanguinalline by passing to a widow
who might remarry as a jointure. A marriage settlement was negotiated by the'two families before the
match could proceed and may be seen as a compensation to the bride for the subsuming of her portion
into the patrimony of the new family. It also allowed the parental generation,in particular her husband's
father a degree of control over her future. Her husbandmight be able to modify the provisions made, not
necessarily to her advantage,but she had no direct power to determine the nature of her future security.
This contrasts very strongly with those societies where the dowry is considered as the brides property,
brought to the marriage and providing for her afterwards as in Malta (Boissevain, 1980]. The control of a
woman's natal family after her marriage was minimal (at least in formal terms) because of the
dowry/dower system. This would have prevented the situation in Florence whereby a widow's remarriage
could be controlled by her family of origin [ICIapisch-Zuber,1985].
Mention of a jointure or marriage settlement is only found in the wills of the wealthier inhabitants of
Biddenden. It is probable that this form of determining provision for widowhood was only used by aristocracy, gentry and more prosperous yeomen and tradesmen.The less wealthy might make provision in
their wills or allow the more generousdower appo:tionmeut of canon law. Portions in contrast were provided for daughters and sons in all status groups. A dowry, even if small, seemsto have been important
for the marriage of women. 10s of a fine paid to the chur hwardens of Biddenden in 1566 went towards
"... poor girls maritagitun... " fEcCX1.8, f68).
Inheritance by males was therefore of some importance in the decision to many but not of absolute
significance. Although some men may have been kept waiting during their father's lifetime, the situation
was not like those described by Bourdieu and others [Bourdieu. 1972). Opportunities existed to make a
living by other means than fanning alone, and with renting and land sales, a man could acquire an estate
without inheriting one. It is likely that some form of money portion may have been given to male heirs at
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marriage to enable them to set up independently.
Women generally received their portions as a dowry at marriage. This dowry went towards the patrimony of the new household and could not be directly recovered. This indicates that upon marriage a
woman's family of origin lost any formal responsibility towards her. This was now transferred to her
husband, and indirectly to his family of origin in the form of the jointure or dower. There is no evidence
that this formal loss of interest had any implications for emotive relations betweena women and her natal
kin. It may however have contributed to a view of women as wives or potential wives rather than as
daughters(see chapter 6).
Savings from a period in service and the potential to generateincome through practising skills were
important features in marriage, particularly for the less wealthy. Savings could help with the costs of
establishing a household but would not have been enough alone or with a small portion to achieve any
significant change in circumstances.As with inheritance, the need to save contributed to the practice of
late marriage. Worsting against this was the possibility of earning enough through male and female skills
to facilitate earlier marriage without the need to acquire land. This is why weavers could marry earlier
than farmers.
7be distribution of resourcesof any type was unevenin time and unequal at all times. At some periods,
because of population pressure, housing was in short supply. There is also the possibility of landlords
deliberately controlling accessto housing to prevent increasing numbers of poor on the rates, rather as
they controlled accessto marriage as parish officials. When trade was depressedor prices high marriage
might be delayed for many of the poor and middling. Poorer personsmay have had greater freedom in
marriage becausethey were less dependenton receiving a large portion from their parents, and could rely
more on their own savings and working income. Other forms of inequality, in particular those related to
birth order, migration and celibacy need further investigation.
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Remarriage
Of the 2694 people known to have married once, about 13% remarried at least one more time. Men were
more likely (19%) to remarry than women (7%), although this may be overstateddue to unknown earlier
marriages of incoming women. A small number of people (1%) married three of four times. Few European ethnographiesmention remarriage of widowed personsand it is not possible to comparethe incidence,
as none give any indication of this. In some societiesremarriageis rare and often frowned upon by others.
No evidence exists that in contemporary England remarriagesmight result in public ridiculing as was
found in Andalusia by Pitt-Rivers [Pitt-Rivers, 1954). There disapproval was said to be becauseof the situation of step-children which threatenedthe ideology of equal treatment for all children and becausethe
romantic associations of courtship were sees as inappropriate for older people.
In Biddenden and the Weald there is no evidence of public disapproval of the courtship of remarrying
persons in itself. Where dislike of the match is found, this seemsto be largely due to other reasons.Elizabeth Handcocke of Kingsnorth married Richard Dethicke of Great Chart at London in 1597 soon after the
death of her husband. There had been rumours about an adulterous relationship between Elizabeth and
Dethicke for more than a year before her husband died. This in itself was strongly disaproved of but was
compounded by later events.Elizabeth at the death of her husband"... before suchetime as be was socked
or buried in most offensive manner went from him .. leaving him in most loathsome sort..." with the parishioners "... forced to hire men to Carie him to Church to be buried she being not present at his buri..
All... " [EcCX4.3, f64 and f70]. It was r unoured that she had already gone to live with her future husband. In this case it is not the making of a secondmarriage that is disaproved of, but the way in which it
was made.
From the evidence of wills, the re-marriage of widows was a causefor some concern, as it would make
the testator's children the step-children of another man. The new husbandmight well favour his own children, by his new or a previous marriage, more than the new wife's existing offspring. There was an obvious fear that the children' inheritances might be lost and any bequeststo the widow go to her new husband and his children. Careful safeguardsare therefore made to ensure that children receive their rightful
inheritances and that goods,land or money cannot passthrough the widow to her new husband. Widows
receive bequests for life only or lose them if they remarry. From this it seems that the remarriage of
widows was not so much positively discouraged as guardedagainst. The restrictions may have provided
disincentives to some.

In somecasesa furthermarriagecouldbeencouraged.
At Easter1594William Lodcinof Headcom
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... living then in his death bed & making sccompt he should not live long requested...Wm Allen who
came to visit him... that he would be good unto his wife, and as it were comended & committed her
unto him to be his wife, saying he could wish with all his hart that he the said Allen & his said wife
after his death should be matched together, if the said Allen thought well of it... [EcCX3.8, f180-1]

Allen, a close friend of Lorkin while he lived, proceededto court the widow and "... hereupon such liking
grewe betweene them..." that the couple made a contract of marriage only a few days after Lorkin died.
The man who told this story to the court had been present at both the deathbedspeech and the marriage
contract and appearsto have approved of all proceedings.
Attitudes to remarriage probably varied depending on the amount and type of any property involved
and whether the previous marriage had produced living children who were still dependentat their father's
death. The way in which the secondmarriage was made and the suitabililty of the partners also affected
the way in which the marriage of widowed persons might be viewed. Choice of partner was probably
even less restricted than for single people. As stated above natal kin had no practical way to influence
decisions of daughters and the same was probably true for sons. Affines in so{ne cases may have had
more leverage,but whether they exercised it is unknown.

Relations with Affines
Although marriage is formally between two persons, it may also concern the relatives of those persons.
This is clearly the casein southern Europe from the evidenceof ethoographies,though the exact nature of
future relations may differ. In the case of the Sarakatsani,the partners' families of origin are hostile to
each other at first, with this attitude being slightly modified as time passes(Campbell, 1964). This is an
extreme example, but makes clear the importance of the relationship of both sets of kin to the children of
the marriage.

Both Loizos in CyprusandFziedlin Greecestressthe importanceof links with affines,thesebeingparticularly closein thecypriot case[Friedl, 1962;Loizos, 1975).Friedl noteshoweverthat suchlinks generally last for only one generation.Loizoscontraststhe benefitsof relationswith affinesin Cyprus,with
thedrawbacksof thosewith consaguineous
kin,
... a man may find in his wife's father and wife's brothers a quality of informality, and support
pleasantly free fram the authority and competition of his own natal family (Loizos, 1975,74].

As siblings many they lose their former solidarity and may eventually come into conflict over the division of family property. Both Iison-Tolosana in Aragon and Davis in Pisticci have found brothers to have
formal and distant relationships with one another, but close relationships with their sisters (Davis, 1973;
Lison-Tolosana, 1983). In Aragon relationships among all siblings may erupt into conflict over the division of parental property (as in Cyprus), resulting in avoidance and hatred which is sometimes, though
rarely life long. It is the division of property which createsconflict among brothers in Pisticci. As most
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land is divided and given at marriage, sharesare likely to be unequal, reflecting the combination of timing
of marriage and the history of the parental estate during the period when siblings are getting married.
Further conflict may result from additional land being divided at death. Close links persist betweensisters
who receive town housesat marriage, and therefore often live near to one another. Cole and Wolf explain
the difference in levels of interaction with the outside world between the two Tyrolean villages studied as
being related to attitudes towards affines. In Tret, historically and culturally Italian, people make much
use of relations with their affines and through this meet a wider selection of people from outside the village and the area. This is in contrast to the Germanic influenced village of St. Felix where affinal relations
are of limited importance andpeople have more limited geographic horizons [Cole, 1974].
Looking at relations with kin beyond the immediate family in early modem England is difficult. Firstly
evidence is limited and secondly it has beenlargely ignored as a topic or dismissed as of limited importance. It is clear from the reconstruction of relationships in Biddenden, that many people had kin of some
form resident in the parish. An attempt to display all persons related in someway by kinship using Gnet,
produced a graph containing almost 3000 persons. This network, however, was not for the most part
closely integrated. Most people were related to others outside of their immediate family by only one linking marriage. Methods of re-linking families through time, such as cousin marriage arevery rare. The two
main forms of re-linking found both imply the consolidation of relationships of shorter duration and are
found among the wealthier families for the most part. They are also more likely to involve marriagesto
families not resident in Biddenden. It is possible that a different picture of kinship in the Weald may
emerge from looking at the relationships between wealthier families in severalparishes than is seenwith
those of differing statusin one parish.

The two formsof re-linking involvemarriagebetweentwo pairsof siblingsand a marriagebetweenthe
widowedparentsof a marriedcouple.In 1573RichardAllard, a wealthyyeomanwith urbaninterestsand
widower of threemonths,marriedJoan,widow of JervisMaplesden,a yeomanof the neighbouringparish
of Rolvendenwho haddied five yearsearlier.In 1584a furtherlink wascreatedwhenRichard's 16year
old daughterMary marriedPeterMaplesden,the 22 year old son of the late Jervis and Joan (now
Richard's secondwife). The two eldest sonsof Richard Allard, Henry and Richardjunior may have
created another double link when Henry married Philipe Gibbon in 1587 and Richard married Elizabeth
Gibbon in 1593. The two women were probably sisters and members of another local family of similar
statusto the Allards andMaplesden.

A doublelink throughparentandchild, similarto that madeby RichardAllard andhis daughter,was
createdby the Pattensonfamily. ThomasPuoenson,youngestson of wealthyclothier RogerPanenson,
marriedPhebeReaderof BoughtonMoncbelsea,10 miles north-westof Biddendenin 1630.After the
deathof his wife Julian(themotherof Thomas),RogermarriedJoyceReader,the widowedmotherof his
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son's wife Phebe.
A more certain double sibling link than the Allard/Gibbon case was made by two of the sons of
yeoman-clothier Barnard Randolph. Herbert
married Elizabeth, daughter of Giles Master of
wealthy
Canterbury, in 1625 and his brother Edmund married Elizabeth's sister Deborah in 1628. This connection
was both strengthened and continued when in 1652, Mary daughter of Herbert and Elizabeth married the
son of another of the Master sisters, his parallel cousin.
Although a few more cases of such linking can be recognised, they we few. This may partly be
becausemarriages were taking place betweenmembers of a wider population than those within this study.
In all of the situations described here, the marriages were between Biddendea inhabitants and outsiders.
No rule or preference for marrying close kin existed and it would be foolish to look for a significant
number of such matches. What the examples do show is that afßnal relations were considered important
enough that in some casesmultiple links might be createdby marriage. The Allands, Pattensonsand Randolphs were among the most wealthy and powerful families in Biddenden. Their partners were of similar
wealth and status. The marriages did not consolidate or add to property, in the way that the close
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marriages described by Davis in Pisticci did (Davis, 1973,141-51. Mary Allard did not inherit land and
neither Phebe Reader nor the Master sisters appear to have been heiresses. It is unlikely, in the light of
contemporary practice, that either of the widowed mothers had anything but a life interest in or income
from land. From the point of view of property acquisition. any marriage with persons of similar status
would have achieved as much. Persons from the local parish elites were not severely restricted in their
choice of partners by the preference for status endogamy as they found partners from a wide geographical
area. The marriages are more likely to result from close and frequent relations between affines creating
the affective requirements for a second match, and a wish to maintain andextend those relations.
That such re-licking took place implies some importance was attachedto affinal relations. This is borne
out by wills where 'in-laws' may be given responsibilities in carrying out the plans laid down in the documenc Affines may be divided into four types by the natwe of the relationship to ego;

1.

The kin of ego's own spouse(s).

2.

The kin of the spousesof ego's siblings
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3.

The kin of any previous or future spousesof ego's parents.

4.

The kin of the spousesof ego's children
All of these relationships could be distinguished by the post-fix 'in-law' which was used to cover what

in more recent times English kin terms have distinguished as 'step' relations. The post-fix was not always
used and a sister's husband (ZH) could be called either brother-in-law or simply brother. Jeremy Bewle
refers in his will (PRC17/51R57) to three men using the term father. One is his (recognised) genitor, 7bomas Bewle who died in 1564, another is his mother's second husband John Evemden, and the third is
Henry May, the father of Jeremy's wife.
Within the flexible and optative framework of early modem English kinship, it may be said that afünal
relationships within and from Biddenden do appear to have been of some importance. This may have
been especially true for wealthier people. In some cases relations between in-laws seem to have been
close but there is no distinction between brothers and brothers-in-law in the way that is found in southern
Europe. A man could have close relations with both his brothers and his sisters' husbands. That being
said, in a society where inheritance was frequently partible, the potential for sibling conflict was always
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present Therefore, although not as extreme as some mediterranean examples, affinal kin may have
acquired an additional importance. It is interesting in this light that the network of kin migrating to New
England examined in chapter 3, were related through affinity.

Married life
The earlier parts of this chapter have examined the making of marriage, with particular reference to the
material and symbolic aspects. A brief consideration of two aspectsof the practice of marriage will contribute to a fuller picture of the relationship of reputation to other aspectsof life in early modern England.
The areas of married life to be consideredcould be seenperhaps as pathological ones,marital breakdown
and adultery. This is due in part to the nature of the sources used, court records, and must be seen against
the background of the majority of marriages, which were broken only by death,and the evidenceof some
wills for a close relationship between spouses. An example of this is the wish of minister John
Whetcombe that he and his "deare & faith ffl" wife "maye rise together passeand enter together" into
heaven [PRC17/59/1901.

Marital Breakdown
In a society where divorce was all but impossible for the vast majority of people [Wolfram, 1987), two
options were open to unhappy couples; to continue to live together despite this or to separatewithout
recourse to law. Most court casesindicating marital breakdown involve separation becausefor a married
couple to live apart was a presentableoffence.
The cases are few and Biddenden examples all relate to, at least ostensibly, material factors. Some
involve separation due to work migration [BcCX6.8, n00]. Poverty may also lead to a couple living
apart in the same parish. Thomas Morris and his wife "... beinge both poore olde people by their owne
consentshave devyded their howshold & do lyve asounderin this our parysbe" (EcCX2.2, f97]. In such
casesno indication of a breakdown in the relationship is given, although this may be disguised. The-reasons are poverty related. Morris and his wife were probably too old and infam to keep housebut too poor
to employ a servant and might survive better as lodgers in more active households. This may explain the
paucity of possessions found in the inventories of some old people, particularly widows (e.g. l. ettice
Moyse PBC1O/14/1691.Work migrants usually claim that they will bring their wives to join them or
return to them, but knowledge from elsewhereindicates that the marriagesof the poor may have been particularly unstable [Ingram, 1987].

OtherWealdenparishesindicateotherreasonsfor abandonment.
The wife of HenryMills wasliving in
Bethersden
in 1569,with her childrenbut apartfrom her husbandwho wasat Tenterden(EcCX1.9,f152].
Shesaidthat shewasafraid to live with him ".. Jesthe shouldbur(her..." andclaimedthat be took all of
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her income from lands and "... suffereth her to lack... " She was probably presentedin part becauseshe
and her children were a charge on the parish and in part becauseher situation was viewed as subversive to
the proper order of things. The wife and children, according to the presentmentshould rejoin the man
"... of hym to be susteynedas reason & right dothe requyre..." Many years later, in 1637, another woman
was living in Betheisden while her husbandresided in Smarden as "... be doeth much misuse her & therefore [she] desires to live from him... " (EcCX6.8, G36]. She was ordered to live with her husband. The
first case indicates that it was not only the marriages of the poor which might break up, although poverty
for the woman
-

which usually meant for her children as well -

was likely to result becauseof the legal

situation of marital property and the limited earning and subsistencecapacity of women in this period. In
both casesthe judgement of authority supported the maintaining of the marriage despite the violent situation. Wife-beating was by law allowed "in moderation" but was disapproved of by moralists and, if
excessive, by public opinion [Wrightson, 1982). Although it seems,regarded as less serious an offence
than separation, wife-beaters might still be presented,especially if the wife behaved in a way that led to
her being more highly evaluated than the husband. The wife of Thomas Edwards of Newenden in 1600
was said to "... often tymes reprove him for his lewde lyfe... " in responseto which be, "... a man of verie
evill behaviour...doth beateher" [EcCX4.5, f6].
As well as violence, infidelity might lead to separation, as with John Arwin, vicar of Bethersden in
1632 who had commenced a suit for adultery against his wife, who was living in London, so that "... bee
maye bee lawfullye & iudiciallye divorced from her" [EcCX5.9.018].

Most people could not afford

such legal remedies. A complex case from Newenden in 1579 involves a married man and a married
woman, both poor, who "... dwelle to geathers & lyve very suspycyouslye..."

supposedly with the

knowledge of the woman's husband [EcCX2.2, f57). Te man refusesto be brought to the court and tries
to use his offence as a lever to obtain a house for the woman. He further threatensto "... forsake the contrye... " and to "... leave his wyef & children uppon the chardgesof the paryshe..." and to ".. lame his
wyef before he goe, becausethe paryshe shall keape her. " The marital disorder of the two couples is here
being played against both the attitudes of the local elite to social order and their fear of "chardges" on
the rates. The physical violence is only threatened and may not be really intended but indicates an
ambivalent attitude to the husband's "duty" to maintain bis wife and children and knowledge of ways in
which this might be avoided.
From this brief survey, it would seem that marriages broke down becauseof a number of factors and
that these were difficult to separatein some cases. Firstly, poor people might live apart due to subsistence
migration, while older or sick people might find themselvesno longer able to keep house together. Much
has been written on the centrality of the household, and its internal order, to early modem ideas of ideal
social organisation. A growing number of instances indicate that this may not have been possible for
some people due to the conflicting needs of subsistence.Secondly, personal difficulties between the
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couple, ranging from infidelity to physical abuse brought about some separations.Despite the ideological
centrality of household unity, some women were prepared to break with convention and live apart but
they seem to have found little support from those in power. Because of their dependent status and
difficulties in maintaining independent subsistence,such disapproval was reinforced by material handicaps. Although men might also meet with public disapproval for abandoning their wives, action was generally instigated by the parish in which the wife, usually with her children, was forced to claim relief. The
opportunities for poorer men to find labouring or petty trade work adequate to support themselves and
even a new family, allowed them greater freedom to leave. The case of Thomas Mills indicates how a
poor man might see ways in which to use potential disorderly conduct as a threat to those in authority. He
plays on the parish elite's fear of "chardges" on the rates and their disapproval of extreme domestic
violence as well as any dislike of his extra-marital relationship in an attempt to improve his very limited
bargaining power. Mills appearunconcernedabout any damageto his reputation.

Adultery
A certain number of the sexual casespresentedto the church courts involved adultery by men or women.
There appears to be a decreasein the percentageof sexual casesinvolving married women over time. In
the 1560s and 1570s, such casesaccount for 46% of all sexual presentmentsfrom Biddenden but by the
1590s this figure had dropped to 30% and between 1627-1637was only 17%. For men the corresponding
figures are 34%, 30% and 25%, a slight but less marked decrease.This may indicate that perhaps the idea
of adultery being wrong for both sexes,which was promoted by moralist writers and preachers,had been
less successfulthan the promotion of a double standard. However, other factors may have been involved.
To understandthese it is important to examine the implications of adultery.
Sexual infidelity by a married woman implicated her husband. Her adultery made him a "cuckold"
which was a severe insult to a man. Cuckolded men seem to have been the target of popular jokes, songs
and informal shaming ceremony although the term is defended against in slander suits less than might be
expected [Anrussen, 1985; Ingram, 1987]. It implied more than merely being deceived by a wife. The
ability of a man to control his wife's sexuality called into question his competencein controlling other
aspectsof his life both as regardedhis household and other relationships. The link between these aspects
of control lay in the way that household order was sees as symbolic of order in society as a whole
[Anrussen, 1985]. Loss of authority as a husband undermined the power of a man in regard to others. For
a wife, such an accusation undermined her reputation and might cause her behaviour to be regarded as
suspectin other aspectsof life. There was clear scope for reputation damaging accusations.

The effect of adulterychargesbroughtagainstmen is moredifficult to determine.Somemen. suchas
GregoryTaylor of Biddenden,(first married1552,died 1585),werepresentedmany times.No statement
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appearsin any of these caseswhich indicates that Taylor suffered a very low reputation becauseof this,
but negative evidenceis no proof. He was a man of somemeans and had been cburcbwardenat some time
[EcCX1.10, f76], indicating fairly high status within the parish. That informal sanctionsmay have been
used against this seemingly notorious sexual offender, is suggestedby an incident where a man of lower
status, Valentine Ship "... dyd cast 2 eggen at Gregory Taylor ymedyatly after he had donne his
penance..." [EcCX1.9,52].

Late in the year, 1568, Taylor obviously felt that his reputation was worth

defending when he made a detailed denial of a charge that he did "... suspycously accompany..." another
man's wife [EcCX1.9, f77]. Other cases show male adulterers attempting to conceal their offence or
going to somelengths to deny the charge [EcCX4.8, f224 and X5.9,55]. On the other hand such men are
rarely presented or otherwise accusedof being of "evill life" or some such marker of low reputation,
which is on many occasionsthe casewith female sexual offenders. The overall impression is that a double
standard did exist in regard to adultery, just as it seemsto have done with fornication by unmarried persons (see above), but that an accusationcould still do some harm to a man's "credit". It implied an inability to control himself, bringing into question his characterand sobriety, and also threatenedthe stability
of his marriage and household.
Husbands might attempt to defend the honour of accusedwives by trying to disprove charges.Nicholas
Hamper appearedin court in 1567 when his wife was presentedas "... suspected..." with "... a bowrder in
his howse..." and claimed that the man had "... requested& moved..." to have sex with her, but that she
made her husband "... pryvye therof... " at which point Hamper "... ymedyadey putt him awaye..."
[EcCXI. 8, fl38].

The story in all points follows a course of action which maintains the authority of

Hamper in his household (his wife tells him what happenedand the border is thrown out) and preserves
the honour of his wife (she refusesthe request by making it known to her husband).In another casewhich
has certain similarities to the Hamper one, it is the wife who comes to court to defend herself, perhaps
becauseshe is accusedof initiating the offence. Abraham Warry, former servant of Thomas Norton, was
presented in 1599 becausebe had confessed that "... be did lye with... " the wife of his former master.
Warty has also said that Katherine Norton "... hathe gyven him extraordinarie maintenaunce gierten
sommes of monye at dyvers tymes at his neede, to th'intente to intice him to lye with her" (EcCX4.3,
1202]. A few months later they appearin court again with Katherine saying that Warty had admitted that
his previous dam was false supported by a recital of the grounds for her reputation. She is said to be
... a woman in yeares,viz. above 50 years old & hKhe byn married to her nowe husband Thomas Norton by the space of 28 yeamc at least & duringe all that tyme hathe lived fee from suspicion of any
Incontinence... [EcCX4.3, f255)

Warty admitsthat "... he thereindid greatlyeslanderand belye..." KatherineNorton but that be spread
the rumour "... becausehe would finde somecauseto departeout of his mastersservice" [ &CX4.3,
f256). The resemblance
to the Hampercaselies in the attemptby a dependentmemberof thehousehold
to subvertthe authorityof the husbandand head This is donenot by actuallycommittingadulterywith
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the wife but by attempting to defame her by rumour. Hamper's border claimed of his approachesthat
"... he dyd yt in jeste...", but damagelay in the fact that he did it at all. Hamper tells his story, emphasising the correct behaviour of himself and his wife while Katherine Norton obtains a confession from
Warty and backs this up with a declaration of her unsullied reputation. Warry's claim, where adultery is
compounded by payment, seemsvery damaging when comparedwith his wish to leave service and may
stem from some deepersenseof injury.
Other adultery chargesare constructed to emphasisethe fault of the "cuckold".

Richard Brushwood, a

single man was said in 1597 not only to have had sex with the wife of Thomas Willard but to "... frequenteth and usethe the house of the said Willard and violentlie intieatethe & beateth the said Willard in his
owne house..." [EcIX4.3, f47]. This rumour not only subverts the authority of Willard through sexual
accessto his wife but also through demeaning him in the exercise of physical power over him, in the very
place where Willard should be master. A different way to imply complicity by the husband was to allege
that the adulterous male had bribed him to silence. William Dossett was accusedin 1615 of "... takeing a
bribe... " of Cherubin Bickenden, after the latter had attemptedthe chastity of Dossett's wife [EcCXS.9,
1553.Likewise Richard Reife was presented "... for receavingeof an angell of golde... " from Gregory
Taylor after "... takyinge bym in his chamberwith his wyfe... " [EcCX1.13, MI. It may be that somehusbands did act as bawds to their wives, supporting them in prostitution, but another explanation may be the
double dishonour of being takers of and givers of bribes put upon the men involved by the rumour. The
position of the bribe taker, who sells, and thereby no longer controls his wife's sexuality may appearto be
the worse one, but the Bickenden caseinvolves further corruption chargesand may be an attempt to compound the damage to Bickenden. The fact that Bickenden was probably of higher status than Dossett,
though not one of the parish elite may have implications for the interpretation of this case.Further indications that inequality of status might be involved in thesecases are seen in the alleged sexual careers of
Gregory Taylor and John Flete, in the many caseswhen masterswere accusedof getting servants pregnant and in the converse casesof Hamper and Norton.
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Summary
An examination of casesinvolving marital breakdown and adultery emphasisestwo points that also emerged in regard to the making of marriage. That is the importance of reputation and a connection with
status which may be found in casesinvolving reputation. Some types of activity might have status associations such as bridal pregnancy and bastard bearing. Other casesindicate inequality in the way reputation
was considered which relates to status. Inequality, however, may also be seen in the extent to which the
elite could limit access to marriage by poorer persons who were also disadvantaged in terms of the
resources neededto marry. Likewise, their marriages were more likely to end in informal separation. Because marriage was not totally dependent upon a partner inheriting land, but could be made on the basis
of savings, a cash portion and income from work, this meant that it was not restricted to one sibling or a
narrow band of wealth. This causeda wide separationbetweenthe marriages of the poor, discouragedand
more liable to break down, and those of the majority of peoplewho could make a simple living at least.
Both in cases of the evaluation of the sexual virtue of a partner, and in casesof adultery, a double standard appearsto have existed for men and women. This may not have been total however. Women appear
to have been able to mix freely in day-to-day life with men, unlike in southern Europe. The interest
shown by family members in the choice of partner appearsto have beenstronger than that concerning the
honour of the daughter. Men seem, however, to have considered sexual virtue important in selecting a
wife. There may be implications for the way in which women were evaluated in the dower/dowry split.
This focussed resources on the new household and limited the practical control which her natal family
might have on a married woman. This also had implications for her freedom of choice in remarriage.
The importance of affinal links is indicated by the making of more than one marriage betweentwo families. This practice appears to be more likely among the local elite. Examining surnames of marriage
partners seems to indicate that this group formed a local network, covering several parishes. The
wealthier also seemmost likely to have practised status endogamy while the middling tried to marry up.
Such practices may have helped the elite differentiate themselvesas the 'better sort', along with their ability to claim a higher reputation. The mobilisation of affinally linked kin may be seen in emigration (see
chapter 3). The final chapter will examine social relations in regard to reputation. power and inequality.
Attempts to reproduce and extend good relations will be viewed in a changing atmosphereof potential
hostility and security which was status related. Evaluations of honour will be examined in relation to inequality and the reproduction of inequality.
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6: Conclusions

A small elite composed of wealthy male householderscontrolled the parish. They were able to maintain
their power through the use of the evaluation of reputation within the framework of an ideology of
patriarchal household authority. Though able to challenge each other in this area, they were also able to
protect themselvesthrough greater accessto resources than were poorer persons. By these means as well
as by patronage and establishing a regional elite through marriage they could maintain their power
through time. Honour evaluation was important in the Weald and was connected with status and power.
But, unlike southern Europe, women were evaluated as wives rather than as daughters.
An ecological model has beenput forward whereby cloth making could permit a higher population and
greater wealth than the land itself would sustain Decline in manufacture led to greater social differentiation, imbalanced out-migration and greater inequality in the transmission of land. The wealthier became
more secure, their honour less likely to be challenged. Those small farmers, who had gained part of their
livelihood by cloth making, and other people of middling status became less secure. Affinal relations
appear to have been important, particularly for the elite, but not more so than those with natal family
members.
Comparison with ethnographiesof southernEurope has been possible and constructive. While studying
the nature of migration to and from Biddenden types of movement not often studied in anthropology were
found. This indicates that historical ethnography can usefully contribute to anthropological knowledge.
A variety of types of information was used in this study, with similarities to that which might be
acquired in more conventional ethnography. Some was of a well structured nature, while other infosmation was much less so. Ethnographic computing requires a flexible approach to software. Rather than a
single solution a variety of computing methods are needed.
In this final chapterI present the concluding arguments.The relationship of status, power and reputation are examined in the light of the earlier chapters. I then consider the lessonslearned and implications
for future development of the use of computers in this fora of research.

The importance of reputation
Most casesthat cane before the church courts appearto have started as gossip. Presentmentsvery often
state that the accusationis made becauseof a "fame" or "tumour".

Such origins did not invalidate the

presentment as such, if other evidence such as witnesses or a confession could be obtained, and were
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more likely to be looked favourably on where the person or persons involved already had a bad reputation. Conversely a undamaged reputation might be claimed as a defence. John Walter of Biddenden,
before the court for whoredom with one Alice Hills calls her "... that ungodly woman... " and refers to her
bearing of an illegitimate child in the past [EcCX1.13, f97]. A Lenbam woman who had lived apart from
her husband for two years, claimed to have met him accidently in London "... to save her honesty "
...
when accusedof fornication [EcCX1.11, ß1]. A man, his children and a woman who lived with them in
Smarden were said to be "... very ynfected people... " [EcCX2.2, S0]. A woman alehousekeeper in Halden in 1597 was said to have excommunicate and incontinent persons and "... such as are not of good
name and fame..." among her customers [EcCX4.3, f72]. When Richard Cliff is presentedfor not receiv.
ing communion at Biddenden during almost two years before October 1611, the image of a man with
a
bad reputation is given by the accompanyingdescription. It is said that
hee bathe of a long tyme leade a vesie disordered lewd life in frequenting the alehowses more than
...
bath beenemeete & not followeing his vocacion art all, but whollie gyveing himselfe to ill Companye...
[EcCXS.5, f112].

Clothier John Taylor claims a good reputation when be is given a £5 fine for incontinency alleging
"... that he bath heretofore lyved in good Credit and in esteemeamongest his neighbours in the sameparrishe..." [EcCX6.7, f54). In a caseof suspectedincontinency between young clothier Richard Bateman
and his father's former servant Beatrice Tomsett, both Bateman and his protagonist John Wbetcombe,the
rector, construct an image of Tomsett's low repute in contrast to one of Bateman's alleged clean record
[ECCX4.11,1224]. Beatrice is said to be "... a wenche of lewde behaviour & suspectedlife & suche an
one to whome noe credit is to be gyven." For Bateman, on the other hand, it is said that he has always
lived in Biddenden and "... was there alwaies of good report & estimacioo & never was reputed jiltie of
any suche Crynie. " His behaviour was, according to Whetcombe, "... till of late untouched.. " Proven
guilt would cause for him "... the displeasure off Frends, desgrace with his honest wiffe, and unlände
shame with all his acquaintance.". That a reputation was not only discussedin a court defence is indicated by Whetcoinbe's own will where be made plans to pay his debts so that he would not be
_"staynedin christianefameandw eobiectto theire mowtheswhoaaremootreadyeto ilaundereapeci*Uy themwhot areof the howuhold of god (PRC17/59/190].
From thesecasesand others mentioned before in different contexts,an attempt can be made to describe
the way that reputation was acquired. It was clearly assessedthrough observation and gossip and related
to the actions, or believed actions of a person over time. Bateman's honour was said to be untouched,the
woman from Lenham tried to "save" her honour, a good reputation was where nothing could be found in
that person's history which damaged his or her honour. The alehouse customers, Richard Cliff and
Beatrice Tomsett were all
said to have bad reputations. Cliff had been leading his "lewde life" for a
"long tyme" and Tomsett had been of "suspected liffe" before she came into service
with Bateman's
father. The assessmentis again historical.
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A good reputation was a resourcefor whoever could claim one, honour was worth saving. Where a bad
reputation could be implied, that person's casewas already weak. Reputation was used in this way as a
weapon in disputes which might have further bearing on a person's honour, but it appears to have had
more general implications. Several words are used for this type of assessmentof character through personal history, apart from reputation itself, such as "esteem", "fame" (a word also used to mean rumour)
and "credit". Credit is a clearly polysemic term. Apart from the meaning of repute or worth it implies
trustworthiness in the senseof telling the truth. Another aspect relates to financial probity. There was an
elision of thesemeanings in the way that the word was usedin early modem England, becauseof the way
(mentioned above in connection with household order) in which behaviour in one sphere of life was seen
to reflect on a person's capabilities in others. Simon Drayner of Frittenden was a tailor and "his onely
stay and expectation of maintenance" was "divers mens worite of good accompt" [EcCX6.8, el]. He
asked in 1627 that a penancefor pre-marital sex with his wife be commuted as "... beedoubteth bee might
loose..." this trade "... and grow a person Contemptible by reason of eviii peoples upbraiding him... " if
he were to perform public penance.This "... would beethe undoing and impoveiishinge... " of the couple.
A man from Great Chart said that public penance would "... greatly weaken and impare his Credit... "
(EcCX6.8, ±97).A Rolvenden couple claimed such a punishment would be "... to their greate hinderance,
greater griefe and allmost utter undoeing..." [EcCX6.8,006].

Loss of honour, through the formal public

exposure of an offence, would lead to a lowering of the personsreputation and this could have material

consequences.
In discussing honour, the connection between a high moral standing and being of high status in local
terms has been apparentin numerouscases,as has the converse tendency to connect a bad reputation with
low status. This is not absolute however. Nicholas Benskin said that be and his wife did "... live in good
cieditt and repute amonge their neighbours as touching their lives and conversacions,although they be of
small estate themselves..." [EcCX6.8, f151). Benskin, who made most of his living by the manufacture
of buckets and tubs, claimed a good reputation despite his relative poverty. The poor could claim honour
but in doing so they appearto have been working against common assumptions.It may be however that
honour was relative, as indeed was status(see chapter 3). The wealthier had more control of the representation of their reputations in formal contexts.They also consideredtheir own credit, and that of their peers
to be of importance to them whether supporting claims or attempting damage.The honour of poorer persons may however have been of some relevance among their peers and in seeking the favour of those to
whom they were subservient Charity was more likely to be directed to the "hooest" poor. The honour of
the poor does not seem to have beenin competition with that of the wealthy. A poorer person's reputation
is said to be low in two types of situation. Those that may be consideredsituations of social control, such
as when Richard Cliff, a cardmaker,is presentedfor not attending communion, have been dealt with at
length by a number of historians (e.g. Amussen, 1985, Ingram, 1987). The second situation is where a
caseinvolves relations of inequality, such as sex between a master and a servant, and the more powerful
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(and usually wealthier) person stresses the low moral standing of the less powerful one in order to
highlight the credibility of his or her own case.
It is also clear that inequality in resources could seriously damage a person's chances of securing a
favourable verdict. Such resources might not be wholly financial. They also included the ability to can
upon the help of friends, neighbours and kin in times of trouble.

Reputation and social relations
When presented to the church courts, a person might ask for the chance to clear their name by meansof
purgation. This meant producing a specified number of "honest neighbours" to swear that the accused
was innocent. Two things seemto have been required for this, firstly the network of social relations from
which compurgators might be drawn and secondly the resourcesto bring them to court and probably to
give them some financial incentive to appear.
John Dod, a servant in the parish of Eastwell, north-east of Biddenden was unable to produce his purgators. He claimed "... that the most part of the parysheonersthere ar very rycbe men & will not go on his
purgacion beinge a pooh man..." [EcCX3.8, f60). Dod saw himself limited in terms of a useful network
by his poverty. George Ship of Biddenden in 1633 was unable to produce any purgators becauseof "... his
great poverty... " [EcCX6.8, f201]. Where the names of Biddenden purgators are given, they we frequently of low status or bearing surnameswith low status associations,and sometimes personswho have
appearedas defendants in other cases.When John Basden of Tenterden had to produce Biddenden compurgators in 1598, cburcbwarden Roger Pattenson objected to two of them [EcCX4.3, f138-9]. William
Stokes was said to be "... one that will goe on any mans purgacion..." (he was indeed often chosen) and
Thomas Broker was at fault because"... he is gyven to be dronken & that there have bin warrants out
against him upon suspition of sheepestealinge." The quality of one's acquaintanceswas clearly
tant as well as the quantity.
Purgators were also suspect if any link could be found between themselves and the accused which
might imply coercion or impartiality. One Cranbrook man in 1632 had his purgators questioned because
they were poor and one of them was his tenant [BcCX6.8, f152]. Other ground for dispute could be
related to other aspects of status as in the case of John Barnard of Biddenden, dismissed as a purgator
becausehe was under 21 years and unmarried [EcCX6.8,000]. Qose kinship could also invalidate purgation. Richard Sloman of Hawkburst had claimed that he was "... fathers brothers sonne..." to the
accused. but was in fact his natural brother and therefore invalid as purgator (EcCX4.5, f1531. William
Benskin of Biddenden proved deficient in his purgation as be produced a son of both his sister andbrother
[EcCX2.4, M15). There are too few casesto work out which kin might be permitted as purgators, but the
two cases above would fit with the degrees of marriage given by both Archbishop Parker and Leviticus
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[Wolfram, 1987).
Similar problems of coercion, interest and poverty applied to producing witnesses.It is clear therefore
that a fairly wide network of personswith whom one was on good terms could be useful. Although purgators were dismissed on the above grounds of invalidity, this obviously did not prevent people producing
other personswho were bound to them in some way. The bonds that could be used in this way are many;
kinship, tenancy, employment, friendship, debt and probably others. lb=

appearto have beennumerous

other circumstances in early modem England, in which a person might needhelp from others to validate a
claim; help which might involve pledging substantial sums of money. In the civil courts recognisances
were neededto put in bond for the accused on promise to obey a court order [KAO: QM/SRc]. A cursory
examination of those relating to Biddenden, indicates that both kinship and friendship through trade may
have been important.
Similar circumstances applied to the securing of administrations of goods in the case of intestacy,
though with the larger amounts entailed it certain amount of patronage may have involved. The need to
create and maintain a network of well-disposed persons connects back to the use of wills to "bind" kin,
friends and others by stated and symbolic obligations (see chapter 4). Certain official proceduresof which
we have knowledge required an individual to demonstrate personal support, The face-to-face nature of
contemporary society was an inbuilt assumption underlying such processesas it was behind the rituals of
public shaming and the detections of churchwardens.There has been a tendency for anthropologists to
visualise such face-to-face societies as static and circumscribed. It is clear that Biddenden and other

Wealdenlocalities containedmobile and outwardlooking populations.The creationand maintenance
of
social relationswasthereforeimportantand active.Friendshipand kinship werenot "givens", they had
to be worked at, createdanewin new locations,renegotiatedat times of transitionsuchas marriageor
deathandmaintainedthroughtime wherepossible,evenoverdistance.
There was of course another side to this coin of social relations. Not all neighbours, or indeed kin, were
friendly. Although cases before the church courts have beenlargely viewed in terms of social control by
historians [Ingram, 1987; Levine, 1979] there appearsto be a further aspect which is much more rarely
considered.This is the element of competition seenin the presentmentof the elite by the elite. After all, if
the only motive had beencontrol of disorder among subject groups (the poor, women, children) why then
were members of the subjecting group (wealthier adult men) presented?The detection of fornication can
be linked to parish elite fears of bastardson the rates, but this does not explain the presentment of (often
wealthy) male partners from their own parishes when the mother had left and the child had been born
elsewhere. Maintenance caseswere disputed in the civil courts.

Spuffordhasdismissedthe necessityof seeinga causallink with the impositionof a puritan ideology
(Spufford,19851.Ideologicalshifts mayhaveprovidedthe groundsfor accusations
but probablyhad less
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effect on the motives. Ingram has noted that in certain casesin Wilshire, disputes in the courts might
arise from other, longer standing disagreementsor be used to head off potential ones [Ingram, 1987]. The
possibility of cases reflecting less formalised but socially important antagonisms has not really been
posited. Historians have shied away from anthropological concepts such as honour and shame used as
principals of ranking. But it is just these concepts which might be most disputed between persons of
roughly similar status. Two men might have similar wealth and power in material terms, for instanceJohn
Flete and William Boddenden in mid-sixteenth century Biddenden, but one (Plete) put himself below the
other (Boddenden) when examined in terms of moral assessment
Many cases may contain elements of material and moral dispute, but the material was seen to be
affected by the moral. In 1599, Francis Allard was presentedas "... a common dronckaid... " [EcCX4.3,
f214]. He claimed that the detection was instigated by churchwarden Roger Pattenson,without the consent of the other warden and described Pattenson as inimicus capitalis et adversarius huic respondenti.
Allard could statethat this was an attemptto discredit him by someonewith reasonfor malice. Allard was
dismissed. There was no caseto answer. It appearsthat it was the local elite, like Allard and Pattenson,
who were most sensitive to questions of honour. They were much more likely to bring cases of defamation to the courts as individual suits [Ingram, 1987]. This may, however, at least in part reflect the fact
that they were much more likely to have the resources to do so, as well as to contestpresentments,than

poorerpersons.
Such sensitivity could be exploited by those who may have had less to lose. The case of the servant
Warry, trying to discredit his master's wife, (see adultery above) finds him spreading the gossip to a local
farmer of some substance.In 1568 Gregory Taylor was said to "... suspycously accompany..." the wife of
his tenant, sheannan and publican John Hampton [EcCX1.9, f77]. Taylor claimed that Hampton owed
him money and so "... made meanes& askedcounsel of others to worke a waye to have his deft forgyven
& therapon by counsell did rayse this brüte & slander". Hampton seemsto have placed himself in a precarious position according to Taylor, hazarding his being seen as a cuckold and therefore losing face himself. Taylor was frequently being presentedfor sexual transgressionsand may have had an insecure reputation while Hampton was an alehouse keeper, an occupation which may have been seen as morally
suspect.The reality of inequalities of power were re-assertedwhen Taylor evicted the couple. The honour
sensitivity of the elite could be viewed as a potential weapon by the weak, perhapstheir only one, but success must have been difficult in the face of unequalmaterial sanctions and resources.

So far thesocialrelationsof the activeaspectsof reputationhavebeenexamined.Whenmediterranean
ethnographers
speakof honourit is oftenin thesenseof a corporate,aswell as anindividual commodity.
Families,groupsof kin, have honourand an insult to one can be construedas an insult to all. In early
modernEngland,kinshipwasegocentricanddependedasmuch uponchoiceas ascription.Suchpractices
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do not seem conducive to any corporate identity. For reasonsdiscussedabove (see adultery) honour in
some senses attached to households, with the reflexive nature of the father's authority and the other
members' obedience.The behaviour of the head and his wife in particular seemto have been subjects for
scrutiny.
The behaviour of small children is usually only complained of in a general sense rather than being
related to particular parents, or even to parents at all [see EcCX6.8, f2511. Older children and servants
may have beenseen as more responsible for their own behaviour, which by this meanscould reflect upon
their households.The father of John Basset of C ranbrook, when his son was sentencedto public penance
was said to "... cryeth at any doore day and night as on loath to se his sonne come to such a Publique
shame" [EcIX4.11,014].

Peter Bettenham, gentlemanof Pluckley claimed to be "... descendedof good

and gentile parents..." and that public penancewould bring them "... shame& griefe..." [EcCX6.8,1293).
It is interesting that most examples of this type concern the actions of sons. The unmarried daughters of
wealthier men rarely, if ever appearin the church courts. The poorer daughterswho are the mothers of
illegitimate children, are not considered in relation to parents, but usually as seivants. Where parents of
such mothers enter cases it is through aiding their daughter and protecting her. These daughters might
have found it more difficult to many, but their behaviour may not have reflected upon their families of
origin. In contrast to mediterr nean societies, the honour of unmarried women seems to have been of
more concern to possible husbandsthan it was to parentsor siblings. This may explain the degreeof freedom given to unmarried women (see chapter 5) and is in contrast to the significance attached to the control of married women by their husbands.
In somecasesshame might be reflected upon a wider network of kin. John Whetcombe, son of the Biddenden rector, died excommunicate in 1617. His wife asked that he be restored so that be might have a
Christian burial, claiming that not only herself and their children but "... his other kindred and alliance..."
would "... bee mucbe disparaged & disbonered..." if this did not happen [EcCX5.9, f147]. As well as
being used to indicate the effects of shame, kin could also be used in creating a case for leniency.
Wbetcombe was said to be "... a gent of good familye & well allied... " while his wife was "... a vertuows
gentlewoman well descended..." The honour of his relatives might mitigate the man's individual bad
reputation. Such considerations of wider kinship do not appearto have been usedby poorer persons.
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Honour, status and historians
In most cases,historians visualise the use of the church courts in terms of the control of social order.
Although some [Anrussen, 1985; Ingram, 1987] recognisethat the contestswhich took place in the courts
revolved around honour and reputation, this is again related only to the control of the behaviour of subordinates (poorer persons, women). It is true that people in the sixteenth and seventeenthcenturies were
very concernedabout the threat of disorder from below, the world turned upside down [Hill, 1975).
But such worries are hardly confined to one historical period in one place. The formal structure of the
church court was clearly aimed at social control, and had been for several centuries. This does not imply
that this was the sole use that could be made of its faci ities. It was also an arena for the pursuit of local
contests. The elite group through the office of churchwarden,exercised power over who was presented.
They did not only present the disorderly poor. Casesof disorder by other members of the elite were also
presented. Public exposure of disapproved behaviour appearsto have been feared by both the elite and
their less wealthy neighbours alike. Although much evaluation of honour must have taken place in informal contexts, through gossip and rumour (see slander cases e.g. EcCC10.13, ff119-20), presentment to
the courts and public penancecould convert such informal knowledge to a form of more widely available
and proven information. The shame of penance was that it was an admission of failings before neighbours, whether enemies or friends, rich or poor, less or more powerful.
Historians seem uncertain about conceptualising honour in eatty modern England. Ingram states that
England in this period was not "... a classic 'honour and shame society'... " although be gives little
impression as to what he thinks constitutes such a society and how England differed [Ingram, 1987,318].
He does allow that "credit"

was "... to an extent...of real significance" but attributes defamation cases
more to pre-existing hostilities than to any desire to defend reputation [ibid, 318-9]. Why hostilities
should have found expression in slander in the first place is thereby passed over. If suits related to
"Jong-standing

struggles for status and prestige._", there must be some reason why it was considered

possible to preserve or damage such valuable commodities by meansof verbal insult. Existing hostility
could be claimed as a reason for a slander being made, but does not explain why slander was thought to
work
In 1980 Miranda Chaytor published a paper examining aspects of household and gender relations in
early modem England, focusing on material from her own researchesan Ryton, County Durham (Chaytor, 19801, She rightly criticised the quantitative studies of households which proliferated during the
1970s as "... descriptive rather than analytical... " (ibid. 50]. Soon afterwards Houston and Smith wrote a
rather intemperate review of her paper demanding that researchers"... abandonideological preoccupations
in favour of a closer adherence to the accepted tenets of scholarship..." (Houston, 1982,129]. Among
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these "... ideological preoccupations..." is the use of "... anthropological analogy..." with "... societies
with a well developed senseof 'honour and shame"' [ibid. 126]. In such societiesmale kin would avenge
the dishonour of women'and girls married in their teens. This is somewhatof a misrepresentationof ethnographies of "... Spain, Italy and Southern France..." and it is interesting that the anthropological works
cited by these authors relate to the mountains of Greece. There are clearly differences betweenthe way
that honour was viewed in early modem England and its place in the societiesof Spain, Italy and particularly Greece which have been the subjects of ethnographic research. This does not however preclude
either comparison with such societies or the examination of the English situation in the light of anthropologically derived ideas. Chaytor recognises the importance of gossip, which she sees, following Harding,
as the "... politics of the officially powerless..." [Qiaytor, 1980,49; Harding, 1975]. This is one aspect
of the usesof rumour, seen in Biddenden by servantsand tenants attempting to undermine the honour of
those who have power over them but fails to recognise its potential utility to the official power holders.
She also notes the limiting impact which considerationsof honourable behaviour could have on womens'
lives but makes the mistake of seeing women thereby confined to the "... private... " sphere and "... inhabiting a separateculture... " from men [Cbaytor, 1980,50]. It was the public nature of personal affairs,
the reflexive nature of household relations, that made evaluation of honour through rumour, gossip and
the more formal meanspossible.
Most historians have been reticent in the use of conceptssuch as honour. Stone however does note the
importance of honour in early modem England, indicating that men might lose it through telling untruths
and cuckoldry, whereas women could be damaged by accusationsof unchastity [Stone, 1979,316-7). He
also makes the interesting point that it was only in the 1630s and 1640s that the double standardof sexual
morality was seriously questioned Although his example comes from the upper ranks of English society,
Christopher Hill's work on radical sects in the mid-seventeenthcentury may have shared theseideas indicating that they had exposure among the less privileged [Hill, 1975,309-13].
Changes did take place during the period concerning what types of offence were presented. There is a
decline in accusations of adultery by women, a rise in those for drunkeness and pre-marital pregnancy.
Perhaps there is a slow move from the group responsibility of the household to individual responsibility
which reflected upon family and lin. Such a move would be very uneven. It may be reflected in other
aspect of life such as movement iinm partible to more unequal forms of inheritance. Decline in cloth
manufacture andpopulation at the sametime may have limited the possibility of social mobility achieved
through manufacture and with this the competition for resources.But there is no teal evidence that honour
competition stopped, it may have just changed Studies of the post-1660 period indicate that this competition no longer took place in the church courts but it is uncertainwhether such contests really did stop
or whether the church courts ceasedto be used as an arena.
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Honour, status and anthropology
The study of honour and shame in anthropology is closely connected with studies of mediterraneansocieties. It is usually discussedwith referenceto its evaluation in terms of sexual conduct. In particular the
protection of women' honour by their male 1än,leading to severe restrictions on female behaviour. Examples range from the disapproval of women working in the fields [Davis, 1973,94-5] to the seclusion of
unmarried girls [Campbell, 1964,287]. Among Europeancases,that of the Sarakatsani[ibid] is the most
extreme, perhaps more similar to female seclusion in Islamic societies than with much of southern Europe.
Although some ethnographerssee the evaluation of bonour as being largely unconnected with power
and status [Lison-Tolosana, 1983; Pitt-Rivers, 1954] while others view it as linked with wealth and
status, all view it as a method of ranking people. In Pisticci Davis said wealth and honour rankings to
some extent "... permeate each other, so that honour is associatedwith wealth, poverty with dishonour"
(Davis, 1973,901. It is clear that in Biddenden and the Weald, honour and status were connected. People
of almost all levels of wealth are involved in accusationsin the church courts except the very wealthy (the
Hendens and Randolphs). Members of the parish elite such as the Allards and Seliards are involved,
though they are less likely to have sexual chargesbrought against them. Personsof low status may have
been viewed as having little honour, though this may dependon the statusof the person evaluating them.
It is possible that the very poor may never have had much stake in such a ranking processbut the delayed
marriages of multiple bastard bearers,who are mostly low status women, could indicate some degree of
evaluation. The elite and middling groups appearto have been very sensitive to honour, especially in the
late 1620s and 1630s.As in Pisticci, there seemsto be a rough association of honour with wealth. Poorer
persons might claim honour despite their poverty, wealthier ones might make an explicit connection as in
the phrase "of good countenanceand revenew". Competition about honour seemsto take place amongst
near equals, and may be a method of ranking persons who are similar in wealth. In this respect James
Bateman may have had high status (in terms of power and wealth) but low honour, while Nicholas Benskin could claim low status but a high reputation. Although honour can be described as describing "... the
distribution of wealth in a social idiom" [Davis, 1977].in this circumstanceit may go further. If the poor
have little honour, a rich man with a bad reputation is like a poor man. Becausethe wealthy had greater
resources with which to display their honour (by generousity and charity) and to defend it when challenged, a person who could not do so may have been seen to lack the funds or network needed In these
ways rankings on wealth and on honour may be seen to be in someways reflexive.

Althoughhonouris often relatedto sexualbehaviour,actualevaluationin mediterranean
societiesmay
Davis
in
take place concerningother aspectsof life.
mentionswomen working agriculture [Davis,
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1973,94-5] while du Boulay finds the performance of domestic tasks by women as areas of assessment
[du Boulay, 1974,131]. Behaviour in these areasis seen as reflecting on honour as regards other aspects
of life. Similar resonancesare found in Biddenden, and indeed in early modem society generally. Drunkeness,bad language or being found alone with an unrelatedman may causea woman to be suspectedin her
sexual mores. Failure to control the sexuality of a wife may imply lack of authority in other dealings for a
man. The preponderanceof sexual failings in the church courts may reflect one extreme of gossip and
rumour, while any commentary on day-to-day matters went on unreported.
Jane Schnieder in 1971 put forward the idea that honour was most important where there was competition for scarce resources [Schneider, 1971]. She notes the importance of "... the economic autonomy of
nuclear families... " in generating conflict between such groups [ibid, 16]. This may also be true of early
modem England. A further suggestion is the link between competition for limited resourcesand honour,
particularly where there is partible inheritance [ibid, 16-7]. This is also true of Biddenden and the Weald
at least until the 1620s. Opportunities in cloth manufactureencouragedpopulation growth and the pracfor
tice of partible inheritance among sons may have contributed to competition
resources.It may be
significant that the nature of contests changes as population pressure declines and inheritance practices
become less egalitarian (see above). Schneider suggestsa further connection between family autonomy
and honour because "... father and sons lose their joint stake in a patrimony... " with the possibility that
they may become competitors "... at great cost to social order" [ibid, 21]. A joint interest in the honour of
daughters gives them a common interest which unites them. Biddenden and the Weald may differ consid-

erablyhen.
As has beenstated above, there appearsto be more concern with the honour of women as wives than as
daughters. Young unmarried women frequently lived away from home in service and mixed freely with
poor
and to some extent the middling, pregnancy outside
males on a day-to-day basis. At least among the
of marriage seems to have evoked a certain amount of sympathy from family and kin, even though it
appears to have damaged a woman marriageability. Criticism of such women was from the elite who
feared the cost of bastardsto the rates and who also seem to have seenthe women as threats to men (by
them to sin). Masters may have been seen as more responsible, and were inclined to remove
girls from their service (possibly in fear that they might be named as a possible father, seeEcCX6.7, fg-9)
while parents and kin took the strandedwomen in. Although the elite may have been more watchful over
"enticing"

their daughters, honour seemsto have been in individual responsibility for unmarried women. It was an
important factor in choosing a wife as was the reputation of a spousesfamily.
The sexuality of women does not appearto have been considereddangerousin itself unlike among the
Sarakatsani [Campbell, 1964,276-7] or in Ambeli [du Boulay, 1974,102-3]. A common early modem
English stereotype of women views them as having "... a powerful, potentially disruptive sexuality"
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[Henderson, 1985,55] which needed control particularly by the woman herself. This led to an image of
women, comparable with the mediterranean (Schneider, 1971,201, as untrustworthy, liable to cuckold
their husbands. It was the use of their sexuality that was in question. Why it was that married women'
sexuality was seen as connected with their husbands' authority but such considerations were less important between daughtersand fathers or brothers is at present uncertain. It may be in part connectedwith the
absence of girls from the parental home between menarcbe and marriage due to life-cycle service.
Another connection may be with the way in which agnatic and afnal idnship was viewed.
Comparison between mediterranean societies and the early modem Weald is useful in indicating general similarities and differences. To refuse to acknowledge the relevance of honour, as some historians
seem to wish, would be as pointless as applying models for the contemporary mediterraneandirectly to
the historical situation. The use of honour as a method of ranking, the reflexive nature of evaluation, plus
a link between an interest in honour and both autonomousfamilies and resourcecompetition are found in
the mediterraneanand in the Weald. But the major expressionof honour in mediterraneansocieties is the
control of womens' sexuality by male kin, with particular emphasis on unmarried daughters. This is in
direct contrast to the historical situation where honour attaches to the behaviour of wives rather than
daughters or sisters in this sense.The evaluation of malesby their own actions is found in both the Weald
and in mediterranean societies, but male sexual fidelity seems to be of more importance in the English
context. If the sexual honour of daughters was less important in the Weald and perhaps in England generally, the setting up of children in independent households, whether male or female, does seem to have
been a matter of pride to parents. This has similarities to the importance to male honour of providing
dowries found by Friedl in Vasilika [Ftiedl, 1962,69]. This must be modified however by the knowledge
that marriage was not regarded as inevitable for either sex in early modem England, though probable.

Social relations, wills and marriages
When examining wills, they were seen to be used both to exclude and to include. The excluding senserelated to the inheritance of property by the children of the wi imaker. Daughters were in most cases excluded from the inheritance of land. While the rule in casesof intestacy was male partible inheritance, a
will might be used to exclude some sons from receiving landed property, leading to unequal partibility or
unigeniture. This type of exclusion becamemore common during the seventeenthcentury and may reflect
the more limited opportunities available with the decline of cloth manufacture. Another form of exclusion
gave token bequests to married cbildrea who had received their main property or portion before the will
was made.
There was however a tendency to attempt to give each child a reasonableinheritance, be this in the
form of a portion in money or kind, or in land or rents, Such a situation could be subversive to an ideal of
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harmony among siblings. The outcome appearsto be that relations betweensiblings were ambivalent. The
negative aspects are seen in the cases of john Carpenter and his sisters and of Edward Young and his
brother (see chapter 4). More positive aspectsappearin the wills of brothers Robert and Simon Russell,
and of William Randolph (seechapter 4). Parentsused wills to attempt to preserverelations betweentheir
children by making some responsiblefor future provisions affecting others. In this way, the family of origin could survive its fragmentation in terms of co-residence,even when the parents were dead. The
ambivalence of sibling relations is in contrast to the tendency in mediterraneansocieties for brothers to
quarrel but for both brothers and sisters to have good relations with sisters.
Marriage too had elements which can be seen as representingthe fragmentation of the family of origin
and the transfer of resources. Women received their portions at or before marriage while many men
received portions or land before their marriages either through their situation as regards inheritance or by
the death of their father. Although, inheritance was not strictly post-mortem, several men seem to have
had to wait until their father's death or a specified age to marry. Others had no such problem as their
fathers died when they were children. Because it was possible to on a living without having inherited
land (through trade or renting a farm), property transmission was probably not as important in determining when a man married as in some societies [Bourdieu, 1972; Cole, 1974]. On the other hand the situa-

tion differedfrom a societywheremostpropertywastransferred
at marriage[Davis, 1973].
As marriage entailed the setting up of an independent household, the family of origin obviously suffered fragmentation. This may have been limited in its impact by the fact that most children would have
been living away from home in service prior to marriage. Service meant that for most people, the
resourceswhich were neededto set up a new household would be in part acquired through savings from
wages. This meant that many people were at least in part independent of the control which the dependence on portions from parents could entail. It is probable that the larger portions of the daughters of
more prosperousmen meant that fathers had more control of their marriagesthan with poorer girls. Similar control could be exercised over sons through large portions and landed property. Ihre availability of
manufacturing work meant less need to depend on land in the Sixteenthcentury and the decline of cloth
making may be partly responsible for the rise in marriage agesfor men and women.
Other uses of wills were more inclusive in nature. Small bequestswere given to kin outside of the
willmakers immediate family and to neighbours and friends. These gifts are usually small in comparison
to those bestowed on children, wives and siblings and appearto have some meaning beyond the provision
of resources (although they may do this if the recipient is of modest trams). To some extent these
bequestswere statements of the generosity of the willmaker. As seen with funerals, generosity was a
social virtue and one which seems to have found particular expressionin death. Such gifts single out persons from the willmaker's network of kin, neighbours and acquaintance.The 0
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itself is probably less

important than to havebeen"remembered"in the will. Sometypesof bequest,suchasmourningrings,
seemto be associatedsolely with this activity and are confinedto the elite groupwho were in any case
more likely to use their wills to "remember" a large network of persons.
The death of a householder,male or widow, involved the renegotiation of relationships by the survivors
in the same way that marriage involved such rethinking of bonds by the introduction of new persons to
the group defined as kin. The selection of persons by the willmaker through the medium of bequests,gave
the survivors a framework within which to perform this renegotiation, and in some casesprescribedfuture
relationships through the creation of long term obligations (such as overseeing, deferred payments or
guardianship). These aspectsof willmaking can be seen as an attempt by the dying to facilitate the reproduction of social relations overtime.
Marriage too had what might be seen as inclusive aspects.In a bilateral system, each marriage creates
kinship. This means that each person has a wider range of potential kin available for recognition, not only
at his or her marriage, but at those of siblings and at remarriages of parents. An obvious corollary of this
would be that were each person to have three marrying siblings the number of potential kin available to
each individual could be enormous. The boundariesdrawn indicate both general attitudes as to which kin
were regardedas closest and also a large amount of choice in recognition.
As with honour, there has been great trepidation in examining kinship in English historical situations.
Such statementsas "... the extendedkin were of relatively small significance..." [Wrightson, 1982,48] for
most people in early modem England, seemto beg the question 'for what?' There seemsto have been in
recent years an almost obsessionalinterest in the lack of co-resident kin found in English households, far
beyond the original purpose of Laslett's work of falsifying the existence of large householdswith many
kin in the English past More recently others, such as Macfarlane and Wrightson have stressedthe unimportance of wider kin in English society as a whole [Levine, 1979; Macfarlane, 1970]. Again this is contrasted with an imaginary peasantpast which had hitherto been believed in (presumably the sameone that
bad the Inge households and unrestricted fertility). It is only in the much-abusedwork of Miranda Cbaytor and the mom recent studies of David Cressy that aspectsof the use of kinship have been examined in a
context outside of this shadow- boxing with imaginary pasts [Chaytor, 1980; Cressy, 1986]. Another frequent attitude is that kinship could not be important in a society with high ratesof migration. This appears
to be based more on the unfounded assumptions of modernisation theory than on evidence and would be
contrary to findings for the past and present [Anderson, 1971; Endes, 1987; Nelson, 1987]. Cressy has
found kin ties to be importapt in migration to New England and Wealden evidence suggeststhem to have
been significant in some rural-urban contacts.

Chaaytor
over
attemptsto examinethewaysin which kinshipmight interactwith householdprocesses
time and createlinks betweenhouseholds[Chaytor, 1980].There are severaltechnicaland theoretical
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problems with her paper, but the overall direction is towards a better understanding of the practise of
social relations. The work of David Cressy on the use of kin links by migrants to the New England colony
is perhaps the best challenge to the view which minimalises the importance of kin in early modem society
[Cressy, 1987]. Earlier writers had stressed the infrequency of contacts between kin and the limited
number of kin resident within the sameparish (summarisedin Wrightson, 1982). For Cressy
Although the frequency of interaction among kin cannot be measured, and may have been slight, the
value of such contacts was potentially enormous (Cressy, 1987,287).

He also demonstrates the way in which seemingly remote links could be used to claim kindred for a
variety of purposes [Cressy, 1986,45]. Some writers seem to view the fle; dbility and optative nature of
English kinship as further evidence for its supposed "weakness". I would argue from indications in the
Wealden material and in Cressy's research that therein lay its strength. It also has greater similarities in
this to kinship in other European societies despite differences such as household types and rules of
residence. To quote John Davis "Broadly speaking the north-westernmediterraneanis bilateral, without
kin-groups" [Davis, 1977,197]. Davis also notes the importance in the discussions of bilateral mediterraneankinship of selectivity [ibid, 220-2]. He rightly cautions against the assumption that such selection
is always instrumental.
This assumption tends to be inbuilt into Cressy's work and my own, largely through the nature of the
sources used. None of the inhabitants of early modem Biddenden are available for interview. However,
there are indications that kinship could be important outside of "rational"

calculating claims. The kin

who took in destitute pregnant women seemto fall into this category. The closenessof Edward Young to
his late sister's husband,the care given by John Stonard to the children of bis brother's widow by another
marriage are no less lacking in calculation than John Carpenter's hatred of his sister and her husband.
Although only a small number of possible kin links might be practically maintained, there does seem to
have been a general assumption in early modem England that kin should feel an obligation to one
another.

Cressy uses the model of a set of concentric circles to describeand illustrate the ".. Jdnship
" of an individual in seventeenth
universe...
centuryNew England[C6essy,1987,287-9].This modelwas
by referencesto kin from the lettersand memoirsof colonialsettlers.A similar modelappears
suggested
to be suggested
by bequeststo personsin Biddendenwills, in this can extendedto include friendsand
neighbours.Giventheparticularpurposesof wills, it is not surprisingthat the closestties seemto be with
the willmakersimmediatefamily (wife and childrenif married,siblingsand parentsif single).In some
casesa particular friend, sibling, uncle or in-law might form pan of this group. Beyondthis would be
friends, servants,tenantsand moredistant kin, whetherlocal or remote.Betweenthesebroad groups
(wills do not permit finer distinctionsat this level of abstraction)
someindividualswould probablyhave
certainsiblings,siblings-in-lawto whom they were closer,perhapsin view of nearnessin spatialterms.
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Such evidence from wills is crude in comparison to that used by Cressy, but suggestsa similar model. A
model, however, is not all there is to interpretation. Macfarlane usesa similar graphical medium to examine Ralph Josselin's relationships and reachesa different conclusion [Macfarlane, 1970].
It was stated above that in a bilateral system, marriage createskinship. There is some indication that
affines may have been regarded as important in early modem England [Houlbrooke, 1984,44). The Biddenden data for some of the elite families, indicating more than one link being mode by marriage to the
same family, points in the samedirection. AffinaI links seem to have been concentratedon either one or
two generations, although this might indicate deficiencies in the data due to the limited generational
depth. Such a view does however seemto fit with that of wills, indicating a selection of kin over a depth
of three generations with interest in affines, including relatively distant (in kin terms) ones, (see Robert
and Simon Russell). Although kin beyond the immediate family and siblings (including in-law) rarely
seemto have acted as a group, being able to claim that one was well descendedor allied (linked by marriage) appearsto have been considereduseful in somecircumstances(see Wbetcombe). The emigration of
the kin of Smallhope Bigge shows how such links could be important in recruiting settlers and in main-

tamingrelationshipsover distance.
Becausethe focus of curitent researchhas beennecessarilylimited to Biddenden, the indications of the
importance of affinity may be understated.The elites of the Wealden parishes, from the suggestive evidence of surnames, seemto have formed an intermarrying network. However, the density of such a network cannot be established without examining marriages between the families of yeomen, clothiers and
rich tradesmen over a wider area. But it is suggestedas a hypothesis that such links were important to the
maintenance of local elites and to the incorporation of in-migrants into them. It may be no coincidence
that churchwardens tended to be related by marriage to other churchwardens,not to form any grand kindred but small sets of alliances over time. Other writers, such as Houlbrooke and Everitt, have noted that

kinship ties may have beenstrongerin Kent than elsewherein southernEnglanddue to the effects of
gavelkind in establishingseveral"lines" of the same family and intermarriage[Everitt, 1966,41.3;
Houlbrooke,1984,51).
The importance of affinal Knits has been noted in mediterranean ethnograpbies [Davis, 1973,65-6;
Loizos, 1975,74-6] as providing a basis for close relationships between brothers-in-law when those
between brothers might be problematic. In Biddenden somepeople appearto have had good relationships
with both brothers and brothers-in-law, while in some casesthe bond betweenfather and son-in-law may
have been close (JamesBateman and Giles Bishop, Henry Allard and Terry Aldersey, Jeffrey Brissenden
and Roger Sturmy). To understand the place of affinity researchcannot be confined to a single parish,
though a tendency towards statusendogamy will allow it to be pursued in relation to stratified groups.
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Despite the current limitations, it can be said with reasonable confidence that affinity was of some
importance. This may link with the stress placed on the husband-wife relationship and the possible
evaluation of women as wives rather than as daughtersin terms of honour. An anonymous seventeenth
century writer said of women "All of them are understood either married or to be married" (quoted in
Henderson, 1985,72) and popular literature mostly assessedwomen in terms of their marital relationship.
Brothers may have been less interested in their sisters' virtue than in their choice of husbands.For men
marriage appearsto have made little difference in the way that they were assessed.
The interest in the behaviour of married women declines somewhat by the 1620s and 1630s, although
affinal kin continue to be important (see William Randolph). Such a change occurs at a time when the
resources available locally are declining as is the population, while age at marriage (probably reflecting
opportunity to marry) rises. Along with this there is a tendency toward more unequal forms of inheritance
of land, leading to the preferment of one major heir (although more than one son may still be given land).
Although the types of kin and neighbours who receive small bequests remains roughly the same, the
numbers mentioned in wills appear to decline. The middling groups minor aides and small farmers,
suffer by the difficult conditions as extra work through cloth making is less likely to be available. At the
same time, those offences such as bridal pregnancy which are more common among this group are
increasingly presented. Also the less wealthy becomemore defensive about their honour. Becausetime
considerations have forced a narrow chronological scope upon this research, it is difficult to see where
these changesare leading. Becauseof the poor documentary evidence available for the 1640s and 1650s,
this problem would best be solved by examination of the period after 1660 to see whether apparent
changeswere long term in nature or not.
A current working hypothesis may be put forward. The evaluation of reputations was used in the creation and maintenance of a power holding elite - the "better sort". 'Thesepersonscould be challenged but,
becausethey were also the wealthiest in the locality, greater resources were available to them to defend
and protect themselves.The more generalideology of the patriarchal family -- often used to uphold royal
government - was a hierarchical order of power viewed as being natural. Such an order was not suitable
for local power where a number of men formed an elective hegemony. But the idea of household authority could be used as a ground for challenges and for the maintaining of control by this hegemony. This
elite had no complete power base; they did not control all land or all work. They controlled partly through
patronage with small, overlapping networkm partly through the cultural hegemony of honour and partly
through the establishment of a regional elite by endogamousmarriage.
As opportunities declined, so the elite felt more secure becausethere was less threat of in-migrants
coming in to compete for resources in, the way that Roget Patteason.Josiac Selyard and Bernard Randolph had done in the late sixteenth century. Such security led to a decreasein the importance of fostering
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a wide circle of potential support among neighbours, less hostility and competition but still relied on
affinal links to maintain local and urban ties. Among those with land, descent began to have greater
importance becauseof gentry aspirations and the move to unequal transmission of land. Increased security for the elite, less security for the middling and the decline of manufactureled to greater social differentiation between rich, middling and poor.
This however elevates certain aspectsof time while suppressingothers. In examining religion it was
noted that the radicals of the 1650sand 1660s were all of roughly the samecohort, that bom in the 1620s.
This raises the possibility for a different kind of time analysis, by generationsimilar to that carried out in
Aragon by Lison-Tolosana [Lison-Tolosana, 1983]. It is not certain whether the more distant past could
be examined in this way beyond a few possible instances of the type mentioned above. Yet another form
of time may relate to different families, with varying histories of demography, opportunities and
resourcesleading to differences in the adoption of attitudes andpractises.

The nature of historical ethnography
In the ßrst chapter, several studies were discussed which can be seen as historical ethnography. Such an
enterprise is clearly different to conventional ethnography. The people studied can never be askedquestions directly. The learning experience of living in the society is lacking. There are however similarities.
The skills of using documentary sources successfully are not as far from those of eliciting information

from living personsasis oftenthought
When examining historical sources, a researcherdoes not do so uncritically. It is not a matter of deciding whether or not an event or the recounting of it is one or false. For the better types of history, such a
question is often irrelevant. The interest is in bow and why the statement was made. Ginzburg notes that
no document is 'objective' (Ginzburg, 1980]. An important point to mention here is that the researcheris
invariably reading the text to elicit information which it was not the main intention of the maker of the
document to convey. Burke seesthe method as reading 'obliquely' (Burke, 1978]. Bloch has spoken of
forcing documentsto speakagainsttheir will as
bear witness, that which the teß tells us expressly has oeued to be the
...even when most anxious to
primary object of our attention today [Bloch. 1934,63]

Bloch talks of the work as following 'Uacs' which are left unintentionally. This of course must be
balanced against more recent interests which relate not only what is mentioned to the writer but also the
way in which it was said. When examining church court records, I am not usually interested in whether
or not a person really did commit the offence, or whether be or she is as good or bad as they are said to
be. I am concernedwith the way in which evaluations of persons are used and in the context of accusations.
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Bloch writes of 'cross-examination' of documents [ibid], but it may be argued that it is not possible to
cross-examinethe persons studied in the way that a 5eldworker might ask questions to an individual from
several directions. It is not possible to ask the person writing the document or making the statement which
was transformed into the existing text, what was meant by any phrase.To some extent this problem may
be resolved by looking at the way in which similar ideas are discussedby different people or in a number
of contexts. Further information is available, perhaps not from one source, but from others studied or
from suggestionsby other researchersproviding a general context for interpretation. Specific context is
that in which the document was produced. A record of statementsand accusationsin a court is the product
of a set of social relations. But it is also constructed from the knowledge and interpretations of those
involved in its production, some of whom may have more influence on its final form than others. This
does not only apply to the court records but to seemingly simple statementsof 'facts' such as parish registers.
It was stated at the outset that historical ethnography should be holistic, not focusing on one aspect of
life to the exclusion of all others, in the way in which some historians privilege economic conditions.
However no such study, whether undertaken in the present or upon documents from the past can include
everything. The human being is unable to observe or ask questions about all aspectsof life in the locale
studied. Documents are subject to the selectivity of content and survival, but even for the past greater
amounts of information may be available than can be usefully employed. Both types of study are subject
to selection and emphasis. For this reason, holistic means permitting several aspectsof society to be
examined and not giving overwhelming priority to one.
One aspect of historical ethnography that has been stressedis that, like more conventional studies, it
should be comparative. Rheubonom stresses comparison in his study of marriage practices in Ragusa,
explicitly using another study, of fifteenth century Florence, for this purpose [Rbeubottom, 1988). In this
way historical ethnography is not a `replacement' for conventional studies which is 'needed' becausethe
old "... hunting grounds..." are supposedto be disappearing [Macfarlane, 1976,1]. It should exist along.
side present day studies, offering comparison and critique. Thompson sees historical studies providing
such a critique for anthropological theories (Thompson, 1971].
An attempt has been made during the course of this volume to compare Biddenden and the Weald to
southern Europe. Many differences and some similarities have been found. The major similarity dealt
with has been the importance of the use of reputation and honour as a system of ranking which is connected with other inequalities. This theme has been developed both by examining the use of such concepts in the reproduction of power relations and in proposing a difference in the evaluation of women
which may have implications for other relationships.
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A further comparisonwasmadebetweenthe natureof migrationin and from the Weald andthat discussed in anthropology. Although common features, such as chain migration through kin and subsistence
migration by the poor are found, some types of movement can be seenthat are not well studied in anthropology. A certain amount of migration was local and nual-nual, involving families as well as lone individuals. This was practised by the more wealthy and middling, which indicates that subsistencewas not at
issue. A further difference can be seen in overseasmigration, which combined featuresof bettermentwith
religious conviction. Again, migration for emotive reasonsis not well dealt with in anthropology. A third
distinction is the evidence that several different types of movement were taking place to and from one
location at the same time. In contrast anthropologists tend to study situations where the nature and often
the destination of migration is similar. Rarely too, are nual locations with a fairly high rate of in and out
migration studied. The examination of such factors in this project has been necessarily sketchy. It is
hoped that further work might provide a better picture.
In several ways then, this study has achieved its goals as historical ethnography. In particular the comparative aspects and relation to other work on power relations, allow it to be situated in an anthropological context. Some aspectshave been dealt with in more detail than others. This is regrettable but due in
part to time constraints, but also to the problems associatedwith accessto and survival of historical information. I hope that I have gone some little way towards meeting Sydel Silverman's high standards
The anthropologist-as-historian will always be limited by the data available, but the object should be to
approach good ethnography [Silverman, 1985,2431

This researchhas suggestedfour lines for useful future enquiry. There is a need to improve information
about the status of Biddenden inhabitants and also to extend the period studied beyond 1660 at least until
1685. Examination of marriage and kinship should be expandedto include a group of Wealden parishes
but focusing on the elites. Work on the church court archives should be extendedby examining instance
cases and focusing on the evaluation of men and women in terms of their relationship to others (eg. as
daughters or wives). Finally there is a need to gain a better understanding of migration in terms of type,
timing and relationships involved. These t emes, however, must be integrated so that connections are not
overlooked.
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Computing for ethnographic studies
In undertaking this researchI have made much use of computing methods. As I have stated before, the
types of information used, have similarities with some of those that might be encountered in more conventional ethnography. Therefore my conclusions as regards the computing component of this work are
considered within a broader framework than this specific study. Using a computer in a subject area where
such activities are uncommon has also involved experiential learning. Although in some ways a stranger
in the foreign territory of a computing laboratory, my work has left me with little time to study this situation ethnographically. In a similar way I have been a stranger amongst anthropologists (especially away
from Kent) becauseof this aspect of my research.My conclusions from these experiences are therefore
impressionistic, but I hope indicate some of the problems that exist betweenanthropologists and computer use.
My approach throughout this project has beento utilise existing computing toöls wherever appropriate
ones have been available. Much work has been done with simple programs, such as those in the
UNDnSTATand hure collections, along with standard UNDOfacilities such as awk, grep and join. I have
also made use of relational databasesystems, initially RDB and later Ingres, where they were appropriate
for my needs. Use has also been made of other large programs such as the Oxford Concordance Program
(OCP) and SPSSx for specific tasks which could not be performed adequately by more simple tools.
Where no appropriate tools were available, I have had to write my own programs. As I am able to program in Pascal and C, this was a realistic possibility, although very time consuming. It must be said that
although some available tools can be used very simply, to obtain greater benefit does require a certain
degree of knowledge. It is therefore questionablehow far some of the more flexible programs such as awk
are really user's tools rather than programmer's tools.
I have encountered the problem of acquiring familiarity with a wide enough range of tools to clearly
work out what might exist and be usable for my purposes(although perhaps originally designed for different uses). Time constraints have left little opportunity for exploring and learning about the wide range
of software potentially available to me. If this has been the experienceof a social anthropologist based in
a computing laboratory and familiar with computing, the situation must be many times more difficult for
the limited or occasional computer user in anthropology. Often the only link for such people is through
advisory services, but there is understandably limited experience of the problems and goals of social
anthropologists. After all, only a small number have ever used or considered using computers in their
wo&
My situation, being based in the computing laboratory has allowed me to acquire extra Imowledge
about what is available and the confidence to try software or hardware that I might otherwise have not
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known about or considered relevant to my work. Though formal channels, newsletters,courses and electronic news, do exist to inform the general University community about such matters, my experience is
that a large amount of the knowledge which users have is acquired by word of mouth, from the advisory
services and perhaps most often, from other users. There are several problems with using other users
(among which I include myself) as sources of such information. Firstly their universe of knowledge is
limited to the programs which they have had direct experienceof using or know indirectly through the use
which colleagues have made of them. This is likely to be only a subsetof what is available and not necessarily the most appropriate choices. Secondly the information might well be incorrect. Not all users have
a great degree of computer literacy, and even those who do may have briefly skimmed over the options
available within a program which were not of interest to them, but may not recall them precisely. This
could potentially lead to a great deal of wasted time and effort.
There is no simple solution to this communication problem. A computing service cannot be expected to
provide customised lists of software or a resident 'expert' for every subdivision,of every discipline practised in a University. Both the computing needs of users and the facilities available are constantly changing. Therefore a certain amount of the onus of finding out what might be available lies with the user. But
users are often wary of coming to people in computing for information. A grey area of uncertainty exists
between users and computing. Computing people are often believed to be remote, unintelligible and
unsympathetic. Numbers of 'Just So' stories exist, originating from academic and non-academic situations, to verify these beliefs for users. In many casespotential users are frightened of computers. This
may be due to experience or to bad images projected by science-fiction or popular discourse (e.g. '£2000
electricity bill' stories). Also, people are only beginning to become aware that computers can be used for
something other than number- crunching. They are still too often seen as the tools of the 'scientist'. This
image is now being replaced by that of the 'business' computer, as promoted in so many advertisements
and media situations. This has the positive aspect of promoting the ability to maintain large quantities of
information and ease of access. However, this may be offset by the tendency of the business image to
conflict with views of good scholarship.
Given these stumbling blocks to communication, it may not be surprising that many users in nontraditional computer using subjects, such as anthropology prefer to turn to 'one of their own' for help. At
the University of Kent there aremore people in a position to give such help than is usually the case.Some
locations probably lack any person with 'in-house' knowledge and most will have only limited expertise.
My research has indicated that anthropolo ical information demands a pluralistic approach. Despite
the impressions promoted by the suppliers of 'integrated' software packages,one piece of software will
not solve all problems. Information comes in many different forms and there is a problem concerning
integration. At present the solution lies in knowing what to use and how different parts relate to the
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whole. There are tools appropriate for one aspect of researchand different tools for another,but very little
that helps with integration. The conversion of data from a foamsuitable for one program into that required
by another may often be a trivial exercise for those with the necessaryexperience, but it often proves a
major stumbling block for many users. This may have the effect of restricting the user's appreciationof
what can be achievedto the capabilities of a known package, and therefore discouraging data exploration
through a variety of media. At the very least, the user requires a basic understanding of what computers
can do, what they can not do and how they perform tasks.
In the first chapterI mentioned that the most important recentdevelopment for computing in anthropology is the availability of small portable micro-computers which can be taken into the field. Many of the
machines now easily available are able to run a certain amount of useful software. Increasingly they will
have hard disks of reasonablecapacity which will improve speed,accessto data and program capability.
The nature of the software that a researchermight take with her will need to be thought out in advanceof
fieldwork. Also sectue physical storage media and great attention to making backup copies of information
will be necessary.My researchhas drawn attention to the variety of types of information that an ethnographer might acquire and wish to explore. Several methods of doing so have beenemployed but each has its
drawbacks. A relational DBMS is useful for organising well structured data, generating standardreports
and dealing with ad hoc queries. However this latter strength can be over-emphasised;the needfor extensive exploration of complex data in this type of researchmeansthat this is often the major use of the database and the limitations of the available query languagesand user interfacesquickly becomesapparent.
The highly structured databaseapproach is probably less useful in a situation where the pattern of
information could not be decided in advanceso that standarddesign procedureswere inappropriate. Fieldwork can be viewed in this way with the structure of data being a subject of researchin itself. Interviews
tend to be non-directed, so that it would not be a simple matter of entering answers into a database,with
pre-defined entities and attributes. It may be best to regard the computer as a machine for entering text,
perhaps from handwritten notes, but also for organising information contained in that text. Again flexibility is called for. I have certainly found a portable most useful for text, with the more analytical work of
modelling being undertakenlater, though still within the researchprocess.Prom this the use of the computer in the ethnographic process may not be as simple as at first appears. Further differences may be
found between those who are involved in Tust-time research.where uncertainty may be great, and those
making repeat visits who may have more narrowly defined aims in mind.
In some senses,the the task of the ethnographer is similar to that of the systems analyst in the early
stagesof the 'systems life cycle' of a computing project. The objective is to produce an analysis of the
'problem' and to examine the feasibility of a 'solution'. The differences come in the breadth and depth of
the study and the fact that in the caseof an ethnography there are no direct parallels for the subsequent
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design and implementation phases.With ethnographic researchthe 'product' is the result of the analysis,
and this subsequentlybecomessubject to critique which in turn prompts further analysis.
Ethnographersneed flexible information handling able to deal with disparatetypes of infonnatiom The
need to explore and gain in depth familiarity with this material is a very important one. Software should
help an ethnographer to do this. A wide variety of tools each provide part of this task and the diversity of
problems will not be solved by a single `integrated' solution. It is important that an ethnographer who
wishes to use a computer should be familiar with an adequaterange of tools but not be constrained by the
limitations of the software. At this point it is instructive to return to the comments of Hymes on the need
to
be
in
hand, and in
... able to mediate wisely between advances the state of the computer am on the one
the content of anthropology, an the other (Hymen, 1965,18].

Both of these are continuous processes.
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Appendix 1: Index to documentary sources

Kent Archives Office, County Hall, Maidstone
Bidd PR:
Bidd PR:

P26/1/I
P26/1/2

BiddendenParishRegister1540-1598
BiddendenParishRegister1558-1688

KAO:
KAO:
KAO:
KAO:

P26/5/1
P26/12/1
Ch28/A1
TR/1042/5

BiddendenChurhwardens'Accounts1594- 1660
BiddendenOverseers'Accounts1652- 1690
BiddendenSchoolAccounts1628-1843
CranbrookParishRegister(transcript)

KAO:
KAO:
KAO:
KAO:
KAO:
KRO:
KRO:

Q/RTh
QM/SB
QM/SI
QWSRc
Q/SRg
Q/AW 1/1
Te/JQad5

KentHearthTax 1664Lent
QuarterSessions
Records(Sessionspapers)
QuarterSessions
Records(Indictments)
QuarterSessions
Records(Recognisances)
QuarterSessions
Records(Gaoldeliveryroll)
Wageratesfor thecountyof Kent 1669
WageratesTenterden1618-1668
Public RecordsOffice,ChanceryLane, London

PROB11
PRO:
PRO:
PRO:

50-301
C142/693No 26
E179/127/516
E179/128/608

PrerogativeCourtof CanterburyWills 1568-1660
Inquisitionpost-mortem- Sir Anthony Mayne1612
Lay subsidyroll for Barkley& CranbrookHundreds(taxation)1598
Lay subsidyroll for Barkley& CranbrookHundreds(taxation)1628
Lambeth PalaceLibrary, London

Lambeth

MS1126

Religioussurveyof parishesin the dioceseof Canterburyat
LambethPalaceLibrary

Canterbury Cathedral Library, Cathedral Precincts,Canterbury
ProbateSources
PRC2
PRCIO
PRC16
PRC17
PRC27
PRC28
PRC31
PRC32

1-34
2-72
231-263
40-70
2-12
8-20
120-128
39-52

AtthdeaconryCourtProbateAccounts1580-1638
An hdeaconryCourtProbateInventories1566-1638
CourtWills 1640-1650
Azchdeaconry
Archdeaconry
CourtWills 1566-1638
ConsisteryCourt ProbateInventories1597-1646
ConsisteryCourtProbateInventories1618-1638
ConsisteryCourt Wills 1641-1646
ConsisteryCourtWills 1597-1638
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Recordsof the EcclestiastcialCourts of Canterbury Diocese
Detecta ei comperta (presentments)

EcC
EcC
EcC
EcC
EcC
EcC
EcC
EcC
EeC
EeC
EcC
EeC
EeC

X1.8
X1.9
Z3.10
X1.10
X1.11
X1.12
X1.13
X2.2
X2.4
X3.5
X3.8
X4.3
X4.5

EcC

X4.8

EcC
EcC
EcC
EeC
EcC
EcC
EcC

X4.11
X9.9
X5.5
X5.9
X6.7
X6.8
Z3.16

1566-1567variousdeaneries
1567-1569variousdeaneries
1569Archdeacons'
visitation(includingtotalsof communicants)
1570-1571variousdeaneries
1571-1572variousdeaneries
1574-1576Charingdeanery
1576-1577Charingdeanery
1578-1581Charingdeanery
1582-1589variousdeaneries
1590-1592Charingdeanery
1593-1596Charingdeanery
1596-1600Charingdeanery
1600.1603Charingdeanery
1603-1606Charingdeanery
1606-1608Charingdeanery
1608-1610Charingdeanery
1610-1615Charingdeanery
1615-1620Charingdeanery
1620-1627Charingdeanery
1627-1637Charingdeanery
1637Archdeacons'
visitation
Othercourtrecords

EcC
EcC
EcC

X10.12-19
X11.1-19
J/J

Deposition books 1564-1585
Deposition books 1585-1672
Consistory court papers 1595-1639

Libri Clem(clergyandparishofficers)
EcC
EeC
EcC
EcC
EcC

Z3.9
Z7.1
X2.3
Z3.12
Z3.13

EeC

Z7.2

EeC

V/V1-55

1567-1572
1576-1579
1580-1582
1582-1585
1586-1590
1591-1593
1594-1642(Visitationbooks)
Miscellaneous

CCL:

H/ZJ26

Compton census(religious), original return for Biddenden
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Appendix 2: The ResearchProcess

Chapter2 has givena generaloverview of the methodsusedin this researchand hashighlightedmajor
't'his appendixgivesmoredetailsof theresearchprocessand thedevelopmentof
problemsencountered.
the methodsemployed The way in which the actualityof researchoften involvescompromisehasbeen
indicated.From this and otherexperiences,
severalconclusionsare drawnfor computingand anthropology.
Initial models,programs and data
One major problem that I faced in undertaking this researchproject was that of linking a large number of
pieces of information. This information related to individual personsor groups of persons. It was derived
from documentary sources as described in Chapter 2 of this thesis. Some of these sources were in what
approximates to tabular form, suchas parish registers,others consistedof blocks of text, such as wills.
The ideal model of personsand their relationships would consist of relating thesepieces of information
in two ways, through persons and through time. At the centre would be the ways in which individuals
were related to other individuals, as kin, debtors, employers. This would incorporate temporal information
which would allow me to know which people were alive at the same time and some idea of their age
and/or stage of life course. Other information such as property, court texts and transmission details could
be linked to both people and to their relationships.

This was howeveran ideal,ratherthan a realizablemodel.At the time that I beganmy research,the
University of Kent did not have a full relationaldatabasemanagementsystemavailableon the right
machines.I intendedto work mostlyin a UNIXt systemwith thepossibilityof porting to micros. Berkeley Ingreswas availableon UNIX but precludedmicros. Becausethe project would involve a certain
amountof textualmaterial,it would not havebeeneasyto useeven a largerelationaldatabasemanagement systemto organiseall of the information.Thereforeit wasclear from thestart,because
of thenature
of the materialand the softwareinitially available,that a variety of computingtechniqueswould haveto
be used.
I saw my first priority as building a modelfrom therelationshipsgiven in the parishregistersof Biddenden.This would helpto identify mostof thepersonswho wouldbe importantin thestudyand someof
their relationships,I had written a simpleprogramfor building a model of personsand relationshipsas
t UNIXis a trademark
in the USA andothercountries.
of AT&T Bell Laboratories
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my project at the end of my first year. This had been used with a number of data setsand proved satisfactory for dealing with them. These data sets were from the details of kin relations given in Richard
Gough's History of Myddle and genealogical data on the Saudi royal family. The model involved two
files, one of people and another of relationships. These were read in by the program and storedentirely in
memory. The person records were stored in a linked list, each node having a pointer to a linked list of
nodes holding relationship data for that person. Each of theserelationship nodes pointed to a person node.
This meant that there were two ways of navigating the list of persons,in list order or through relationship
links. When the name of a person was entered, the list was searchedfor matching names.Then all of the
personsfound, were presentedone by one to the user along with all of their known relationships. The user
could then choose whether to identify one of the presentedpersonsas the individual sought or to create a
new person record.

I decidedto use the underlyingconceptsto write a moreadvancedmodel building programfor my
research.This programwould needto perform someof the tasksthat would be requiredof a database
management
system,but must also incorporatesomefeaturesof record-linkage.Thesefeatureswould
include a "soundex"systemto allow moreflexible namematchingand a set of rulesto narrowdown the
range of personsretrieved. Unlike my earlierprogramit was essentialthat temporalinformationwas
usedin the selectionprocess.
Softwaredevelopment
anddatacollectionwereperformedin parallel,Theprogramwaswritten while I
was transcribingtheparishregistersfrom a microfilm copy,and thencheckingmy transcriptionagainst
the originals and the "Bishop's Transcripts".The first stage of the program held all of the data in
memory.Whenit wasworking I beganto enterthedata.This provedsuccessfulbut afterabout2500personrecordshad beencreatedin this way, alongwith their relevantrelationshiprecords,the programwas
beginningto run out of memory.At this time, developmentwastakingplaceon Lucy, the anthropology
Orion, on which I hada memorylimit of 256K.I wishedto keepmemoryrequirements
as low aspossible
so that theprogramcouldrun ona wide rangeof platforms,includingmicros.
To this end it wasneccessary
to furtherdeveloptheprogramand moveaway from keepingthemodel
entirely in memory.So a new versionwaswritten which incorporatedmoresophisticateddatamanagement.Now only indexesto thedatafileswould bekept in memoryalongwith any personandrelationship
recordsaddedeachtime the programto. After quittingfrom theprogramseparateprogramsmergedthe
new data with the existing data files and recreatedthe indexes.This was so that new data could be
checkedbeforeit wasaddedto the mainfiles, somethingwhich wasvery importantin theuncertaindays
but becamelessneccesary
of development
themoreI usedandwasableto trusttheprogram.
The programstill usedthe two main data files containingpersonand relationshiprecords.To these
were now addedthe two indexfiles. Onewasa sequentialindex locatingeachrecordin thepersonfile
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and thefirst recordof therelationshipsfor eachpersonin therelationshipfile. The otherwasan inverted
indexusingcodednamesas keysand identity numbersas terms,and wasstoredas a binarytree.Thepersonrecordsand therelationshiprecordsaddedor modifiedduringa run were staredas linked lists and
written out when the programterminated.When a namewas entered,it was encodedand the code
searchedfor in the inverted index. The identity numbersretrievedwere then locatedin the sequential
index and the appropriaterecordsfound.If thepersonpassedthe selectionrules.the recordplus known
relationshipswaspresented
on thescreenas before.
There are both dangers and benefits in using a substantial amount of real data for testing. Were I to
have invented test data, I do not believe that I could have built in the number of problems that exist with
real information. Incomplete records, the problem of ordering three sets of parallel events (baptisms, burials and marriages) and the more difficult names for matching, may well have been overlooked. It is
unlikely that I would have made sucha large body of data for the purposesof testing. This proved impor-

t becausethe programwould have to deal with thousandsof recordsand I wishedto investigate
Thedangerslie in errorsthat mayenterthe modelat this
efficient memoryusageastheprojectproceeded.
stage through early program malfunctionsand crashes.Information may be lost or misrepresented.
Becauseof this a veryclosecheckmustbe madeon dataconsistency.
This wasprovedat one point when
during sucha checkI foundthat six marriagerecordshadbeenlost. It wasneccesaryto keepan adequate
backupof data.
Two examples can be given which illustrate the benefits of using a substantial amount of real data
while developing a program. Firstly, the use of a list of about forty namesand versions of names, many
selected for their difficulty, to test the modified soundex coding system proved very useful. It allowed
modification of the system and in particular indicated the usefulnessof developing codesfor initial letters.
The utility of encoding sex along with name was also demonstrated. Secondly, practical use of the program indicated that a number of personswho were clearly inappropriate were being retrieved. This led to
the provision of an extra rule to exclude persons who had been long dead at the date of the infomation
being entered.

Dealingwith information from wills
While the dataentry processdescribedaboveproceeded,
I finishedcheckingmy registertranscript,and
beganto abstractthewills of Biddendenpeople.I madea seconddataset,usingthesameprogram,of personsand relationshipsfrom theinformationin wills. This wasusedto checkthe consistencyof the main
modelbuilt fromparishregisters.It was,especiallyhelpfulin distinguishingpersonswith identicalnames.
Wherethe main model (from parishregisters)wasclear it waspossiblefrom the will model to further
understand
waysin which relationshiptermswerebeingusedin the wills.
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The main modelwasfurthermodifiedon the basisof theinformationthusderivedfrom the wills. Informationfrom marriagelicenceswasalsousedto clarify and refinethe model.Dataentry and therefining
of themodelwasa long process.As problemswereresolvedtheyoften pointedthe wayto newproblems
or to theresolutionof otherexistingones.The programproducesa printedlist of persons,sortedalphabetically by surnameandfirst name,giving their relationships.
This informationis identicalto that which
appearson the screenduring thesearchoperationdescribedabove.Theprinted list wasparticularlyuseful
for checkingdataand for comparisons
betweendatasets.
It was originally intended that a specialised editor would be built into the program to correct errors.
Development of this facility began but proved very time consuming. It was decided to abandonthe editor
and to perform corrections on the original data files. This had to be done with very great care and much
cross checking but was a neccessarycompromise in order to complete the project.

As dataentry,checkingand refinementproceededI wasconsideringhow to representtheinformation
containedin wills and in probateinventories.'Therewerethreepossibleapproaches
that I could takewith
wills, as I wasinterestedin thelight that theymight throwon theusesof relationshipsbetweenpeople.
Firstly my abstracts could be entered directly as text files and searchedwith text retrieval programs.
This would however be laborious and time consuming to do and would not allow fairly easyextraction of
some types of information. A second solution involved building a complex model based around my
person-relationship model, but incorporating information on each bequest and the conditions of bequest
(see Fig A2.1). This would have provided a great deal of information but again would have involved
much time and labour. It was also not realistically feasible without a relational databasemanagementsystem. I attempted to create a databasefor this type of information using the micro-computer database
managementsystem DbaseIlI+I but this proved inadequateto the task and was quickly abandoned.
The third option was to build a simple model from the will information involving a summary of the
data from each will (see Fig A2.2). Becauseof my focus on relationships, only the type of goods given
and the type of relationship involved would be recorded. With cash bequests, the amount would be
recorded. This model involved only two files, one with data on each will, the other with information on
bequests.It was conceptually simple, suited to most of the queries that I neededto make on will data (see
Chapter 4 for example results), and seemed more cost effective to implement. Each will was given a
unique number and, by using the UNIX utilities awk, sort and join, a simple relational databasewas
created. Awk, a pattern matching and data manipulation tool, could be used to extract records and data
fields. Sort put the extracted data into a suitble order for matching with the other file through the will
DbmelIl+ is a trademarkof Aduon TateComporriion
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Figure A2.1: Structurediagramfor a database
of will informationbasedon the personrelationshipmodel
for
data.
life
event
used
numberwith join. In this form the database
couldbe usedto extractinformationaboutwills but wastime
consumingto useand difficult to updateconsistently.
Dealing with information from probate inventories
in a simpleor a complexway.
The informationfrom probateinventorieslikewisecould be represented
Every item could havebeengivena recordand relatedto generalinformationaboutthe inventory.There
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Figure A2.2: Simplemodelof will informationas implemented.

was no real point in individually recordingevery pot and pan, and as is madeclear in chapter2, this
would not have beena straightforwardtask. Thereforecertaincategoriesof item only were included.
thosewhich concerneda broad definitionof work andeconomicactivities.In retrospectI regretnot having includedsometypesof informationsuchas measures
of the amountof linen or pewterownedwhich
would haveprovidedindicationsof statuswhich mightelaboratethosederivedfrom otherinformation. A
file of informationconcerningroomsmontionedin the inventory wascreated,with a view to studying
variationin housing,but this wasnot usedduringtheprojectreportedhere.
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Eachwill and inventorywasalso identifiedto thepersonfor whomit wasmadeby includingtheidentity numberof theindividual in the main person/relationship
files. This gavesomecoheranceto theproject despitetherebeingno formalorganisingmechanism,
providinganoveralldatamodel.
At this time a numberof probateaccountswere also abstracted.Thesewere maintainedas a paper
archive,but thepersonsinvolvedwere locatedto thewill, inventoryandpersondatafiles wherepossible.
The setof accountswasincompletewith only thosefrom theArchdeaconrycourt beingexamineddue to
time constraintsandtheshortcomings
of theearlymodernindexesto theregisters.
Later in the projectbrief noteson each will wereenteredinto a text file usingan editor. Keywords
relatingto importantthemessuchasDOWRY were usedto signalrelevantwills. Thesecouldbe retrieved
by searchingthe file with the sfind utility from the UNIXhum (humanitiesprograms)toolkit, using the
keywords.Sfind,with the -s flag,retrievesblankfine separated
from text files on thebasisof
paragraphs
keywords.It haspattern-matching
facilities.Thisfile of notesprovedvery usefulduringthe
metacharacter
writing up process,allowingrelevantquotesor examplesto beidentified.
When the VAX/VMS2 system was installed at Kent, I transferred copies of the person and relationship
files to the RDB relational database.This system proved very difficult and time consuming to use as an
interactive integral "front-end" was not available. All queries had to be embedded in a conventional programming language such as C or Pascal. This facility could have been used to implement the model
building program but no meanswere provided of expressingad hoc queries which is very important for a
researchdatabase.Therefore after some experimentsthis approach was abandoned.

Textual information from ecclesiasticalcourt records
At this time I beganto transcribepartsof the ecclesiastical
court recordsas discussedin Chapter2. My
transcriptsconsistedof blocksof text of varyinglength(from one sentenceto a long paragraph),entered
directly onto a portable micro-computerand then transferredto the anthropologydepartmentmini.
Becausethe CanterburyCathedralRecordOffice wasdue to close for a year in the latter part of my
researchperiod,the work of makingthesetranscriptshadto recievepriority overothertasksfor a time.
When they were complete I made a concordance using the Oxford Concordance Program. 3 This
software package has been much used in the analysis of literary texts. The output is a concordance of
every word in the text except thosewords excluded by the user (usually words such as "the" and "on"). A
concordance is an alphabetically ordered list of words set within the context of surrounding text, usually
2 VAX, VMS andRDB an;registeredtrademadnof Digital Equipment
Cmporation.
3 OxfordConcordance
Programis a trademarkof Oxford ElectronicPuäiuhing
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one line. The userprovidesanASCII file of text alongwith a setof instructionsdetailingwordsandsymbols that theprogramis to ignore.Suchinstructionsaregivenin a structuredformatat theheadof thetext
file. Although a concordance
building programcalledkwic (keywordin context)is providedin the hum
toolkit, this is suitablefor usewith smallersamplesof textonly. As thecourttranscriptsamountedto over
300K in total, thelargerpackagewasbettersuitedto my task.
The concordanceprovided both an index to the texts and a way of examining how words were being
used within them. An example is the interpretation of the phrase "common crime". By using the concordance to examine other adjectives often associated with the word "crime", I was able to decide on an
interpretation of common other than the meanings of frequently occurring or vulgar. Alternative words in
the context were open and public which led me to interpret common As meaning commonly known. This
may not appear to be a major discovery in itself, but was important in aiding my understandingof the
nature of knowledge in relation to offences and the role of public discourse in reputation disputes.

I made a further index of Biddendencasesdetailing the type of offence,the date and the person
involved.The identity numberof thepersonin the mainpersonfile wasusedto aid reference.Eachcase
was given an identifying number.The numberof times that a personappearedin court, in what circumstances,
who elsewasinvolvedand thetypesof casescould beexamined.Sucha procedurewasparticularly usefulin looking at thepersonsinvolved in illegitimacycases(chapter5). This indexfile could
alsobe usedto examinethetypesof casesrelativeto one anotherover time.
Analysis and Presentation
The output from my model building program consistedof an alphabetical listing of persons giving brief
details of their known relationships to other people recorded. I realised that a better form of output was
neededto provide a reference when writing up. I would also require a set of standard demographic measures for my population.

A furtherprogramwas written usingthe personand relationshipfiles createdby the model building
programas input. 'Iltis programalsoreuseda proportionof thecodeand someof the datastructuresfrom
the modelbuilding program.It wasdesignedto build a modelof the immediatefamily of an individual
over her/hislife course.One form of outputwasa tabulateddescriptionof certaindemographicevents
during a life coursewith embedded
tbl to allow a neatlaserprinted
commandsfor the text pre-processor
pageto beproduced(seeChapter2, p.51 for an example).
This programwasnot without its own problems.BecauseI wishedto be ableto havea printedsheetfor
any person.I neededto be ableto constructprobablelife-courseeventswherethedatawasimperfect.The
outputlisted childrenfor eachpersonundertherelevantspousewherepossible.If no spousewasknown
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this wasclearlyimpossible.Wherespouseswereknownbut thedateof marriageor end of marriagewas
not certain for every casea problemwas raised.I decidedto assignchildren to marriagesby creating
fictive end or beginningof marriagedatesbasedon theburial dateof the previousspouseor themarriage
of thenext one.Thesefictive dateswereonly usedfor this purposeand wereneverprintedout. The data
wasorganisedto note themas fictive andnot suitablefor usein anyothercontextsuchasthecalculations
of ageat marriageor at birth of childrenprintedon theoutputsheet.This stepwastakento providepossible life-coursematerial,for use with reservation,in discussion.Such constructeddata was entirely
excludedfrom demographicmeasures.
A secondset of outputfunctionsgavea file of standarddemographicmeasures.The functionsused
only a subsetof the datawhich met the demographiccriteriaoutlinedby Wrigley for reconstitutionstudies.The measureswerearrangedin a setof standardformatsto makethemsuitablefor extractionusing
the UNIXgrep or awkutilities and thedm programin theUnix/Startoolkit. Anotherprogram,desc,from
the sametoollcitwasusedto providestatisticalsummariesof thesemeasures.
Most of the figurescalculated in the demographicsectionof Chapter3 were producedin this way. Somedata wasexportedto
SPSSx4to investigatethefeasabilityof doing this andto makeuseof cross-tabulation
which is not availablein Unix/Slat.
However,certaintypesof demographicmeasuresuchas child mortalityand closedfamily sizeneeded
specialtreatment.For child mortalitycalculationa measureof whenthe child wasin observationhad to
be calculated.For closedfamily size,calculationscanonly be performedwherethestartingandend dates
for the parents' marriageare known. Specialfunctionswere addedto the new program,specificallyto
dealwith theseproblems.They wereincorporatedinto thepartsof thecode devotedto output,while the
modelbuilt remainedthe same.Becauseof time constraints,it wasnot possibleto redesigntheprogram
to take thesechangesinto account. This meantthat while new functionswere added,they were not
alwaysincorporatedinto theprogramin anideal manner.It is clear that anyfuture versionof theprogram
will needto addresstheproblemof typesof calculation.
As I havemadeclear,existingprogramswere usedfor statisticalwork whereverpossible.Two demographiccalculations,child mortalityandage-specificmaritalfertility, couldnot beeasily undertakenwith
existingtools.Thesewereconsideredessentialfor my researchandthereforespecialsmallprogramswere
written to producethem.A specialoutputoption of thedemographicprogramproducedthe input for the
child mortality program.By usingthe din tool mentionedaboveto selectsubsetsof data.calculations
couldbe madefor definedperiodsof time, by submittingthe input in blocksrelatingonly to theencompasseddates.
" SPSSxis a trdaemarkof SPSSUK Ltd.
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The problemof calculatingage-specificmaritalfertility waslessstraightforward.Becauseof timeconstraintsthe datawasconstructedpartly by handusingtheraw standarddemographicmeasuresproduced
by the "life-course"program,for casesselectedon the relevantcriteria.Thiswasthen typedin as a tabular file which wasusedas input for a secondsmall programdesignedto producetheseparticularmeasures.'Ibe two casesoutlinedhereare contraryto the ethic of the original demographicprogramwhich
wasto producea generalsetof datausableasinput to existinganalysistools.
The Ingres Database
During the summer of 1988-89 the University of Kent obtained the Ingress relational databasemanagement system. This system is both fairly easy to use and very powerful. It becameavailable at Kent on
the VAX/VMS, Sun6UNIX workstations and IBM PC1 compatibles. Importing both my person relationship files and other relationally organised data into Ingres was very simple. I took the opportunity to reorganise the person/relationship databaseinto four tables by creating an event table for marriages and a note
table. Because all data files outside of Ingres had been organised primarily around person identity
numbers and secondarily around document numbers, it was possible to create an integrated relational
databasewithin Ingres with little effort.
Further data was entered into the databaseat this time. This included information on office holding and
data on executorship and overseeingof wills. Again the existing system of identity numbers made it possible to extend the databasein an integrated way to answer new questions.

The databasewasinitially built on the SunUNIX workstationsystemso that it couldbe usedwith Dr
Ryan's graphicalprogramGnet. The Gnet programhas beenusedduring the researchfor examining
informationon relationshipsin a graphicalform. Theprogramwasin development
duringthis periodand
the Biddendendata wasusedas one testdatasetfor this. Using this datavariousproblemswereencounteredand manyimprovementswere madeduring thecourseof this researchproject.Whenthe datawas
initially examinedin this way, I tried to displayall of the knownrelationshipsoutward from one individual. As a resultof this query.3000relatedindividualsweredisplayedat once.Sucha largeandcomplex
in one piece.Thereforea facility for limiting the numberof related
networkwasimpossibleto understand
personsoutward from the chosenindividual was addedto the program. The Bildenden databasewas
later installedon an IBM PCAT compatible.

s Ingen is a trademarkof RelationalTechnologyInc.
6 Sun isa trademarkof Sun Microsystems,
Inc.
7 IBM, IBM PCXT and IBM PC AT areregisteredttadematksof InternationalBusinessMachinesCorporation.
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The original model building programand the demographic
programstill existedindependentlyof the
Ingresdatabase.They could become"front ends"to this databasebut therewas not time availableto
developthis possiblitygiventhe latearrival of Ingreswithin the researchprojecttimetable.It waspossible howeverto examinedemographicdata for groupsselectedfrom the databaseby exportinga list of
relevantpersonidentity numbersfrom Ingresandusingtheseas input to thedemographic
program.
Statisticsbasedon informationfrom wills and probateinventorieswereobtainedby countingrelevant
instancesusing the internal functionsof Ingresand then employing a pocket calculatoron these for
furthercalculation.Thenumericaldatabasedon parishregisterinformationusedin the sectionon migration were also producedin this way. This seemsto indicatea possibleneedfor theprovisionof simple
statisticalfunctionswithin a database
querylanguage,or as a formof "front end" to a database.Currently
counting,summingand averagingfunctionsare availableas part of IngresSQL but I havefounda need
for otherbasic,simplecalculationssuchas percentages,
crosstabulation
andchi-square.These,of course,
canbe performedusingmorecomplexSQLqueriesbutfor manymeasuresit is easierto exportresultsto
otherprograms.
Writing Up

The final thesiswaswritten on my own Atari SlT microcomputerusingthe public domaintext editor
MicroEmacs.Draft chapterswereprinted at homeon a small printer or transferredto the anthropology
UNIXmini, Lucy, and printed on the main serviceline-printer.The intentionwasat all times to produce
the final text on a laser-printerusing theUNIXtext formattingprogramtroff with the -ms macros.The
brief formattingcommandsusedby this programwereinsertedinto thetext beforeit wastransferredfrom
the micro to the UNIXsystemfor printing the final version. Diagramswere producedusing the public
domainGnuplotprogram,Gnetand PostScript9.
Conclusions
Four important points have arisen out of the practice of my researchconcerning the integration of computers into anthropology. Firstly the need to use a wide range of types of software to deal with the different types of information examined. One package could not deal with this variety of information nor
perform all of the necessarytasks. It is very unlikely that this ever will be the case.Such requirements are
often difficult to generalize and may vary considerably between individual researchprojects. This indicates that a 'tools' approach is more suitable. This howeverdoes involve its own problems.
I Atari andST ayetrademark:of Atari Corporation
9 PostScriptis a trademarkof AdobeSystemsInc.
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My secondpoint involves theseproblems.Somepeoplethink that a computercan organisetheir
researchinformationfor them.This is a falseassumption.Althoughusinga computercanhelp with the
organisingof researchdata,whateverform the informationmay take, theplanningmust be doneby the
humanresearcher.
This is apparantin building a database.
Informationmust beorganisedin sucha way
that different piecesof datacan be relatedthroughan overall plan. Effectiveuseof a database
imposes
very clearobligationsupon the userto organisethedata for this purpose,and severalbooksand articles
provideguidancein this problem.
A similar problem is involved in trying to organise research using a variety of software. I have
attempted to achieve some degreeof coherencethrough the whole project by using person and document
identity numbers so that different but connected pieces of information could be related whether by hand
or using computer methods. The system is not, of course, perfect. The court records are not really well
integrated and require further work to make them so. The plan must also reside in the researchershead
rather than being fully automated. Indeed it may encompassinformation which is not stored on a computer but in more traditional notebooks and paper files. Any changesin one part of the system, such as
changing a person identity number, have to be reflected through the whole. This in practical terms means
a great deal of work.

Theseprocedureswere suitablefor myself. The University of Kent has a campuswide network to
directly or indirectly. Thereforeaccessto differentcomputersand
which most machinesare connected
do not have
transferof files is greatlyfacilitated.Althoughthepictureis improving,most anthropologists
accessto sucha network.I am usedto usinga wide rangeof softwareon differentmachines,to transferring files between machines, and can write programs to deal with data conversion. Most people in social
anthropology have limited experience with computers and little time and perhaps, inclination, to learn
more than basic data managementskills. Therefore using a more limited range of software might be more
appropriate for most people. The key to effective use however remains the same. Learning to use computers is not really about which key to press or menu item to select in a particular piece of software, it is
about how to organise information to achievegood retrieval and to aid in making connectionswhile at the
sametime maintaining the integrity of the researchdata.
The need for organisational skills raises the problem of whether or not all people wishing to use computer software for research will also wish to learn how to model the data and how to implement such
models. With programs such as Ingres, tools such as ABF (Applications By Forms) make implementation
much simpler. They still require great effort in normalising and modelling the data. Even with ABF,
effective use often demands writing simple programs in the applications language OSL. It is likely that
these demands will mean that some specialist help will be required by many users. This is even more

likely assoftwarebecomesmorepowerfulandthereforemorecomplex.
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The third point involves keeping track of which results were the product of which questions. One frequency graph from desccan look very much like another, although the input may be very different. Using
the independent tools of Unix/Stat requires much more self discipline on the part of the researcherthan
the integrated but less flexible environment of a packagesuch as SPSSx.'ThereforeI developed a system
of UNix shell-scripts and editing procedures to identify the analysesand label the output. In many ways
this again relates to the use here of skills which may well be beyond those which most anthropologists
have the time or desire to learn.

The final point is relatedto theproblemof specialistskills. Throughmy trainingyear andsubsequent
researchI havegainedknowledgeandpracticalexperienceof applicationdesignandprogramming.These
skills haveenabledmeto achievea considerable
amountand will continueto be of usein themselvesand
asa basisfrom which to learnmore.Oneof theproblemsfoundin this researchprojecthasbeentrying to
designerand programmerin oneperson.Both designand goodprogramcombinetheskills of researcher,
ming practicehaveat timeshadto be sacrificedto the timeconstraintsof theproject.It is well knownin
ComputerSciencethat goodsoftwaretakesa long time to becomeuseableand that it is usuallythework
of a teamratherthanone person.If appliedcomputingis to becomewidespread
within socialscienceand
humanitiesdisciplinessuchconsiderations
needto bewell understood.
There is a clear tension betweenthe flexibility offered by a 'tools' approach with its associatedneed for
demanding input by the user, and the constraints of using a package which places less burden on the
researcherbut may not be suitable for many tasks. There is a myth that software will improve to meet
these requirements with time. Although some software to deal with specific problems and to improve
ways of solving general ones will become available, it is unlikely that all problems will be met. Much, if
not most, software is designed for administrative use in commercial and public service situations.
Beyond special applications in the big budget sciences,most academic users are constrained to use the
administrative software. This is unlikely to changein the forseeablefuture. Apart from this, researchpractices and their associated methodologies change through time. The applications needed by current
researchersmight be less important in twenty or thirty years time. It is important that the limitations of
available software are not allowed to interfere with the development of method. Computers are after all
only tools.
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Appendix 3: Software and Hardware used during the
research project

Computers used in the project
The following hardware was employed during this project as described in Chapter 2 and Appendix 2.
Lucy - Anthropology Orion running Unix'
Eagle UKC Service VAX 780 running Unix
Saturn/]anus/Titan - UKC Service VAX cluster running VMS2
Atari ST 1040and Mega2 running TOSS
Viglen IBM PC AT 286 compatible running MS-DOS 4
Sun workstations on ethernetrunning Unix
Software used in the project
A variety of software, commercial, public domain and specially written, was usedduring the course of the
project. The methodsof employment are describedin Chapter 2 and Appendix 2.
Commercial packages
Ingres6Relational DBMS
Oxford ConcordanceProgram
RDB Relational DBMS
SPSSx8
DbaselII+9
Unix Tools

grep,awk,join, sort, nroff andthe-ms macros,unixlstat,thehum utilities,BerkeleyC compiler.

I UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
2 VAX, VMS and RDB are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
Atari. ST. Mega2 and TOS are trademarks of Atari Corporation
" Vigicn is a Uadesnaskd Viglen lid.. IBM PC and AT are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation,
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
s Sun is a trademark of Sun Microsystems. Inc.
6 Ingies is a trademark of Relational Technology Inc.
7 Oxford Concordance Program is
a trademark of Oxford Electronic Publishing
s SPSSx is a trademark SPSS UK Lid.
of
9 Dbaselll+ is trademark Ashton Tate Corporation
a
of
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Non Commercial Programs
Gnet - interactive graphical network display program written by Dr Nick Ryan, Computing Laboratory,
UKC
Own Programs with brief description
This section consists of a description of the main programs written for the project. It is designed to be of
interest to programmers.The text should be used in conjunction with the appropriatecall graph.
1. reis - the main model building program
The reis program allows the user to interactively enter, retrieve and link records in order to build the population and relationship model. There is an interface consisting of menus and forms. The operation of
this program, and the data model are described in pp. 35-46 of Chapter 2 with further infomation in Appendix 2. The most important functions are shown in call graph Fig. A3.1. A number of functions and
data structures are re-used by the other programs described below. Descriptions have not been repeated
there.

Data structures
date

struct

(
int day;
intmonth;
int year;

unsigned
unsigned
unsigned

Structure for storing date in three integers. Only used when performing calculations on dates. A date is
otherwise stored in a single integer in order to save space.Conversion is performed with the shortdate()
and split_date() functions.
struct

(

mar

/*

*Pmar;
int
date;

char
unsigned

place

of marriage

*/

Structure for storing marriage data.
typedef

char
struct

struct

reltype

*mot;
reltype

(

/* relationship
*next_type;

term

eg.

'mother'

*/

RTYPE;

Structure for storing data on type of fink. This was introduced to avoid having to store the relationship
name in each link node and therefore to savespace.
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typedef

link

struct

int

unsigned
RTYPE

(

id1;

/*

identifier

*rt;

/*

pointer

/*

identifier

/*
/*

used to
pointer

/*

accuracy

intid2;

unsigned
char
struct

stat;
mar

char
struct

cert;
link
*nextlink;

*mp;

of
to

person

1 */
term

relationship

of

person

note
new or
to marriage

link

of

2 */
edited
node

data

*/

*/

} LINK;

Structure for storing link data. Along with the person structure (see below) this type of nodc forms the
main building block of the refs model.
typedef

struct

person
*fname;
*sname;
intid;

char
char
unsigned
char

sex;

char
char

*desig;
*note;

(

*Pbapt;
char
int bapdate;
unsigned
*Pbur;
char
int burdate;
unsigned
intmdate;
unsigned
char
state;
*next;
struct
person
PERS;

/*
/*
/*

first

name of person
*/
surname
of person
identifier
*/
person

*/

/*

occupation

status

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

*/
place
of baptism
date
baptism
*/
of
place
of burial
date
of burial
/* date
of first
marriage
used to note
new or edited

/*
/*
/*

soundex code of name (index
for
number of entries
term
to array
pointer
of entries

or

social

term

recorded
data
*/

*/

*/

Structure for storing person data
struct

tnode
(
int
unsigned
code;
intn_ints;
unsigned
int
*list;
unsigned
*left;
tnode
struct
tnode
*right;
struct

term)
*/

Structure for node of inverted index basedon soundexcoded names.
typedef

}

loc
{
struct
int idno;
unsigned
long
pno;
long
rno;
LOC;

/*

node

for

seq

fileindex

*/

Structure for sequential index node. Stores offsets in person and relationship files of records for each
identity number.
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struct

tabline
char*rel;
char*mrev;
char*frev;
char*prev;

/*
/*
/*
/*

int

rcode;

/*

complex

model

code

*/

int

dcode;

/*

display

order

code

*/

relationship
term
reverse
term
reverse
term
reverse

term */
for male relative
for female relative
for unsexed relative

Structure for line of relationship table. Reverse terms are given for all relationships (eg. parent - child).
The codes are used for classifying in the complex model (eg. mother/father/parentall have one c(xde)and
for display order in output from refs.

Function descriptions
Top Level Functions (see Fig. A3.1):
void
char

main(argc,
*argv[];

int

argv)
argc;

Calls index() to read inverted index and sequential index files and store indexes. Calls read_tablc() to read
tdefs file and store table. Calls in_data() for interactive searchand data input. If data has been added at
end of program run, calls out_pO and out_rO to write it to output files.
struct

tnode*

mkindex

()

Calls build_tree() to createinverted index tree and make-loco) to create sequentialindex array.
void
FILE

in_data
*pin,

(pin,
*rin;

rin)

Calls menuO to display program options. For search/entry calls ent_typc( to determine entry type,
in_person() to search/enter person details and in rel() for relationship and related person. Calls
pr_screen()to display output on screenor lprintO to send output to printer. Quit option returns to main.
void
FILE

read
*in;

table

(in)

by table().
Readstabledatafrom definitionsfile into arrayof tablincnodes.Tableis searched
void
FILE

outer
*pout;

(pout)

Accesses PERS node list sequentially and writes details to output file. The output files arc named as
"inputfile. t" to distinguish them from the input files (see the 'merge' program).
void
FILE

out_r
*rout;

(rout)

AccessesLINK node list sequentially and writes details to output file.
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Figure A3.1: Call graph for the Rels program.
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Other functions (see Fig. A3.1):
struct
FILE

build

tnode*

tree

(in)

*in;

Reads each line of inverted index file into node. Allocates array for ids in each node. Calls macetreeO to
insert node into binary tree and then rebalance() to balancecompleted tree. Returns root of tree.
int
calc
PERS *p;

age
int

(p, age)
*age;

Calculate rough age if enough information and whether dead or alive if cut off date being used. Returns
whether dead or not.
int
checkdate
PERS *p;

(p)

Checks whether person retrieved obeysdemographic rules and returnsTRUE or FALSE.
(fname,
PERS* checkpers
sname,
*fname,
*sname;
char
FILE
*pin,
*rin;
char
sx;

sx,

pin,

rin)

Finds person node with matching namesusing findpers 0 or createsnew node. Returns pointer to node or
NULL if searchabandoned.
void
FILE
PERS

display_p
(rin,
*rin,
*pin;
*p;
int
i;

pin,

p,

i)

Displays details for person using screenoutput functions primersO and pr_det() and then calls get_ elsO
to display related persons.
int
char

encode
*name,

(name,
*code;

code)

Examines each letter of name, assigning a digit code based on groups of letters and relation to other
letters. SeeChapter 2. Returns number of digits plus one.
int

ent_type

()

Menu for selecting type of entry. Flags are set for baptisms, burials or marriages with default for other
types of entry.
PERS* findname
(codel,
long
codel,
code2;
PERS *p;
char
sx;

code2,

sx,

p)

Finds persons with matching codesin linked list of PERS nodes.
PERS* findpers
char *fname,

(fname, sname, sX)
*sname; char sx;

Encodes names and sex with getcodeO. Searcheslist of PERS structures using findnameO. Searches
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inverted index with scan_tree() and then retrieves records with search_treeO.Uses display__ppto show
retrieved personsand relationships to user.Returns pointer to node that user chooses,otherwise NULL.
PERS*
struct
FILE

find
p
tnode
*pin;

(tpl,
*tpl,

tp2,
*tp2;

pin)

Matchesid termsin indexnodesusingget_term()and search_term()
and locatesrecordin datafile using
loc_recO.Calls checkdate()
to checkpersonretrievedfits demographic
rulesfor query.
void
LINK
FILE

find
*rel;
*pin,

relative
int
*i;
*stream,

(rel,

i,

pin,

stream)

Looks up relative by id in list of person nodes and sequential index. Displays details of relative on
screen.
long
char

get-code
*name,

(name,

sex)

sex;

Calls make_code() to get code for name, returnscode converted to long.
LOC*

(key)

get-offset
int
unsigned

key;

Binary searchon array of structures after Kemighan & Ritchie10 Returns pointer to structure containing
key.
int
1)
(stream,
term,
get_r
FILE
*stream;
int
term;
unsigned
LINK
*1;

Reads line from relationship data file into LINK structure if first item in line is same as id passed as
parameter. Returns false if no records found for id.
PERS* get_rec
long
int
offset;

(offset,
FILE

stream)
*streajn;

Locatespersonrecordin datafile by offset in bytes.Callsreadperson()to readfrom file.
(rin,
get_rels
pin,
*rin,
*pin,
*stream;
int
key;
unsigned

void
FILE

key,

stream)

Looks up relationship record for id in sequential index using get_offsetO and calls get_r() to read record
from data file. Then calls find_relative() to find details of related personand display on screen.
unsigned
struct

int
tnode

get_term
*tp;

(tp)

Returns next id from array in index node or 0 if at end of array.
1° B. S. Kernighan and D. M. Ritchie 1988: The C Programming Languagel London: Prentice Hall
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PERS* in-person
FILE
*pin,
*rin;

(pin,

rin,
*cur

char

cur name)
name;

Search for person on namesand sex using checkpers(). Createnew person record or modify details of old
one. New or modified records stored in linked list of PERS structures.
int
in_rel
FILE
*pin,
unsigned

(pin,
*rin;
int
idA;

rin,
char

name,
*name;

idA)

Interactive entry of relationship details. Calls in-.person () to searchfor, createor modify details of related
person. Makes link in both directions. Returns TRUE or FALSE depending on whether search/entry
abandonedat this stage.
PERS* loc
(key,
rec
int
key;
unsigned
FILE
*pin;

pin)

Finds person record in sequentialindex using get_offset() and then calls get_reco to locate record in data
file.
lprint
*pin,

void
FILE

(pin,
*rin;

rin)

Opens pipe to Unix command lpr. Calls pr_menu() and pr_select() to print chosendetails.
tnode*
tnode

struct
struct

unsigned
unsigned

(root,

maketree
*root;

int
*id list;
long ncode;

int

ncode,

n,

id

list)

n;

Builds binary tree from inverted index, sorted on code. Returns root of tree. Based on an algorithm in
Stout and Warren"
void
char

(name, code,
make_code
*name, *code, sex;

sex)

Callsencode()to makesoundex-type
codefor name.Appendsdigit for male,femaleand unknownsex to
codestring.
int
make_1oc
FILE
*in;

(in)

Readseach line of sequential index file into node and stores nodes in an array. Returns number of records
read.
int

menu

()

Displays program options, allows user to set some parametersand returns menu choice.

11 Q. F. Stout and D. L Warren 1986: 'Tree rebalancing in optimal time and space'. CACM 29.9,902.908.
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(rin,
*pin,

void
FILE

prall
*rin,

char

*name2,

pin,
stream,
*stream;

*namel,

name2,

namel,

sx)

sx;

Looks up last names of person and name2 using getcodeO,scan-tree(), get_term() and loc_rec() to locate
record. If records located usespr_indvO to display/print them.
(p,

void
pr_det
PERS *p;
int

age;

age,
stream)
FILE
*stream;

Display/print details of person. Calls calc_ageo to calculate rough age and if alive where cut-off date has
been specified.
void
FILE

(rin,
*pin,

pr_indv
*rin,

pin,
*stream;

stream,
PERS

p)
*p;

Display/print name, details and relationships for one person using pr pers(), pr_deto and get_relsO.
int

pr

char

(string)

menu
*string;

Displays menu for print options, allows some parametersto be set by user and returns menu choice.
void
pr pers
PERS *p;
FILE

(p, stream)
*stream;

Display/printnamesand id of person
void
FILE

pr screen
*pin,
*rin;

(pin,

rin)

Sets output device to be stdout. Calls pr_menuO and pr select() to display chosendetails.
int
FILE

(rin,
pin,
select
*rin,
*pin,
*stream;

char

*str;

pr

int

stream,

str,

i)

i;

Readslast names from alphabetical list in file "pnames" using them to order output. Calls pr_all() to send
details to device sending namesfrom list as parameter.
void
FILE

read
*in;

(in,
person
PERS *p;

p)

Readsline from persondatafile in into PERSstructure.
struct
struct
unsigned

tnode*
tnode
int

rebalance
*root;

(root,

size)

size;

Balancescomplete tree. Basedon an algorithm in Stout and Warren (op. cit. ). Returns new root of tree.
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struct
unsigned

tnode*
int

(code,
tp)
tnode
*tp;

scan-tree
struct
code;

Recursive searchof binary tree containing the inverted index. Returns pointer to index node with matching code.
int
search_term
struct
tnode
int
unsigned

(tp,

term)

*tp;
term;

Binary searchon array of integersafter Kernighan & Ritchie (op. cit.).
PERS*
struct
FILE

search
tnode
*pin;

tree
*tpl,

(tpl,
*tp2;

tp2,

pin)

Determines shortest array of ids in index node and calls find()
arrays.
unsigned
unsigned

int
int

to locate person record using these

(d, m, y)

shortdate
d, rn, y;

Puts three date integers into one integer
void
split-date
date
struct
int
unsigned

(dt,

date)

*dt;
date;

Splits date integer into day, month, year and returns pointer to struct date
char*
char

table
*word;

(word,
char

sex)
sex;

Lookup relationship type in table giving reverserelationships.
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2. lco - the second model building and demographic program
This is a program for building a more complex model and for providing demographic statistics. The
results can either be presentedas a summary of the main demographic events in the life of an individual
or as statistics suitable for input to other programs. More information about this program, including a
reproduced summary data sheet,can be found in pp. 50-52 of Chapter 2 and in Appendix 2. The most important functions are shown in call graph Fig. A3.2

Data structures
typedef

lcego
struct
*fname;
char
*sname;
char
int
id;
unsigned
char
sex;

/*
/*
/*

*des;
*nt;
/*
*Poc;
int doc;
*Pob;
int dob;

char
char
char
unsigned
char
unsigned

}

(

char
struct
unsigned

state;
lcego
*parent
intparmar;

struct
struct
struct

person
spouse
person

first
surname
person

name of person
*/
of person
identifier
*/

/* occupation
or social
short
note about person
/* date of baptism
*/
/* place
baptism
*/
of
/* date of burial
*/
/* place
*/
of burial

*/

term

status
*/

/* used in assigning
to parent
child
[2];
/* pointer
*/
to parent
array
/*
date
marridge
of parents'

*sibl;
*sps;
*child;

/* pointer
/* pointer
/* pointer

*/

list
*1
to sibling
to spouse list
list
*/
to child

EGO;

Structure used for storing central person in Ico program. Details of relatives are recorded in person structs
(see above).
typedef

struct

spouse

(

*Pom;
/* place
char
of marriage
int dom;
/* date of marriage
*/
unsigned
domst;
*/
/* accuracy
date
char
of
marriage
of
int eom;
/* date of end of marriage
*/
unsigned
date
char
/* accuracy
eomst;
of end of marriage
*pers;
to spouse person
struct
person
/* pointer
*xchild
[30];
to child
list
struct
/* pointer
person
*nxtsp;
struct
spouse
]

char
SPS;

cent;

/*

accuracy

of

marriage

link

*/

*/

Structure used for marriage data. The details of the spouseare stored in the person struct pers.
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Figure A3.2: Call graph for the Lco program.
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Function descriptions
Top Level Functions (seeFig A3.2):
main (argc,
int
argc;

arge)
char *argv

(];

Calls rep_type()to get reportoption. Calls get_ego()to buildmodel. Dependingon report option uses
out_tzto, out_statOor out_stat2()to outputreportto file.
EGO*
FILE

(pin,
rin,
*rin;
int
id;

get-ego
*pin,

id)

Constructs ego node and appendages.Calls loc_rec) to find if id has a record and then set_up() to build
simple model. Uses set_paro. set_spo, set_sibsO,sp_childO and mar_child() to extend model and check
integrity.
int

make_1oc

(in)

SeeReis program (other functions) above.
int

rep

type

()

Presentsmenu of report types. allows user to set someparametersand returns number of menu choice.
void
FILE

(out, ego)
out_stat
*out;
EGO *ego;

Outputs statistics about person and relationship in fixed format which allows extraction using Unix tools
such as "grep" and "awk" for analysis with statistical software.
void
FILE

(out,
out_stat2
*out;
EGO *ego;

ego))

Calculates earliest and latest dates at which a person appears in the databaseand the type of event
signified. Outputs thesedetails for eachperson.
void
FILE

out_txt
*out;

(out, ego)
EGO *ego;

Outputs details of person and relationships ordered according to dateand embeddedin commands used by
the "tbl" table formatting program. Output file can be formatted to produce page of details as shown on
p.51 of Chapter 2.
Other Functions (see Fig A3.2):
void
LINK

(1, sp,
make_sp
*1;
SPS *sp;
int
unsigned
edob;

edob)

Calculatesbeginningand end of marriagefrom marriagedate and burial dates of ego and spouseif
known.
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int
(rin,
mar child
FILE
*rin;
EGO *ego;

ego)

Searchesrelationships of each child to find first marriage and then stores date of this marriage in child
node.
int

par
unsigned

int

(cbap,

child
int

f;

cbap;

/*

f)
sp,
SPS *sp;

flag

to note

last,

mid or

last

spouse

*/

Checks child within parentsmarriage date range
int
set_file
FILE
*in;

(in,
unsigned

term,
int

ft)
term,

ft;

Getsoffset andsetsfile pointer.Returnsfalseif no recordsfound.
int
set_par
FILE
*pin,

(pin,
*rin;

ego)
rin,
EGO *ego;

Checks that both parents known else locates missing one by checking children of known parents marriages for ego.
void
FILE

set-sibs
*pin,

*rin;

(pin,
rin,
ego)
EGO *ego;

Calls set_upo for each parent and then puts children of parentsinto sibling list with sort_sibling() with no
duplication allowed.
void
set_sp
EGO *ego;

(ego)

If date of beginning or end of marriage not known for spouse,tries to construct date based on end of previous marriage or beginning of next. Marks date as constructed and not useablefor statistics.
int
setup
FILE
*pin,

(pin,
*rin;

rin,
ego)
EGO *ego;

Search for relatives of ego using set_fileO and read relationship records with get_rO and person records
with loc_recp. Calls make_sp() and sort_sp() to add spouserecords, sort_child() to add child records and
sort_sibling() to add sibling records. Returns FALSE if no relatives.
PERS* sort-child
PERS *new,
*hd;

(new,

hd)

Insert child nodes into linked list sorted on date of baptism
PERS* sort_sibling
PERS *new,
*hd;

(new,

hd)

Insert sibling nodes into linked list sorted on date of baptism
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SPS* sort-spouse
SPS *new,
*hsp;

(new,

hsp)

Insert spousenodes into linked list sorted on datesof start or end of marriage
void
FILE

(pin, rin, ego)
sp_child
*pin,
*rin;
EGO *ego,

Searchesrelationships of each spouseto find extra children born within marriage to ego. Calls par_child()
to check child against parentsmarriage dates.
3. merge program to merge data files
The merge program mergesexisting data files with update files output by refs to create new master files.
The update files have are given the extension t to distinguish them from the original files. Becauseof the
experimental nature of the program, this feature allowed newly entered data to be checked by hand from
time to time. It would, of course, be implemented as part of the entry process in a production program.
The most important functions are shown in call graph Fig. A3.4
main (argc,
int
argc;

argv)
*argv
char

T);

Calls merge_p () to merge master and update person files when writing to new person file. Calls merger
() to merge master and updaterelationship files when writing to new relationship file.
int
char

get-action
code;

(code)

Returns action dependanton code in update file.
int

link
(buf,
id1,
get
*buf;
*stream;
char
FILE
int
unsigned
*idl,
*id2,

id2,

code,

*code,

stream,

u)

u;

Reads record from relationship file, if update file use get_action() to determinewhat to do.
int
char
FILE

(buf,
key,
get_p
*buf;
unsigned
*stream;

stream,
int
*key,

u)
u;

Read record from person file, if update file use get_actionO to determine what to do.
void
FILE

merge_p
*master,

(master,
*update,

update,
*new;

new)

Reads master and update person files line by line with get_.pO. Writes either master or update line for
given id depending on action.
void
FILE

merge_r
*master,

(master,
*update,

update,
*new;

new)

Readsmasterand updaterelationshipfiles line by line with get_linkO. Compareskeys and relationship
typeand thenwriteseithermasteror updateline for givensetof ids andrelationshipdependingon action.
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Figure A3.3: Call graph for the Index program.

Figure A3.4: Call graph for the Merge program.
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4. Index - inverted index program

A programto build and write to file an invertedindexbasedon soundex-type
codes.Seecall graphFig.
A3.3.
main

int

(argc,

argc;

argv)

*argv

char

();

Reads person data file using readperso and creates inverted index of person records using out-data 0
which also writes index to output file.
void
int

makeindex
id;
char

(id,
*name,

name,
sx;

sx)

Uses make_code( to obtain soundex-type code for name. Searchesexisting nodes for code with searchcode() and inserts new node if not found. Calls makelist 0 to add id to index node.
void makelist
index
struct

id)
(ip,
int
id;
*ip;

Inserts id into linked list of ids for this index node.
void
FILE

out-data
*out;

(out)

Outputsinvertedindexto file.
void
FILE

read_pers
*in;
struct

(in)
index*

Reads person data from file and calls makeindex() to construct inverted index.
void
int

searchcode
code;

(code)

Find index node with matching code in linked list.
S. Locind - creates sequential index
A program to create and write to file a sequential index on the person and relationship files, based on id
numbers. No call graph.
(argc,
main
arge)
int
*argv
argc;
char

[);

Find offset in bytes from beginning of file for each line in person file. Call get_roff() to find offset from
beginning of file for first line with each id in relationship file. Write to sequentialindex file.
long
FILE

int
*in;

get_roff
unsigned

(in, pid)
int
pid;

Returns offset of first record for each id in relationship file
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6. Other small programs written for the project

asm- small C programfor calculatngagespecificmaritalfertility
chmort - small C program for calculating child mortality
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